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ABSTRACT
The experiences of child refugees and children of refugees from Hitler growing up in New
zealand in the period from the late 1930s ro the end of the 1960s are the subject of this
study' By means of tape-recorded conversations with the former children, now men and.
women in their thirties, forties and fifties, the study focuses, in particular, on two issues.
First' the lingering legacy of Nazi persecution, whether it was experienced directly or
indirectly by the children or theaparents; second the effects of growing up, often isolated
from others of a similal background" in a monocultual country by and large free from
oven anti-semitism but intorerant of cultural differences.
The first chapter is concerned with the aims of the study, with methodology and
with a survey of relevant literature. some aspects of rccent Jewish hisory and the Central
and Eastern European refugee world are examined in Chap ter Z. The feanres of New
zearand society most closely interwoven with the interviewees' experiences are also
considered in that chapter. The third chapter turns to thc memories, interpretations and
explanations of the former refugees and children of refugees. It introduces the people in
the sEdy and some of the main sepgqns and prcoccupations of their childhood. chapter 4
is about rcfugee children and children of rcfugees at school, chapter 5 about some aspects
of a refugee adolescence and chapter 6 about language, culture and identity. chapter 7
looks specifically at the impact ef I fisrrmltic his6ry on the people in the study. Chapter g
is concerned with adult issues in the lives of the interviewees. It examines ethnic identity,
cultural transmission and assimilasien. The srudy concludes with biographical information
about the interviewees which fill in some of the details not covered in the texr
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
And the children are a triumph: passing ttrough New Zealand schools,
completely accepted by their schooLnates, happy and successful, they
are already New Zealanders, but New Zealanders who have blended
something of great European traditions of culture with the British
tradition.
The words are from R. A. Lochore's (1951) book From Europe to New Zealand: An
Account of our Continennl European Senlers.l The children whose successful inrcgration
is described as a 'triurnph' are the children of the pre-war Jewish refugees from Hitler. In
his book, which was the only study available about this group of refugees fsr mnny yean,
l.ochore, who shared many of the notions of the superioriry of British people and Northern
Europeans over other 'races', expressed considerablc doubts about ths 'success' as
immigrants of the first generation of rcfugees. However, he seemcd to have few such
concerns about the second generation. 'They ar€', he wtrote, 'the rcal success of this
migration of people who were wholly unsuited to our conditions,.
In my (1988) book about rcfugees from Hitlcr in New 7*ahand, A Srrull Price n
Poy,2I too looked at some aspects of the early years of this grcup of refugees in Ncw
Taal^nd, Although the majority of people inten'iewed in that book werc adults when they
reached New Zealand, some who were childrcn or adolescents werc also included- In this
sequel to that study, I desided to focus on the experiences of that younger generation of
rcfugees as well as on the New Zealand-born children of refugees. [Iow did the.se children
fare in New Zealand? What were their lives like? What kind of New Zealanders did they
become?
Conversations with the former children, now in their thinies, forties and fifties,
form the basis of this study of a group of people linked by shared memories of a mainly
ln. I Lqg-hg-p, From Europe to-New Zealand: An Account of our Continental Ewopean
fettlers, Wellington 1951, page 88.
zA..Beagle!o_t9,^A Sntall Price to Pay: Refugees from Hitler in Nut Zealand,, 1936-1946,Wellington 1988.
2Jewish, Continental European-refugee background3 who grew up in New 7*aLandin the
decades between the 1930s and the 1960s. Included arc not only those born in New
Tnaland to parenr who came as refugees from Nazi penecution in the 1930s but also those
born in Eruope before and during the war, some of whom were old enough to have vivid
recollections of the lives they led before emigration. Children who were older (in their
teens) when they arrived in New Zealand, before or after the war, and completed their
education in New Zealand,form a subgroup. For the purposes of this study, the mcmbers
of these different groups arc all termed'second generation'. The third generation, who are
briefly discussed at the end of the snrdy, consists of any childrcn bo'rn to the second
generation grcup.
This study has both a general and a specific intention. The general aim is to
e)@mine some aspects of the life of refugee childrcn andchildren of refugees. A numberof
them either stod out lls different in the very monocultural society that New Zealand was,
especially druing the thirties, forties and fifties, or perceived themselves as different,
although this differcnce was not always obvious to their New Zealand pecn. The diversc
ways of rcacting to feeling 'out on a limb' or to being considered 'strange', the stnrgglcs to
belong and to be accepted, the choice to remain ousiders and most importang the costs of
assimilstisn and other issues concerning the identity and cultural adjusment of second
generation immigrantS are examined.
While the focus of this snrdy is on how individuals experience and interprct
historical events and influences, it is also about the interaction benreen them and the
country and people they encountered. A particularview of New Zealand society emerges,
the perspective of outsiders. This dual focus means that the changrng tife history of the
respondents (as they grow from childhood to adulthmd) reflects some aspects of thc social
history of New Tnalandduring those years.
The specific pu{pose of the study is to attempt to isolate and examine what was
panicular to growing up with a Iewish refugec background. What were some of the
Iingering effects of the recent past - of the uprooting, the persecution, thc killing of miltiqag
of Jews, including farrily members of the majoriry of the people in this study?
3There is some d.ifficulty with terminology. The refugees thought of themselves as
Eryopeans not as Continental Europeans, I term somJof them &stked- But because
Pakeha New Zealanden also often define themselves as Europeans, the tenns'Continental'
or'Central' or'Eastern' European are used to denote the backlound of the people in this
study.
3The accouns of those interviewed reveal a number of common threads which this
thesis develops. In panicular, two connecting themes are importanr The first of these
concerns dhs impact of the lack of continuity between the world of their parEnts or of their
own childhmd and their New Tx;aland upbringng. Many sdlsl immigarf, refugee or exile
communities derive an identiry by maintaining links with the people and the places from
where they or their families originated This was not and is still not possible for many of
the people in this study. Their roots and connections with their past were unerly
obliterated An East European Jew in a study by Barbara Myerhoff, Nmtber Our Days,
spoke of this loss and fts implications for old people:
It is not the worst thing that can happen for a man to gmw old and die.
But he,re is the hard part When my mind goes back the,re now, therc
are no roads going in or out No way back remains, because nothing
is there, no continuation ... and when I ... remember thc way they
lived is gone forever, wiped out like you would erase a line of writing,
then it means another thing altogether for me to accept leaving this
life.4
Discontinuity has significant implications for the young as well as for the old and some of
these are explored in this study.
The bmeak with the past in many of the families was all the more prcnounced
because of the first generation's conviction that the calamities of the past had to be put
behind them. The adults saw their usk and that of their children as rapidly bccoming New
Zealanders. The former wqld of security had been shattered. A new world had to be
created. But the refugees were ambivalent. The second generation very often received
conflicting messages about remembering or forgening the past. The adults' reaction to
New Zealand was also mixed The country was a haven, but it was also alien and in many
ways deficient. The responses of the second generation to such attitudes were
cornplicated These too are explored in this study.
The second theme,linked !o the first, which emerges from the interviews, concerns
belonging or not belonging in New 7*aland. This is not to say that the majority of the
second generation regarded themselves as outsiders in the country in which they grew up,
4Barbara Myerhoff, Ntnber Our Days,New york LgTS,pages 73-74.
4but to suggest that for many of them an identity as a New Zcatander like any other was not
to be taken for granted When considering this theme of second generation marginality, the
age of the people concerned has sone relevance. The age they were when they came ro
New Zealand and the fact of being born in New Zealand needs to be taken into account
Just as significant is the time of their upbringing. Those who came to New Taal^nd,in thc
late 1930s, whose most acute experiences of cultural adjusment were in the forties and
fifties, had to adapt to a very different New Zealand frrom the one in which those growing
up later found themselves.
The predominant impression conveyed by those who were children during the
t}irties, forties and ffies was that in various ways cultural differences werc not welcomed
by the New Zealanders with whom they came into contact. A child of refugees from
Germany who spent his childhood in a small New Zealand. town during the late tlrirties and
early fonies spoke of the 'putting down of differcnce'. His words were echoed by a
number of the people in this study. Intenriewees who grew up in the 1960s were less
likely to encounter such negative attitudes toward.s cultural differences.
However, the strong urge of children and adolescents to conform to their peers
regardless of the degree !o which cultural differences are scorncd or accepted by them
emerges from the interviews. A pervasive imprression is of intenriewees,struggle to make
sense of the New Zealand world outside their homes in order to be able to frt in with ir
Some childreu werc overwhelmed by a sense of all the big and small things which thcy did
not know about this New Taaland, world They could not ask their parents about them
because the adults knew less than the children. Nor could they ask Ncw Zealanders
because the foreign children did not, in fact, know what it was that they did not know and
needed to know. They were only aware ft4i important aspects of daily living did not make
sense' and that 'fitting in' sometimes continued to elude them in spite of their bcst efforts.
What were the consequences for second generation refugees of a background. of
penecution, of the discontinuity and of the stnrggles for acceptance and bclonging? The
recollections of interviewees convey the stresses and conflicts of life in rcfugee families
stntggling to make a new life in New Zealand, as well as the many adjustments and
accommodations, major and minor, made by refugee families. The effons, usually
successful, of rcfugees and their children, haunted by the past, !o adapt to the present and
to recreate a lost world of security are indicative of the strcngth and recuperative power of
5the refugees. Security wurs, to some extent, achieved through assimilation. But there were
cultural losses.
The questions raised in this study are complex and its findings evade neat
categorizations. Clear patterns, unrmbiguous connections and firm conclusions about
second generation refugees in New Txaland do not leap out from the material gathered.
For example, there is nothing much to distinguish those children or their families who
seemed to adjust with more ease in New Zealand from those who adjusted with more
difficulty; nor were those children who reacted more positively to being diffe,rent in a
homogeneous society markedly different in their background from those who werc
overwhelned by shame and embarrassmenl The findings of this study do notpermit such
distinctions and generalizations. What is most striking is the individuality and hencc the
diversity of individual experiences.
Thc diversity is evident in rclation to the nro separate but related aspccts of this
study - the shared history of Jewish persecution and the experience of growing up in New
Zealand with a different cultural background For example, one woman spoke of finding
in the records of Yad, Vashem (the museum of the Holocaust in Israel) information not
revealed to her by her refugee mother about the many mcmbers of her family killed by the
Nazis. For this intenriewec, her mothe/s auempt to protect hcr frrom danaging knowledge
not withstanding, the Holocaust is not buried history but a current pr€occupation. This
was tnre for many of the people in the snrdy. But there werc also a small nrrmber of
interviewees for whom the Naei past was a distant shadow throughout their childhood and
has remained farremoved from and unrelaed to their hfe in New Zealand.
Intenriewees' experiences of growing up in New Zealand wirh a forcign/Jewish
background diffsed widely too. One interviewee spoke of bcing very grateful her children
did not have to go through 'the hell' she herself had undergone as a child of refugecs.
While the memorics of sevcral in the study werc equally unhappy, such fcclings were
entirely absent in others who echoed the words of the man who observed: 'This has been a
good country to grow up in'.
Review of Literature
The concerns of this study - the generational effects of refugec experiences and of the
Holocaust, notions of assimilation, identity and belonging as they affect second generation
immigrants 
- have received attention from writers and scholars from a wide range of
disciplines. Consequently, material drawn from diverse bodies of litcranrre in diffcrent
countries has some relevance to this study.
Ethnicity and Assimilation
Currcnt studies about the plight of refugee childlen in various parts of the world challengc
the assumption, previously held by the writer and others (including first generation
refugees) that children usually adjust more easily than adults to thc trauna of war,
migration and settlement in a new country. Young childrcn are by no means'clean slarcs'
who necessarily assimilate without difEculty, and oldcr children and adolescens may be
particularly vulnerable because, unlike adults, they lack a solid. past as a point of
reference.S It is evident that 'most children learn o smile and to speak a foreign language
...'6 Certaioly, children learn the language of host countries quicker than adults but apart
from that fact' very little is known about the adjustment of children as refugees. The
mainly psychologically or psychosocially oriented studies found by the wrircr show thc
stresses and difficulties of rcfugee children and make observations about the paucity of
research in the field of migration, ethnicity and language acquisition as itrclates m children.
Studies of different ethnic groups and about ethnic rclations in New T*alan6,
Ausualia and the United States are particularly relevant to this study when they discuss the
sinration of second generation immigrants. A number of these snrdies contain observations
about the marginality of the second generation and about intergenerational conflicts. The
t^9lg:,*bjlgt, see-for examplc, Mauric-e Eisenbruch, 'can Homesickness Kiu?,, Mg)(Abbott ed'-, Refugee Resettlemcnt andwellbeing,ptoce"aings ortnJFirsir.ratio"aConference on Ritugeevenar rieJtrr ri"ro uiWifi"g;;irbnral Health Foundarion,Auckland 1989, pag-es 101-117.
lvtgggtlMcCallin, 'Trauma Amongst Refugee Children: The Work of the Internationalcatholic child Bureau', Diana tvtiserEk en.,W r;;;;if mu, oorurictrt ltg3,p;ge247. rn LeoEitinge.r, David Schwaru 
"as., .iioigZ;; !^k; world,Bern 19g1, irnmigrantPgents and their children are also discussed in tenirs of the mental trealth issues related todislocation and immi gration.
7notion of people 'torn between two cultures'7 is a much discussed phenomenon. '... the
children have to find a modus vivendi between their parents' possible unassimil4iyE
tendencies and their own assimilative inclinations'.8 The frndings of some of the studies
show that the second generation evenrually resolve this conflict and emerge with a
satisfacory dual identiry. Other studies note that the second generation fail to panicipate in
or belong fully to eirh€r their parents' culture or to the dominant society.g
Two New Zealand studies - of the Gujarati and Chinese communitics - focus on
x55imilafisn and dual identity and includc an analysis of the second generation members of
these communities. Of the Gujaratis in Wellington, l,alita Vanmati Kasanji wrircs: 'Many
of the second generation feel they do not fully betong to their Indian community nor to the
New Zealand European society, thereforc they begin to feel like "marginal men,,,.10
Kwen Fee Lian in 'A study of Identity within the chinese communiry in wellington
writes of 'the conllicts and tensions generated in second generation Chinese as a result of
competing realities' deriving from their 'biculnual socialization'.l 1 One of the key
diffcrence between the subjects in these studies and second generation refugees fr,om
Europe resides in ttre visibility of their respective ethnicities. As Kasanji commen6: The
Gujaratis cannot avoid their ethnisity and identity with their ethnic goup becausc of their
distinct physical and cultural differences from the New Zealand European population,.l2
However' Kwen Fee Lian's obsenration about the 'siege mentariry'l3 of the chinese
se6larrnity as a consequence of anti-Chinese sentiments does to some extent apply jg the
people in the present srudy.
Snrdies of second generation Pacific Island immigrants in New Zealand reveal
similar patterns. In 1966, approximately frfty percent of the Samoan population of New
1*uF Jo\s199, Frt'ntre Australians: Invnigrant Children in penh, Western Austalia,
9anberra 1972, page xxiii.6ibid.
f5or elagnle, a study 
.b-y w{i9 Mae Gillis, The potes inwellingnn, New zealand,victoria university io.u.:g" pubridoq in prfi;lit;,'oo. 5, rgs4,shows the raner and aSdv 9y_lfuta va;mali li"r*ji..-Ttt; cu:r*dr in *?'[ingion: the study of an Ethnic
9Tgup', victoria Udy".tty of wellingtoir, M.A. thesis itiso"iorbgyll'gg2, titr ror-",(although only after considerable strug}e).
i5^*4 'The Gujaratis in We[ingti-n,, page ii.j.lKwgn-{eg Lian,'S-slody o{I{eqtity within the Chinese Communiry in Wellington,,
I"i:jdu llnilersrry M.A. thesis in sdiorogy, lg8O,-p.!Ji2+.
ii5**4'The Gujaratis in WellinSon', page iii.rrKwen Fee Lian, 'A Snrdy of Identity within the Chinese Community in Wellington,,page 59.
87-ealand was under the age of sixteen and the great majority of these childrcn had been bom
in New Zealand-L4 A member of the Samoan community intenriewed in David pitt and
Cluny Macpherson's study of that community in New 7*aland, Emerging pluralism,spoke
of some of the problems of the children: '... the people who werc born and brought up in
Samoa are well grounded in the Samoan culture and the Samoan way of life, whereas our
children who were bom here in New Zeatandare in the air. They don't really know what
to do; they're living in a grey world, a different world ...'15 The authon of Emerging
Pluralism conclude that young Samoans who get into trouble in New T;laland,are those
who have become separated ftomfa'a Samoa and the two corc institutions of Samoan
society, the'aiga and the church.l6 In theirview, serious communication blocks bcnvecn
the generations also contribute to the problems of Samoan youth.l7 In his later study of
the Sarnoan family in New Tealand\Cluny Macpherson pursued this issue furthg, making
observations about intergenerational difEculties deriving from the diffe,r,ent expectations of
migrant parents and their New Zeatand-born children. He also discusses the various
conflicts in the lives of the second generation who have grown up exposcd to two cultqral
modek.18
Other research about Pacific Island people in New 7*aland,highligha simital
conflicts. A nrtmber of studies consider the part played by the lhck of knowledge of their
familial language in the second generation's feelings of marginaliry. G. A. L. Hunkin
observes on the basis of his 1985 snrdy of Ncw Zealand-born Samoan shrdents that 'they
regard the Samoan language as very crucial to their identity and self+steerL yet only one
of the'm could sPeak Samoan fluently, a sinration that can only bc described as tragic'.19
By contrast' there was little concern about language shift among the first and
second generation Dutch immigrants interviewed by Alberdina p. M. Kroef.2O fire
anitudes in that sudy are closer to those of Continental European Jewish rcfugees and their
lon""iq Pitt, Cluny.\$cPherson,.Emerging Pluralkm: Tlu SannanCommnity inNantZealand,Auckland 1974i page i4: -
IlOl Macpherso n, Emeigfig pluralism,pages 54-55.roibid., page 111.
r /ibid., page LL2.
rucluny Macphersol,'fh" lglry"lgn lFgt-,Family: {_samoan case study,, peggy G.I(trpyrl B:vd:l d,., Famitiri tn trt ir1to,ra sorii.'w;uid;n-Gi8T.'""
:tc. 4. L. Hunkin, 
.B"ing ft+q"n Mean.sFo*itts my t anguige', Deparment ofEducation, New Settlers ahd Mutticulrural Educatio'n Isisii, vot.4, no. 3, lggl,pages28-34.
?Oemtotta P. M. Iftoet'The Use of Language in a Three Generation Group of Dutchrmmigranrs in New zearant, universiry oinicnana M.A. th;;il161L'--'"
9children, many of whom had reservations (though often for d.ifferent reasons) about
retaining German, Czech, Hungarian or polish.
A shared language and culnue is only one of the manifestations of ethniciry. Some
others are descent, religion, nationality and separateness due to disadvangge or
discrimination.2l The ethnic consciousness of the people in this study is based on one or
other or a combinations of these elements.
There is a vast and bewildering literature about the meaning of ethnicity. The
problem for the researcher is too much material. Although some of this litcrature is a
useful point of reference for this study, there will be no attempt to do a comprchensive
survey of it as ethnicity is not its primary focus. One book of particular interest is Nathan
Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan's 1970 shrdy of ethnicity in New york City geyond
the Melting Pot . The idea of the melting pot derives from the very successful play by
Israel Zangwill, which was first performed (on Broadway) in 190E. In that play, a
Russian Jewish immigrant who had escaped to New York(iry from the pogrcms of his
homeland expresses exultation of his new country with the following words:
... America is God's crucible, the great melting pot where all the races
of Europc are melting and reforming! ... herc you stand in you fifty
grcups with you fifty languages and histories, and your fifry blood
hatreds and rivalries, but you won't be long like that, brrothers, for
these are the fires of God you've come to - these arc the fires of God.
A fig for your feuds and vendettas! German and Frenchrnan, Jews and
Russians - into the crucible with you all! God is making thc
Amrr,icar'22
However, as the writers of Bqond tte Metting Por observe, the point about the melting
pot is that it did not happen. 'It is true that language and culture are very largely lost in the
first and second generation', yet in all the different ethnic groups can be observed ,the
lttZyYqu"r'The Ethnic Dimension: Papers-on Ethniciry and pluralism,, S. Encel ed.,
f,ylies.i\sort".?, y.9, Sydney 1981, page 16, GtJ, oitrhrdti" riGL t;;r.441$ael zanswill- fP Me!1!ng-far, quoted in Nathan Glazer, Daniel pauick Moynihan,Beyond.the Flettiig pot: rLi'ueero;; pttei nt;;^:i;;r, Itarians and lrish of NattY o r k c i ty, sec ond -edition, cambft dg{ Mu*u"trusetts' i gzd, page 2 g9.
l0
disinclination of [even] the third and fourth generation of newcomers !o blend into
standard" uniform national type'.
The principal ethnic goups of New york city will b€ s6sn mainteinirig
a distinct identity, albeit a changing one, from one generation to the
next. one group is not as another and, notably where religious and
culural values are involve4 these differences are a matter of choice as
well as of heritage, of new crcation in a new counury, as wcll as of the
maintenance of oldvalues and forms.23
The findings of a study by Marion Berghahn of German-Iewish refugees in
England are, despite the very different setting and subjecg similar. Berghahn's tbrec
generation study of assimilation and integmtion of rcfugees from Nazism who emigrated o
England in the 1930s shows that a specific German-Jewish identity sunived in England
'against great odds'. Berghahn's m4in conclusion is that'a new ethnicity develops which
integrates various elements of both (the German-Jewish and the English) cultures in a
unique way; in othEr words, the emergent ethnic cultue is not identical wittr eithed.Z
The New Zealand situation was in significant ways entirely different for the
refugees from Hitler who settled in this country. There was no cohesive refugee
communily and many refugee families did not belong to the Jewish community.
Generally, the second generation of Central and Eastern European refugees did not grow
up within an ethnic community in the way th4t rnany of Berghatrn's intcrniewecs did, or,
for exarnple, second generation Chinese, Indian, or Samoan children usually do in New
Zealand.ZS Some individuals and families knew and socialized with each other, others
maintained sporadic contact, but often the second generation grcw up isolated from others
of a similar background because thc number of refugees in total was not largc or
concentrated enough to permit the groupings which make social relarionships as a
community possible. The children, the second generation, interacted mainly with New
J]iUia., pages xcwii-xcviii.
1"Y"T.on Ber_gha!1, Gerrnan-Jewish Refugees in England,: The Ambiguities ofAssimilation, London I9E4, page ZSL.
zrln ar€cent book by David pearson, the dwelopment of the communiry associations ofNew Zealand's largeietbnic goups tCtrinisc,-rnii- *a iurinr rtr*oiit-riu.in.o;
Pryi9 Pearson, A Drean p^efened: The oigirs of Ettnic coglict in New kaland,Wellington 1990, pages Lg9-206.
ll
Zealanders throughout their growing up years. The forces of assimiration were
consequently more powerftrl in New Zealandthan elsewhere. Nonetheless, even in New
7*aland, complete assimilation has by no means taken place. This study looks at the nature
of the cultural retention that ha.s occurred-
Jews in New Zealand
Information about Jews in New Zealand is scarce. Of the snrdies that are avrilable non€,
apart from the writer's book A Small Price to Pay (referrcd to earlier), focus on Jewish
refugees in general or on refugees from Hitler in panicular. While A Snall price to pay
touches on the experiences of refugees who were children or adolescents when they arrived
in New 7*aland, its main concern is with immigration policy and with the expcriences of
adult refugees. Nonetheless, in spite of its differcnt focus, A Smalt price to poy is
imFortant background for this snrdy. A number of other works are also of interesr
The majss work about Jews in New T*alandremains L. M. Goldman,s 1957 book
The History of the Jews in New Zealand26 which provides a general overview. M. s.
Pitt's 'Early History of the Wellington Jewish Community,2j isan interesting carly sftdy
of the Wellington lewish community. A morc recent sociological picnre is obtained frrm
Ann Gluckman and David Pitt's 1985 article 'Jhs Judnic Contribution: the lewish
Community in Ncw 7-ealand'.28 This paper looks at assimilation and conflict in the
commrrnigyr and the wrircrs suggest that the situation of Jews in New Z*aland,is in many
ways quite exceptional, in part because Jews form such a smalr proportion of thc
population' (In the 1981 census,0.1 percent of the total population recorded themsclves as
Iewish';29 The writers conclude'that the Jewish community is really neither assimilated
nor sep:uate, neither harrronious nor conflict-ridden, and that 'the community awaits the
dstailsd' intimals and understanding interpretation that the dcterministic sociologists so
rarely attempt ...'30
?l:rry 9.ol*T, The History of thc Jews in New Zeatand,Wellington 1958.4/ M. S. Pin,'Earlvjfig,ory.gt-the Welli"Fol J9wlsh Communiry, ig40-1900,,
Ylir*rly o.f New_Zealanci rvi"i*i"ivr..{. ttresis in ni-rtory, re+6.
1"41n 9luckman, David-Pin, The Judaic Contribution: theJewish Communiry in NcwZealand', Brian colless, peter Donovan, second edirion, irii;;;;';""fr;ili7ana socrety,Palmerston Nonh 1985.
29ibid., pages t43-Lu.
ruibid., page 152.
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The Gluclcman/Pitt paper also discusses 'generational conflict', obsenring that
'many young people are disillusioned with what they take to be the hypocritical anitude of
theirparens to Judaism andeitherproceod outside the community or adopt a lifestyle based
on a firmer commitment to Jewish values, either in rcligious or Zonist activities'.3l
J. M. Jaffe's thesis 'Social Conflicts and Changcs in the Auckland Jewish
Community' covels similar ground- It looks panicularly at the conflicts and problems of
identity of younger members of the community and at issues ef 4ssimiladon and
community sunival.32 Jaffe's informants were 'tbirty young community members, and
the snrdy's intention was to probe deeply into the issues referred to. However, becausc the
background of the respondents is not stated and it is not known if any among them had a
refugee-immigrant background" it is difficult to relate its conclusions 1p this study.
One of the most interesting findings of a 1983 survey of 329 members of the
Jewish community in the Wellington area concerned the origins of the rcspondene. It was
found that nearly half of those surveyed (forty-seven percent) had been born outsidc New
zearand 'glving the community a very strong migrant presence'. Sixteen percent were
found to have been born in Eastern or Western Europe.33 When the birth places of the
Parents of the rcspondents was considered, it was found thu New Z*,ahand,as birth place
only ranked as fonrth of the adults surveyed. 'The most predominant bintr placc was the
Soviet Union (2I4), followed by the United Kingdom (193). othcr significant birth placcs
we're Poland (145) and Germany (g0). The writers obsenre:
New Zealand has oftcn been the frnal destination for Jews whose
migration has been in stages. {a important part of the migration has
been from Europe, especially Eastern E'rope to Britain dating from the
late nineteenth century. Then migrants, or morc often their children,
completed thc next stage by travelling onto New zealand,during the
rwentieth century. This gives the wellington Jewish community a very
differ,ent profile to any other migrant community in New Zealand, both
in the variety of countries of origin, cspecially for parents (and also for
3libid., page 149.
rzJ. M. Jaffe, 'Social Conflicts and Changesin the 4lckland Jewish Community,,
Vjly"Tiq of Auckland M.A. thesis in $6bsy;19i6. -rrM. J. salineer- D- B_. Estermffi, D. k_lyr.l.. F. young, weilington rerr,ry I9g3: ASuney of tlwievvishc"r*rri;ity'in-rtiwrtttngtonArea,wellington 19g5, pages 15-16.
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grandparents), and the step-wise nanre of the migradon. The Indian
and Chinese communities do exhibit some of the same characteristics in
their migration patterns but not nearly to the same extent3
In other ways too, the survey portrays the Jewish community as distinctly different from
the general population. These are its mature age stnrcture, general affluence and level of
education35
While these conclusions, along with the findings of the other snrdies about Jcws in
New Zealan4 are interesting, they are of only partial relevance to this shrdy becausc the
populations sur',reyed are drawn only from people who are membcrs of the established
Jewish communities. For sxample, ilss V/sllington survey was confined to people who
were recorded on the mailing lists of the nro Heb'rcw congrcgations (the Orthodox and the
Lib€ral) and to members of various other Jewish organizations. The intenricwees in this
study include a far more diverse goup of people, most of whom do not belong to Jewish
congregations or organizations, but merely have a Jewish background.
Finally, on the subject of New 7*,atand,Jews, a 1982 study by paul Spoonley and
Helen Cox of anti-semitism in New Zealand since 1945, provides a context for thc
perce'ptions of respondents in this study. Spoonley and Cox examine acts of y6lrrqtis6
aimsd at Jewish Property which have taken place during those yea15. Such anacks havc
tended to follow public comment or med.ia Fograms which have focused on Jews. They
also look at some of the groups in New Zealand that have espoused an anti-semitic
ideology. Thc most significant of these in the post-war period and up until about 1960 was
ttre Social Credit Political l-eague.36
The conclusions of the study are that while 'New Zealand has not experienced the
extensive and often violent anti-Semitism that has marked the hisory of practically every
European counEry, nevertheless, there has been evidence of local anti-semitism and. for the
target grouP' the Jews, any indication of such beliefs and feelings, however minor, is a
matter for concern'.37 ltis likely that Even a small number of anti-semitic insidents and
34bio., pages 17-18.
r)ibid., page 60.
roPa4 S^pllc1l-ey, Helen Cox, 'Anti-Semitism in New Zealand,since 1945', Repon no. 11,I$" 7 1982, New T*arandJewish council, Reports and rducationat p.p"ri. --"37ibid., pages 10-l l.
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gloups would have the effect of reinforcing the anxieties and justifying the siege 5pltnligy
of New Zealand Jews.
New Zealand Social Historv
Apart from snrdies about different ethnic groups in New Taatandand the literature about
Jews in New Zealand, already referred to, there is little written in New Zealand,social
history that is directly pertinent to this sftdy. The book by R A. Lochore (From Europe o
Nevv Zealand: An Account of our Contincntal European Settlers ), referred to previously, is
of some relevance- One of the chapters of that book focuses on rcfugees from Hitler. The
main interest of the chapter and of the book generally is in the statistical information it
contains. The opinions and assumptions about non-British immigrants which also
penneate the book reflect views prevalent in New Tnalandin the thirties and forties. As
such, Frorn Europe to New katand is useful as social background
Other works in New 7*alandsocial history which provide background about New
ZeaJand in the thitties, fofties, fifties and sixties also have some relevance to the prescnt
study bccausc the experiences of the people interviewed need to be seen in the context of
the changing social history of New 7*atand,during their growing up years. The OSord,
History of New Zealand3S and Nancy Taylot's The Honu Front3g provide not only facts
and figures and information about demographic and other social pattcrns but also an
analysis of the social, political and economic climate. A number of other histories - Lauris
Edrnonds Women inWanimfl, Iock Phillips' A Man's Cow*y?4l and Keith Sinclait's
A Destiny Apart 42 also provide illuminating background information. Feminist analysis
(for example, the miting of Helen t"t./gl contributes to the picture of New Z:.aland,
sociery in the post-war years.
1-!w, H. oliver ed-, wirh B. R. willi arns, Tlu ogord History of New zealand,Wellinnton 1981.
,'.?ry,e""t lvl Taylor, Thc Neut zearand people atwar: The Home Front, vols. I and 2,We[ineron 1986.
4olautis Edmond ed., with carolyn Milward, women inwartime: Nent zealandwomenTell their Story,Wellington 1996.
illggt Phillips, A Man's country? : The lrnage of the paketa Male: A Htstory,Auckland1987.
42reith sinqlqtt, A Desrtny Apart: New zealand,s searchfor a National ldentity,Wellineton 1986.
i?t# uuy, 'Ylg$erhmd in the 1950s: An Experience of Contradiction', Sue Middletoneo., women and Education in Aotearoa, wellinlton l9gg, pages 57-7r. riercn Muyt -:
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Recollections of New Zealanden about their childhood - Michael King's BeingPakeha$ andMichael Gifkin's Through tte Looking Glass45, for example - also supply
the New Zealand context for the refugee/immigrant experiences of the present study.
Because of the lack of detailed, qualitative studies describing and analysing family life in
New Zealand during these years (as opposed to large scale sociological surveys), the
fragmented and impressionistic picture derived from such accounts is importanl
Above all, novers, stories, plays and poems convey the flavour of New z*arand
during the period of this study. Janet Frarne, Bruce Mason and also yvonne du Fresne (of
*1s irnmigrant writers) are among those whose works illustrate the anitudes which
p'revailed
Holocaust Studies.
This study is part of a vast literan'e generated by the Holocaust and its aftermath. Thatliteratnre includes a very large number of historical studies. Lucy Dawidowicz,s TluwarAgainst the Jews' 1933'194546 and Isaiah Trunk's Judenrat: Tlv retyish councils inEastern Europe underNazi occupation4T @book which draws on personal memories ofthe Holocaust as well as wrinen sources) are rwo books from the Eany which pnovide a
wide overniew.
Stories, poems' biographies, autobiographies and acadcmic rcsearch drawn from
various frelds about all aspects of the genocide of Europe's Jews are important backgroundfor this study' It is' howwer, impracticable herc to atlempt to rcfer to even a small portion
of that very large literattrrc' As with snrdies about ethnicity, the problem for the researcher
is the overwhelming amount of material of potential interest and rclevance.
The growing body of overseas research about the generational effects of theHolocaust' focusing on children of Holocaust sunrivors, is particularly rclevant. ,child
PhD thesis is also o{_intpreqq Helen May, ,post-War Woo,ffi
R::g*:1?"0;lP!:,tg A".it;i! oitonmaicdo* continuitv and chanoe in r,
nmru:l''sggffi fi i;'l,i.gi#';:3hti#*Hx',ti?H1i*13{';",
"ftMichael Kine. Being pakerw: A" ziiornter with New k,and and ttw MaoriRenaissance, Aiicklan? Itd. '"" k"e
a)selected and innoduced by Michael Gifkins, Through tfu !<qa!g Grass : Recouecdow
"f^C,o:,!ryodfrom20priii*i-uiii*tondcrs,.qullranorsSg.
-" r-ucy uawrcrowicz,The war Agairct the Jews, Ig33-1g45, London rg75.
ilJf+ifi$t j'' war rtu kvi*h councits in Eastern Europe under Nazi occupation,
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survivors' and 'children of survivors', as they are referred to in that literature, are among
those interviewed in this study. Definitions of survivorhood vary but most commentators
use the tenn to distinguish refugees who lost relatives and friends, their country, jobs,
position in life and material possessions but did nor live under rhreats nor suffer daily
torture and deprivation in concentration c.mps or in hiding.
The main theme of the literature about children of Holocaust survivors is that thetrauma of the concentration camp and of other life-threatening and dehumanizing
experiences suffered by the parents (,survivor syndrome,) is in diverse ways re_
experienced in the Iives of the next generation. A vast array of symproms are attributed to a
'survivor syndrome" These include reduced energy and fatigue, restlessness, mistrust of
others' pathological expressions of mourning related to 'survivor guilt,, chronic anxiety,dread of the future, chronic depression, recurrent nightmares, insomnia, social isolation
and a variery ofpsychophysiological disorders such as head-aches and peptic ulcers.4gMuch of the second generadon literature looks at the question of whether these ,behaviourdisorders'in the parents have psycho-pathorogical consequences for their children. Thetitles of these studies convey their main preoccupations: 'Difficulties in Separadon-Individuation as Experienced by offspring of Nazi Horocaust survivors,49, ,children andFamilies of Holocaust survivors: A Psychological overview,SO, ,The.apeutic Groups forChiidren of Holocaust Survivors,Sl and so on.
The findings of some of the studies do show a relationship berween over-prorecdveparents and moderately phobic children or children in frequent combat with their paren*.In other scenarios' children have become 'witnesses to their parents, past traumatic
experiences, producing depressive 
€ffect and feelings of guilt,.52 In some families,piuents have been shown to be angry and suspicious of the non-Jewish world and expecttheir children to resPond similarly. The most 'pernicious, consequence in a number of the
48this is a summary 
.of t!" discussion by Norman solkoff, ,children of survivors of theff i5?"fffr:'ifi ffi l"#\;"*1;,n;r-i,;;;i*;:,;";a;,,i;;;;t;id;iLpsycr,tat,y,49Joan T' Frevberg',.?f.T-*'i:"in s"prtution-Individuation,a.s Experienced by offspringi!)." HoroiaustlSurvivors, Amertcini',;;;"7;ioiiiiicwory: sl,r, igso, pages 87_S'Erica wandermal: i" Ly:y y.Steiniu, o.{.szo^nvj,qqs., I-iying Afrer the Horocaust:Reflections by chitdre, of s;iiri-i'i, e^"rica,zJd.,,i,rew york rgTg,pages r 15-r25.
lii;:i:T,T&rTT?_t1'e* , ni,*,tonar rournar of Group psycttotherapy, Aprir)/Solkoff, 
'children of Survivors of the Nazi Holocausr, page 32.
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studies is regarded as being sinrations where 'children are made to fecl they have to providc
a justifrcation for their parents' past suffering. The parents in these cases place unrealistic
demands on their children with unfornrnate consequences'.S3 The most salient feat'rcs of
the 'child of sunrivor syndrome' are regard.ed as the situation wherc the child is over-
protecte4 angy with his,/her par€nts, fearful and gurlty.
Some studies have, however, raised doubs about the existence of a 'child of
sunrivor syndrome'. The writers of these studies find difFculty with the generalizations
made about children of sunrivors or consider thu more rcsearch is needed before they have
validiry.54 Others beteve that if there is such a syndrome it is likely to be mild in its
'psycho-pathologrcal' aspects. Some commentators even argue that these children have
become less psychologrcally vulnerablc, more competent and more sreative as a result of
their intrafamilial experiences.S5 As one writes:
Now the time has comc for all of us to acknowlcdge the resilience rhat
exists in many sunrivor families. we need to carry out a systemadc
exploration to further identify positive aspects of the Holocaust legacy
and to enhance our understanding about how these srengths are
transmitted from one generation to the nexl To accomplish such
undersunding is thc ultimate challenge of the Holocausr56
The most thoughful of the srudies come to few clear-cut conclusions, bur suggest
the complexities involved in studying children of survivors. These include the dif6culties
of finding a common denominator in the families of survivors, of isolating the essential
problems connectcd with being a child of survivors and in making meaningful comparisons
between cbildren of survivors.
There are a number of difficulties in relating these studies to the pr€sent study.
Firstly, only some interviewees in the present study are survivors or children of survivors.
Although there seems little doubt that there are significant differences between refugee
53iuia.
5-4J. Kestenberg, 'PgYcfrqanalytic Contributions to the Problem of Children of Sr:rvivcsfiom Nazi Persecution', Israel Anrcls of Psychiatry and Related, Disciplines, tiiZ,, tO, q,pgges 31 1-325.
f]sgmona'children of survivors of the Nazi Holocausg page 35.JoMaleta Pilcz, 'Understanding the Survivor Fanrily: Rn Actnowledgment of the positiveDimensions of the Holocaust tegacy', Steinitz a.i hiig U* ,t* Fntiiiii pagel66.
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families in terms of the sufferings and losses they had experienceq it is in fact very
diffrcult to seParate what is distinctty related to rhe Holocaust (survivor) experience and
what is related to being a refugee, whether Jewish or not. As one writer conclud.ed'the
Holocaust and its'rrrcnching impact upon the sunrivors were added burdens to all the other
problems that any nsv,r irnmigrdnt faced'.57
The second difEculty in relating the research about childrcn of Holocaust sunrivors
to this snldy is that such snrdies are in the main based on clinical populations, while the
present study is noL However, the main difficulfy concems the focus of much of that
literanre- Although interresting as background, the clinical and psychiatric orientations of
these works detract frrom their pertinence to this snrdy. The smnller number of snrdies with
a different focus are more relevanl
The writings of Helen Epstein in her fuk Children of the Holocaust 58 and in a
nrrmb€r of articles based on her own experiences as a child of survivors and on inte6riews
with children of survivors (who are not a clinical population) are of interest Closer to
investigative reponing than to scholarship,S9 Epsrcins'is a moving account of the diversc
aninrdes and experiences of children of sunrivors. She makes no atrempt to account f66 the
differences in herrespondents and lets them speak for themselves. Of hersclf she writes:
Before I was five, I asked my mothen 'who put the number on your
arm? why? Did it hurt? why don't I have grandparents? why did the
Germans kill them? where arc they buried? why arcn't they buricd?
Then where arc they?
My mother said that before the war, my father had a fiancee, rwo
parents and nvo brothers. All five were gassed to death in Auschwita
Before the war, she had a mother, a father, and a husband. All three
were shot dead by the German s.s. she and my father had been
deported to the Terezin ghetto along with most czechoslovak rews,
and then sent to a series of camps including Auschwitz and Bergen-
fTfqct Nusan Portet,'The Social and Psychologrcal After-effects of the Holocaust onJewish Survivors and th9.r Children'. B1.ronJr.-Strerwin, Susan e.-Amei,-Eiio"teringthe Holocaust: An Interdisciprirury Sn*ry,chicago tlii,f{gezoz. --- - --58Hel"n Epstein, Children iltnt Holocatst,New york Lglg.t'sollo.4 op..9l, Ppe- lq,4ismisses Epstein's style as'at once seductive andsuperficial' and !s .titCul of what he regaids as her'falgte io a"co*t for the differences inthe responses of her interviewees.
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Belsen. Like many survivors they met after the war and married as
soon as they could assemble the requisite documents. Like most
sulivors, rhey had a child as soon as possible. I was born in prague,
and was named after my grandmother, Helena... seven months later,
we emigrated to America ... I became an Amsican child. I warched
the Mickey Mouse club, played baseball and memorized the score of
ev€ry musical on Broadway. My teachers were plcascd with me. I
had several'bcst'friends. I seemed to be as well adjusted as any other
little girl growing up on the upper west side of New york But when
my mother tmk me to carnegie Hall, I would often imagine a group of
men in black coats bursting into the aud.itorium and shooting
everybody dead. othertimes,I went to st patricks cathedral, crossed
myself, and lit four candles for my grandpfients. when I rode the
subways at rush hour,I prctended the trains werc going to Auschwitz
...60
Other accounts of personal experiences also provide useful insights into some of the
lasting effects of the Holocaust. An anicle about children of survivon in the fewish
Spectator shows the ways ttrat the horror of the past impacts on the mundane present:
Sitting on the porch of our small one-family brick house, in lue August
of 1969, my parcnts and I discussed buying a car.
'I think a small economical car would. be best,, I said- 'How about one
of those little \AMs?'
My parents stared at me in disbetief. Standing up slowly, my father
casually remarked before going into the house: 'It's so hot out herc, so
hot likc itt u o"p31s1irrm'.
My parents are sunrivors of the Nazi death camps. They settled in the
Unite States six years after being Uberated.6l
60geten Epstein,'Heirs of the Holocausc The Lingering Legacy for childrpn of
S urvivors', N ary' y or k r i^;; M;i;;i;,Jun; 1 9 l-97 g,"p.iE r 4.61t"tu]Syo I. Ludzki, 'children oi su*ivo.r,, revvtsh spectator,vol.42,no. 3, Fall1977,page 41.
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In the same article, a young man writes of rhe inability of his mother to accept his
decision to go away to school (university). For sunrivors of the Holocaust, letting their
children go is inextricably connected with the fear thu to leave is to nwer come back
Guilt about the past and the difficulties parcnts and childrcn faced in talking about
the Holocaust are also important themes in the literature. A woman rcmembering her
reaction to hearing the stories of how her parents and their friends had sgrvived wrotc of
feeling'accused' by these memories:
... they [the stories] poinrcd up my own insufficiencies. I had not
suffered. I had not survived I was four years old, or frve, or six, or
seven' eight, nine, ten, an adolescent, an adult. In some way,
everything they told me annihilated the validity of my experiences and
feelings. what childish pain could comparc with seeing one's loved
ones murdered, of being hunted, of stanring and freezing? Iknew cven
when I was very young that nothing, not the chitdren who made fun of
my foreign English and foreign mann€rs nor the bullies in thc
neighbourhood compared with the pain my parents had endured-62
The psychohistorical approach taken by Roben M. Prince (The Legacy of the
Holocawt: Psyclnhistorical Themes in the Second, Generation ) is also of intcrest.63
Although Prince's emphasis is on the psychological, it is psychology within the context of
history. He defines psychohistory as a method which involves 'seeking out groups of men
and women whose own history illuminates our era. The focus is therefore upon themes,
forms and imags5 that are in significant ways shared, rathcr than upon the life of a single
psrson as such ...'64 Prince's central conclusion is that nonc of his interviewees
'rcgardless of character organization or extent of conssious acknowledgement of the impact
of the Holocaust on present identity, escaped the presence of Holocaust imagery as a
llf:p Mos,Wsser, Jh" Y"ig]tt of the Pasc Reminiscences of a Child of Survivors,,Jremttz ed,., Ltving Alter the Holocaust, page 6.
o:Robert, M. Prince,.Tle Legaq of the Holocaust: PsyclwhistoricalThemes in tlv
second.Genelaqg!, Ann Ar6r,-Michigan 19g5. For i orin r introduction toqsychohisorical literature see Ken Pluimer, ootlt ruits-ijAft t niifiiri*tion to tleProblems and Literature of a Humanistic Mitha4 London tg-bi, dii S:l--*9*"? The l*gacy of thc Holocawt,page lE, quoting R. J. Lifton , History andITurnon 5un)rvat: 6'5s4/f on !ry loung and old, suntivois and tlu Dead, peai:e and,war,and on contemporary psycttohistoryl New yoik lgTl,pagcs 7-g.
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means of constructing his experience'.65 ('His' includ.es 'hed as Prince interrriewed ten
male and ten female students.)
Most relevant to the present study are those studies which have entirely moved
away from analysing children of sunrivors from a psychological, psychosocial or
psychohistorical point of view to examining some of the long-term implications of such a
'survivor' background. A lrrmls1 of interesting issues are raised in thesc studies. One
researcher, for example, asked the following question: 'Because their parents were
confronted by the threats of death and of cultural d.issolution, wifl sunrivor children
express a concern for ethnic survival through an enhanced sensitivity to cultgre and.
ancestry?' The study's conclusion is affrrmative and the obsenration is made that such
findings havs implications for the ways in which culnres generally respond to thrcar66
Some of the rcsearch focuses on the social and political anitudes of adult children of
sunrivors. A Canadian snrdy explored'whether 4 major historical event like the Holocaust
has obsenrable inter-generational micro-level consequences'. The consequences looked u
are such socio-political attinrdes as commiment to civil liberties for dissenting views,
tolerance fs1 minsrifies, propensity for militant defense of threatened rights of Jews and
non-Jews, vicws sp immigration policy and commitment to the defense of IsracL6T Is
findings, according to the authors,'raise the possibility that the Holocaust has, in a variety
of ways, helped shape the attinrdes of the young adult Jews in our sample'.68
A snrdy by two of the same authors69 examined knowledge and information
secking about the Holocaust among adult children of sunrivors. In the study, the
responses of children of survivon were compared with contrrols (with children whose
parents had not directly experienced the Holocaust). The questions in the s$dy rclating to
communication benveen Parents and children about Holocaust retated mattem ar€ most
pertinent to this study. The findings reveal that children of sunrivors differ signifrcantly
from the controls in their perceptions. 'They are mot€ likely than other groups to indicarc
that their parents had told them too little about the historical events that affected their
lfrynce, Tle Legacy of the Holocaust,page 205.ooDavid Heller,'Themes of Culnne and An-cestry A-9rlg C-hildren of Concentration Camrp
lgryi',rors', P sy c hiatry, vol. 45, August t gAZ, p:agei-ii7,1Sl .o/Morton Weinfeld, Jghn J, Sig^t, Sir n4ortimer g. pavis, 'The Effect of the Holocaust on
::*.:Fl^-lTTPl,9"tt AnitudEs of Adult Children of Sunrivor s', Canoaian neview of)g9totogy and, Anthropology,23,.3, August 1996, page 365.ouibid, pase 377.
9gvonoo frcinfeld, John Sigal, 'Knowled-ge glthe Holocaust Among Adult Children ofSurvivors', Canadian Ethnic-Studies, lg, t] f gS6.-
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parents' lives', although these respondents were most informed about those events and felt
most snongly that they had been affected by those events.70
What is the connection between the present study and the various works referrcd to
in this review of literature? Studies of ethniciry and assimilation in New Zealand and
clsewhcre, New Zealand social history, studies about New Zcaland Jews and research
about children of Holocaust survivors in the United States and Canada are pertinent to this
study in nro ways. First, as backgroun4 these stud.ies provide a context alongside which
the experiences of intsrviewees in the present sudy may be rcgardcd-
Second, the literanre complements the approach and the findings of the prescnt
study. This study approaches its subject - growing up in New Zealand. for a group of
second generation Jewish refugees, who include some child sunrivors and some children
of survivors - by emphasizing the individual experiences of interview@s. Notions drawn
from diverse 5 f qd r .€s - assimilation, ethnic identity, siege mentntity, intergenerational
conflict, marginality, survivor syndrome, child of sunrivor syndrome and others - are
important because they provide a conceptual framework and a point of reference for the
subjective expcriences which are the main focus of this study.
Methodology
The Interviews
The thirty-nvo people intervieweaTl in this study found the process of rcmembering and
talking about their refugeefimmigrant lives sometimes interesting, occasionally a rclief, at
times painful. The memories evoked laughter, anger, sadncss, guilt. Some found
remembering easy; others goped without su@ess for bruie4 elusive recollections.
The principal interviews were usually about three houn long and most wef,e tape-
recorded-72 Sometimes the writer met with the interviewees several frmes. Some
7oibid., page74.
/ rThree interniews ylth fint generation refugees were also completed to supplsnentinformation obtained from intErviews in A s;att pnit ;;poy.Ti;tr*nd'**, ,r*interviewed
l.t:*::.gf":-Tji possession o! the writer and are narned and dated. As some people in
ll:.rl9l^do.ry1wish tg be identified tuU names and dates of interviews u." norp'..iniaiJ-m the text. Some people are referred to by pseudonym, others by their own first names.
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interviewees were known to the writer and conversations about topics relevant to the snrdy
took place not only at the interview prcper but over dinners or afternoon teas or on other
social occasions. In addition to the thirry-nvo people interviewed, the writer had
discussions relating to the study with many other second generation refugees and their
conrments are also part of ttre study although the people concemed arc not named. The faa
that the writer herself is a second generation refugee with a cennal European Jcwish
background (although from a differcnt emigration) had a number of consequences for this
study (my perspcctive is discussed in the final section of this chapter). In terms of the
interviews, the similariry in background between the interviewer and the interviewees
meant that in addition to the set intenriews, a great deat of information was available to thc
writs from her own erperience and from the experiences of her friends and acquaingnces.
The intenriews were carried out without a set questionnaire. A list of topics was
used to guide the recollections of respondents (see Appendix 1 for this list). Cenain torpics
were discussed much more fully by some respondents than by others. Comptctc life
histories were not sought. Rather than anempting to portray the entircty of peoples' lives,
the intention was to focus on particular issues. The interviews weI€ stnrctured in such a
way that rcspondents had the oppornrnity to talk about those issues which were of most
concern to them.
The people interviewed are men and women of Ausrian, Czech, German,
Hungarian or Polish orign. All exccpt one has a Jewish or part-Jelvish background- The
family backgrounds of the interviewees are socio-economically and educationally diverse,
including those from prosperous business and professional backgrounds as well as the
childrcn of small business and tradespeople.
All of the people intenriewed have a teniary education. The majority have been to
univenity. They are a mixed $oup of single and married people. Many of thcm have
children. Most were li"ing in Wellington at the time of interview, but they had grown up
in various parts of rural or urban New Zealand-
The interviewees were selected by the'snowball'method, and an attempt was made
to obtain a diverse group of people for the study. Glaser and Strauss's concept of
'saturation' was used to determine the point at which it was apparcnt that enough data had
been collected. Saruration thus defined implies there is sufficient information ro,sustain
As full, real nartes arc not used, it was decided not to footnote the comments of individualinterviewees. The intewiews were carried our berween August 1987 and Fibmary l9gtGAuckland and in Wellington.
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the analysis' and that more data would add'!rrlk' but would not facilitat€ the emergence of
further cate gorization s. 7 3
Can such a sample be representative? Is it possible to arrive at firm conclusions
about the experiences of refugee children and children of refugces on the basis of the smafi
number of intenriews on which this study is based? Such qucstions are often raised in
qualitative rcsearch of this kind. It cannot bc stated with certainty that the people
interviewed are typical of the total population of second generation Central and Eastern
European refugees. A number of them may well be exceptional in soIae ways. Nm can it
be said that the more general findings of the study are unique to the goup dealt with.
Within the snrdy, there is no concerted afiempt to comparc this grorry with any othergroup
although, where appropriate, research which has a bcaring on this sftdy is used as a point
of reference. The inrcntion is to obtain depth, not brreadth. The findings of this srudy
relate to these particular people at this time. How much they have in common with others
will need to be determined in a future study.
Omissions
This snrdy is not about childhoo4 adolescencc and adulrhood per se. It is about middle-
aged peorple looking back from a distance of nrenty, thirty or forty years at what it was like
to glow up a foreigner in New Zealan4 a child of strangers, a child of refugees. It is also
about what it was and is like to be a Jew or to have a Jewish background in the years since
the decimation of the majority of Ernopean Jewry.
This is not a study of an ethnic community. The focus is on individual experiences
and perceptions, not on the interactions of the second generation with each other through
formal or informal organizations and networks. As previously stated, such interactions
often did not exist or tmk place infrequently.
A number of omissions from the study need mention. The extent, scverity and
consequences of psychological breakdown in refugee families as a result of theA harrowing
experiences was not investigated by the writer. This is a painful subject, which,
understandably, interviewees did not always wish to discuss (or the writer to intnrde
upon). It became evident that the psychological stability of some second generation
J?P.-g.claser, A. L. srauss,The Discovery of Grounded,Theory,chicago Lg6T,pages
1 11-1 12.
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refugees may well have been undermined by the conflicts and tensions arising out of a
refugee-immigrant background. Such instances were pointed out to the writerin the course
of her conversations with both first and second generation intenriewees but the subject was
not pursued any further.
Marriage, a crucial issue in any consideration of assimilation, warrants a much
fuller discussion than it has been given in this study. Subjects such as language and
adolescence (especially adolescent sexualiry) are dealt with only panially and require
further research. The situation of second generation interviewees who have chosen to
leave New Tnaland (impressionistic evidence suggese that this is a sizeable group) and the
third gencration are touched on but also require mqe d.ctailed examination in another shrdy.
The situation of some intenriewees has rcceived more emphasis than that of others.
The experiences of the child rcfugees who arrived in New 7*alandin the larc forties having
survived the war in hiding or in ghetros in Eruope have not been adequately dealt wittL In
particular, the plight of the three intewiewees who lost their parents in the war has not
received the attention it deserves. Again, such experiences need to be the subject of a
separate shrdy.
The views of a small numbef, of children of refugees and refugec children who havc
in their own perception become completely indistinguishable or almost indistinguishable
from other New Zealanders and whose predominant recollection of childhood was that it
was just like that of any other New 7*alander,have been referred o but have also not b"en
given the anention warranted. This study focuses on the differences berween the
interviewees and the rest of the population, rather than on the many significant ways in
which the children of refugees have corDe to share the attitudes and way of life of other
New Zealanders.
Other Methodological Considerations
One of the central problems in the approach of this study was finding appropriate ways of
ordering the material and moving it beyond the haphazardness and rhe chaos of rcal
experience to atrempt explanations, to show patterns, relationships and connections wittrout
losing the essential emphasis on the diversiry of individual experiences.
A related problem of the study was posed by one interviewee. She obse,nred the
diffrculty of 'distilling what is just pan of Fowing up and what is panicular to growing up
2S
with this type of background'. This was a diffrculty that the interviewer/wrirer shared with
interviewees. It was at times vinually impossible to distinguish what was the product of
individual personality and panicular situations and what was rclated to more general gorrp
characteristics and predicaments.
These problems were overcome to some extent by moving thc focus from the
personalities of people in the study and placing it on their rcflections and recollections.
This study is unlike that of some others in this freld in thar there ar€ no character analyses
of individual respondents. There are no cas,e studics presenred and thc biographical norcs
are fragmentary. The interpretation focuses on the historical meaning of the intenriewees'
experiences, on historical themes and patterns, not on personal, psychosocial or
psychological interpretations.
What kind of historical meaning can be derived from the intenriews in this study in
panicular and from oral sources generally? The problem is a complex one. The fintpalt of
the question is especially difficult to ruuwer. The subject of the interviews - the reflections
about the past of a post-Holocaust generation who grew up in a country far removed from
the calamities that overr*'helmed their families in Europe - is one which cannot easily bc
fined into a panicular discipline. Those sections of the snrdy which are conccrned with
culture and identity are by their very natue interdisciplinary. While adopting a historical
focus, the snrdy also draws on the conceps and approaches of psychology, sociology,
education, anthropology and linguistics. What docs is historical focus consist of? Thc
study dcals with the impact of historical events (the Hotocaust, war and migration) on
individual lives- It is concerned with effects and consequences revealed over time, and
s;andns5 the generational aspects of persecution, displacement and cultural adjusmeil It
portrays social and cultural change by examining changes in anitudes, self-perceptions and
social rclationships. It exarnines the connections between past and prcsenq betneen first
and second generation refugees and benreen the adult interviewees and the refugee children
of thc thirties, forties, fifties and sixties they once were. The study is located in a particular
society - New Tnaland. Aspects of the changrng social history of that country are reflected
in the experiences of growing up that ale porrayed-
The question of the historical meaning to be derived from the way oral sources have
been used in this study is less difficult to answer. Although oral history is now well
established as a valid and for some types of histories extremely appropriate historical
nmethod,74 it nonetheless does continue to be criticized. for a variety of reasons. It is not
intended here to go over ground very adequately covered by othcr historians who have
attacked or defended oral history on technical, theoretical or ethical grounds. Howev€r, a
number of points convincingly put by John Murphy in an article, 'The Voice of Memory:
History, Autobiography and Oral Memory', which are particularly pe,ltinent to this sfildy,
will belooked ar
Mqphy beliwes thu ttre practitioners of oral history fail to theorizc adequarcly:
Having been both privileged to rurntnage through someone's personal
memory, and complicit in articulating what was found therp, the oral
historians'critical faculties are partially paralysed. Hence the appctite
for information exceeds the capacity and desire of oral historians to
digest i175
While theory and analysis are importanq they are not as inporrant in this study as people
speaking for themselves, offering their own interpretations and presenting their stories
without undue intemrption by'abstnrse theory or methodologicat meanderings'.76 Tte
hisorical meaning of the experiences that the intenriewees are both part of andrcflecting on
does emerge from such use of oral testimony. For example, thc rccollcctions and
reflections of one interviewee about escaping from Germany while leaving behind a largc
extended family consisting of uncles, aunts, cousins and grandparents, all of whom either
perished in the Holocaust or were forced to emigrate to different parts of the world,
describes her own personal experience of family dissolution as well as the process
whereby the Jewish communities of Central and Eastern Europe were destroyed during the
Nazi epoch.
Murphy also considers that oral historians take insufficient note of the fact that the
relationship between the historian and his or her informants plays a srucial part in
constnrcting the meaning of the knowledge prroduced. He makes much of the point that the
editing of texts is an act of interpretation. He also discusses the notion that oral history,
like autobiography, is as much an irccount of the prcsent as of the pasr
l1!"" Paul rhomp son, The voice of tru past: oral History,oxford 197g.j]l.ot" Yutp-lv-' The voic:..or nTreq.y: Hisrory, n-utouiograptry and orar Memory',
tupjversiv of Metbourne, Histoicar sittdies,uot'.zz,no. s?,bdtobei iqgo. p-a}. lzi./opfummer, Docurnents of Life, page l 19.
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The process of research (the interviewing) is an important part of the evenmal
outcome of the research. The two, process and outcome, fie inseparable. It is also
impossible to expunge the interviewer/writer from the text which evennrates from the
interviews. In this study, atthough I am rarely overtly present in the text, what was talked
and written about is conveyed from my perspective, with my biascs and my personality.
However, the focus of the study rcmains at ev€ry stage wh€r€ it belongs - with the pcople
interviewed
A number of points need to be made regarding editing and interpretation. An
enonnous variety and nmount of information was collected. There is a degree of
arbitrariness involved in deciding what to include and what to leave oul The aim is to
obtain a tight focus on particular thcmes and issues and to show the divctsity of
perspectives at the cost of comprehensiveness. With this intention, a considerable amount
of information about the families in the study, including such significant events in the 1ives
of the people as death and illness, have not been included.
Respondents' comments have been edited for the sake of readability. The removal
of repetitions, hesitations, some of the qualifications, inconsistencies and back-tracking of
peoples' speech means that certain layen of meaning andpossibly density of meaning are
losr Cenainly, editing of this kind involves interprctation. This snrdy makes no cleim to
an objectivity which excludcs interprctation of thatkind-
There is also interpretation of another kind. This study analyzes the mcaning of the
data and generalizes from ir Although the write/s prefercnce was to let the text speak for
itself and confine generalizations to a minimum, academic requirements dictarcd a certain
amount of analytic interpretation. Nonetheless, the situation where, although the people
speak from time to time, the content of the study is almost entirely the analysis and
interpretation of the writer, is avoided.. The thoughts and ideas of the interviewees havc
been emphasize4 not those of the writer. Writing through the voices of others is a valid
approach and is the one adopted in this strrdy.
One of the diffrculties related to 'letting the text speak for itself in a historical snrdy
concelns the corroboration of the oral evidence. When oral evidence relates to facts or to
events outside the experience of the interviewee, it is, of course, important to check the
accuracy and validity of the statements presented- However, some oral evidence by its
very nature cannot be corroborated. When, for exarnple, the subject is the self-perceptions
and experiences of an intenriewee, I did not consider it appropriate to confirm the evidence
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from such outside sources as another informant who had known tbe interviewee.
Although several of the people in the study were known to me as children, I tried ro put
aside that knowledge in order to allow the adult recollections of those intenriewees topredominate. However, occasionally an outside perspective, such as the views of teachers
about theirrcfugee pupils, seemed usefuI and is introduced to providc another dimension b
the discussion.
As history by definition is supposed. to be concemed with the pasq the point made
by Murphy and others that oral history and autobiogaphy are as much an account of the
present as of the past, requires consideration. All knowredge is tentative, as is all history,
not just the findings of oral history- oral hisory reveals the perceptions about the past of
respondents during the period (days, weeks or months) of intenriew. Inevitably these
perceptions change and inevitably too, the penceived past is filtercd through the prcsenr
Memories and perceptions of childhood evolve throughout on€,s life and arepanicularly fickle' while some adults do remembcr something of ttreir earliest childhood
experiences' others seem to have largely forgonen their childhood. They can remember
only odd incidents, though even these are more often remembered from thc rctellings ofparents' other rclatives or friend^s rather than directly. In particular, unhappy periods of
childhood may be forgotten. The somctimes traumatic effect on children of
refugee/immigration experiences has not always been recognized either by the children
themselves or by the adults. The tcndency has been to suppose that children adjust easily.It is likely too that abrupt changes in children,s circrrmstances have significant imFact on
what they rcmember as adults. Perhaps a sudden, complete break c/ith the past mcans thatless is remembered of life before the major change. children's partial understanding of
events also affect later memories. The personal and the historical, the momentous and theinsignificant arc jumbled up together. The fraguentary, selective, disconnected naturc of
the recollections must be considered too. people remember small incidents, smells, testes,
sounds and feelings - the putdowns, the hurts, fears, anxieties. Therefore, because of the
nature of its concerns, there is little that is not partly subjective in this study. It is not thefacts that matter in this study, as in other smdies based on oral sour?cs, but what the
experience in question was like.
It would be satisfying to draw certain unambiguous dividing lines, but this cannot
be done' For example, it is impossible to entirely disentangle what is just part of growing
up and what is particular to growing up with a Jewish-refugee background- similarll, the
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dividing line between the subjects and the writer is sometimcs blurred and inte^riewees,
recollections about their growing up years in New zeatandcannot be separated. from their
curent perceptions and preoccupations. This is a study of the past and of the presenl
My Perspeaive
Finally' something needs to be said about the connection benpeen my own background and
the subject of this study- I was bom in Hungary after the war. with my parents, I came toNew Zealand in 1957 after the Hungarian uprising. My father sgrvived the war as aJewish slave labourer in Russia; my mother by assuming a non-Jewish identity inBudapest Some of my close relatives, including my gpndfather, werc killed by theNazis' My parents and later my gandmother, who joined us in 1g5g, did their best to
adjust to New zearand' r ike rnany other central European Jews, they have to some extent
remained strangen in their adoptedcounry.
This study is in part an elucidation of my o\rn pasl Although I have resisted
focusing on that past, I expect that my experiences have provided insights for my research
into the experiences of others. How did this happen? It is certain that throughout the s*yI have interpreted the recollections of others in the light of my own memories andperceptions' This has not always been a conscious process. However, I do recall manytimes in the course of intenriews, while someone q74g tnrking of his or her experiences, a
strong sense of 'yes, oh yes, that is how it was'. At other times, the opposite happened.
The words of the person I was interviewing awakened my own memories, which were
sometimes very different from those being spoken aboul I have tried to convey as
accurately as I was able both the experiences which were like mine as well as those which
were different
of all the experiences that I have in common with the people I intsniewe4 the ones
that stand out are: the abrupt break with the old world; rhe acquisition of a new language,
English' which severed me from my childhood; life in a small, close nuclear family; the
weight of the past; the lack of relatives; foreign parents who did not understand and could
not help with finding a place in the New Zealand world; the pressures to conform at school
and the urge to remain different
As a child and teenager, I kept a diary. A great deal of what I wrore makes me
squirm with embarrassment when I read it now. However, occasionally, I conveyed a
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Iittle of how I felt as a foreign and Jewish child in New Zealand of the 1g50s and 1g60s.
Much of the time, I seemed to be angry. when I was fifteen,I wrote:
Although their backgrounds vary widely, the Hungarian Jews in
wellington are in many ways v€ry arike. They all go to the picnres
every san'day night, they receive visitors q go visiting on sunday
afternoons, they drink at least five cups of coffce per day, they are all
certain that they are incomparably superior in culnrre and nste to the
uncouth, insensitive, carefree Kiwi. They imagine that only E'ropean
Jews are capable of undersund.ing suffering. They cannot comprehend
how New Zealanders are able to derive pleasure from gardening, odd-jobs round thc house, camping, tramping or merely sitting in their cars
looking at thc sea They have rived their lives in big cities and are
accustomed to spending their time in cafes, sipping poisonously strong
coffee. Every word of criticism that I hear of New Zealand and New
Zealandens makes me so angry. New Zealand has provided a home, a
refuge for these homeless Hungarians. In many cases New Zealand
was thc only country willing to let them in and now they havc the
cheek to criticize New Zealand and to comparc it unfavourably with a
land that causcd them mnny years of suffering.
with rather more understtnding, a little later in my diary I wrote of an elderly,
tuban' foreign woma4's isolation as the younger generation adapt rapidly to New zealand,
and spare littlc time for her in thcir busy lives:
Alone again, the ord woman glances at her watch. Good. It is almost
nvo. soon it will be time to get ready to go to town. Going to rown is
41 important occasion, an event to be rooked forward to. In town
when there is a bustring c:rowd, busy traffic and open shops, she can
recapture that sense of being part of a live ciry. rf only the ciry was
bigger!
Later in the afternoon, she may be found in town, sining in a
crowded coffee bar with three or four other women whose lives are
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replicas of hers. They are all homesick, lonely, disillusioned. yet they
are resigned to their fate, the fate of foreigners in a strange land, a land
both hospitable and cruel.
The women in the cafc all talk at once. Neither listens to what
the other has to say. Each is engrossed by her own troubles. yet
together they are almost happy. They speak the same language; not
only the same words, but also the same meaning behind them- They
remember and remind each other about their past lives. They are
momentarily content for they have created a bit of home in a crowded
cafe in a strange city.
suddenly the waitress appears. she politely asks them if they
wouldn't mind vacating their table as many people who have just
arrived had no seats. At frst the old women do not realiz.e what the
waitress is saying. (kr a Budapest or viennese cafe, you could sit all
day over one cup of coffee.) Then they understand- They leave the
coffee bar and arc once again rcotless, homeless strangers in a foreign
country.
My aninrdcs to my foreign background as a child and teenager were mixed, as wcne
those of others in this study. I was very ambivalent about being lcwish too, regarding
Jewishness as something that kept me apart from my classmates. On one occasion, after
an argument with my friends at schml about the responsibiliry of ordinary Germans for the
atrocities of Hitler's regime, during which I took the view that the Germans were
responsible and the others aryued that they wsre not,I wrote with anger about my friends'
failure to understand my attinrde to Germans:
Although sometimes I think that I have a grear deal in conmon with the
grls in my class and I am very pleased I get on well with them, at other
times I realize that in many ways we are worrds apart. I very much
want to be a New Zealander, but in New Zealand my background is so
unusual that I cannot be ordinary like the others.
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But generally I felt well acccptcd at school and looked on the New Zealand world as an
escape from the refugee/immigrant/Jewish worlds of home.
These different wqlds re the subjectof Chapter2
CHAPTER 2
DIFFERENT WORLDS
The people in this study frequently spoke of dilferent worlds. They talked of moving
between the Central or Eastern European world of home and the New Zealand world of
school and neighbourhood. They spoke of being Jewish and of how this could mean
leading a double life. They were aware that the customs and values of one world, were
somenmes in conflict with those of another. Some managed to negodate and move
benveen different worlds with relative ease, others were afflicted by a sens€ of inadequacy
or discomfort in whichever world they found themselves.
The Jewish worlds were the people and instinrtions of the established Jewish
communities in New 7*aland and also the Jewish worlds of the past and of the future,
including notions of Jewish life in the post-Holocaust p€rid. The rcfugee world involved
li'ting from day+o-day in a refugee family in New 7*aland,,as well as looking back at the
Central or Eastern European world of which the second.generation may or may not have
had direct erperience. The New Zealand world consisted of the realities and myths of New
Zealand life in the late thirties, fofties, fifties and early sixties as well as their outsiders'
perceptions of this.
Thesc different worlds were many and various. They were the exrcrnal worlds of
daily life, private and public, as well as the internal worlds of the imagination.
Refugee Worlds
What were the refugee/Jewish worlds encounrered by intewiewees like? The purpose of
the sections which follow is to provide the background and the context for the experiences
discussed in later chapters.
some c'haractcristics of central and Eastern European Refugeesl
lThis discussion is based on secondary sources and on infomration drawn from interviews
with fint and second generation refug6es nA Snatl Price to Pay *d i" ttiistoay.
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Although the diversity of the group makes the task of generali"ing a very difficult one,
some broadly common characteristics may be noted. All but one intenriewee in the study
had a Jewish or paft-fewish background. Yet in what sense can they be termed'Jewish'
refugees? The association with Judaism varied enormously. Some were connected to
Judaism only by birth, the origin of a grandparenr or by marriage and had the identity of
'Jew' imposed by Hitler's edicts. Those who identified themselves as Jewish did so in
diverse ways. Some were ethnic or cultural Jews, others were Zonists. Of those who
werc Jewish by religion, the observance of Jewish rcIigion varied geatly not only benveen
the different shades of Onhodox and Liberal Jews but also between Central European and.
Eastern European Jews as a group.
The shared European lewish background reveals a common heritage which
included great diversiry. An examination of rhe situation of Jews in Europe in the centgry
before the rise of Hitler panly explains this. The migration of refugees from Hitler from
Eruope to New Tnaland and elsewhere was often just one more migration and one more
cultural adjustment emong several previously madc by these families since tle mid,
nineteenth century. Fiom the 1840s, the removal of cennnies-old civil and legal disabilities
against Jews in Central and Western Europe (known as the emancipation) provided the
hope that by assimilating into the countries where they werc senle4 lews could move from
their former position of isolation and ostracism in European societies to becomc pan of the
social and political mainstream Although the emancipation c:reatcd opporftnitics for Jews
to succeed in and enter non-Jewish society, they were not able to do so on their own tenul
as Jews, but only by renouncing their cultural and religious heritage. However, cven
assimilag[en did not ensure a firmly rooted place in the non-Jewish world- Emancipated
and assimilated Jews continued o be regarded as outcasts along with their nqn-assimil4t€d
cereligionists from the East.
Jewish civil emancipation in Eastern Europe followed by several generations that of
Western Europe. In the nineteenth century, Jews still lived apart from the rest of the
population. Most of them were very poor and suffered frequent bouts of anti-Scmitism-
They tended to flee from one country to another as occasioned by persecution or other
catastrophe.
The introduction of civil liberties in Western and Cennal Europe was accompanied
by the right of free settlement. Eastern and Western European Jews took advantage of this
liberalization to move from places where they were oppressed to where they were bener
treated and where there were more oppornrnities. Very often, this involved movement
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from Eastern areas to the West and from rural areas and small towns to major urban
centres. Jews migrated in large numbers, because generally their ties to their placcs of
residence were not strong. Nor did they have ties to their occupations, which had usually
been forced on them.2
The rcfugees who crme to New Zealand, therefore, shared a common history of
persecution and uprooting. However, they differed in their degree of Jewish identification,
in their degree of assimilation to their former countries and in how long they had been
established in those countries. For example, some families in this sMy had been settled in
Gennany for several generations before being uprootcd by Hitler, whilst others were first
or second generation immigrants from Eastern Europe.
The refugees differed in a arrmls1 of other significant ways. Their political
background varied, ranging from conservative to Communist to apolitical. The
occupational background of the refugees was also diverse, containing, however,
proportionately more business and professional peoplc than would bc found in a qoss-
section of New Zealanden' occupations.3 There were few rural workers or industrial
labourers and a considerable number of doctors, dentists, architects, engineers and
manufactureis. There wene also among them some distinguishcd scholars and artists.
Generally, the refugees who came to New Zerland were a well-cducated,
predominantly middle-class group, accustomed to a comfortable and relatively prosperous
life-style- But the diversity of their backgrounds needs also to be emphasized- They
included wcalthy manufacturers and directors of companies as well as small shop-kee,pers
and junior employees. Some had been eminent and experienced in their fi.elds, while
others had been forced to emigrate bcfore they had completed their education or acquired
any work slcills. While the refugees were mainly middle-class, this label must be applied
to thcm with caution. A middle-class life could mean having lived in a household with
several serviults or it could mean a struggle to make ends meet while obtaining work
qualifications. Some of the women had been entirely spared the necessiry to earn a living
2The prcceding discussion of Jewish hisory since the emancipation is drawn from a
nttmber of sources: Ismar Flbog_en, 4 C_enry.ry of Jewish Ltfe) ranslarcd by Moies Fladas,Philfldelphia !9M, pages 3-80; .Sander L. cirhan , tao,iiSeiii;i;A:Arid-Simir*m and
the Hidden 4n?*ggo{ the fews,Baltimorc 1986; Hannah Arendt, Ttu Jav as pariah:J,yts!t-Iryn!t2!4 Politics in the ModernAge, edited and innoduced by Ron H. Feldrnan,New York 1978; Ernest Gellner,'From Konigsberg to Manrrana" (or Hinnah,-Rahel,
Manin and Etfrieda or Thy Neighbour's Genreircchafi), Culrure,Idcnttry and politics,Cambridge 1987.
Jl-ochore, From Europe n New kaland,pages 77-7g.
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or the drudgery of cooking and housework, but by no means all of them had been so
sheltered-
The refugees wene almost all city people - they were from Berlin, Vienna, Prague,
Budapest, Brno, Augsburg, Breslau and other major European cides. They were
accustomed to amenities of city life largely unavailable in New Zeahatd, in the thirties,
forties and fifties - coffee-houses, theatres and so on. A number of the rcfugees had been
active participans in the intellecnral and cultural life of their commrrniliss, still more had
been involved as enthusiastic followers or spectators.
Dislocation
In 1941, in his autobiography Wortd of yesterday.4 Stefan Zwergwnote:
For tnrly I have been detached, as rarely anyone has been in the past,
from all roots and from the very earth which nurtures them. I was
born in 1881 in a great and mighty empire, in the monarchy of the
Irabsburgs. But do not look for it on the map; it has been sw€,pt away
without trace. I grew up in vienna, the two-thousand-year-old
supernational meropolis, and was forced to lcave it like a criminal
before it was degraded to a German provincial city. My literary work,
in the language in which I wrote it, was burned to ashes in the same
land where my books made friends of millions of readers. And so I
belong nowhere, and everywhere am a sranger, a guest at best.
Europe, the homeland of my heart's choice is lost to me ... My feeling
is that the world in which I grcw up, and the world of today and the
world benpeen the two, are entircly separate worlds ... Au the bridges
bet'ween our today and our yesterday and our yesteryears have becn
burnt ...5
Most of that book was written while Stefan Zweigwas already in ttre United States, wherc
he had emigrated to escape 'the most terrible defeat of reason and the wildest trirrqph of
4Stefan Zweig,World, of yesterday. London 1943.)ibid., pages 5-6.
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brutaliry in the chronicle of the &ges'.6 In Ig4Z, in Brazil, Zweig and his wife,
overwhelmed by the experience of persecution, uprooting and migration, committed
suicide. [n a farewell note, Zweig gave 'hearfelt thanks to this wonderfirl land of Brazil
which afforded me and my work such kind and hospitable repose' and wrotc of his
inability to make a'new beginning' and of his 'exhaustion' after 'long years of homeless
wandering'.7
InWorld of Yesterday,Zweig vividly depicts both the world of securiry that was
lost and the subsequent experiences which utterly defeated him: the deprivations,
humiliations and cnrelties:
I wiu never forget the sight which once met me in a London travel
bureau; it was filled with rcfugees, almost all Jews, everyone one of
them wanting to go - anywhere. Mercly to another coung, anywhere
into the polar ice or the scorching sands of sahara, only away, only
on, becausc their tansit visa having expired, they had to go on, on
with wife and child to new stars, to a new-language world, to folk
whom they did not know and who did not want to receive them.
There I met a oncc very wealthy industrialist from vienna, who
had been one of our most intelligent art collectors; hc was so ol4 so
grEy' so weary that I did not recognize him at frrst Weakly with both
hands he clung to the table. I asked him where he was going. 'I don't
know', he said. 'one goes where€v€, one is still admined. someone
told me I might be able to get visa for Haiti or san Domingo herc. My
heart skipped a beau an old worn-out man, atremble with the hope of
going to a counury which hitherto he would not have been able to find
on the map ... someone next to him asked. in eager desperation how
one could ger ro shanghai ... There rhey crowded, entwhile university
professors, bankers, merchants, randed proprietors, musicians; cach
rcady to drag the miserable ruins of his existence over earth and oceans
anywherc, to do and suffer anything, only away, away from Europc,
only away!8
6ibid., page 6.
/ibid., page 328.
6ibid., pages 319-320.
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Zweig's recollections have been quoted at some length to inuoduce some fisttrer
common feanres in the background and experiences of refugees from Hitler wherever they
settled- The New Zealand refugee world too was a world of the grateful - just for bcing
alive and for having been granted a place to settle. It was a world of losses: pcople,
coun!ry, possessions, livelihood social status and position, security. It was a world of the
htrmiliate4 the displaced and the dispossessed If the refugees formed a community, then
it was primarily a community of expulsion. The main link between the refugces with
different religious beliefs, nationalities, occupations, socio-economic levels and interests
was that they were driven out of their countries and had no land b go to.
The sense of being displaced" of homelessness, of belonging nowhere affected the
younger generation as well as the older and is conveyed poignantly in Anita Brookne/s
novel Latecomers.9 This is a book about rwo uten, Fibich and Harunann, who as children
escape from Nazi Germany and spend the rest of their lives in England- Brookner shows
how in different ways the two attempt to come to tenns with the losses inherent in bcing
refugees. Although the idea of 'home' is central in their lives, it is a concept which fills
Fibich, mor€ prepared than Harmann to delve into the mcaning of his life, with'despai/.
Fibich goes 'home' to Berlin but, remembcring very little about his pre-emigration
childhood or his family (who were kiUed by the Nazis) he finds it just a'foreign city,and
returns to London, his anxiety and depression unrelieved by his journey. In thc following
passage' Brookner conveys both Fibich's statc of mind on his rcturn from Berlin as well as
providing a glimpse at the half-submerged insccurities and anxieties of formerrefugees:
He could be sitting comfortably in his own chair, in his ovm drawing
room, doing someth:ing entirely pleasant - reading, listening to music -
when the idea of home would strike through him with a pang, as if
home were somewhere else. Thus the homesickness that had afflicted
him in Berlin had nothing to do with any home that he had ever
known, but rather as if his prace was eternally somewhere else, and, as
if' displaced as he was, he was only safe when he was fast asleep.l0
?+"ita Brookner, Latecomers, London l9gg.
ruibid., page 229.
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The notion of 'homesickness' for a home that one has never known is panicularty pertinent
to the people in this study, many of whom were either too young to have firm memories of
their European life or were New Zealand-born and had no direct experience of their
parents' pre-emigration worlds. The sense of belonging nowhere and the perception that
they were neither Eruopeans nor quite New Zealanders, to be explored in Chapter E, was
very suong in a number of the second generation intenriewees in this snrdy.
Zweig's observation of having lived his life in entirely 'sepinate worlds' and his
comment that there were no bridges bctween these worlds is also rclevant to thc refugee
famiiies in this study whose perceptions in this regard are strikingly different from those of
other immigrant goups in New Zealand. Amelia Batistich's immigrant worl4 for
examFle, is one in which the connections with Datmati4 are lovingly maintained by the
immigrants and by their New Zealand-born childre# Yvonne du Fresne's witing aboqnds
with simil4l links between the Danish settlers and their Scandinavian roots.ll Other
immigrant communities in New Taatand,have also been able to adapt to their new counuy
with one foot left in thc past. The refugees in this study, by contrast, were aware that
home was gone, that there were no ways back, that the linls benveen past and prescnt had
been utterly severed by whu the Nazis had done.
The Holocaust
Black milk ef dsybreak we drink it u nightrall
we drink it at noon in the morning we drink it at night
drink it and drink it
we arc diggng a gmve in the sky it is amFlc to lie there
A man in the house he plays with the serpents he writes
he writes when the night falls to Germany your golden
hair lVlargarete
he writes it and walks from the house the stars gliner
he whistles his dogs up
he whistles his Jews our and orders a grave to be dug in
the earth
I lFor example, Yvonne du Fresne, The Bear from the Nonh: Tales of a New Zcaland
C hildhood, l.ondon 1989.
ft See b;blroqS+p^l , pdle- \ti .
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he commands us strike up for the dance
Black milk of daybr€ak we drink you at night
we drink in the mornings at noon we drink you at
nighda[
drinkyou anddrinkyou
A man in the house he plays with the serpents he rnrites
he writes when the night falls to Germanyyour golden
hair Margarete
Your ashen hair Shulamith we are diggng a grave in the
slcy it is ample there
He shouts stab dceperin eanh you there and you othcrs
you sing and you play
he grabs at the iron in his belt and swings it and blue
are his eyes
stab deeper your spades you there and you others play
onforthe dancing
Black mitk of daybreak we drink you ar nighda[
we drink you at noon in the mornings we &ink you at
niehfal
ddnk you and drink you
a rnan in the house yotu golden hair Margarete
your ashen hair Shulamith he plays with the serpents
He shouts play sweeter death's music death comes as a
m4stcr from Germany
he shouts stroke darker the strings and as smoke you
shall climb o the sky
then you will have a grave in the clouds i1i5 amFle to lie
there
Black milk of daybreak we drink you at nighr
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we drink you at noon death comes as a master from
Germany
we drink you at nighda[ and morning we drink you
and drink you
a m'stsr from Germany death comes with eyes that are
blue
with a bullet of lead he will hit in the mark hc will hir
you
a man in the house your golden hair Margarete
he hunts us down with his dogs in the sky he gives us a
gmve
he plays with the s€f,pents and drcams deattr comes iui a
master from Gennany
your golden hair Margarete
your ashen hair Shulamith.
In Paul Celan's Fugue of Deathlz the pcrsonal anguish and the ugly theme are distanccd
by the imagery and the musical stnrcture to produce poetry with a kind of 'rcrrible
beauty'.13
The eventual outcome of the failure of emancipation and 4ssimilnlien was the Nazi
era- Stefan ZweigtnWorld of Yesterday wrote bitterly of the fate of Jews whose:
... forcfathers and ancestors of medieval times had at least known what
they suffered foc for their beliefs, for their law ... Thrown on the
pyre, they pressed the scripture that was holy to them against their
breast and through their inner fire were less sensitivc to the murderous
flames. Driven from land to land, there still remained for them a last
home, their home in God ... As long as their religion bound them
together they still were a community ... But the rews of the nrentieth
l?pt Ce-lan, Poems,selected, translated and introduced by Michael Hamburger, bilingual
edition, New York 1980, pages 51-53.
l3Paut Cetan, Selected Poen*,Penguin, from the Inroduction by Michael llamburger,page L2.
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century had for long not been a community. They had no common
faith, they wer€ conscious of their Judaism rather as a burd,en than as
something to be proud of ... To integrate themselves and become
articulated with the peoplc with whom they lived, to dissolve
themselves in the courmon life, was the purpose for which they strove
impatiently for the sake of peace from persecution, rest on the ercmal
flight. Thus the one group no longer understood the other, melted
down into other peoples as they wet€, more Frcnchmen, Germans,
Englishmen, Russians than they were Jcws.14
The Holocaust - the destmction that took place during the Nazi era - has been the
most momentous event to shape modern Jewish identity. Its forcc was felt not only among
those Jews who personally experienced it but among all individuals who could even
remotely perceive themselves as Jews. For in that era, neither the high cultural aft4inments
of the society in which one lived, nor the assimilation of the Jews into that society
precluded the possibility of individuals being identified and persecuted as lews.
The term 'Holocaust' is the one Jews themselves have chosen to describe ttreir fatc
during World War Two. The word means a great destnrction and devastation. The
English word is derived from the Grcek lwlolcauston, which is a translation of the Hebrew
olah, wtich means'burnt offering'. 15
The notion of the Holocaust was central to the Jewish world of many of the
children of rcfugees growing up in New Zealand in ttre post-war years. How that pasr was
dealt with in families is the subject of Chapter 7. However, children's awareness of the
Holocaust and their ideas about its place in their world did not only derive from their
families. The subject was dealt with by thc Jewish youth movement Habonim,and there
were also filmsn magazinc articles and picture books about the war and concentration
semps. One can only speculate about how children saw themselves in relation to those
picrurcs of Jewish skeletons in striped clothes in concentration camps and naked corpses in
mass graves. Did they identify with them as Jews? In children's eyes was it'them'being
l4Zweig,World of Yesterday. pages 3ZO-321.
rrlucy s. Davidowitz,Tlv war against the Jews, Ig3|-lg4s, London lgTs,page xv.
4kiued by the Nazis or was it'us'? Did they wonder'why did they hate gg?'or'why did
they hate !b?'16
For some intenriewees, information about the horrors, and espccially such pictorial
evidence, was sufficient to freeze further curiosity about the Holocaust for many years.
Others returned to their families or to books for further enlightenmenl In their search for
understanding, children wanted not only facts but explanations about the motives and
behaviour of the persecutors and jhsil visrims. They wanted also accounts of the past
which personalized and brought to life the persecuted and dead millions. This is perhaps
one of the reasons for the enonnous popularity of books such as The Diary of Anne Frat*
amongst youngpeople.
The Holocaust may be regarded as the culmination of the history of Jewish
persecution, or as another 'link in the chain of rewish suffering'.I7 undoubtedly,
recurrent cycles of disaster have marked the history of lewish people. For childrcn of
refugees, eqpecially for those who identified snongly with Judaism" a Jewish background
meant encountering a history of persecution and of frequent migration to escape oppressive
socio-economic conditions and anti-semitism- It meant encountering a history populated
by generations of victims and survivon.
Refugee Families in New Znaland
It is difficult to say exactly how many refugees came to New Ta,alandfrom Central and
Eastern Eruope in ttre years bcfore the Second World War. This is panly because accuratc
figures which distinguished rcfugees from immigrants were not kept and officials at the
time found it difficult to classify by nationality people left stateless by Hitle/s persecurion,
some of whom had fled from one temporary home to another, their passports and travel
documents reflecting not their nationaLities, but their escape noutes from Europe. R. A.
Lochore estimated that the pre-war refugees (most of whom had a Jewish background)
were of the following nationalities: German, 507; Austrian, 24g; czechoslovak, 121;
Polish, 8 1; Hungari arn, 72; othgrs, 25. l8
lefnere is an interesqg giryu!$o9 qbout this by Adrienne Rich,'Split at the Roou An
lssay g19u1p!_toe_ntiry_ (1982)',_Adrienne Rici, Blood,, Bread, in i roet y:-iiiecteaProse 1979-1985, New York 1986, page 102.
r rDavidowiz,The War Agaiwt the Jews,page xv.
rolochore, From Europe n New Zealattd,pageT4.
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Approximately 300 Jewish refugees entered New Zealand in the years benneen
1945 and 1948 but the larger Foup of refugees from the displaced person's gamps in
Europe, who came to New Zealand in the years 1948-1952, wEre mainly non-Jewish.
4,500 displaced people, most of them Northern Europeans from Estonia, Lithuania and
Latvia were selected for immigration to New 7*ahand- Among them were only a small
number of Central and Eastern European Jewish refugees.l9
Whether they came to New Zealandbefore or afterthe war, gaining an enqf permit
for New Zealand was a matter of chance and luck, and depended on having financial
resources and the right contacs. Desperate refugees, especially before the war, did not
choose New Zealand in panicular as their destination, unless they had close rclatives
already in that counry. People migrated to wherever they could gain an entry permit.
Many more people wanted to migrate to Ncw Tnatand,than received entry permis. The
small number of rcfugees who succeeded in reaching New 7a,aland, w€r€ immenscly
grateful for the privilege of doing so.20
. 
Refugees differed in how personally they had been affectcd by Hitleds pcrsccrrtion.
Some had the foresight and the means to make an early escape from Europc with some or
most of their close relatives accompanying them, while others escaped. themsclves but lost
entire families in the Holocaust. Somc, rapped in pre-war Nazi Egrope, had been in
concentration camPs, and were released only when their emigration could bc arranged.
Still others sPcnt the war years in Europc, it1 Sirling, in ghenoes, fi itr slave liabour crmFS,
arriving in New 7*aland with rcmnants of their families in the post-war period. Some
refugees came alone to New Zealand,others came with relatives. Some came with capital
which enabled them o start businesses, requalify in profcssions, buy houses. Others camc
penniless, entirely dependent at first on the support of sponsors or, in the case of women,
on the live-in teaching or housekeeping jobs they obtained.
As a number of intenriewees obsewed, 'what went on in the home', that is, the
behaviour and anitudes of the parents and the interactions within rhe family were prcbably
even more significant for children of refugees than what they experienced in schools or in
New Zealand society generally. Consequently, the major differences in the background of
refugee families help account for the very diverse ways that people in this study
experienced being Jewish and growing up in New Zealand with a foreign background.
l9Beaglehole, A Smalt price to pay,pages 6,lZ2./uibid., Introduction, Chapter I and Chapter 6.
6What were some other characteristics of refugee families in New Tx;aland? How did
the first generation respond to the losses of the past and to the stnrggles to rE-establish in a
new country? What werp their hopes and fears for their childrcn? What was life like in this
world of former refu gees?
The scverity of the cultural dislocation experienced by somc of the refugecs can in
pafi b anributed to the abnrpt and oul break with their former life. Although very gfatefrrl
and relieved to be safe in New 7-ealan| uuny experienced nagging loneliness and
persistent homesictness during their early yean. As one refugee commented:
You lived on two levels somehow. you rived here and yet you didn't
For the first fifteen years in New z*aland,I woke up every day in
Prague. I dreamt of Prague and I had a recurring dream of being back
there. Every time I woke up, New Zealand seemed far away and I
would think 'Thank goodness, I am in prague'.
For the pre-war refugees there was also ovenrhelming anxiety mixed with guilt
about family and friends left behind. It felt" said one, 'terrible to be safc whcn othcrs
wetren't'. There were also the more common diffrculties of learning a new tanguage,
finding habitable accommodation, earning a living, finding an appropriatc occupation and
rc-establishing disrupted professional careers.
Refugees not only shared these and a number of other difiiculties but, by and large,
their hopes and expectations of thc new country were also similu.. Although New Zealand
and New Zealanders stnrck them as very strange and in many ways utterly alien, thcy
wanted to like New Zealand and to understand New Zealanders. They wanrcd to be
regarded as acceptable settlers, to fit in, and they wantcd abone all that their children should
fit in and belong in New Z-eaJanil2l
Having experienced homelessness and insecurity, refugees wanted to settle down,
to be secure again, to build up a safe world for their children. The effort 4 lrrmlsl of the
refugees put into obtaining material secruity was to compensate not only for material losses
but also for psychological ones. The struggle ro become established and to regain a
comfortable lifestyle was a way of recovering self-respect, social position and identity in
2The preceding discussion is based on interviews with first and second generation
rerugees.
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the new country. However, sometimes New Zealanders tended to misunderstand
refugees' pursuit of material security. They thought the refugees greedy, uppish, grasping.
In their view, the refugees, who did not look poor and ragged as refugees should, worked
'too hard' and this was to the disadvantage of New Zealanden.22
While they shared simils'aims and problems, refugees differed in their ability to
adjust to New Zealand and the stresses of their new life. Some rcfugees settled well,
others did nor Some successfully put down new roots, whilst others lived for many y€,ani
with a sense of being in the 'wrong' place. Some refugees took up new pastimes, others
searched in vain for the Kultur Europe. Many werc very positive about New Zealand - its
scenic beauty, its freedom, its people. They felt New 7*aland, had, broadened their
experience and added to their life. At the other extreme, thsre wero refugees who were
uttcrly demoralized by all that they found lacking in the new country.
A joke told by refugees at the time conveys a linle about the state of mind of the
laner group. 'A Viennese Pekinese was confronting a New Zealand sheep dog. The shecp
dog says to the Pelcinesc: "But you arc so small". "Ah, but in vienna,', the pekinese
replies, "I was a St. Bernard"'.23 Some refugees simply could not adapt to the many
losses - of family and friends, of country, material possessions, professions and social
status - they had suffered. They lived in the past, in an idealized world, talking of thc
'good old days', which were, as one refugee obsen'ed'rcally the bad old days'.
More common than strongly positive or negative anitudes was ambivalencc, not
only towards New Tnaland but also towards the recent past of persecution, Judaism and
German culture. Consequently, the first generation often gave ambiguous messages to the
second about forgetting and remembering the past, about being Jewish, and about the
possibility of separating an abhorrence for Nazi Gennany from German languagc and
culuue and German people generally.
Sometimes, ambivalence about fudaism arose from the wish of parcnts to protect
children from the negative aspects of Jewishness (the possibiliry of anti-Semitism). One
woman' for example, although she did not deny her Jewish background, never spoke to
her children of being Jewish or of Jewish things. Another refugee recalled that she 'almost
neved talked to anyone about'the Jewish reason as to why I came to New Zealand. This
was in pan because until Hitler Jewishness had meant nothing to her and partly that if she
22T'his is based on a conversation with Lucie Halberstam, 6 July 1988 and on interviews
with first generadon refugees.
zsAs told the writer by George tlaydn, Z November 1997.
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encountsred hostility during the war years she prefered to be attacked^ as a German rather
than as a Jew. Ambivalence about GErman culnre and about Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Poland and Hungary (because of the anti-semitic histories of these countries) showed also
in the attitudes of first generation refugees regarding the childrcn's retention or acquisition
of Gerrran, Czech, Polish and other languages. If parents made any efforts in this
direction, they were very half-hearted ones. Most wanted thc children to'get on' and
become New Zealanders, not be outsiders as they would always be. But inwitably the,re
were mixed feelings and mixed messages about the loss of a tnrly shared culture and
language between the generations.
It seems that a number of the children were brought up in a kind of limbo. They
received few clear messages frrom their famities about how the old ways fitt€d into the new
or about the merits of either cultural world- Many received neither a Jewish education nor
a Christian one. A consequence of such an upbringing was that at least somc of the
children grew up feeling uncertain about which community they belonged in and about
how to behavc in the world outside home.
The fact that therc was much that parents did not know about how Ncw T:atznd,
society worked and that they could not teach their children what was appropriatc in
different situations also contributed to children being reared in what was to an extent a
social/moral vacuunl In fact, it was the children who very often interp,reted the ways of
the new sociery to their Parents, and advised them on what was acceptable bchaviour and
what was not.
Such a rcversal of the usual role of parents and children led to tensions and stresses
in refugee families. There werc other strresses too, arising out of the traumes of the r€cent
past. One refugee observed that it took time to adjust to the freedom in New Zealand. In
thet early yearr' refugees still felt'frightened' and these fears were probably rcinforced by
anitudes towards enemy aliens in the war yqrs and the occasional instances of anti-
Semitism. Some refugees continued to suffer from fears and insecurity throughout their
lives in New Zealand.
New Zealander Vera Ziman, who as a member of the Auckland Jewish Refugee
Committee assisted newly arrived refugees in the late thirties, recollected that the refugees
suffered from 'nenres' because of their recent experiences. This showed in their fcars
about what their children might encounter at school, in the impatience and excitability of
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their speech and in their emotional outbursts and reluctance to trust peopLe.Z4 Some of the
findings of the literature about Holocaust survivors and their relationship with their
children, discussed in the Introduction, is relevant here.
The literature suggests that one of the characteristics of such families is their
tendency to be small, clos€ and enclosed (against outsiders). Iournalist Ftrelen Paskc, in an
article 'Life after the Holocaust' wrot€ of the strength of family attachments in these
families: 'Jewish family closeness is a cliche, but these families seem ro be wen closer. It
is as if, lacking grandparents, uncles, aunts, and cousins for their children, they have made
up with extra, loving concern ... They touch, kiss and emb'race without resene'.2S There
was also negative aspects to life in such families. Emotional intensity, accentuated by the
unhealed scars of the past, at times placed overwhelming pressurcs and obligations on both
parents and children alika
There werc a number of significant differences benreen New Zealand families and
refugee families. Some of these have already emerged in this discussion. Other
differences - taste in fodd drinking habits, housing styles, anitudes o physical activity urd
to the outdoors - will be discussed later in this chapter or in subsequent chapters.
However, two additional points relating to characteristics of rcfugee families in New
7n'aland and the interaction between the refugee and New T*aland, worlds must 619
highlighted here.
Finily, thc refugees werc volatile, tempemmental and more direct, emotional and
demonstrative in the way they expressed themselves than what some refrrgees called the
'level-heade4 sdff upper-lip kiwi people'. As one woman obsened: 'people had extreme
emotional reactions by New Zealand standards. And they all talked at once, loudly,
waving their hands. Everybody used to tatk and nobody used to listen'.
Secondly, Enny of the first generation spoke of an upbringing lacking training in
practical skills 6f any kind- After almost frfty years in New Taaland,,one woupn spoke of
the fact that she was still
helpless with things that any New Zealander would normally do - any
small repairs, anything that needs tools. For putting a nail in, I need an
24lnterviewed, November 1984, tape and transcript in possession of the writer.
25Helen Paske,'Life after the Holocaust', New Zealand Listener,l6 June lgTg,page 12.
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expert. It stems from a different attitude; it is the pioneering spirit,
which I have nor got ar all.
Some refugees eventually acquired such skills. They became handy-men and
gardeners and derived immense satisfaction from the performance of such tasks. Women,
who had been sheitered by their provileged socio-economic stanrs from the necessity o do
household chores of various kinds, were forced by the circumstances of their new lifc to
Iearn these tasks very quickly. Other refugees learned the basics, but their practical skill,
by New 7*,aland standards, remained limited.
One respondent recollected that his father'tried to be a doit-yourself man, but he is
not a very practical person and was much more at home with intellectual prusuits than, for
example, making a concrete drive'. Although fust generation refugees were usually very
keen to ensure that the next generation were not, as they had been, helpless at performing
necessary practical and domestic tasks, children of refugees were still more likely o rcceive
from their parents an introduction to 'intellectual pursuits' than training in car maintenance
and repair, or basic carpenrry or even instmction about changing light bulbs.
Rather than such practical occupations, many second generation intenriewees noted
that their parents had eyes, above all, for books and pictrues. They observed *166 rcarting
classical German and English literature and making the best of the city life Ncw Zealand
had to offen attending concerts and the theatre and sitting with other refugees in the few
available coffee houses or, more commonly, drinking coffee in each others' homes,
discussing politics, art,literature and the good/bad old days.
At such gatherings, when people became involved in lalking, sometimes someone
would forget themselves and say, 'but here in Wien ... ' Those words, or others simil41,
doubtless spoken by fust generation refugees on numerous occasions at such gatherings
and frequently overheard by refugee children and children of refugees, sum up one of the
most important characteristics of the refugee world in New Zealandthat has been poruayed
in the first part of this chapter. The world of the adults was clearly a separare world -
located neither entirely in the past nor quite in the present. But the world of their children
growing up in New 7*aland was also an in-between world, but of quite a different kind. It
was a world with its links to the European-Jewish past severed and sometimes without
firm connections to the New Zealand present.
5l
New Zealand Worlds
What were the New Zealand worlds encountered by refugees and their children Like? A
number of characteristics of New Zealand society and of New Zealanders stood out in the
recollections of first generation refugees. They noted, for Eyampl€, New Zealanders'
unease about foreigners and cultural differences, the homogeneity and the rural or
provincial character of New TaaJandcities, the separate worlds of men and women and the
bariers between the refugees and New Zealand Jews. Second generation interviewees,
encountering the New Zealand world at schools and in their neighbourhoods, made
additional observadons. They spoke of being lewish in a Christian society, of being
without the extended families taken for granted by New Zealanders and about the anitgdes
to and perceptions of the war of their New Zealand peers. The sections which follow
exemine briefly those characteristics and institutions of New 7*alandsociety which seem to
have been the most significant for fust and second generation refugees and most commonly
referred to by them. Where relevant, facts and figures about New Zealand are
supplemented by the personal recollections of New Zealanders and of first and second
generation refugees. As in the previous discussion of refugee worlds, the purpose of the
discussion is to set the scene for subsequent chapten by providing a context alongside
which the experiences of the people in this study may be regarded-
Animdes towards Foreigners
K. Joseph's ironic plea in Keith Buchanan's 1961 article 'The Stranger in our Midst'
From all foreigners with their unintelligible cooking
From the vicious habit of public enjoyment
From Kermiesse and Carnival, High day and festival
From pubs, cafes, bullfights and barbecues
From Virgil and vinrages, fountains and frescoe painting
From afterthought and apperception
From tragedy, from comedy
And from the arrow of God
Saint Anniversary Day
M.
nm:
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Saint Arbour Day
Saint Labour Day
Defend us.26
The experience of growing up in New 7*alandwith a foreign and Jewish background was
to some extent determined by the ways that refugees and their children reacted to and coped
with the usually negative attitudes to cultural differences that they encountered in New
TnaJand during the years covered by this study.
In the predominantly British population27 of New Taaland,in the years benreen the
end of the 1930s and the beginning of the 1960s, rhe foreign-born (non-British) element
was very sma[.28 In 1936, 2.51 percent of New Zealand's population was of foreign
origu (born in a country which was not part of the British Commonwealth); in 1945, 1.55
percent was foreign born; in 1951, 1.58 percent; in 1956,2.18 percent and in L96L,2.4
percent.29 The number and proportion of Jews in the population was also very small. In
1945,3,470 out of a total New Zealand popularion of 1,702,298 (O.Zl7 percent) were
recorded as Jewish.30
These figures suggest that New Zealanders' contacts with groups of different
cultural origins were very limited. Although New Zealanders had. serued overseas in trpo
world wals, and an increasing number of them travelled abroad during the thirties, forties,
fifties and sixties, there is little information about the impact of this conract with other
cultures. What is evident, though, is that suspicion of the foreigners who had settled in
New Zealand was not uncommon during these years.
The only study found by the writer which attempted to analyse and measue New
Zealanders' attitudes towards different culn:raVethnic groups during this period was a 1952
?!S:i* Buchanan, 'The stranger in our Midst', comment,6, vol 2., no. 2, summer
196l,pages 25-26.ztMaori p99pl9.*ry mai$y to be found in nral areas during these years and arc not
considered in this discussion.
28see Appendix 2 for table grving further details.
l'Ngry kly4Pgpulation Census, 'Birthplaces and duration of residence of overseas-born', 193G1961, Wellington. 
_According'to calculations carrieA outIi I-ocfrore, in i9+t,
o-ne person out 9f 183 was of alien origin; in 1948, one in 24 was; in i951, there was one
lliT ,o ivery 185 British subjects; LoEhore, From Europe to New kalaii,'page A.
ii{:y-p{and Population Census 1951,'Religious Professions with adherents over
?,0W', W3ru.n$9n.- See lppenaix 3 for funher"details about tttr..rigousproiission ofthe New 7*aJand population
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study by John McCreary.3l In thar study, the attitudes towards other national and
religious groups of one thousand subjects were invesrigated by means of a modified
version of the Bogardus Social Distance Scale. According to McCreary, some of the
findings of the study are of doubtful validity because of methodological problems.
Nonetheless, the study shows that ignorance about other groups played a part in the
negative aftitudes towards different national and religious groups of the New Zealanders
sunreyed. However, the study also demonstrates that increased social contact and
information did not necessarily facilitate tolerance or positive feelings.32
Of panicular interest in the McCreary srudy is the ranking of national and religious
groups in terms of how well they were tolerated by New Zealanders. British, Australians,
Americans and Maori are found at the top (in that order) of the scale; Germans, poles,
Greeks, Jews and Italians (also in that order) are in the middle, and Chinese, Russians,
Hindus, Negroes and Japanese are at the bonom.33
There is a great deal of information to be drawn from books, plays, newspapers
and magazines of the time about attitudes. Evidence from official government archives is
also available. What is very often revealed is the strong unease of New Zealanders about
people who are culturally different and the strongly held view that if immigrants come to
New Zealand they must assimilate to New Zealand ways as quickly as possible. While
most new immigrants were suspect, there was more antipathy to some newcomers than to
othen. The preferred migrant groups were generally those who were regarded as the least
different and those others who were exp€cted to assimilate the rnost lsartity.
Central and East European Jewish refugees were not generally looked on
favourably in these respects. These attitudes, including anti-semitism in New Zealand in
the pre-war, wal and post-war years, are explored in my earlier srudy A Smalt price to
Pcy. Before the war, New Zealand's restrictive immigration policy ensured that only a
small number (about 1,000) of mainly Jewish refugees from Hitle/s regimes were able to
enter New Zealand. During the war years, the suspicion of Jews, but more commonly of
anyone who seemed foreign, combined with fears that these pre-war refugees from
Germany and Austria could be fifth columnists. There were many calls on the governmenr
to deal firmly with the possible thrcat from enemy aliens. Some of those who made such
?lt.^ t Og:C.reary. , 'The Mod.ification of Internarional Attitudes: A New Zealand Snrdy',)/jgtona University College, publications in psychology, no. Z,1952.Jzibid., pages 47-49.
Jribid., page 49.
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requests werE not only concerned with New Zealand's wartime security but wirh protecting
their own business or professional interests from competition. For example, Sir Carrick
Robertson, President of rhe Auckland branch of the British Medical Association (B.M.A.),
was reported in the Evening Posr as saying:
we do not suggest that all, or any of these aliens are spies, but what
we do know is that their roots for generations have been nurtured on
German soil, and it is difficult to believe that just because of their mass
expulsion during a political upheaval, they are not at the bottom of their
hearts loyal to Germany ... we say that it is not right that such people
should be free to circulate among us.
Sir Carrick, who was also concemed about alien doctors taking over the practice of New
Zealand doctors who were away fighting, was quoted as saying that his views were
supponed by a large and representative body of Auckland practitioners: 'When the war is
over' our kith and kin will renrn to find their places taken by men of the very race they
went forth to fight'.34
A climate of suspicion and watchfulness of foreigners and especially of those
termed enemy aliens continued throughout the war years. After the war, although ttre panic
about flrfth columnists and the concerns about enemy aliens ended, attitudes regarding
foreignen were largely unchanged- A certain amount of anti-Semitism was also a feanre
of the post-war years. A new arrival in New T;;alandin the late 1940s made the following
observations:
I have only lived eight months in New zealand,. But already I am
stnrck by something in connection with the subject in hand. I find men
and women in this, the Antipodes of Nazi Europe, who have never met
a Jew, but who know all the Nazi half tnrths about the Jew off by heart
35
34Evening Post,ZSMay 1940, page 6.J)c. A. F. Knight, 'Race Hatred continues in Europe', New zealand Listener,October 1947,iageZ2. 17
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In the post-war years, several thousand non-British immigrants received permits to
settle in New Zealand. Preference was at all times given to groups considered
'assimilable', usually Northern Europeans. This was justified on the grounds that a small
country like New Znaland could not afford to have 'alien groups who are not at one with
ourselves'.36 CmCren were more welcome than adults because they were regarded as
more easily assimilable. A writer in the New Zealand National Reviav expressed this
view:
children are the best type of immigrants. They are fresh and eager;
willing ro accepr their adopted counuy as their own; !o adopt its ways
and to be in every way except by birth, citizens of that country.
coming as children, they have no great language problems to
overcome and no foreign background to forget.37
In Lochore's book From Europe to Nerv Zealand, attirudes commonly held by New
Zealanders about non-British immigrants are made explicit. Acknowledging that New
ZeoJand needed a bigger population and that this increase could not all come from Britain
because 'she cannot well spare us another million citizens this century', Lochore
considered that the solution was to 'make new Britishers: by procreation, and by
assimilation; by making suiuble aliens into vectors of the British way of life that still has so
much to give to ttre world'.38
Such attitudes are also explored in New Zealand,literature. Bruce Mason did so
with gentle humour in a play written and first performed in Auckland in 1958. Entitled
'Birds in the Wilderness', this play is partly about the encounter with New Zealand and
New Zealanden of two elderly refugees from Hungary - Ferenc and Ania Szabo. In one
scene, as the two arrive at the home of a New 7*aland couple with whom rhey hope to
board temporarily, Mrs Szabo instructs her husband about appropriate behaviour in their
new country.
36Nadonal Archives, Ll22/lU, pqrr 5, memo entitled'Immigration,, to Director ofEmployment from Assistant Undei-Secretary, Deparrnent of rit"-ar Aiiri*, i6 M;y
1250,page l.r lNew Zealand National Review, 15 June 1944, pages 13- 14.38lochorc, From Europe to NewZealand,page g9.
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Mrs Szabo: You must speak English now, Apus (Farher). Ail the time.
We arc English now. Ir is not polite any more to speak Hungarian. Do
not forgel
Szabo: I will not forgeL
He bows.
Mrs. Szabo: Do not bow roo often. The English do not like it. It
makes them suspect.
Szabo: Suspect what?
lvln Szabo: That we arc not as they arre.
Szabo: We are not. Nor:ue we in England.
Mrs szabo: we are where it is more Engtish than in England itself.
This is the Linle Britain of the South seas. I read so, in the parrphler
Do not bow. Except to the Qucen herself or to the eueen's Govemor.
He bows; remembers, halts, head down.
Mn szabo: Keep your head up. Look in the eyes of people. It is the
English way.
Szabo: So much to remember.39
39Bruce-Ma-s-o-n, 
.Birds in the Wilderness', 1958. A copy of the play was obtaincd fromPlaymarket,Wellington, *iqthe permission of Diana Mison. ftre itay is dedicated to thepeTory of Alben Lenart of Budapest (1880-1967), who came as a ienigee to New
7*aland-
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In a more serious vein, Janet Frame's novel Living in the Maniototo highlights
similar assimilationist attitudes. In the following excerpt, Zita, a former Hungarian
refugee, looks back:
Let me tell you something of my life. I have a vivid early memory of
eating a meal of boiled shredded conon flannel mixed with one mashed
potato, as a soup which served our family for our one deily meal. And
that was some years after the end of the Second World War, in
Hungary. I remember terror, and lights blazing, and being in a camp
with my parents and brother, waiting to be chosen, approved of, by the
New Zealand government 
... Everyone said you had to be extra clever
and beautiful and good and healthy ro ger into New zearand,thereforc
most people did not try, so many of them were sick, with limbs
missing, and sores, and lice, and you weren't approved of, if you were
sick or had limbs missing or were dirty; and some who'd been angry
and violent were also not wanted. Therefore it was only the quiet
ones, like us, who were chosen, with all our arms and legs and
cheerful smiles and clean hands and face and hair (everyone said, you
had to like baths and washing, and I remember my mother's joy when
it was rcported by the interpreter that one of the New Zealand officials
had said our farnily was 'spotless'. It was translated as not having
measles, but later we learned that it meant not being stained with blood
or beetroot juice). we did feel sorry for the poor ord people, some of
whom were deaf or blind and not wanting to wash because not
washing kept you warm in winter, but we didn't have time to feel too
sorry for them, we were so busy practicing to look adaptable and
smiling and intelligent. Father was skillful in teaching us. He knew
English too, and taught us English words and phases and when to say
thern, and especially to say them when the New zearandofficials were
visiting the camp with rheir brief cases full of notes about us, and their
judgrng faces ... It was his English that had helped him to be chosen.
It would enable him ro'fir in', they said. The New zearand,aim was to
have people who would'fit in', readily and painlessly (painress for
those already there). Like invisible mending. or like an insect that
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moves to another ree and is given a new camouflage and told, stay on
that bough, blend, and all will be well ...40
A Homogeneous Counury?
Apan from unease about foreigners and culrural differences, what was the New Zealand
world encountered by refugees and their children like? The country stnrck first generation
refugees as very homogeneous. Two aspects of New Zealand's homogeneity werc noted
in particular. First, New Zealand s egalitarian and classless characteristics; secon4 its
culnral homogeneity, derived from the British, lower middle-class origin of many of its
inhabitants.
Although the notion of New Zealanders being all more or less on the same social
level is very strongly contradicted in some of the literanne, including fiction,4l the myth of
New Zealand as an egalitarian and classless society has been very persistent, in part
because of the difficulties of finding appropriate labels for the social gradations that
developed. Graeme Dunstall, in his essay'The Social Panern' nThe Oxford Hisnry of
New Zealand, observes that the ruling idea of post-witr society was that'everybody acts
the sarne, receives the same amount of the vtcrd,s goods, everyone moves in the same
direction ... The ethos of equality sapped the consciousness of class' and obscured a mor€
convincing way of describing social stratification in New Zealand'.42 Occuparional
mobility and the fact that many of the visible differences in lifesryle between worrker and
boss lessened in the nvo decades from the late forties also contributed to the feeling of the
fluidity of the social srrrctrre.43
The perceptions of New Zealanders reinforced the myth of sameness, according to
Dunstall. Despite the disparities of income, ideas about social rank were ambiguous and
'the badges of social position subtle'.4 The personal recollections of New Zealanders,
40Janet Frame, Livtng in the Mantototo,New york 1979,pages 147-14g.
1119 St"e just one example, Stevan Eldred-Grigg's porrray alin Oracles and Miracles ofthe lives of working clasi women in Christchurlf, iri the tirirties and forties shows the
*fngJY^cgntrasting lives of the middle and upper middle classes during that time. StevanEldred-Gri gg, O rac I es and M irac le s, AucHari<i t 987.
+zGraeme Dunstall, 'The Social Pattern', Oliver with Williams d,.,The Oxford History of
New Zealand,page 399.
+ribid., pages 399, 423.tt4ibid., page 423.
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whether they grew up in the pre-war or the posr-war years, reflect both the prevailing
egaliurian myths and the ambiguities of social gradations.45
The new arrivals, the refugees, were panicularly prone to be confused by these
ambiguities in part because in Continental European societies social distinctions were more
pronounced than those they found in New 7*aland. Refugees, who were prcdominantly
middle-class, had difficulry correctly placing people in the social hierarchy and were misled
into considering New TnaLand an almost classless society by such instances as a domestic
'help' who turned out to be doctor's sister, workers who did not rcmove their hats in the
presence of the boss, workers calling their boss by his first name and other signs of this
kind.46
The myth of New Zealand's cultural homogeneiry has been as persistent as the
myth of its classless characteristics. A number of New Zealanders have written about the
country's homogeneity in terms of a culrurally drab lifestyle and the stifling of self-
expression and creativity of is people. For example, a wrirer n Larutfalt in 1953 obserrred
that the 'New Zealand pattern is of a piece ... even the vivid colours of destitution ... do
not hide the grey lower middle-class ideas beneath'.47 Those New Zealanders who saw
themselves in some ways as outsiders were particularly inclined ro note the cultural
homogeneity, conformity and antipathy to self-expression and originality of their society.
Bruce Mason, in'Birds in the Wilderness', has one of the New Zealand characters refer to
the country as the 'backyard of the world': 'Why do people come here? For history, for
culture, for style? They come here for shelter; irs all we can offer ... We've no class, no
tradi tions, no credentials'.48
This view of New Zealand was also held by some of the real outsiders - the
refugees - who were accustomed to the more culturally diverse societies of Continental
Europe. This is evident not only in the cornments made by some interviewees in A Snatt
Price to Pay, but in the stories of Otti Binswanger, a refugee from Gemrany, who in 1945
ltqot 
"TuTPl^l 
writer and educationalist Phoebe Meikle, who grew up in Tauranga
du1t1g the 1920s, discusses inThrough the Looking Glass the domplexities of sodiat
ranking in that t9wn. She views Tauranga as a 'prd-consumer' soci6ty in which the gap
lqty.t"n 1op and bo-ttom was not as wide as it isioday. Phoebe Meikle, 'Child as M-otire/,Gifkins, Through the Looking Glass,page 134.
aoBeaglehole, A Small Price to Pay,page 51.
a/Robert chapman, 'Fiction and the Social patrern', Landfall,vol. 7, 1953, page 30.
+dMason, 'Birds in the Wilderness', page I2I.
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wrote a book entitled, 'And How Do You Like thts Country?': Stories of NewZealand.49
The predominating theme of these stories is that those who are different (whether foreign
or local) face utter lack of understanding and strong pressures to behave like everyone else.
Children suffer panicularly in this respecl
One of Binswanger's stories entitled 'So Green was my Playground' portrays thc
stifling and clobbering effect on an ordinary sensitive New Zealand boy of the education he
receives at home and at school. The boy's life of freedom, intense enjoyment of the
outdoors and intelligent observation of the natural world is brought to an end by the .igd,
conformist expectations of the adults. The story describes the changes in the boy after the
years spent at school'where there were many rules one had to observe and to remember,
otherwise there would be trouble', and where he is inroduced to sport because, according
to his teachers, he needs a bit of 'waking up'. Eventually, the boy 'takes to the games with
a sort of silent passion, like someone who is going to close all doors behind him, cuning
out all contacts or interests which could interfere with this most important activity'. After a
few more years of this sort of life, although the uophies and cups on the mantel piece in the
sitting room are increasing in number and his parents ue very proud, 'the boy has
forgonen his dreams'. When he grows up, he:
will enter his father's business without doubt and hesitation. He will
seek the company of his former school mates and join all possible
sports clubs. He cannot imagine life without games, but because he
does not imagine very much at all he is never worried about things
which do not concern football or cricket ...50
This story presents the making of a New Zealander from the viewpoint of one refugee.
Binswanger's conclusion is that: 'Too many in this country have allowed themselves to
become paralysed by a contagious dullness which nvines its dangerous arms around so
many a keen beginner... '51
fqrti Finswange_r,'And How Do You Like this country?': stories of New zealand,Christchurch 1945.
50ibid., pages zs-36.
) IBinswanger, 'An End to Pioneering', in 'And, How Do you Like this Country?', page
84.
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The 'dullness' Binswanger writes about was also noted by refugees with respect to
the material culture. They observed, for example, the lack of variety of New ZeaLand.
housing and the 'bastardized Victorian taste apparent in their exteriors and interiors'.S2
One refugee in A Small Price to Pay recalled that the house her family built was disliked by
New Zealanders'because the walls werc panelled in wood rather than wall-papered and the
house had many windows. The house was unusual. It was not what New Zealanders had
and therefore an offence'.53
In the eyes of the refugees, the leisure activities of New Zealanders also illustratcd
the prevailing homogeneity: sport for young men; sport, gardening, handy-man tlpe
activities forfamily men; sewing and cooking for women. Above all formen in the 1950s,
the trio of 'rugby, racing and beer' predominated.54 Refugees were nstounded by the
drinking habits of some New Zealand males.55 They were also surprised by the many
sports clubs in every big and small town, especially by the prevalencc of nrgby. Such
impressions are confirmed by available figures which demonstrate that this trend was well
established.56
Eating habits shev/ similar unifomrity. Refugees were stnrck by the monotonous
diet of New Zealanders. The columns of the New Zealand,Womans'Weekty convey the
culinary world of those years. The gradual introduction during the sixties of foods new to
New Zealanders and different ways of preparing food highlight what was missing from
New Zealanders' diets prior to the much heralded innovations. The titles of the food
columns speak for themselves: 'The Subtle An of Cooking with a Hint of Garlic', 'How
Do You Serve Coffee?', 'Wine Can Enhance Your Meals','Learn to Cook with Eggplant',
and many others. There are articles about foods regarded as particularly odd: continental
S2Beaglehole, A Small Price to pay,page 36.)ribid., page 54.)aDunstall,'The Social pattem', pages 423-424.
]'9,9*F^Bollinger, 9-1og.'s oryn^country: The story of Liquor Licensing tn Nat,Zealand, Auckland 1959, is an informative accounr of Uew Zealanders'dinking habits.56Sinclair,,{ Destiny Apart,pages 143-155. See also discussion by phillips , A Mon',
country?; Jock Phillips,'Murnmy's Boys: pakeha Men and Male culture in New
Zealand', Phillida Bunkle, Beryl-Hughis eds.,Wo men in New Zealand. Sociery, Auckland
!989, page 230..There is also Ln interesting discussion about the role of rugUy in trtewpdy*.t*iely. ?y Geoff F_ougere, 'sport, eulmre and ldenrity: rhe Case o? f,.uguyFootball', David Novitz, Bill Willmotl eds., Culture and ldeniity in Nav Zealand,'
Wellington 1989, pages nA-nz. See also Miles Fairbum's dijcussion of the increase in
PoPSar involvemenlin spons clubs and teams berween ttre 1890s and the 1920s; MilesFairburn, Tlte ldeal Sqciily ard itp Enemies: The Foundations of Modern New Zealand
Sociery, 1850-1900, Auckland 1989, pageslTg-181.
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sausages, blue-vein cheese, gxeen peppers, yoghurt and special cakes which by the early
sixties were referred to as 'torte'. Women are told how to prepare these'strange'foods in
order to introduce variety into their family's diets.
Although in some ways (food is an obvious example) New Zealand culture was
markedly homogeneous, the perceptions of the refugees about New Zealand coincided not
so much with the realiry but with the myths of the post-wiu p€rid about the kind of society
New Zealand was. However, in view of the more visible and entrenched divisions and
diversity of the heterogeneous societies of their countries of origin, it is hardly unexpected
that New Zealand appeared homogeneous and egalitarian to the refugees. Above all, it
appeared to the refugees that foreigners stood out all the more because New Zealanders
seemed so much the same.
A Christian Country?
One of the aims of this smdy (as stated in the Introduction) is to examine the experience of
growing up in New Zealand with a Jewish background in the post-Holocaust years. This
inquiry needs to take place in the context of the religious beliefs and practices of New
Zealanders during the period in question.
Most writers about religion seem to agree that New Zeatand, was 'basically' a
Christian countr?, but are divided over what exactly this means. There is no dispute over
the fact that the patterns of religious belief and disbelief of the great majority of New
Zealanden have been shaped by the Christian churches and the Bible. There are differing
views, however, about the significance and implications of attitudes outside the churches
referred to in the literature as 'civil religion', and 'folk religion'. (Examples of civil
retgion are the prayers to open Parliament and New Zealand's national hymn, 'God. defend
New Zealand'. Folk religion consists of customs such as the sending of Christmas cards
and the saying of grace at formal dinners.;57 Some d.ismiss the many expressions of civil
and folk religion as nominal Christianity whilst others see them as 'the common crurency
of a genuine non-sectildan New TnaJandpiery'.s8
lTgtig Colless., Peter Donovan, 'The Religion of the New Zealanders', Brian Colless ,Peter Donovan eds., Religion inNew Zealaid Society, second ed.ition, Palmerston Nonh
1285,pages 9-14.)uibid., page 12.
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This uncenainry about the place and importance of Christianity in New Zealand
society does not generally apply to the period from the late nineteenth cenurry up to about
1940. Most agree that the 'religious dimensions' of that period were 'sizeable and
consequendal'.sg It is in the increasingly secularized society of the post-war years that
commentators have found some difficulty with defining the nature, role and extent of
religion in New Taaland.
Although the practitioners of religious studies have many rcservadons about
interpreting the findings of the New Zealand Census about religious affiliation,6O census
returns have nonetheless been used to measru€ the state of religion in New Zcaland- As a
declining number of New Zealanders have acknowledged an affitiation to one of the
churches, commentators have concluded that this trend is a consequence or a symptom of
the increasing secularization of the country. In the 1926 Census, the four main
denominations - Anglican, Presbyterian, Method.ist and Roman Catholic - could claim the
allegiance (which, however, is not the same as regular or even irregular church attendance)
of about 86 percent of the population. Fifry-five ye:rs later the figure had decreased to
about 6l percent. However, this trend is more relevant to the years after 1960 than to the
main period of this study. In 1956, although the mainstream religions show a decline,
with the exception of the Roman Catholic Church, over 84 percent of New Zealanders still
stated that they were affrliated to one of the major or minor Christian dcnominations. There
is a growth in allegiance to some of the minority denominations at the expense of the
mainstream, but this does not affect the continuing general adherence to Christianity as
such.61
59t. H- narber, 'Th-e Historical Aspect: The Religious Dimensions of New Zealand's
Llistory',. colless , Donovan 94s., {e{u ion in N{w zeatand, society, page 20.- see alsoFairburn's interesting discussion. Colonial church membership *"iibnfbut rose from the
1999t. By the 1930s, three-qlarters of atl households in'Linfideoe: a CaotiiUury rurafdistrict, were represented at church every Sunday; Fairburn, ine iai& siifity-ina nEnemies, pages 177 -I7 8.
luror example,.this is.discusr4 by Micrlael Hill,'Religion', paul Spoonley, David
l:llton, Ian 
-Strirley eds., New Zedland: Sociological P-erspecrives, italmeriion Nonh19E2, pages_178-L79. One of the diffrculries is that statemints in the Census abour
religlous affiliation do not glve an indication of the numbers of those anenaine church
{l9ularlr g:d/-grlguSPalng in organized church acrivity. These issueJarJOisiussed inNorman, W. H. Blaikie,..Religro.n-,-social Starus, and Cdmmunity Involvemenr A Smdy
in_ ctrristchurch', Australian end New zearand journal of Socioiogy, uot. 5, no l, Ap;i
I-269, pages I+31.
3l*y_%dand Pgpulation Census, 19261986; Lloyd_Geering,'The Pluralist Tendency:Pluralism and the Furure of Religion in New zearand Society',-Coless ., Donovan
eds.Religion in New 7*aland Sociery, pages Zl4-ZIg.
&In looking at what kind of Christian country New Zealand was, several funher
points need to be made. New Zealanders in the period of this srudy regarded themselves as
Anglicans, Presbyterians, Catholics and Methodists and so on, rarher than simply as
Christians. Religious pluralism and consequent sectarian rivalry has been the panern in
New Zealand from the period of early settlerment An important consequence of religious
pluralism and ensuing rivalry was the necessity for religious neutrality to prevail at the
official and governing level. This explains, for exarnple, the introduction of the secular
clause in the 1877 Education Act. The clause was not intended to prohibit rcligious
(Christian) education but to innoduce religious neunaliry into the state education system in
order to 'transcend sectarian narrowness and bitter hostitty'.62
Another consequence of religious pluralism and sectarian rivalry has bcen that there
is in New Zealand no legal association between church and state. At state functions, when
a religious component is wanted by the government, the Anglican Church usually fills this
role merely because it is the largest religious denomination and nor kause it is allied to the
state, as the church is or has been in a number of Western and Eastem European countries.
It is therefore possible to view New Zealand as a 'secular or religiously neutral state', with
Christianity in a less privileged position than in some of rhe countries of origin of the
fa:nilies in this study.63
But this was not how New T.ealand society seemed to the newcomcrs. To the
mainly non-Christian refugees and their children, the various manifestations of Clristianity
inside and outside the churches, nominal or not, appeared sufficiently broad and
encompassing for them to regard New Zealand as certainly a Christian country. Alttrough
'the tangible evidences of religion were unspectacular enough' ... they did not find 'holy
cities' or'sacred shrines',64 the evidence for Christianity as a pervasive and rigid regulator
of behaviour was everywhere around them. When a refugee hung out her washing on
Good Friday, her neighbour yelled over the fence: 'These foreigners, they don't know our
customs, hanging out the washing on our holiest day'. This refugee has now lived in New
Zealand almost fifty years and has not hung out washing on Good Friday since.65 Other
refugees learned similar lessons. Lawns must not be mowed on Sundays; but if you had
to, it was permissible to mow the back lawn but not the front. Shopping and amusements
623eeing, 
'The Pluralist Tendency', page 218.
oribid., page 219.
HColless. 
, Donovan, 'The Religion of the New Zealanders', page 9.
65Beaglehole, A Small Price rcFoy,page 54.
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were forbidden on Sundays and many other examples of a society dominated by a
Christian or Puritan ethic were soon evident.
Refugees' observations reflect the panicular snand of Christian belief and practice,
known as Sabbatarianism, which was prevalent in New Zealand during these years.
Sabbatarianism, which is connected with the obligation to adhere to strict Sunday
observance laws - church going, devotional reading and moral recreation, originated with
the Scottish and English Reformers, especially John Knox.66 rn thc nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Sabbatarianism 'accorded well with the religious anitudes of the
English, Welsh and Scottish middle-classes who scorned a Continental Sunday', and
regarded the strict observance of the Sabbath as 'a bulwark against secularism'.67 These
views were transplanted to the colonies and were still flourishing in New Zealand in the
thirties, forties, fifties and sixties as evidenced by the many laws preventing business and
recreational activities on Sundays as well as by the attitudes of the New Zcalanders
encountered by refugees.
In the eyes of refugee families, the pervasiveness of Christianiry was also evident in
many of the activities of suburban life which centred round either the many sport clubs and
sporting organizations already mentioned (which mainly catered for men), or around
numerous Christian organizations and clubs for men, women and children with social,
educational and cornmunity service functions of many kinds. These included: boys' and
girls' brigades, YMCA, FMCA, Scouts, Guides, Scripture Union, Bible Class, Student
Christian Movement, Youth for Christ, League of Mothers, Anglican Mothers' Union, and
countless other such organizations.
Not only did many of the activities for children and teenagen centre around one or
other of the churches, but Jewish or agnostic children at school were reminded at daily
prayers and readings from the Bible that Christianity was the religion of their new country.
If not a particularly religious society, New Zealand certainly seemed to the refugees and
their children to have all the rrappings of a Christian one.
It was a society which took Christianity so much for granted that the existence of
other possibilities, of other religions or of no religion, was virtually unacknowledged.
This conclusion is strengthened by the ironic example of writers who completely ignore
non-Christians in their papers and articles purporting to be concerned with religion in Ncw
llnncyctoped,ia Britanrca, fifreenth ed.ition, chicago r985, vol. 10, pages z7g-zgo.oi J. c. J. Metford, Dtctionary of christianLore andLegend,London 1983, page216.
6Zealand society. Evidently, in their view, a view which probably reflected that of New
Zealanders generally, religion is entirely to be equated with Christianity.68
That hostility directed against individud Jews was limited was the positive outcome
of such attitudes. There was a certain amount of generalized anti-Semitism, referred to
earlier, which was probably based on stereotypes and prejudices imponed from Europe.
However, many New Zealanden had not personally encountered Jewish people because
Jews were such a small proportion of the population. If or when they did meet Jews, they
very often were not aware of doing so. The practice of Judaism was for most New
Zealand Jews something they did in the privacy of their homes. There was very linle
public evidence of Judaism. In pan because of this Jewish invisibility, rcligious bigotry in
New Zealand was far more likely to be direcred against Roman Catholics (and less
frequently against Protestants) than against Jews.
Refugees, panicularly sensitive as they were to religious bigotry, observed upny
instances of ir One of the women in rhe study recalled that her father was asked at the
factory where he worked what his religion was and when he replied, 'oh, Im Jewish', his
questioner responde{ 'Well, at least that is not as bad as being Catholic'. A man in the
study remembered being told by his father who was, despite his Austrian origrn, in the
Home Guard during the war that, on one occasion, as part of an exercise he was ordered to
close off roads 'damaged by the Japanese invasion' and this was done in such a way that
Catholics on their way to the Cathedral had to make a long detour. His father assumed that
this ourcome was not totally accidental.
New Zealand Jews
What was the relationship between the refugees and New Zealand Jews? What was the
established Jewish community like? While the New TnalandJewish community in the late
thirties to early sixties will not be discussed in detail, a few points perrinent to the
relationship between the refugees from Europe and the established Jewish community will
be made. This relationship had, of course, a major impact on the ways refugee children
68T*o articles from- $e qany available are cited to support this view: FL Mol, M.T.V.Reidy, 'Religion in New Zealand', webb, collette eas.,lrew zealand soitery':
lgyt1,emn2rary.Perlnegtives,pages264-282; Michael Hill,'Rerigioni, spooriey, pearson,shnley eds., New Zealand: sociological perspective.r, pages 16E-195.
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and children of refugees experienced being Jewish in New Zealand in the post-Holocaust
years.
The observance of Jewish religion in refugee homes both before and after migration
varied enormously, ranging from families who paid it no attention at all to those that
observed dietary laws, celebrated Jewish fesrivals, attended synagogue regularly and tried
to ensure that their children had a religious education. This discussion is most relevant to
those refugee parents who did wish to establish links with New Zealand Jews and to give
their children a Jewish upbringing of some kind
The Jewish community's origins and immigration patterns,69 refered to in the
introduction, reveals its strongly migrant character. The emigration patterns of the
community are also of interest. The different waves of immigradon to New Zealand did
not necessarily have a pennanent demographic effect. Had all those who arrived, stayed,
the community would have been much larger. But many moved on and at any period of
New Zealand history a considerable number in the community were newcomers.
According to the 1966 Census for the Auckland area 765 out of the total of 1620 Jews
were born in New Zealand (47 percent). The proportions for Wellington (42 percent) and
Christchurch (39 percent) were even less. It appears rhat many Jewish people have
regarded New Zealand as a temporary residence before going on elsewhere - to find
marriage parmers andor a fuller Jewish tife in Australia, Israel or the United States.70
The Census figures (or at least of those who were willing to state they were Jewish
in the Census) also reveal the smallness of the community. The size of the community
(figures were given earlier) has been a perennial concern to New Zealand,Jews.Tl New
Zealand's rcstrictive immigration policies meant that it was d.ifficult to replenish with new
immigrants the population lost through emigration or through assimilation and
interma:riage, a trend which was also of immense concern.T2
Despite the wish of the corrmunity to recruit more members, the response of New
Zealand Jews to the new arrivals from Hitler's Europe was ambivalent. The community
felt a strong sense of obligation to help the refugees, but the prevailing ethos of ethnic
69tris discussion is drawn from two main sources: Pirt, 'Early History of the WellingtonJewish Communiry, 1840-1900'; Salinger, Esrerrran, Levy, foung, fvettti[to,"J"*6
1983.
T0cluckman, Pitt, 'The Judaic Contribution: the Jewish Communiry in New T*a?and',
colless, Donovan eds., rRelrgion in New zearand soctery, pages tu-tqs.
T lThere are many references in the New Zealand Jewish Chronicle to this concern.7Ziaia.
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inconspicuousness and the fear that anti-Semitism would be provoked or brought to the
surface by the newcomers tempered the welcome accorded them. New Zealand Jews were
too insecue and anxious about their own acceptance in New 7*alandto be wholeherated in
their welcome. They were fearful not only of anti-Semitism but of being identified by New
Zealanders with the snangeness of the newcomers. Sometimes, the refugees were
themselves ambivalent or frightened. A background of persecution disposed them to fear
making visible connections with Jews in New Zealand.T3
There were also particular causes of discord between the refugees and the new
a:rivals. Often, even the more observant newcomers were considered insufficiently
religious by the established Orthodox community. However, in the thirties and forties,
there were no other Jewish denominations for them to become affiliated with. It was not
until 1956 that liberal ludaism arrived in New Zealand. Its introduction in Auckland in
Aprit of that year was perceived as an immense threat to the unity of the small, stnrggling
Orthodox communities.T4
The uncompromising attirudes of members of the Orthodox community towards
part-Jews and mixed marriages also caused a rift between that community and the
newcomers who had a more inclusive and flexible interpretation of Jewish customs and
beliefs. A number of children of mixed marriages in this study spoke of the rejection and
hostility they had encountered when they or their parents had attempted to connect with the
Orthodox community.
Probably the most significant banier between the newcomers and New Zealand
Jews occurred because many New Zealand Jews found the refugees too strange to be
comfortable with socially.T5 While some New Tnaland,Jews werc very welcoming, and
some refugees and their children felt well accepted, the predominant recollection of both
New Zealanders and refugees was of the uneasy relationship that had existed between
them.
T3Beaglehole, A Sma-ll Price to Pay,pages 62-67. There are many parallels benveen the
attitudes of New ZealandJews to the-newcomers and those of auidatian Jews. See Hilary
!-. \u_bqstein's, 'From Jewish Non-Distinctiveness to Group Invisibility: AustralianJjwish Identiry and Responses, 1830-1950', w. D. Rubins'tein ed,., Jews in the Sixth
contirwnt, sydney 1987, for a pertinenr discussion of this subject.
,*Ne* Zealand Jewish Chronicle, Apil1956, Ed.itorial, page l.
TsBeaglehole, A Small Price to pay,page 64.
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The War: Anitudes and Perceptions of the Post-War GenerationT6
A number of the refugee children in the study commented that they felt different from their
New Zealand classmates because the meaning of the w,u was different for them rhan for
New Zealand children. They believed they were more penonally involved in the war. Yet
the experience of World War Two was a dominant part of the mental world of New
Zealanders in the forties and fifties. What was the impact of the war on New Zealand
children who grew up during those years? What were their perceptions of the war?
The Second World War claimed the lives of 11,625 New Zealanden, and a further
17,000 were wounded. More than 150,000 men were in the armed forces at their peak in
September 1942. But though the civilian population came to know blackouts, sirens, fire-
watching, army parades and fund-raising campaigns, the basic social pauern was disrupted
only temporarily. Civilian life and property werc largely unharmed- In many respects the
war merely accentuated the uniformity and drabness of life inherited from the depression of
the 1930s.77
Some New Zealand children had direct recollections of wartime. They remembered,
the black-outs, school fund raising efforts, the men going off to fight, the amry parades,
military camps, petrol rationing, the Americans stationed in New 7*alandgrving'cookies'
to children, wearing identiry disc bracelets, large classes at school because many teachers
had enlisted, treing frightened of the Japanese and much else. A not arypical memory
probably is that of the school child in Lauris Edmond's Women in Wartime, whose
awareness of the war focused on the world map 'above the wall on the settee. Grandpa
referred to it daily as he listened to the war news. He had pins that he moved from place to
place as armies advanced or retreated'.78
Some New Zealanders remembered the'lighter' side of warrime, others the darken
the auiety about beloved relatives away fighting and the casualty lists that were published
almost daily in the newspapers. Although New Zeatand.children growing up during the
war years did not see bombs dropping, soldiers fighting or men, women and children
76A related subject that is not considered in rhis section is New Zealand s lack of
gi]itarism in comparison, perhaps, wit! the. countries of origin of the refugees. Refugees
dld not comment on this, and the. complexities involved in aisessing the dilferent kinds of
militarism that exist in diverse, changfig societies places the subjecioutside the scope of
this studv.
TTOunrtutt, 
'The Social pattern', page 397.
T8Edmond ed.., W omen in Wartime, page 48.
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being deported, some of them nonetheless had the sense that their childhood was
'dominated' by the war.79
For those who grew up in the post-war years, the impact of the war was less direct,
being filtered through the recollections and attitudes of relatives who had lived through the
war years. Yet a number of the post-war generation have written about the war in terms
which suggest that it was in various ways a'pivoral'experience. The war along with the
depression were both 'large shadows, from somewhere long ago' for David McGill.8O
The values emphasized in Michael King's childhood were those that had'evolved as a
result of the austerities, social disruptions and emotional deprivations of wat'.81 At home,
King's father was rcticent about the war'especially talking to those who had not shared the
experience'. The effects of the war showed not in what he said or did not say about his
experiences but in the determination of his parents 'to create the idyll of suburban
domesticity to compensate for the lost years'.82
Further research is needed to determine the generality of such observations. What
were the effects on family life of those 'lost years'? As Jock Phillips observes in A Man's
Country?, the transition from soldier to family man was not easy for either the soldier or
for his family.83 It is very difficult to generalize. Much depended on whether the men
concerned had had a'good' or'bad' war.
New Zealanders' obsenrations about the cennality of the war d.o not d.iffer
substantially from those of the refugee children in this srudy. Yet the war d.id not come ro
New Zealand; New Zealanders went to the war. As Phillips comments, they went off to
fight in Europe's war, on behalf of British dreams.84 New Zealand families wer€ nor
displaced, scattered and decimated by the war. The enemy were not former neighbours
and aquaintances, but distant foreigners. New Zealanders were the victors in the war, not
79Fot example, Sir-Hamish Hay, whose five years at secondary school coincided with the
war wrote: 'Around us were hundreds of meri and women in uniform ... our newspapers{o.l"qt O by reports of theatres of war and we were consrantly reminded of the caiuiltiesthat had occurred Asyoung pd I hope thoughtrul and impreisionable teenagers, we
weren't lying back in the sun just enjoying ourselves while our elder brothen-and sisters
were sacrificlrg their lives ...'; Sir Hamish Hay, 'A Schoolboy ar War', Gifkins, Through
the Looking Glass, pages 104-105.
6_uDavid McGill, The Kidfrom Matata: Memairs of a Post-War Pal<eha Childtood,Wellington L987, page l.
llKing, Being Pakcha, page 32.6/ibid., page 38.
6:Phillips, A M an's Country ?, page 213.
64ibid., page 198.
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its victims. Jewish refugee children spoke, as did New Zealand children, of the war as a
large shadow from long ago. But the substance of thar shadow for the two groups of
children was different in significanr ways.
Schools
For refugee children and children of refugees, encountering the New 7:,alandwcld meant
primarily becoming part of the world of school. What werc New 7*alandschools like?
A state system of education predominated in New Zealand Barely rwelve percent
of primary pupils and sixteen percent of secondary pupils were in private schools in 19210.
From 1939 on, state education was 'informed by the erhos of cultural uniformity, social
integration and equality.'8s This implied, firstly, equality of access. No one was to be
denied education on the grounds of means, location, sex, race or physical disability.
Secondly, there was to be equality of treatment irrespective of abiliry and vocational
aspirations. Additionally, the schools were to offer varied courses to cater for the diversc
necds and abiliries of the children.
In the 1930s and 1940s, changes were introduced into the primary school system to
foster the values of 'spontaneity, self-expression and self-fulfilhnent'. The intention was
to make learning both relevant to a child.'s experience and intercsting.86
There is evidence that some groups of pupils did not 'reap the full benefit of the
ethos of equal educational oppornrnity'.87 Children of manual workers and girls were
among these groups. Were the culturally different also disadvantaged at school? Did
schools cater at all for the cultural diversity of pupils? From about 1930 onwards in Maori
schools, there was a change in policy from assimilationist ideology to one of culnrral
adaptation. Teachers in these schools were encouraged to foster in their pupils a'healthy
racial pride, stimulated by knowledge of and research into the past history and
achievements of the Maori'. A statement of principles circulated to schools by the
Departrrent of Education required each school to 'be interested in one or more of the Maori
85Dunstall, 'The Social Pattern', page 413.
169.* gE rn,AldT Levesque, TJwards a History of the European Family in New
ZeaJ'and', Ptggy G. Koopman-Boyden ed.., Famtlies in New Zeaiand Socie$, Wellington
1278,page 16.
6 /Dunstall, 'The Social Pattern', page 415.
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crafts and studies'.88 Some historians of education have regarded these changes as
significant, others as superficial. For those of the latter view, it is evident that despite
some small changes, after 1930 Maori had still to make their way through a school sysrem
that was almost entirely monoculnral. According to Dunstall, the educational failure of
Maori children at school may be attributed to the monoculnral education systerr It pointed
up, along with the disadvantage suffered due to sex and class, the post-war gap benpeen
the ethos and reality of equaliry.89
There is no evidence that the impact of assimilationist policies and monoculnralism
on groups other than Maori was considered by those who formulated policy. As it was
expected of other ethnic groups that they assimilate as rapidly as possible, it may be
assumed that the role of the schools as agenrs of assimilation was not quesrioned.
The school was accepted by refugee parents too as the place where their children
would be turned into New Zealanden. Refugee parents expected their children not only to
become integrated at school, but also to succeed academically (for most, academic success
included the minimum of a university education). They viewed education as the key to
overcoming the handicaps of an immigrant background and to success in the new counry.
By and large their expectations were met by New Zearand schools.
Refugee children whose cultural backgrounds, as those of Maori children, were
largely unacknowledged in the schools, did not fail to achieve. On the contrary, backed by
the values of their Parents concerning the significance of a good education, they usually did
very well indeed. Unlike Maori, they were successfully brought into the mainstream of
economic and social life. But there were cultural losses. There were also among them
those who suffered, socially and psychologically, in a monocultural system which
marginalised those who had not yet absorbed the cultural and behavioural panerns of the
country. Some of the experiences of the children at school, which witl be discussed in
Chapter 4, reflect their perceptions of marginaliry and portray the costs of assimilation.
-afl.otrn Fuqngloq,'The Maori schools: Fresh perspectives', Roger openshaw, David
Yckenzie eds., Reinterplgqlg the Educational Past!Essays in tnin*i,ry of NewZealandEducatton, Wellington 1987, page 169.
uvDunstall,'The Social Pattern', page 416.
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'The Idyll of Suburban Domesticity'90 and Other Aspects of New Tnalandlifesryles in the
Forties, Fifties and Sixties
When extended families were the nolrn, Granma read to the kids at
bedtime and everybody wenr to church, when kids helped Mum with
the dishes and Dad in the vege garden, before racing off to float logs
around the lagoon and build huts in the lupins, and rival gangs were
repelled with shanghais ...
So runs the blurb of David McGill's The Kidfrom Matata: Memoirs of a Post-War Pateha
Childhood.9l Pan myth, pan idealized realiry, this predictable, safe world, centred round
an out-of-doors rype of family life in which men were men and women and. children knew
their place, appears again and again in the literarure about New Zealand families during this
period. Whether the writers concerned were stifled or agreeably pampered by this world is
immaterial to the overwhelming impression of security and continuity emanating from iu92
Two aspects of New Zealanders' Iifestyles referred to in the above quotation wiu be
examined in this section: first, their out-of-doors type of family life and second, the securc
world of the New Zealand extended family.
How nraVoutdoors, in fact, was the lifestyle of New Zealanders in the posr-war
years? The reality was that the rural world had been shrinking since the tum of the century
and was rapidly growing smaller after World War Two. In 1936, a third of the population
was rural; by 1976 the proportion was one sixth. However until the 1960s, though
declining in relative tenns, the rural population continued to grow as a result of increasing
fenility and the subdivision and resettlement of land. To give an ind.ication, the number of
farm holdings rose from 86,239 in 1946 to a peak of 92,395 in 1955.93
Within the cities and towns, where sixty-two percent of the populadon were
concentr?ted by 1961,94 most people lived in suburbia. Vast tracts of suburban rwo or
?9Ong, Being Pakeha,page 38.vrMcGill, The Kidfrom Matata, cover.
92For example, Peter Lange in his recollections of childhood observed: 'ft was a very
secure cltildhood. Security of family, gang, church, geography. We were loved and cared
for, the period wasprosperous, there was linle traumi, loi oi laughter - a fornrnate time to
gnjo.y. a fortunate childhood'; Peter Lange, 'Behind the Monume-nt', Gifkins,Through the
Looking Glass, page 153.
vJDunstall,'The Social Pattern', page 406.gj$eptrenp. [ebb, 'urbanization Fro"rrres in New znaland',Stephen D. webb, JohnCollette, eds., New Zealand Sociery: Contemporary Perspecrrves, Sydney l973,page 330.
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three bedroomed bungalows with undulations of lawns stretching out obliterated the sense
of being in an urban environment.95
The childhood recollections of New Zealanders reflect the absence of an urban
environment. New Zealand children, wherever they are living (in rural areas or in
suburbia) and whichever social class they belong to, are portrayed as exposed to the land
and the water - to the maryels of beaches, rivers, mountains and bush. David McGill's
recollections, referred to at the begrnning of this section, abound in descriptions of a rural
'paradise':
Across the main road was a drop ro the raupo swamp and lagoon full
of eels and carp, pukekos and shags, swans and ducks in season,
seagulls wheeling over the sand dunes to the surging, limitless Pacific
Ocean nobody dared to swim in ... In retrospecr it was Arcadia96
McGill spent hours playing in the lagoon or rolling down hills of bouncy grass and riding
sliding boards which werc greased with'mum's dripping'.97 School was an unwelcome
intemrption, though it did not have the devastating effect that it had on the child described
by Binswanger. For Sir Peter Elworthy, who later became a leader in the fanning
community, for example, if school was unpleasant and the requirements of conformity
alduous, these were only a small part of life in comparison to the idylls of his rural
childhood where he had the freedom of the countryside to explore, ponies to ride and
fishing and tennis to pursue on his family's beautiful Southland farm.98
Numerous other accounts of New Zeatarrrd childhoods echo those already cited.
They are filled with descriptions of fishing, 'messing round' in boats and on jetties,
building forts in the trees, swimming, riding ponies (for the wealthier country children)
and other such activities. In the suburbs too, 'good New Zealand children' were erpected
to amuse themselves outside. This aspect of children's lifestyles is reflected in the 'Janet
and John' school reading books analysed by Anne Else.99 The books convey a suong
95Dunstall, 'The Social Pattern', page 4O4.
96Mcciu, The Kidfrom Mamta,,iale z.
Y/ibid., page 39.
9usir Peter Elworthy, 'A Balanced Diet', Gifkins,Through the Looking Glass,pages l 13-
1 18.
99Anne Else, 'Edmonds Cookery and Bernad.ine' , New zealand women's studiesJournal, August 1986, page74.
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image of what was regarded in the fifties (and earlier) as the right way for children and
parents to live. The right way for children was clearly to be occupied outdoors.
To the refugees, most of whom were from the major cities of Central and Eastern
Europe, it certainly seemed that the country they had come to was by and large a rural one.
New Zealand towns and suburbs reminded them of the counnyside where they used to go
on vacations. Even the capital city seemed like a provincial town. The culnrral tife of
European cities was virnrally non-existent even in New Zealand's largest cities. There
were few cafes, restaurants, theatres and other amenities of urban culture as they had
known it.
Raising children in such an environment was obviously very different from the
upbringing of children in Continental European cities. Binswanger's description of the
'Making of a New Zealandet', referred to earlier, focused on these crucial differcnces and
highlighted what had stnrck her as one of the most important aspects of a New T*.aland
childhood - its outdoors character. As refugees saw it, New Tnaland children were not
very often inside, as Continental European city children would have been - playrng cards or
chess, reading books, discussing philosophy, literature, history or going to concerts,
theatres and art galleries.
Refugee children who had memories of life in European cities before cmigration
were also stnrck by the ruraVoutdoon character of life in New Tnaland. In particular, they
noted the ready access to the outdoors available to them in New Zealand,. In contrast with
their parents who missed the arnenities of Central European cities, many refugee children
were very appreciative of their new freedom in New Tnalandwhich contrasted greatty with
ttreir earlier life in multi-storeyed aparrnent blocks.
A number of other aspects of New 7*,aland lifestyles and characteristics of New
Zealand families also stood out in the recollections of interviewees. Refugees and their
children, uprooted from their own secure worlds, werc impressed by the qualities of safety
and stability in the New Zealand world they encountered. Above all, refugee children and
children of refugees noticed the large extended families of New Zealanders. They envied
the grandmothers, grandfathers, uncles, aunts and cousins that their New Zealand peers
were surrounded by and took for granted.l00 Although the New Zealand, farnily was
100David McGill's reminiscences about his childhood are peopled by his counrless
relations: 'Uncle Jack had died young but there was Aunt Gladys whb gave nice presens
... There were also lolg-b.us 
-ndes to iee Uncle Owen in Glen Eden andAunt neryl inPakuranga.... Uncle Bill had a service station' ... Uncle John and Aunry Joyce weren'r
really relations but then there were also'Aunty Beryl and Uncle John who never stopped
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changing and becoming more nuclear (the family of the fifties and sixties was less likely to
include other kin as lodgers1,101 rehtives nonetheless continued. to be a very important
social network, providing material and moral help as well as the the sense of roots,
connections and stability i:revocably lost by tnrncared refugee families.
Apart from the extended family, security for New Zealand children was, perhaps,
enhanced by the predictability of roles and relationships in the family. A number of writers
about New Zealand families have noted that'the cult of domesticity' was particularly 'pre-
eminent during the 1950s ... The suburban ideal of home and garden enjoyed the allegiance
of most of those born since 1910 ... Most of this (the fifties) decade's adult population had
been born benveen 1910 and 1930 ... They had imbibed the ideals of domesticity and tnre
womanhood with their mother's milk'. Having lived through the Depression and rrro
world wars, that generation are shown as 'emotionally hungering for a period of quiet
suburban 1i1"'.102
Similu notions and lifestyles are depicted in the magazines and journals of the
period - in the Nav ZealandWomaw'Weekly,the Parents Centre Bulletin,the Deparment
of Education's 
'Scftool fournal, the Department's school reading books and elsewhere.
The mothers are cooking and cleaning and washing and caring for the children; the fathers
are going off to work, carpentering, gardening and taking their sons fishing.
The many negative aspects, for men, women and children of domestic life in this
period have been described and analysed elsewherelO3 a16 will not be discussed here as
this subject is beyond the scope of this snrdy. Some aspects of the scxual polarization and
the particular brand of 'male culture' of New T*;aLand society were observed with surprisc
by the refugees. In social relationships, they nored the rigid separation betrveen the sexes.
At parties or dances and in private homes of whatever socio-economic level, men
congregated on one side of the room, women on the other; men and women had entirely
different subjects of conversation. Binswanger describes one such social occasion in a
story entitled'God's Own Country'. A visitor, Jim, arrives for the evening at the home of
a New Zealand husband and wife:
smoking ?Pip.e'. A,nd 9n McGill goes for several more pages to list more of his relatives
who lived in the suburbs of Auckland; McGill, The Kidfrim Matata,pages g7-gg.
f !l95en, Levesque, 'Hisrory of the European Family in New zeatanoi page 19.ruzibid., page 18. Others writers have written in a similar vein.
rurFor.exampl.^i" 
Sglgl-M.v,'Morherhood in the 1950s: An Experience ofConradiction', Sue Middleton ed.,Women and Education in Aotiaroa,Wellington 1988,pages 57-7I.
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Soon after Jim had come in, his wife had disappeared into the scullery
and the children had run outside. The two men are alone in the room.
When the wornan returns to set the table she might hardly exist; it is as
though she has withdrawn henelf from the company now that the two
men are together. She calls for the children to say good night and
leaves together with them to put them to 6e6.104
Refugees also noticed the lack of physical demonstrativeness of New Zealanders.
Men and women did not walk amr-in-arm or touch and demonstrate affection in public.
There was little kissing and embracing (without sexual connotation) betrveen family
members. This was highlighted for one interviewee on the occasion when she met her
New Zealand father-in-law for the fint time.
My husband, Sam [not his real name] and I took a Newmans bus to
Hastings and his father met the bus. I was aware that this was August
and the rwo had not met since the christmas before. My family used to
kiss each other when they were saying good-night frrom one day to the
next. Sam and his father shook hands! I couldn't believe it! They werc
obviously delighted to see each other and they really cared about each
other, yet they shook hands!
New Zealand, as fust generation refugees perceived it, was a homogeneous, nrral
country, pervaded by Sabbatarianism and remote from the civilization of pre-war Europe.
New Zealanders were suspicious of foreigners and sometimes intolerant of culnrral
differences. Men and women were practical, undemonstrative and moved in different
worlds. These and other negative aspects of the New Zealand world encountered by
refugees have emerged in this discussion. However, although a number of rcfugees found
the counury in many ways strange, uncongenial and difficult to adjust to, it needs to be
stressed that New Zealand in their eyes also possessed some very positive characteristics.
These characteristics eased the process of settlement and created oppornrnities for the
1043inr*- ger,'And How Do You Like this Country?', page 15.
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newcomers and their children.l0s Perhaps most important was the readiness in New
Zealand to accept newcomers provided they were prepared to fit in and assimilate.
Refugees soon became aware that while antagonism towards foreigners who wished to
retain a separate cultural identity wa,s strong, New Zealandwas an open society with few
barriers to assimilation. They observed with a mixture of rclief, pride and anxiety that at
school their children were rapidly nrned into New Zealanders (at least superficially). Ttre
consequences (the gains and the losses) involved in refugees' encounter with a strongly
assimilationist New Taaland society will be discussed in ttre remaining chapters.
The different worlds introduced in this chapter - the refugee world, the Jewish
world and the New Zealand world - were many and multi-faceted- Not only werc they
different for each person but they were also more complex than the notion of pas/preseng
European[ttew Zealand and real.dmagined worlds portrayed in the prcceding pages.
The chapters which follow build on this introduction, focusing on the interaction
between the different worlds of the people in this srudy. While the adults - the fint
generation - were preoccupied with senling and becoming established in a strange country,
their children, whether European or New Zealand-born, stnrggled to fit in and to find ways
of belonging. As previously discussed, the New Tnahand world they encountered was a
strongly 4ssimilationist one. It was also a homogeneous world in which foreigners stood
out because of distinct cultural differences. How did the second generation grappte with
being different? What was it like to grow up with one foot in the refugec world and one in
the New Zealand world? What were the second generations' connections with and
perceptions of the Jewish past? What were some of rhe consequences of a history of
uprootin g and penecution?
l051hssg are d.iscussed in Beaglehole, A Smoll Price to Pay,for example on pages Zg-3i.
CHAPTER 3
THE CHILDREN
Who are the people in this study? What was their childhood tike? This chapter intrroduces
the children and some of their main preoccupations and concerns. Some children adjusted
well in New Zealand but many others seemed adrift between the different worlds d.iscussed
in the last chapter. The concept of alienation helps explain their difficulties. Alienation is
the experience of feeling out of place and of feeling one is different from the host society
and indeed from one's own group - marginal. Lonely and isolated as a nrrmber of
interviewees were to some extent, their recollections portray the stnrggles and stresses ...
but also the necessary adaptations and successful adjustments of s1 immigrant childhood-
'What was it like for you in New Zealand as a foreign child, a Jewish refugee child,
a child of refugees?' interviewees were asked. Part of the difficulty in answering this
question derived from the problem of isolating what was just pan of growing up in New
7*aland and what was particular to growing up with this rype of background.
'I really think that my history could have been that of any New Tnalander from the
age of about ten or so; it was only the first few years of my life that were differcnr I had a
pretty average and nomral New Zealand childhood'. This was the observation of Jonathon
(not his real name), who was seven when he came to New 7*alandfrom Germany with his
parents in 1938.
Jonathon's perception of his childhood as being not roo different from a 'nomal'
New Zealand one was shared by a few of those interviewed. Many others, however, had a
strong sense of living in the different worlds discussed in Chapter 2. The experiences of
the children in this study were very diverse. Their age ar arrival in New Zealand and
whether they had recollections of Europe, whether they identified themselves as Jewish,
whether theh parents or other close relatives had been in concentration camps, the date of
their parents' emigration (whether they had escaped in the early years of the Nazi regime,
just before the war, or were trapped in Europe during the war) and other characteristics
which will emerge in this and later chapters, all contributed to this d.ivenity. There were
also significant differences between interviewees whose childhood was passed in New
Zealand in the late thirties and forties and those who grew up in the fifties and sixties.
Other immigrants settled in New Zealand, in the intervening period and the larter group
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grew up in a more cosmopolitan New Zealand. Nonetheless, both goups encountered the
restrictive and constricting, homogeneous society, suspicious of cultural differences, that
was desqibed in the last chapter.
Children who grew up in the 1940s shared with their New Zealand peers memories
of wanime New Zealand" John (born in Berlin in 1935, aged four when he arrived in New
Zealand with his parents in 1939) had recollections of American soldiers marching to
Anderson Park past his Thorndon home in Wellington and throwing nickels and dimes to
the children. He remembered also air raid pracrices, searchlights and gas mask drill at
school.
Refugee children had also memories and perceptions of the war which werc not
shared with theh New Zealand peers. Some of the European-born had direct experience of
the horrors of the war. Others were the children of survivors of Nazi persecution.
Moreover, the sense of belonging to a persecuted minority did not always end with
emigration. During the war years, the hysteria about fifth columnists, the mutterings about
'bloody foreigners', accusations of spying and other sinister interpretations of their
families' innocent activities impinged severely on some of the children in this study.
Others, by contrast, were barely aware of their transformation from children of refugees to
children of enemy aliens.
In the post-war years, the adaptation and attitudes of their parents to New Zealand
and the nature of family relationships were significant determinants of how the children
experienced growing up in a foreign country. 'Our childhood was like a lovely fantasy. It
was so happy', recalled Hannah, aged three when she came with her parents and sister to
New Zealand from Germany n 1932. Hannah anributed the happiness and securiry of het
childhood to the very positive attitude her parents had. They made the best of rhings and
hid unpleasant realities, like insrances of anti-Semitism, from the children.
You can laugh or cry about things. some peopre cried, but my father
laughed. The day after he was naturalized, which was straight after the
war, we went to the races to celebrate because he loved the races. We
were driving along and a huge, black car overtook us. Daddy said,
'probably one of those bloody foreigners'. My parenrs had refugee
friends who grizzled a lor. some died of broken hearts. My parents
were young, malleable and full of life and enthusiasm.
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George's recollection was that his piuents talked constantly of leaving New
Zealand, but never did. George, born in Poland in 1944 during the Gerrran occupation,
came to New Zealand with his parents and sister in 1952 at the age of eight. Throughout
his childhood he was very much aware of his parents' unhappiness in New Tnalandand of
the effect on him of their attitudes. In his view, their dissatisfaction with the country they
were living in had'somehow permeated through to the next generation'.
Whether the message was that'New Zealand is the best counury in the world'or
whether it was that it is not quite adequare, the children's own attitudes were affected in
direct and indirect ways. Some children observed their parents energetically striving to
make the best of their new life; others noted the adults' 'instinctive disapproval of all things
Kiwi'. A number of children were aware that their parenrs werc above all grateful to be in
New Zealand and accepted and were accepted by the people with whom they came into
contact; others saw the loneliness and isolation of the adulS.
In recollections of childhood, parental memories did not always coincide with those
of their children. The adults were often too busy and too preoccupied wirh their own
stnrggles to be very aware of what their children were experiencing. They tended to
believe that for children who werc growing up in the safery of New Te land, any problems
which arose could only be minor ones.
Michael was born in New Zealandin 1944. His parcnts, originally from Austria,
emigrated first to Palestine and subsequently to New 7*,ahand, arriving in Wellington in
1940 with a son aged fifteen and a daughter of seven. Recollecting the stmggles of her
two foreign-born older children to adjust to a strange country, Michael's mother considered
that her New Zealand-born child (Michael) had few difficulties by comparison. In her
view, 'the upbringing of children in New Zealand, was really very easy. Michael was a
happy child. He fitted in well'.
How generally applicable is this observation? Was it as easy as some of the parents
supposed for children to adjust in New 7*aland? Did the New Zealand-born and those who
were young children when they arrived fit in relarively easily in comparison with foreign-
born older children? There are no clear-cut answers to these questions, in pan because any
firrt conclusions are obscured by the differing personalities of the inrerviewees. Certainly,
some of the children did adapt seemingly easily (Jonarhon's comments in this regard were
quoted earlier) but many others, whether or not they were New Zealand-born and whatever
their age when they reached New Zealand, experienced mild to severe problems of culrural
adjustment.
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Lucie was one of those who had a difficult time. Her recollection of what it was
like to be a refugee child was that it was 'hell, generally'. She was eight when in 1940 she
came to New Zealand from Brarislava with her parents. Tom, who was nvo and a half
years old when he came from Germany to New Zealand with his family in 1939, also had
unhappy memories of childhood 'It is almost a blank. It was not a good period and I
have blanked most of it out I really don't feel that I have had a normal childhood'.
Not only did the recollections of the adults sometimes differ from those of the
children, but the evidence from photographs is also confusing. Renate, aged one when she
came to New Zealand with her parents and sister, grew up with an uncomfortable sense of
a difference which could not be hidden. Yet" 'every picture of me in those days shows me
with a beam from ear to ear. So I obviously was very happy and at peace with all the
world'.
A number of the interviewees attributed much of their unhappiness as children to
factors arising out of a refugee-immigrant background. The necessiry to grcw up quickly,
the suilggle to mect parental expectations, the effort required to obtain peer acceptance and
the failure in some cases to fit in despite strenuous efforts to do so, were at times
overwhelming. However, it must be noted that some childrcn, whatever their background,
perceive themselves as odd or different and attribute their difficulties to wharever most
strikes them as different about their farnilies. This may be povefiy, wealth, the iltnsss rg.
member of the family or a variety of other characterisrics. Many of the children in this
study focused their difficulties and sense of difference on their foreign, Jewish, refugee
background.
Whether children's recollections were of a predominantly happy and 'normal'
childhood or an unhappy and odd one, and whether they spoke mostly of their successful
and easy adaptation to the New Zealand world or their fnritless struggles for acceptance, it
is evident thar there were costs involved. There was a price to pay for trying to fit in, for
failing to do so, but also for successfully assimilating. The remainder of this chapter
explores the children's perceptions and experiences, the diverse ways in which they
grappled with their difference in a monocultural society, with rhe prcssures and urges to
conform and with the stresses of life in families suffering from the effects of recent
persecution. Central to this discussion is the underlying theme concerning the gains and
losses of assimilation.
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Being Different
Michael: 'I think that most people felt a certain sense of not being part of this very
homogeneous, very British society. You couldn't help but grow up feeling that you werc
just a little bit different. Ir was a feeling of not quite belongrng'.
Most of those interviewed grew up with a sense of difference, bur differcd widely in their
responses to this. For some it was an uncomfortable feeling of being not only different,
but somehow deficient. Others were awarc of only a vague impression of being 'out on a
limb' and attempted to conform in the specifrc areas in which their difference was most
obvious. Still others were proud of being differenr, while a few did not believe they were
different enough and wished for the 'colour' of a foreign background.
When children visited the homes of New Zealand friends and neighbours, the
differences, big and small, were quickly apparent. The observations made by children of
mainly middle-class, well-educated refugees coming into contact with children of
'working-class' New Zealanders (the difficulties of defining such social gradations were
referred to in the previous chapter) reflected not only the culnral d.ifferences but also the
class and socioeconomic differences of theirrespective families.
Jonathon played with the children of a neighbour who was a water-side worker and
observed that'their house was pretty bare and sparsely furnished- It was a faidy humble
sort of home with an outside lavatory. My parens were bookish sort of people; I was used
to a home where there were books and book shelves, picturcs on the walls and classical
music'. The differences Jonathon observed were probably mainly socio-economic/class
ones rather than culrural, although children of middle-class New Zealanders visiting the
homes of refugees were struck by the prevalence of the same characterisrics - the classical
music, the books, the'different'pictures on the walls - that Jonathon noted were missing
at his friends' house. As of course the houses of many middle-class New Zealanders were
filled with music, books and pictures, differences in culture benreen New Zealand middle-
class farnilies also have to be taken into account. It is also important to remember the
point, highlighted in the previous chapter, that the background of the refugees was also by
no means uniform. Not all refugees' homes were, as was Jonathon's, filled with the
rappings of an educated sociaVculnrral milieu. Although predominantly middle-class, they
too ctme from backgrounds which were socio-economically and culnrrally diverse.
uSocial class differences, intermingled with cultural ones, featured in rhe relationship
between a number of refugee families and their neighbours. Miriam (not her real name)
was born in New Zeaiand in 1945. Her parents, refugees from Czechoslovakia, arrived in
New Zealand in the late 1930s. For several years of Miriam's childhood, the family lived
in a state housing area. As Miriam remembers: 'Next door to us lived people who
wouldn't speak to us because we were Germans, but we had good communication with
neighbours on our other side. We obviously were quite different from the people around
us'. One of the obvious differences was the family's house. Miriam's mother recalled:
'We built a house which looked really different among the uniform state houses. Our
house was the only one which was facing the sun instead of the street. The neighbours
were really put out by it. They called it a chicken coop. It was just differcnt'. Miriam's
recollection is that the house faced the 'wrong' wat, wrong presumably from a child's
perspective because ir faced a different way from the othen.
Although many of the interviewees had difficulry with defining and describing the
differenccs they had observed, their observations suggest similar perceptions. A number
made the general corunent that New Zealandhouses, which tended to be broadly similar
regardless of the social ranking of their occupants, looked 'nomal' and 'right' in
comparison with their own. A child with a part-refugee background described New
Zealanders' houses as 'unambiguous'. In her house, the manifestations of the different
cultures mingled and were 'confusing,.
Those children who encountered New Zealanders who were attracted by the
differences they observed in the houses of refugees were less likely to consider their own
homes and cultural environment'wrong'. Hannah had a friend who very much admired
the design of the family house. 'He would busrle round exclaiming, "Oh what a beautiful
house!" because for him it was something quite different'. His admiration extended to
Hannah's Parents - 'Oh they are so interesting!' - and ro the food which he found
'fascinating'. Othen in the study reported similar instances of New Zealanders (usually
with middle-class backgrounds) whose association with a refugee family meanr a very
welcome introduction to another culrure as well as to art, music, theatre, intellecnral debate,
and to'delectable' food.
Above all, children visiting each other were stnrck by the two most obvious cultural
differences - language (the subject of Chapter 6), and food and drink. As with housing,
the cultural differences benveen refugees and New Zealanders regard.ing the types of food.s
eaten, how the foods were cooked and what was drunk were partly cultural and partly
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socio-economic/class ones.l Refugee children were often uncomfortable about such
differences and put considerable effort into attempting to make their household's style of
food acceptable for New Zealand visitors. Lucie recalled pretending that the cottage cheese
filling in a pastry was custard and giving Wiener Schnitzel the more palatable name of
'crumbed cutlet'. She also tried to persuade her mother to make pikelets and scones for
after school visitors. 'But of course one never quite knew how they were made. It took us
many years to discover that you do not grease a pan for pikelets. These are the sons of
things which no recipe book will tell you because everybody is expected to know them'.
Jenny (not her real name) was born in New 7*atandin 1914 to Hungarian parcnts
who reached New Zealand before the outbreak of war. 'By the time I was awarc of life,
they were quite established. They had bought a house; father had a secure job. Things
were tight, but not desperate and they were improving'. Nonetheless, Jenny was very
much aware that her family was different and felt uncomfortable about this difference. She
tried, without success, to have a home that was as much like New Zealand homes as
possible.
I felt self-conscious about bringing peopre home. My mother would
put on a beautiful chocolate cake for afternoon tea, but if I went to a
New Zealanders' place you would get a piece of bread and butter or a
scone. Before I would bring someone home I would say to my
mother, 'I only want you to make scones for afternoon tea. That is all
I had at somebody else's place'. But even when she made scones, her
scones weren't the same as everyone else's. She could never be the
same even though I kept rying to get her to be the same. I wanted her
to look the same, to wear the same type of crothes as New zealand,
mothers and to talk ttre same as thev did.
When Jenny visited New Zealanders' homes, she never revealed that she was not
used to the foods they took for granted.
lqq. is a body of mainly anthropological literature analysing the connections benveen
locrgr gradations and food. For example, Jack Goody, Cook{ng, Cuisine and Class: As:4 in comparative sociology, cam'bridge 1982; Mary nouflis, 
"d., 
riia i the socialOrder: Srudies of Food and Fiitivities infhree Anuricdn Coimmittes, New york 1984.I am not aware of this type of analysis having been applied specifically !o New Trcalan6,
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I remember staying with a friend one night and in the morning when
we came down for breakfast I was asked if I wanted porridge. I had
never heard of porridge. I think I might have read about it bur certainly
didn't know what it was. But if they asked, 'do you want porridge?',
then obviously it was what everybody eats for breardast. I said,'yes'.
Then they asked me if I wanted hot milk or cold and I had no idea but I
wasn't going to let on. Every time I went and had anything different at
someone else's house, I came home and said,'this is what I like; this
is what you must make - for example, pumpkin. you must make
pumpkin because New Zealanders have pumpkin'.
Some children disliked New Zealand food at first. Foods such as munon,
porridge, suet and salted butter were stra.nge and took time to get used to. However, the
need to conform soon supplanted the children's earlier tastes. Miriam's mother recalled her
daughters asking, 'why do we have to have brown bread while the others have white
bread?', and on another occasion,'Mum, when the billet (a temporary boarder) comes, can
you buy white bread?' 'The billet was quite happy with brown bread as it turned out'.
There werc also different notions regard.ing what constituted a meal. For example,
in the 1930s and 1940s, many New Zealanders tended to ear salads, consisting usually of
only lettuce and tomatoes, mainly in the surrmer. In Miriam's household, however, there
was an emphasis on salads the whole year round. Into the salads would be put all the
different vegetables that were in season at a particular time. Miriam's motherrecalled thau
'On one occasion, my younger daughter must have had a talk with one of our neighbours
and told her we were having fifteen different vegetables for dinner that day. My daughter
came back from the neighbour saying, "Mrs Anderson says there is no such thing as fifteen
vegetables"'.
Renate very much enjoyed watching food being prepared when she was a child.
She was struck by the marked differences between what her New Zealand neighbours did
and what was customary in her family.
Our neighbour would say, 'oh we're having tea, I'll just pop these
peaches in the oven to take the chill off them'. My mother, on the
other hand, would be purting peaches into the fridge to make them
colder. I couldn't work it out. How could people be so different?
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Never mind that they ate different foods - bread and dripping and
things like thar I recognized that you either had or didn't have certain
foods, but to do something so opposite with the same food, that realy
impressed me.
For Renate, the 'abiding' fact about her childhood was being differcnt. The
recognition of always being'out of step' with others around her came early. 'I didn't like
it" I didn't like it at all'. But becoming the same as the others d.id not seem to be possible
either. Certain behaviours could be copied. For example, one interviewee adapted her
table manners (how she held cutlery, for instance) to the company in which she found
herself (Continental European or New T.eatand), bur there was a great deal that could not 69
changed by imitation alone. Renate:
You couldn't be the same because you didn't know how - it was
elusive. You could watch the others, you could learn some things but
it was quite difficult to ger ir just 'right'. Sometimes you nearly
succeeded and then you did something wrong, something that was
with you from home. A lot of ordinary things reminded you that you
were differenl
Renate was aware that she did not know about'rhe small things of New T*alandlife that
others knew about instinctively'. (This perception will be discussed further in Chapter 5.)
'Our grandparents played chess, while everyone else's played poker. We couldn't ever
talk about poker because we didn't know what it was'. This is one small example from the
many which could be given.
Why did being different matter so much to the children in this srudy? Miriam's
mother recalled a discussion she had with her daughter on rhis subject. 'I said to her, "ir
doesn't matter if you are different; as long as you don't hurt anybody, you can do what
you like". And she replied, "you must conform,'. Not being different from the others was
really important for the children at that time'.
Although the wish to be like their peers is common to most childrcn, the urgc to
conform was probably particularly strong among these children from an ethnic and usually
also from a religious minority background. The association, however tenuous and
undefined for some of the children, with a history of persecution, must also have had a
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significant impact on their behaviour and aritudes. (fhis association and its consequences
will be discussed further at a later stage.) The strongesr memory of many of the
interviewees concerned feelings of embarrassment. Embarrassment in children is a very
powerful emotion and many of the people in this study sufferei from it acutely.
The grounds for feeling embarrassed were many. Very often, it was the parents
themselves (not only the food they sewed) who were regarded as extremely'funny' and
therefore embarrassing. At certain stages of their lives, many children without a foreign
background feel similarly about their parents. However, it is likely that this situation was
exacerbated for foreign children. While children could rapidly acquirc acceptable English
and New 7*aland ways, the assimilation of the parents was much slower or non-exist€nl
As Miriam's mother obse'r:rred:
The thing that happened very often was that the children were
somehow irritated by these parents who couldn't speak English
properly, who did things differently, whose houses looked different,
whose furniture was different, whose taste was different. I know of
one child who had ro go to school every day with his father on the
same tram and the father always told us laughingly that if he went to
the front of ttre trarn, then the child would go right to the back bccausc
he just couldn't stand his father saying, 'one section, please, in his
strong, Czech accent.
Lisa , born in Triestc, Italy, was one year old when she ca.me to New Zealand with
her parents and sister in 1939. She remembered'minding' very much being in the ram or
the bus with her parents because they spoke very loud, accented English.
I thought everyone looked at them because they were strange and
foreign. what I would do is sir in a compretely different part of the bus
so that no one would know that we were related. This went on for
years. I also remember being very uncomfortable when my morher
came to school to speak with teachers. I was just very conscious of
her foreign accenl
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But disowning parents in this way was not a satisfactory solution. Lisa: 'I knew that my
parents were regarded by some as "bloody foreigners". I sort of internalized their attitudc
(insecurity) and did not feel comfortable about my own Kiwi bona-fidess'.
Walter's reaction was similar. He was born in Germany and was two years old
when he came to New Zealandwith his parents in 1938. He rcmembered vividly'the very
difficult years of being seen by members of the communiry as German'. The family settled
in a small town on the South Island. Walter recalled being very ashamed of his
background and trying to disguise not only his German origins but also his Jewishness. 'I
would be very troubled by my mother's accent when we went shopping together and
embarrassed by her sampling fruit in shops. I did not want to go shopping with my
mother because of her accent'.
A considerable number of the people in this study had such recollections.
Interviewees spoke of urying to change panicularly embarrassing aspects of their parents'
behaviour, usually with little success. For example, one boy tried to correct his fathet's
English despite the anger that this aroused because, 'his English was a very sensitive
issue'. Bringing fiends home from school beceme an ordeal for some children in pan
because of their shame at their parents' 'coming out with the most amazing botches of the
English language'.
Some children never invited others home, preferring to try to keep their different
worlds separate. 'My parents were clearly so different; I didn't know quite how they
would react to these other children', recalled Tom. Moreover, his own stnrggle for
acceptance at school was difficult enough without risking introducing his few friends to his
parents whom they would undoubledly find strange and perhaps unacceptable.
When Jenny brought children home from school, she was embarassed by her
mother's much more emotional style of speaking and behaving than New Zealand mothers.
She was very volatile. She would cry easily. I found that very
embarrassing because everyone else's mother would talk of sad. things
and bad things with a very calm exterior and in a very controlled
manner. she would show real concern about other people if somerhing
was going wrong, whereas rhe New Zealanders had such a tighr rein
on their emotions. They said, 'oh, how terrible', and 'oh, that is nice',
in almost the same tone of voice.
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Linked to embanassment at this lack of culturally appropriate restraint was some
children's dismay at how noisy their parents appeared alongside New Zealanders. Lisa
enjoyed visiting her friend, Julie, who lived nearby, because it was quieter at Julie's house
and there was sedate conversation in place of the shouting that went on in her own home.
And then, while I was at Julie's, I would hear my mother yell across:
'Lisa!' My mother was the only one to yell for her child to come home.
I don't know why she yelled for me because they were on the phone. I
used to think that Julie's mother didn't think much of the fact that my
mother would yell for me. It is not something she would have done.
Others interviewed in this study gave examples of the 'hurdle' and 'strain' which
they experienced when the New Tnalandand the foreign worlds carne into contacl Annetrc
was born in 1948 in New 7*aland. Her mother was a New Zealandec her father a wanime
refugee from Austria. Annette was not herself embarrassed by the d.ifferences in her
household, but she was aware that'bringing people home meant bringing them into an
environment in which they might feel uncomfortable'.
It is imponant to emphasize that there were also a few interviewees who were
troubled neither by their own sense of difference or by New Zealanders' reactions to il
These children were comfortable both in the New 7*alandworld and in the rcfugee world-
Katherine, for example, born in New Zealand in 1946 to an Austrian father and Czech
mother, thought hcr family was so wonderful that it 'never crossed her mind that other
people wouldn't'. Katherine, although very aware of her parents' foreign behaviour,
appearance and accents, was not embarrassed by this. She had, in fact, barely noticed the
latter. 'At college I remember a girl saying to me, "I can't undentand a word your father
says". I was absolutely astounded'.
Katherine remembered people laughing at the food she are, such as the yoghurt
which her mother made herself, but she could not recall being troubled by this at all.
Katherine always brought children home from school. The house was usually full of
them. Some of her New Zealand friends thought she was odd going to orchesna and
chamfsl music concerts. Such attitudes did not interfere with Katherine's attendance or
her enjoyment of these concerts.
Katherine, unlike many of the other people in this study, spenr her childhood years
surrounded by an extended family of uncles, aunts and cousins, all of whom lived nearby.
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Moreover, a number of the immediate neighbours of thc family were former Central
European rcfugees.
we were always surrounded by a lot of Europeans. It was not so
much that I felt we were different from New Zealanders but that they
were differenr from us. I felt thar they were missing so much. I
thought that we had so much fun; we seemed to make more noise,
laugh more, hug more. It seemed to me that we were the lucky ones.
It is evident that there were diverse attirudes to being different - ranging from
desperation or discomfon to acceptance and positive feelings about themselves and their
families. The first two reactions, however, were more common than the last two. (A
possible explanation for this will be offered in the conclusion to this chapter.) How can the
divergent responses of the children be explained? Those interviewees (referred to earlier)
encountering New Zealanders who were fascinated and attracted by the different culnre
they came into contact with were more likely to experience being different positively.
Parental attitudes were important but do not provide a sufficient explanation because
siblings frequently responded differently one from anorher. Individual differences of
personality were clearly also responsible in part. Some children, despite their background
or their parents'attirudes or the snubs they encountered., were more secure or perhaps less
sensitive than others and behaved accordingly. Hannah, for example, enjoyed being
different. Occasionally she would think how manrellous it must be to have an'English'
background, but most of the time she accepted her foreign background and was not
embarrassed by ir However, her sister reacted differently. Hannah:
I used to talk German to my sister and sometimes if I wanted to be
really horrible (when I was abour twelve and she ten) I would
embarrass her by talking in German to her ar the top of my voice. Kids
are really horrible sometimes to their younger sisters. She hated me
doing this and I used to delight in it.
Embarrassment, miserable experience though it was, was not the worst
consequence of being different in a homogeneous society. Some children were baited and
teased, undergoing all the various put-downs thar children inflict on those whom they
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perceive as dd and vulnerable. Some children fended off the teasing with jokcs, others
with their fists. Still others withdrew. Their accounts of childhood convey the isolation
and the loneliness of their struggles for acceptance. Children somerimes fought these
battles in the parks and on the sreet of their neighbourhoods. However, mostly it was at
school that the more negative side of being different was experienced. These school
experiences will be discussed in the next chapter.
Stresses
The reflections of interviewees about growing up in refugee families reveal the strength,
resilience and adaptability of the refugees as well as the lingering effects of the Holocaust,
of the dislocation and the stresses of migration. On balance, the most striking characteristic
of refugee families was their will and abiliry to live their lives as though the Holocaust had
not happened.
Family and Community
Being isolated, unconnected, living in a small family which lacked a broader social base in
the community, was a stressful feature of a number of refugee children's childhood.
Katherine grew up in a family with uncles, aunts and cousins, while Hannah and Renate
had four grandparents living nearby. Both families were very unusual in this respect.
Growing up in a small" isolated nuclear family was far mor€ cornmon. The impact of the
Holocaust for the post-war generation was often experienced through the lack of relatives.
Howard, born in New Zealand in 1958 to a New Zealand mother and German
refugee father, grew up vfutually without relatives. Most of his father's farrrily, including
Howard s grandparents, were kiiled by the Nazis and there were few relatives on his
mother's side: 'I always did envy other children who had grown up in large, sprawling
farnilies and would go along to family gatherings with cousins, uncles, aunts all over the
place'.
David and Anne (born in New Zealand to a German mother and Czech father) were
brought up without an extended family. As David recalls: 'That was one of the things I
have always regretted. We felt in many ways quite isolated as children compared with
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New Zealanders who knew everybody and were always off to stay on farms all over New
Ts,aland with their various relatives'.
For Lisa, growing up without relatives was central to the feeling she had of not
quite belonging. 'Being robbed of grandparents made me a little more of a gypsy. My
only relative was an aunt who lived with us and her nerves weren't too good. My mother
would read leners aloud from cousins in Israel so as to make them come alive for us'. By
contrast, next door at Lisa's friend's house, 'There was Aunty Maude and cousin Peter and
grandparents. There was a kind of stability and continuiry which I d.idn't have'.
Tom too experienced the lack of relatives as a serious deprivation. Neither of his
grandparents on either side of the family survived the war and other relatives were either
killed or dispersed around the world. 'It was a very small farrrily in New Za,aland. In my
early years, not only did I not have the benefit of grandparents, but I was also without the
benefit of parents because they were too busy working'.
In a sense, the dead or dispersed relatives were not entirely absent. They werc
Present in the letters read out to Lisa and to others, in photographs and in the recollections
of parents. Some parents made determined efforts to bring missing relatives alive for their
children, for example by talking about them or by lighting candles on the anniversaries of
their deaths, whilst others were unable or unwilling to do so. (This subject will be
discussed more fully in Chapter 7.)
Anthony was born in New Zealand in 1944 to a British morher and a father who
came as a refugee from Gennany. Anthony's father was reticent in sharing his past with
his New Tnaland family. Nonetheless 'my grandmorher and my grandfather on Dad's side
were always present. I was always conscious of the fact that they had d.one things,
achieved things, had personalities. They were present through the furniture, the books, the
paintings [which were from Germany] and through the anecdotes'.
Did the wider refugee community provide a substitute extended farnily? The small
number of refugees and the diversity of their backgrounds meant that such a development
was less possible in New 7*aland than in places wirh much bigger refugee populations.
However, a number of families did have a kind of community life with other refugees.
Renate:
Everyone came on Sundays to our place. Mum baked all morning and
by sunday night all the baking had gone - the bread rolls, the cream
puffs. People came with their children. when I meet with those kids
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now we have a really strong bond that is nothing to do with what we
are now but with the fact that we all knew that only at those gatherings
could our parenrs really relax and talk and laugh and be themselves.
Yet they [the people who formed this group] weren't people who
would have been friends in normal circumstances because they were
from all the mixtures of German-Jewish life. The only thing they
really had in common was the push from everyone else to push them
together.
Miriam too grew up with some sense of belonging to a 'community'. [n the state
housing area where the family stood out as outsiders because of the social class and
culnral differences already referred to, her mother had little interaction with the people
around her. (She also stood out because she was the only woman in that neighbourhood
who ran a business as well as a home.) However, the family did have regular social
contact with other refugees. Miriam: 'Once a week [at a coffee bar] on Lambton Quay the
"Continentals" would gather. It was the only place in Wellington where you could get
decent coffee'. While the aduls drank coffee, Miriam would have a chocolate sundae.
However, Continental European refugee origins provided insufficient common
ground for many refugees. Vivienne, for example, born in New T;,alandin 1941 to Czech
refugee parents, often heard her mother speaking of people who were not 'of our
background'. The phrase referred to the absence of shared values about culnral matters -
about attitudes to books, music, art - as well as to a classification based on former socio-
economic level and professional attainment Vivienne's mother applied this classification
to Continental European refugees as much as to New Zealanders; to Jews and to non-Jews
alike. As few of the family's acquaintances possessed the 'right' background, Vivienne
had a very isolated childhood-
A number of the refugee families had linle contact with either the refugee, Jewish or
wider New Zealand community. The men did nor go to the pubs or belong to the local
sports clubs and the families did not participate in either rhe church based social and
recreational organizations or in the social/cultural and religious activities associated with the
synagogue. The day-to-day reality for children in such circumstances was a small nuclear
family; a close family, too close, too vulnerable and too isolated. (according to
interviewees). Annette, among others, commented on the intensity of relationships in such
a family: 'Our family always felt very small and very vulnerable'. In Annette's view, it
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was too small to provide sufficient support for the children. 'If we had linked inro some
social group [the church or the synagogue, for example], it would have felt more
grounded, but it was just mother, father, two children and grandparents'. There were
numerous relatives on her New Zealand mother's side but very little contact ever took place
with this family because, by marrying a'foreigner', Annette's mother had rcbelled against
the values of her family and to some extent cut herself offfrom thern
'Up Against the Wall'
Living in an isolated nuclear family was stressful for many interviewees. There werc a
number of other stresses. Probably the most important of these was the various ways in
which the parents' sufferings and pre-emigration experiences of persecution affected ttreir
children. A number of people in this study attributed rumy of the negativc aspects of their
upbringing to 'what their parents had been through'. Proneness to impatience, emotional
outbursts, irrational fears and a reluctance to trust other people were thought to bc due to
earlier traumatic experiences.
Some interviewees spoke of the fact that their parents' and other relatives' ability o
enjoy life had been permanently damaged. This was the case not only for those refugees
who had endured direct threats to their lives and undergone physical and mental suffering
in concentradon camps, but also for those whose experiences of persecution had been more
indirect.
Vivienne remembered on one occasion visiting a New Taalandfamily who secmed
to do things'just for fun'. This stmck her as being so different from her family: 'In my
family there was never any sense of looking at life from a child's point of view'.
Vivienne's belief is that it was the stress of the Holocaust endued by her mother and the
deaths of herparents in concentration c:rmps (of which she never spoke), which caused her
intolerance of children, her inability to see their point of view and her attitude to life of
being'up against the wall'.
Lisa's experience was also of a highly stressed household: 'After years and years of
not hearing any news about their families, my parents found out about the fate of my
father's family'. (They were killed in one of the concentration camps.) Lisa's parents did
not talk a great deal about this or about the Holocaust generally. The stress and the pain
showed indirectly.
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It was that their patience with children was affecred. They were on a
shorter fuse [than other people]. I will give one example. When I was
quite little, in the week-ends my sister and I used to go into my
mother's feather bed for sleep-ins. I had a lirtle rubber doll, which I
found out later was something my Hungarian grandparents had given
me when I was born in Italy. I called this doll 'little girlie'. One
morning, in my mothey's bed, I said something about'little girlie'. My
mother gave me one hang of a yank and a slap, threw me out of bed
and said, 'don't say that word again!' I was terribly upset and cried.
Was all this because I had called my doll 'little girlie'? What had in fact
happened was that my mother had understood me to have said
'Goering' (Field Marshall Goering).
The stress in the household was increased by the presence of Lisa's aunt, whose parenn
and beloved sister had perished at Auschwiu.
she was having a hard time adjusting to being in New Zealand and
thinking she should have stayed behind with her family, at rhe samc
time realizing that if she had stayed behind she would not have
survived herself. My aunt's nerves were shot. she didn't like the
sound of children playing - bouncing balls and things like thar so I
nied to play at other people's places more. I didn't like the tension at
our place. I had a very good girl friend down the street and I would be
at her place a lot of the time. It was quieter there.
Jenny's aunt, her grandmother and a cousin, all survivors of the Nazi persecution
of Jews in Hungary, joined their family in New Zealanda few years after the war.
My aunt was in a very emotionally unbalanced state when she arrived
and very depressed. She attempted suicide on a number of occasions.
This was a result of her experiences in the war. Before, she had been a
perfectly capable, normal, intelligent person. Going through the
concentration camp, finding her fiancee killed, watching her sister die
next to her - she wasn't strong enough to cope with. As a seven or
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eight year old, I did not realize what my aunt's strange behaviour was
about. I was upset when she would scream and get out of control. I
didn't want my friends to meet her because she was so different and
unpredictable. Even the smallest thing can throw you when you are a
child. When you bring your friends home, you want to have
everything normal and sensible and the way it is in everyone else's
family. I used to say ro my mother, 'I'm bringing a friend home
today. You are to make sure she [her aunt] is out of the way in her
room and doesn't come out while my friend is here.'
Jenny believes that living with her aunt, seeing what Nazi persecution had done to
her, and her family's experiences of the war generally, had a major impact on the children
in the family. Attitudes to food, for exarnple, were affected
As children, we were never allowed ro wirste a piece of food. we
grew up knowing how many people that we actually knew or would
have known had died of starvation. So we had a different attitude to
scraps of food. It wasn't a joke (or a very distant problem as the
hungry people of India or Africa are). It was my cousin's mother or
father who might have lived if they had had two more picces of bread
to eat. Then they might have had just enough stamina to carry them
through another two days and they might have been saved. My
cousin's mother lived (in one of the concentration carnps) right until the
end of the war, was actually liberated and died in the hospital
afterwards.
Jenny knew of other people who died literally for want of one piece of food. 'It was as
touch and go as that. When you have grown up knowing vividly about rhings like that;
about people being herded together for three days in cattle rnrcks without food or water and
taken to concentration campsr )our anitude to every thing is d.ifferent'.
A number of other children in this study were brought up with similar attitudes to
wasring food. David: 'We were made to eat our crusrs and every single thing on our
plates. We had to eat everything whether we liked it or not and whether it was too much or
not. It was an inflexible rule. This came particularly from Dad who had gone thrcugh the
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beginnings of the German occupation and hadn't had enough food'. The message was
well learned for even forty years on it'hurts' David to see food being wasted.
Other Stresses
The upbringlng of the children in this study was usually fairly srict and regimented and
this was seen by interviewees as another stressful fearure of family life. To some exrent,
individual and cultural factors were responsible iui parents nansplanted the child-rearing
practices of their former milieux to their new country. Anxiety and insecurity about
appropriate behaviour in a strange country probably also played a part by unde,mining both
parcntal authority and self-confidence. 'My mother was very strict and frightening'; 'my
parents were very strict and over-anxious', were frequent courments. Anne: 'If I was late
walking home from school, my mother just about tore my or her own hair out and would
be on the point of ringing the police'.
Marei, born in Germany in 1935, was three when she came to New Zealand with
her brother, parents and German nanny, known as Lolein. Hers was also a strict and
regimented childhood. She considers that her life was more progrzunmed and supervised
than that of her New Zealand friends.
I was always being picked up and taken places. [Also] the other
children always seemed to have money to spend at the shops, but
Lolein didn't think it was good to eat sweets or to eat between meals.
As soon as we came home from school, we had our evening meal at
four o' clock. Everyday we had soup. It was standard. your meal
was put on ttre table and you had to eat it all up. I hated soup for years
afterwards. When I left home for university, I used to live on chelsea
buns. I had a rotten diet for many years to make up for the rigid sort of
eating of my childhood
Anecdotes about parental behaviour regardeC as over-protective abound. Renate
was collected from St. Johns Ambulance while every other child just went on home.
Jonathon's parents were'great worriers about all details big and small and certainly about
things like having plenty of warm clothes on'. Ernie, born in New Zealand in 1943 (he is
the brother of Lisa), 'was pampered and over-protected' by his family: 'You had to rcally
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rug up wa.rm against the elements. We were wrapped up too warmly for the climate. I
used to ry and fight against this. "It's not Europe, you know", I would say'. There were
strict rules too about the time Ernie had to be home. 'They were possibly worried I might
become the victim of some anti-Semitic rogues around the neighbourhood'. (This was not
an irrational fear on their part as the local bully boys did occasionally pick on Ernie.)
The different attitudes of urban, Continental European parents regarding the
outdoors is also revealed in their over-protective behaviour. The fact that family picnics
and camping holidays were less common among the refugees than in New Tsalandfamilies
is an example of differences in outlook. (However, in some families, insufficient spare
time for leisure activities is a more likely explanation for the lack of holidays and
recreational outings of any kind.) As discussed in Chapter 2, New 7-ealand parents
regarded the suburban garden or the countryside as the most appropriate playground for
their children. By contrast, some refugee parents could never feel entirely comfortable
about exposing their children to the rigours and the (imagined) dangers of the physical
environment.
How did children respond to such auirudes? Many felt strongly that they had to
confomt to the wishes and expectations of their parents with the consequence of seeming o
be priggish or'goody-goods' in the eyes of their New Zealand peers. (This is discussed
more fully in the next chapter.) It was difficult for the children to rebel against their parents
and the reason is significant in the light of the earlier discussion concerning the impact of
the Holocaust on the new generation growing up in New Zealand. As Ernie observed:'I
never rebelled against my parents very much. I had very strong respect for them and I felt
in a very special way for all that they had gone through. I was named after my mothet's
brother. I arn their connection with the past tn a sense I am their connection with all those
who died'.2
The generation born after the Holocaust were rhe link to the past, but also
represented the future. Because so many had died, the living were 'special'. Being
'special', 'precious' and 'indulged' in close, over-protective, intense, small families also
made standing up against the dictates of the family difficult and, for some children, quite
impossible.
2Ahhough E-i"'t uncle in fact d.ied before the Holocaust, Ernie's perception was that bybeing named after him he was connected to other relatives who had died in the Holocausl
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Being Poor
For some of the people in this srudy, the initial and, in some cases, the continuing poverty
associated with migration had a bigger impact on their childhood rhan having
refugee/foreign parents. Some families were able to regain comfortable standards of living
in a relatively short trme. Othen had many years of frnancial stnrggle ahead of them.
Poor, overcrowded accommodation caused severe problems for some families.
Marei and her family, covered in insect bites, had to move out of their first flat in
Newtown, Wellington, in order to have the place fumigared. Their second flat was up a
hundred steps. As Marei recalls: 'My father always said that that flat got notoriety becausc
subsequent to our living thete, a baby got bitten by a rat'. For Jenny's family, having a
very crowded house posed problems: 'It put a lot of strain on the family in every way'.
Mothers and fathers working long hours affected children. Tom: 'My father I never
saw because he was always working. He wasn't earning very much in those early years.
My mother went out working as well, as a charwoman'. Others spoke of the long hours
their parents worked, at first merely to eam enough to live on, later to improve their lot and
become established. Many refugees worked and struggled to recover the financial,
professional and personal losses incured by war and forced migration.
George's parents were among those who worked very hard: 'Although my father
had a very physically taxing job, during the two week annual holiday that he was given and
was obliged to take, he used to get another job'. Consequently, during the years of
George's childhood, there were no family holidays. George and others consider that their
parents' hard work was not only motivated by the desire to obtain a comfortable standard
of living but was also related to an intense desire for security. They stnrggled to achieve
material security to compensate for all the losses they had suffered. George: 'My parents
only spent money on necessities. I sometimes had to walk to the other side of town to save
3d on a pair of school pants. Every single penny counted'.
Many refugees were unsuccessful in regaining even a small portion of what was
lost. Nonetheless, the success of some refugee famities in achieving a degree of material
security and a relatively comfortable standard of living sometimes evoked unfavourable
reactions in New Zealanders, including in the refugee children's New Zealand peers.
According to Lucie and others, the refugees' success and their efforts to achieve, seen as
working'too hard', were resented, in part, because they did not live up to the image of
refugees as'ragged, starving waifs'.
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Poverty, the lack of an extended family, the sense of being without a community,
exposure to the tensions, feats, anxieties and sometimes overwhelming love and attention
of their piuents were stressful feanres of the childhood of interviewees. The lasting (and
sometimes damaging) legacy of the past is examined further in Chapters 7 and 8.
Religion
The long-term effects of persecution and dislocation and the concerns and uncertainties
experienced by a number of the children regarding being different, regarding fitting in and
belonging are also reflected in their comments about religion.
Ernie had an upbringing in which being Jewish played an important part. His early
memories arc of being emotionally moved by the Jewish music he heard in the synagogue.
He attended Hebrew School on Sundays and became a teacher there from the age of
twelve.
For Ernie, being Jewish meant being different in a panicular way. His own
experiences (for example, the encounters with neighbourh6od lrrlligs, referred to earlier)
and his par€nts' extreme sensitivity to any possibility of anti-Semitism, combined to give
Ernie a strong sense of injustice and thc feeling of being part of a persecuted. minority even
as a rairly young child.
Anthony too had a religious Jewish upbringing.
I think that when I was a primary school kid, family life was more
Jewish than it has ever been since. This was due to my parents' wish
to grve me the nrdiments fof a Jewish education]. The Jewish things
were preparing for Bar-MItmah [celebration of the passage of the
Jewish male from boyhood to adulthoodl, celebrating pesach
[Passover], learning Hebrew once a monrh with a few other Jewish
children in PaLnerston Nonh, synagogue in wellington a couple of
times a year on the High Holy Days [The Jewish New year and the
Day of Atonementl, having the prayer book and ral/rs [special shawl
for prayerl from grandfather, and sitting in Dad's sear in the synagogue
r02
next to an elderly Jew who took an interest in me and would say,
'You're K H's boy, aren't you?'
For Anthony, as for Ernie, there was a negative side of being Jewish. The
occasional denigration of his religion seemed to him linked to his forcign background.
I was always conscious of the facr that I was a Jewish boy, the son of
those'bloody Gemans', the outsider. You werc always conscious of
the fact that you arc the one who has to prove yourself; you had to be
better than orhers; you had to be able to hide you Jewishness; you had
to be like everybody else. The Jewish part of you had to be very
private.
Hannah was b'rought up in an Orthodox household, which meant keeping srictly to
Jewish rituals about religion. Because the family lived in a small rural area, her mother
came to Wellington once a week to buy kosher meat (animal kitled according to Jewish
law). Family life centred round Jewish rituals: 'Friday nights werc really special, with ten
of us at table; the white cloth and silver candle stick and my mother tighting the candles.
My father would bless each child.
Jewish festivals were celebrated. 'My friends had Chrismas and IhadChannutcah
[Jewish festival which takes place approximately the same time each year as Christmasl.
'My father had a Clwnnukah record [disc] and we lit candles each night'. The housc had
glass doors opening out into the counbryside. Hannah remembers the clear, surtmer
nights, the glass doon opened and the fanily and friends standing outside singing along
with the record:
Even as a child I knew that that was something amazing to be
happening in a New Zealand paddock. It gave me the warmth and
strength not to care about anybody else outside. Because it was so
waml, so loving, so right, it gave me the feeling that what other people
said and did was not so important.
A close, warm family and the maintenance in the home of Jewish traditions did not
necessarily mean that children were, as Hannah, secure and comfortable in their
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Jewishness. Walter's upbringing was also a fairly traditionally religious one. His father
became lay preacher and spiritual leader of the Dunedin Hebrew Congregation in 1942. At
this time, the family were still living in the small town where rhey had first settled on
arrival in New 7*alandand his father used to hitch-hike into Dunedin ro nrn the services.
Because of the inlluence of his parents and the reading and thc discussions that took
place, Walter gtrew up strongly conscious of his Jewish idenrity. By late adolescence, it
had become an identity he was proud of. During the years of his childhood, however, he
was very ashamed and embarrassed about being different. When the family moved to
Dunedin and became part of the Jewish community there, he felt more secure. But he still
worked hard to disguise his Jewishness.
I certainly wouldn't tell people I was Jewish. I recall, whenever I went
to the synagogue, checking to make sure that fiends or schoolmates
were not nearby and ducking into the library next door instead of into
the synagogue if they were. I was very circumspect about going in
there and about others seeing me going in there. when I think of this
today, I cringe. But that is how I felt as a kid.
John too was uncomfortable about being Jewish, despite an upbringing which
included the maintenance of some Jewish traditions.
I would no more have drearnt of walking down the street wearing a
yarmulka [head covering worn by an orthodox Jew] than I would
dream of jumping a nine foot fence. Going to other children's homes
was always a nerve-wracking experience because I knew they were
going to serve me ham or pork. It happened every time and I was
confronted with this bloody problem. Am I going to tell the hostess or
would I shut up and eat ir? For a long time, I didn't have the self-
confidence to say, 'I don't eat this'. I was amazed and delighted to
discover, of course, that no bolt of lightning stnrck me when I did eat
the pork.
Miriam remembered when she was a child standing outside a church wishing that
she could go in. When questioned, why, she replied, 'I suppose because everyone else
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did" In the state housing area where the family lived, many of the people were Roman
Catholics' Though both Miriam's parents were Jewish and there was ,even a rabbi in the
family somewhere', neither came from an onhodox background. Recalls Miriam,s
mother:
we were Jewish but not religious. so I couldn't grve my children a
religious education. I had religious grandparents and I can remember
the celebration of festivals in their home when I was a child, but my
children didn't have this at all. For them, there was nothing, just the
fact that we were Jewish. If they asked us, why, we courdn,t answer.
We just werc.
A n,mber of the people in this study were similarly Jewish in name only. For
some of them, Judaism meant little that was positive. Although most of the time the
puzzling fact of being rewish could be ignored, they nonetheless remained Jewish enough
to feel that they were to some extent outsiders in a christian (however nominally) country.
Being neither properly Jewish nor Christian contributed to the feeling of being unconnec'd
to the wider community referred to earlier. Miriam,s comments also reflect this limbo
existence: 'I hardly ever went to the synagogue; I never talked about being Jewish; we
didn't keep the Jewish festivals. christmas was always a difficult time. It was a timc
when I thought, "I don't know what to do on this day when everyone else is celebrating,,,.
Some parents were' like Miriam's, unable to provide a Jewish upbringing for their
children' while others were reluctant or unwilling to do so. Katherine, looking back at her
childhood, expressed feelings of nostalgia for rhe Jewish home life she did not have.
Although the family celebrated the Jewish festivals, she was as a child ,barely aware of
being Jewish'' She enjoyed singing in the Presbyterian church choir until the Minister
asked for her removal when he found out that she was Jewish. Then she attended Hebrew
School which she did not enjoy very much. Katherine's predominant recollection about
the attitude of her father to Judaism was that 'he didn't want us to be different, he really
didn't' The sEongest memory I have which showed this was when I f,ust wanted to join
Habonim' [a Zonist Jewish youth group]. A friend wrore to Katherine urging her to join
'this neat youth group because its got lots of boys'. when Katherine approached her father
about joining, he seemed annoyed.
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I thought he was angry about it, but I guess (now) that he was upset. I
must have dug my heels in because I joined after all and loved it. In
the end my father too came round and was involved in various ways in
the Jewish community. Later, I asked my father about being Jewish,
about his opposition to my going to Habonim, and to his allowing me
to sing in the church choir and he said, 'I always thought if you didn't
know you were Jewish, when another Hitler comes, you might get
away with it'. I remember this very clearly because it was 'when'
another Hitler comes, not'if. He was always expecting anti-semitism
to occur and wanted to protect me from it. He wouldn't have gone out
of his way to tell people he was Jewish.
Having parents who, while not actually denying they were of Jewish background,
made sure it was not emphasized, was the experience of a number of those interuiewed-
The adults were motivated by the wish to protect their children from the negative Jewish
stereotypes with which they themselves had been branded. However, the decision that
some parents made to dissociate from other Jews sometimes caused problems for the
second generation. It could leave children isolated, belonging neither in the Jewish
community or in any of the othercommunities based on religious affiliation.
fuHa was brought up as neither Jewish or Christian. Looking back at her
childhood, it seemed to Julia that she was denied the opportunity to be Jewish. She was
born in New Zealand in 1953 to a mother who was a refugee from Germany. Although of
full Jewish descent, she grew up with a non-Jewish farher of Scottish background- As a
child, Julia had no contact with the Jewish community, nor any Jewish education of any
kind. Nonetheless, by the time she was in the early standards at school, she started to
'realize' she was Jewish. She began to notice Jewish people and to identify with a Jewish
gul in her class who seemed quite isolated. A visit to the synagogue with this girl and her
family 'fascinated' her. She gradually became aware of her own 'Jewish' appearance. At
some stage, Julia began to wish that she could be part of a Jewish family. 'My mother
didn't talk about being Jewish. She said rhat she felt more German than she did Jewish.
My father, on the other hand, encouraged my Jewish feelings in a way by making remarks
such as, "my clever Jewish daughter"'. Julia attributes this to her father's liberal, non-
conformist beliefs about the rights of minorities and also to the fact that because his
Scottish origins were important to him, he was able to affirm Julia's Jewish idenrity in a
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way that her mother, wishing to put her refugee background behind her and wanting to
become a New Zealander as quickly as possible, could noL
In order to affirrr her identity, Julia began to wear a Magen Dnid (Star of David,
symbolizing Jewishness) round her neck. However, this determination to be Jewish
received no support from her mother. The strongest message conveyed by Julia s mother
to her daughter about Jewishness was a negative one, concerning the wlnerability of Jews.
This came out in relation to demonstrations and protests that Julia becamc involved in: 'It
was at times like that that her feelings about the past resurfaced. I guess it reminded her of
Hitler Youth demonstrations'. Julia recalled her mother's panic:
The implication was, 'Jews are vulnerable; don't expose yourself. The
only passionate response about Jewishness that I have had from my
mother is to do with her fear for my safety. The only time the passion
of being Jewish has emerged in her is when she attempts ro protect me
from being ir
For some part-Jews in this study, their experience of Jewishness was also
problematic. Jane was born in New ZeaLandin 1948 to a Czech refugee father and Ncw
Zealarrd mother. Her father's upbringing had been non-religious. Jane's upbringing was
agnostic. For Jane, as for a number of others already referred to, being without religion
meant not quite fitting into either the Jewish or thc non-Jewish worlds. Jane recalled
feeling ill at ease when she was included in Jewish ceremonies because she was unfamiliar
with the protocol.
Annette's sense of social isolation was exacerbared by being a child of a mixed
marriage. Her father had a Jewish background; her mother did not Neither parent wished
the children, Annette and her brother Peter (born in New Zealand,in 1946), to be brought
uP as Christians. However, linking into the Jewish community was not possible for
children without Jewish mothers.
Peter recalled that his mother wanted him to learn about his Jewish background, but
'they [the members of the established Orthodox communiry] wouldn't allow me ro go ro
the Hebrew school because she wasn't Jewish'. Many years later, at his grandmother's
funeral, Peter found that atdrudes had not changed. When he tried to be a pall bearer at the
funeral, he was pushed away.
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George's mother had an Onhodox Jewish background; his father was non-Jewish.
This is a more acceptable situation among religious Jews than having a Jewish father and a
non-Jewish mother. Nonetheless, George encountered many difficulties. In his early
childhood in Europe, being Jewish was something to hide. 'I was born in L914 :u'an anti-
Semitic country, occupied by the Nazis. In such circumstances, Judaism wasn't a very
healthy tradition to maintain'. Later in the displaced persons' crunp where there were very
few Jews, it was the same. On board the ship, bringing them to New Zealand, the family
encountercd, among the other displaced people migrating to New 7*aland, former Nazis
threatening to push Jews overboard. George is unsure how much such incidents impinged
on him. The earlicst clear memories that he has concerning Jewishness are of hearing the
word'Jew' in family arguments. Also, he remembers that his mother kept telling him he
was Jewish, 'but it didn't mean much'.
When George was nine the family moved to Wellington from the small town where
they had first settled on arrival in New Zealand. He became more aware of his Jewish
background as it became possible to mix with other Jewish families. At this stage, his
mother attempted to get George involved in Judaism at a religious and social level He had
days off school (on the High Holy Days) to go to synagogue, 'but I couldn't understand
what was going on in slral [synagogue] and I d.idn't have the right hat or tallis. I used to
spend the whole day standing outside while people went in and out because I felt I had to
wait for my mother. I felt confused in the synagogue'. Without a Jewish father, without
having been circumcized, or having had a bar-mitnta&, George did not feel ,right, among
Iews: 'Life would have been much easier if Mum had completely given up her Judaism and
I could have grown up as a New Zealand agnostic,.
A small number of the people interviewed were brought up as Chrisrians.
However, this had not protected those who had spent a portion of their childhood in
Europe during the pre-war or war yeius from persecution as Jews. It was above all
bewildering for children who had not regarded. themselves as Jewish and had sometimes
barely known what a Jew was to find themseves the target of abuse. When Jonathon was
called'fude'in a pejorative way at his school in Gemrany, he used to reply indignantly rhar
he was not one. But the memory of that and another incident when he was bullied, picked
on and sworn at for being a'blasted Jew' has stayed with him.
Mary, born in Hungary in 1935, came to New Zealand with her brother n 1947.
She was eleven and a half at the time. Her family had converted to Catholicism, but this
had not prevented their persecution as Jews by the Nazis. Her grandparents and some other
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relatives reached the safety of New Zealand before the war, but Mary, her brother and their
Parents did not. Mary's parents did not survive the war. In New Zealand,, she has
remained a Catholic although her relatives have nol
It was dinned into me throughout the war that I was Jewish by race. I
concluded that Jewishness is not to do with religion. I was born
Jewish and feel Jewish in that sense. I have also found over the years
that a lot of the people I have become friends wirh later rurn out to be
Jewish or half-Jewish. There is an affinity between us, a shared
heritage, a bond, but it is not a religious bond.
Lucie, with a Catholic mother and Jewish father, was brought up Catholic and has
remained one. 'I belong there [in the Church] more than I do to any other Soup in New
Zealand. They were the most ready to accept and the most hospitable'. But the bond she
feels with other Catholics is, as for Mary, a religious and not a cultural one. She does not
identify with the New Zealand-hish culture of the New Zealand Catholic chruch, for this
has a very different tradition from that of her mother's brand of Catholicism.
Helen was born in New Zealand in 1945. Her parents, who had a Catholic
background, were Sudeten German refugees from Czechoslovakia who came to New
Zealand in 1940. Helen considered that apart from rhe obvious differences of food and
language, her childhood was not particularly differenr from a New Zealandet's. The
family settled in Island Bay, Wellington, and became very much involved in and pan of
that community. Her parents, as Social Democrats, were not practising Catholics and
Helen occasionally went to the local hesbyterian church. Her foreign background has
never been an issue for Helen who has always felt she belonged in the community where
she was living.
Religious expression in refugee families was diverse. Orthodox Jews,
secular/cultural Jews, paft-Jews, refugees with a Jewish background who had renounced
Jurlaism entirely and one non-Jewish refugee family are all represented. in this study. What
kind of impact did religious origin and adherence have on the experience of growing up as
a child of refugees? In both simple and complicated ways, being parr of a minority religion
affected children. When he was a child of three or four, Ernie put a stocking at the end of
his bed and wondered the next day why there was nothing in ir. Receiving a Christmas
present, as some Jewish children did, was not, of course, a sufficient or appropriate
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antidote to basic uncertainties about identity and belonging. While some people in this
study moved with ease between the different religious worlds of their childhood - from the
church to the synagogue, ftom Easter egg hunts to the Pesach Seder (Feast at Passover),
from Clnnukah to Christrnas, from kosher meat to bacon and eggs - others could not do
so. The marginality of these interviewees in both the Jewish and the Christian worlds is
striking.
Was the apparent ease of Helen's integration in part related to her non-Jewish
background? The children with a Jewish background who were given at least a nominally
Christian upbringing werc not sparred the conflicts and the stnrggles for peer acceptance of
other refugee children, but at least religion was not an issue for them in the way it was for
the Jewish or part-Jewish children who remained without links to Christianity. Being
Jewish as well as foreign tended to make the children of refugees feel doubly different and
increased the conflicts and pressures which were very much part of their live.s.
It was perhaps the connection of a Jewish background with the recent past of
persecution that had the most significant effect on the children's anitudes. The effects of
such a legacy on parents and children probably best explains the desperation of some of ttrc
children about standing out and their determination to belong and to fit in. It helps to
explain the motives of those who, looking 'Jewish', even considered ways of changing
their appearance and somerimes did so.
Only a minority, of course, felt the shame of being Jewish and the urge to conform
so extremely. Animdes to Jewishness in refugee farrrilies were diverse, changed over time
and the children reacted to the attitudes they encountercd in diverse ways. Moreover, the
connection benveen parental attitudes to Jewishness and children's attitudes is complicated-
As shown earlier, the maintenance in some families of a snongly Jewish religious tradition
did not necessarily mean that children in these families felt secure about being Jewish. The
effect on children of parents who tried to hide or artempted to not 'emphasize' their
Jewishness is also complicated. Sometimes this behaviour made children turn
determinedly to Judaism. At other times, children became negative or indifferent about
Jewishness. For part-Jewish children, the situation was further complicated by the less
than positive attitudes (somerimes outright rejecrion) of the esrablished Orrhodox Jewish
communities. What il clear is that very often lirtle that was positive about being Jewish
was passed on to the children in this study by their families or by the lewish and wider
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communities.3 No doubt such a legacy contributed to the ambivalence with which some
refugee children later came to regard their Jewishness. The complexitics of Jewish identiry
are discussed further in the following chapters.
What was it like then to be a foreign child, a refugee child, a Jewish child in New
ZeaJand between the late 1930s and the 1960s? The diverse backgrounds of the children
introduced in this chapter and the variety of their responses to these questions needs
emphasis. Although some common patterns in the artitudes of the children - precious,
over-protected and indulged in small nuclear families by parens smrggling to put aside the
calamities of the past in order to make a fresh start in a strange counbry - are evident, it is
not possible to categorize the children or the families and to distinguish between them on
the basis of their different reacdons and attitudes. Nor is it useful or illuminating to link
differences emong the children to particular features of family background, family
adjustnrent to New Zealand, age or date of arrival in New 7*alandor New Zealandbinh or
other such characteristics.
What stands out is the marginaliry of many of these children with a Jewish refugee
background, and the strenuous efforts they made to overcome their isolation and belong in
the New 7*,aland world. (The costs of this attempt to assimilate, whether successful or
not, iu€ considered in subsequent chapters.) While belonging is an issue for all children
and particularly for immigrant children, accounts of children of orher imrnigrant groups
(those that are non-Jewish and without a background of persecution) do not reveal the
same desperation about being different. DanishA.{ew Zealand writer, Yvonne du Frcsne,
for example, portrays in her stories children whose wish to blend with the majority culturc
are mitigated by a pride in their background. In the stories 'Armistice Day' and
'Coronation Day', the protagonist Astrid Westergaard is, with her family's backing, proud
of her fierce, Viking warrior ancestors and stands up for their right to take their place
alongside the omnipresent British heroes at her monocultural New Zealand.school.4 Such
pride was in a number of instances (though not always) absent in the childhood
recollections of the people in this study. A considerable number of the interviewees
conveyed the sense that there had been something embarrassing, almost shamefu!, about
3The e*cepion is the part played by the Jewish youth movement in the lives of some of the
children. This is discussed in Chapter 5.
4Yvonne_ durresne, The Bear from the North: Tales of a New zealand. Chitd,hood,London 1989, pages 92-97;98-103.
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be-irlg a rc;fugee and p-anietilarly,a Jo-wish lefugee. Embarn$s€d about tlrcir clo-thcsn thcir
a€e6trb",the ftod thefoparents ser-ved and the way trcirparems beliaved, he,strugglc tofrr
in vns f,or nauy of the pp,ople in this $tudy the most signific;ant asp€et of their Ne.w
Zealasddtldhoo&
CHAPTER 4
REFUGEE CHILDREN AT SCHOOL
It is now at least a dozen years since the main pre-war wave of Hitleds
refugees arrived in this country. How far have the digestive juices of
tolerance, sympathy, and imagination done their work of assimilation?
It was unfornrnate that ttre same train of events which led to the coming
of these people to New 7*aland should make them not onry aliens, but
enemy aliens. undoubtedly many of them suffered during the war, not
just from petty persecution, but because however much they wanted to
be New zealanders, they were also Germans or Hungarians or
Austrians or czechs. Although not compretery accepted, most of the
refugees would admit they are more New Zearanders now than
continentals - with their accents and background and memories thcy
will never be wholly New Zealanders; but their children, many of
whom speak only English, will be. The children ... seem to be a
fairly indistinguishable cross-section of the school population, not only
intellectually but also in appearance, with the same clothes, haircuts
and often good local accents. They are the clever and the less clever,
the gifted and the not particularly outstanding...
Thus wrote a columnist in Here and Now in October, 1951.1 How did refugee children
and children of refugees fare at school in New 7*aland? Were they in fact 'a fairly
indistinguishable cross-section of the school population'? How did the 'digestive juices' of
assimilation operate in the world of school? How did teachers view the children? What
were the children's perceprion of their school days; what were their difficulties; what were
their successes? An examination of the school experiences of refugee children and children
of refugees brings into sharp focus a number of the themes introduced in the last two
chapters. It was at school that the children's struggles with belonging, with being accepted
and with the conflicting expectations of rhe refugee and New Zea\and, worlds most
THere and Now, vol. 2, no.l, October, 1951, page 11.
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commonly took place. Children's accounts of their school experiences reveal the stresses
involved in needing to fit in and the gains and losses involved in assimilation.
Teachers' Views
For an 'outside' perspective of the children's school experiences, the cornments of their
teachers have some relevance. How did they perceive these children? What did they see ilr
the task of teachers of snrdents with a different culturar background?
According to the teachers interviewed in this stndy, foreign children usually fined
into the school system with considerable ease. The role of teachers was confined to
facilitating that process by treating foreign childrcn no differcntly frrom anybody else. Ma:r
Riske2 was a teacher at Karori Normal School in the late 1930s and duing the war years.
He considen that 'the refugee children were not a sigfficant matter in the teaching world'
partly because they were small in number, scanered over many schools and also bccausc
they adapted so readily.
These views were shared by the other teachers interviewed. A number of the
teachers di4 in fact, regard individual refugee children as 'different' in certain ways but a
liberal professional ethos dictated that such differences be ignored or, if this was not
possible, minimized. The intention was to reat differences with respect but at the same
time it was exPected of the foreign children that they'fit into the mould'3 as quickly as
possible.
Brian Barren4 began teaching in 1951. He taught a senior class at Karori West
School in 1954 and 1955. In the late 1950s, he was at a small country school. In the
1970s, he spent a number of years in an inner city school with a culturally mixed school
population. It is his view that the teachers in the 1950s were'not runed into minorities,
their rights or what we should be doing for them. Except for those that were completely
non-English speaking (and they were few and far in between) the foreign kids were just
expected to conform and mosdy they were clever enough to do just that'.
2lnterviewed, 19 June 1988.
rBrian Barrett, interviewed 15 June 1988.
4iuia.
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Pat Lissington5 *as teaching at Wellington East Girls College in the 1950s. Her
recollection is that it was so ingrained in 'liberal' teachers that, in the interests of the
children, it was best to ignore raciaVcultural differences, that she herself was scarcely
aware of the religious or ethnic background of the children in her classes.
Other factors were probably also involved in such lack of awareness. At Karori
West School (which in the 1950s catered for a low to middle-class social grouping,
including children from a sute housing area), rhe classes were big. Therc could be forty-
eight children in one class. Brian Barrett 'The desks were placed individurlly in rows and
there was not room benreen the front desk and the black board to actually walk in frront.
That room was so full! so one did nor get the same oppornrnities to tatk to the children or
to deal individually with them as we would these d.ays'.6
Two of the teachers interviewed, Pat MacaskillT and Jack ShallcrassS, taught at
Rongotai College in the 1940s and 1950s. Both spoke of the strong liberat rrad.ition at
Rongotai during those years. The college appea$ to have been unusual in a number of
respects. Jack Shallcrass: 'It was regarded as a hot-bed of communism/radicalism
politically and educationally. Rongotai was, for instance, rhe first secondary school 19
make special provision for slow and reluctant learners in the Wellington area- Rongotai
was also the fust school to get rid of boxing and replace it with fencing'.
The Principal of the College was Fritz Renner (of German origin). According to
Pat Macaskill, he was a brilliant headmaster and prepared to take account of his pupils'
individual needs and interests. A great deal of freedom (an unusual amount for those
years) was allowed children to behave as they wished. A child of refugees, for exarnple,
who wanted to learn the cello, which was rather unusual at Rongatai in those days, was
given pennission to practise in the Principal's study.
What were the characteristics that the teachers observed in their foreign pupils and
how well tolerated were these differences by the New Zealand studcnts? Some of the
refugee children and children of refugees clearly looked different in ways that the teachers
found difficult to define. 'He looked very un-English', 'Jewish-looking', 'awkward build
and gait' were some of the comments. The children's clothes also looked somehow
JConversation with the writer, 20 September 1988.
6The very large classes (sometimes with as many as fifty or sixry children in one class with
ole F,acher) that were p_revalent in the thirties ana fod6s are discussed in detail in Taylor,
The Home Front, page-1121.
/Interviewed, 9 June 1988.
Slnterviewed, l5 June 1988.
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different: ill-fitting and uncomfortable. Shorts hung down in a differenr way, boots were
worn at inappropriare rimes and so on.
In terms of behaviour and character, the most cornmon observation focused on the
foreign students' seriousness and intensity about their work and on their earnest desire to
succeed. What also stnrck the teachers was a degree of social sophistication that the New
Zealand children did not have. Pat Macaskill: 'They were more inclined to join in adult
conversation and to talk seriously about things which concerned them'.
The teachers were divided over how well refugee children were accepted by other
children, but stressed that alt children of whatever background could become the butt of
teasing if they possessed certain characteristics. Brian Barrett: 'The kids I have seen who
are picked on have to have something else about them that is different. They are nor picked
on because they are Jewish. It is becausc they speak differently or because thcy are made
to dress with some peculiarity or it might be because of some physical characteristic'.
Jack Shallcrass was aware of New Zealand boys who, because of their differcnce,
beceme the target sf ltrlliss. 'Children can be very cruel to each other. It really is a herd-
mob instinct - like birds picking to death one which has been wounded. It is also a strong
human characteristic to stone, burn or whatever, anyone who is daring to be different'.
Pat Macaskill's view, on the other hand, was that it was unacceptable behavionr u
Rongotai to bully or sneer at anyone for being foreign. If there was the occasional laughter
'it wasn't unkind' and if there was unkindness, it was out of sight of authority. Jack
Shallcrass too remembered mainly 'good-narured, razang' and that one of the refugec
students who was 'a bit of a joke to a lot of the boys', seemed 'to have the ability to absorb
the taunts without apparently being upset by them'. According to Shallcrass, this boy
eventually became one of the'characters' around the school. Therc was also anti-Jewish
feeling at the school and some of the taunts were not quite so 'good-natured' but were
clearly anti-Semitic. Shallcrass never heard the taunts himself but was aware of 'jokes'
along the lines of 'Hitler didn't do the job properly' and that sort of rhing. The situation
was discussed occasionally at staff meerings, he recalled.
What conclusions, if any, can be drawn from the comments of the teachers
interviewed in this study? It seems that in the period in questicn, children with d.ifferent
backgrounds were cenainly expected to'fit into the mould', even by liberal teachen. This
was because teachers generally believed that such conformiry was in the foreign children's
best interest. As far as the teachers could tell, refugee children and children of refugees
adapted with relative ease to New Zealand schools. Although they evidently a-djusted
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sufficiently well for the teachers to regard them as no problem in the class-room, they did
not always do so enough (as will be shown presently) to escape the bullying and the
teasing of their classmates in the playground. However, generalizing on the basis of the
views of the small number of teachers interviewed needs to be done with a degree of
caution. More research is needed on the subject of teachers' attitudes to the culnrral
differences of their pupils in the 1930s to the 1960s.
The Children's Experiences at School
The WarYears9
In 1940, thc Director of Education, Dr C. E. Beeby, stated that teachers could not ignor€
the war but should act as 'a buffer between their pupils and the beastliness of war, to
produce a generation without mental scars, though willing to fight if need be'.10 There
were members of the public, some on school committees and boards of governors who
wanted 'direct, robust paniotism, with raised flags' in schools. The Minister of Education,
H.C.R. Mason took the stand that schools should not be places of propaganda although
patriotism with a modest amount of flag raising was compatible with democratic values. 11
Whatever the views of the adults, ir was inevitable that the patriotic fervour of
wartime with its accompanying xenophobia against those seen as outsiders would be
reflected in the behaviour of children in schools. Teachers, moreover, were not always
willing or always able to act as buffers bet'ween a child and his or her tormentors. The
victims of such attitudes were not only the children of Gennan refugees or the children of
anybody suspected of alien (and, in particular enemy alien) descent, but were also New
ZeaJand children whose parents held dissenting views of one kind or another. As Nancy
Taylor comments in her bookThe Home Front, 'a pacifist's adversities were fully shared
by his family. Mothers grieved over children retuming from school in tears or with shut
faces, having been jeered at or avoided'.12
9For a full d.iscussion of education during the war years, includ.ing details about shortages
of teachers and e_quipment and measures-to ensureihe safety of cFildren in case of anaik,
see Taylor,The Home Front, Chapter 22.
ruTaylor, The Home Front, page 1138.
11iuia.
l2ibid., page 207.
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Children of Jehovah's Witnesses were also in a difficult situation. That
organization, regarded as subversive because its adherens placed rhe authority of Jehovah
ahead of secular authority, was banned during the war years. At one stags, the possibiliry
of suspending children of Jehovah's Witnesses from schools was considercd (but never
implemented) because parents who were Jehovah's Witnesses had asked that their children
be excused from saluting the flag in school.13
A number of the boys in this study who had part of their New Zealandschooling
during the war years recalled being called 'bloody Hun' or'Nazi'. John started at a
Wellington school in 1940. He ran away on his fust day but this, he believes, had less to
do with being a refugee than with being frve years old.
The first thing that happened at school was that the teacher said: 'his
name is Hans, but we can't call him Hans. Lets call him John'. My
parents nodded their heads and gratefutly agreed. But I still had this
other part to my name - Schlesinger [not his real name]. I used to get
called a Nazi by the kids at school because I had this German name
(they pronounced 'Nazi' with a 'Z' as in zoo). I coped with this by
ignoring it and by punching people's noses when I got angry enough.
John becarne accustomed to such taunts and they did not eventually bother him too much.
Walter'coped' less well. He recalled the games played by children at the small country
school he went to during the war: 'They were war games with Gerrrans as the enemy. I
knew that the children had no awareness of what was happening to Jews in Europe.
People thought of us as German refugees, but what was prominent for them was "Geman"
not "refugee" or "Jew"'. At school, Walter made every effort to disguise his background.
'At times, I didn't go to school, but spent whole days hiding under a hedge. It was a very
lonely time'.
By contrast, Jonathon, who also did his primary schooling during the war years,
felt well accepted. Apart from some early difficulties which arose because his clothing was
clearly different, he enjoyed his school years.
Renate, a'bright, tidy and obedient child', was also well accepted at school.
However, the girls she became friendly with 'had no more idea of where Gennany was or
l3ibid., pages 23+243.
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what Jews could be or why we might be here than flying to the moon'. Despite the general
friendliness Renate encountered, she found the situation of being a Gerrran chitd in
wartime New Zealand a bewildering one.
In 1939 when I started school, we lived near to where the milirary
camp was. The men were just off to frght the Germans. We sat in
class with our I.D.'s round our necks. This was [to assist with
identification] in case the Gerrrans came and we were scattered. But
gg were Germans. I didn't ever quite understand it. How come
everybody hated Germans? We had fled from Germans and now they
might invade New Zealand and some children thought we wer€ on their
[the Germans'] side. That was all beyond a five year old's
understanding.
Sonny, aged eleven when she came to New Zealand with her parents and sistcr in
7939, began school just before the outbreak of war.
I was the first child at that school who wasn't Scottish or English; the
fust Europearl4 anyone had ever heard or seen! Everybody made an
enorrnous fuss of me. They crowded round mc, looking at my
different clothes. I was invited to their houses. They were very kind.
When war began, Sonny changed schools. At her new school the 'fuss' continued.
Everybody was very kind, yet eventually Sonny's response to the predicament of being a
German girl at school was the same as that of the boys who were taunted with their
German background. Especially in war time, she did not want to be different
It was ironic that having been persecuted as Jews in Germany, a number of Jewish
refugee families suffered as Germans in wartime New Zealand,. The change in status from
refugee to enemy alien had serious repercussions for some first generation refugecs at work
and in their neighbourhoods.ls During the war years, the victims of Nazism were
l4'European' in this context means white but non-British. 'Scots' or'English' refers to
descent not nationality. A note in the Inuoduction provides further expianation about
terminology.
r)Beaglehole, A Small Price to Poy, Chapter 5.
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confused by some New Zealanders with Nazis. Children at school did not escape the
consequences of wartime xenophobia. Interviewees' accounts convey the hurt and the
bewilderment of children exposed to the anti-German anitudes of wanime New Zealand
The stigma of being Gerrran diminished in the post-war period and gradually
disappeared. By the time John left school in 1951, the war'no longer figured in anyone's
conversation'. There were, however, lingering negative connotations of having a Gerrran
name into ttre 1950s. There was also the occasional negative incident associated with being
German. Helen, who did not start school unril 1950, recalled one such incidenr When
she volunteered to translate the lines of a German song for a teacher and walked up to the
front of the class to do this, she heard one girl say to another: 'my father hates Germans'.
Post-War Years
Jenny: 'I think I always felt different at school panly because my parents were foreign and
partly because I was Jewish. I had two things which made me different from all my other
classmates'.
While the negative image of Germans and Germany was less pervasive, the stigma of
difference due to a foreign background and other cultural differences continued in the late
1940s and 1950s. Different narnes, different accents, different clothes, different foods,
differpnt behaviour could all occasion ridicule or antagonism-
One of Jenny's earliest memories of starting school is of the children laughing at her
Hungarian accent. Jenny was born in New Zealandand was brought up speaking English.
She had an accent because she spoke the way she had heard her parents speak English,
pronouncing some of the words with a different vowel sound. The rapid effect of the
laughter at school was that she very quickly talked with a broad New Zealand accent. 'I
tried to use all the expressions and swear words and common touches that I heard among
the school children rather than be different from rhem'.
John's difficulties with his name were not over when he was transformed from
Hans to John. 'I remember that when I announced the name, Schlesinger, at my first form
class at college, the entire class fell about laughing'. Pat Macaskill was the teacher in
charge and remembers the incident.
Schlesinger was of course distressed. I gave the class a severe lecturc
on the way you behave to people who are different and how improper
it was to laugh at someone's name if they happen to be a foreigner and
that to do so was very offensive.
Some children encountered classmates who were fascinated by their foreignness.
The children at Hannah's school would say to her,'speak some German, Hannah'. Othen
too were repeatedly requested by classmates to say words in their'strange' languages.
Being foreign became less and less an issue as ye,us passed. Children lost their
accents, dressed like New Zealanders and behaved in most ways like their classmates. At
primary school during the 1950s - the time of war comics and war books - Michael felt
very much a New Zealandet He does not believe his classmates were even aware of his
foreign background. In Michael's mind, foreigners were Germans (rcal Germans, not his
family). In the 1950s, schools became less monocultural as a variety of other immigrans
entered New Zealand.
What was it like for Jewish children in New Tsatandschools in the post-war years?
Although there were networks of schools for Anglican, Presbyterian and Catholic children,
there were no Jewish day schools available, such as existed in countries with larger Jewish
communities. Being Jewish in New Zealand schools meant belonging to a very small
religious and cultural minoriry. (This was the case whether children wer€ attending a state
school, as most did, or a private school.) How did this affect the children? In panicular,
what were the implications for them of religious instnrction in primary schools and of
prayers and bible readings at secondary schools? Were children who identified as Jewish in
a religious sense affected differently from those whose Jewish identification lacked a
religious dimension? How did the school system deal with religious minorities?
The state Primary school system established by the Educarion Act of 1877 was, in
theory, a secular one. In practice, the Act was circumvented by the 'Nelson System' which
was in operation in many primary schools. Since the schools were offering morc hours of
instmction than was required by law, it was usually possible, with the agreement of the
school committees, to close the schools for secular instnrction for a short time each week
without appearing to break the law and to use thar time for religious instruction.
l2r
Attendance at the religious classes thus provided was not compulsory'but the likelihood of
parents ostentatiously withdrawing their children was not geat'.16
The 1877 Act was not concerned with secondary education and the secular clauses
in the Act did not apply to secondary schools. No provision was made in 1877 or later to
alter that anomalous situation. Religious instnrction in secondary schools was left entirely
to the discretion of the controlling bodies of each school. At most secondary schools, it
became customary to have a daily reading from the Bible at assembly, the Lord's Prayer
and a hymn. Children who had their parents' permission could withdraw from this part of
assembly. This, in brrief, was the state 'secula/ education slstera.lT
The established Jewish communities of New Tnalandwere tpasonably satisfred with
the Nelson systenl Their main concern had been that religious instnrction in state schools
should not be made compulsory.
As long as Jewish children do not attend these classes, the Hebrew
congregation can have no objection to the Nelson system. However, it
is not unlikely that some Jewish children, in a desire not to appear as
non-conformists among their fellows or without the knowledge of their
parents, may in fact be attending such classes. If this is so, we would
expect the school staff to see to it, where it comes to their notice, that
these children are required to absent themserves from these classes.
we would go further and say that the onus should be praced on the
visiting religious instructor to satisfy himself thar every pupil anending
his class does so with the consent of his parents. As a corollary to our
lack of objection to the Nelson system, we would expect the same right
of enrry into the public schools for religious instruction to Jewish
children as it is granred under that system to the christian
community.lS
1!1. C. Dakin, Education inNew Zealand,Auckland 1973,page23.lTfnforrration provided by Jack Shallcrass, inrerview, 15 June 1988; [. A. Mclaren,
Educadon in a Snwll Democracy: New Zealand, London 1974.
18'Conference on Religious Instnrction in State Schools', New Zealand Jewish Chronicle,
July/August 1958, page 8.
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As Jewish children were scattered in small numbers throughout unny schools, it is
unlikely that this'right' was very often exercised. Did the Nelson system pose a problem
for Jewish refugee children? What did they and others who did nor fit into the Anglican-
Presbyterian mould do while the local ministers instnrcted the majority of rheirclassmatcs?
As many New Zealand parents were reluctant to assume their right to withdraw their
children,l9 it is not surprising that foreign parens roo were on the whole reluctant to draw
anention to themselves and to their children by doing so.
The attitudes of the children ranged from indifference - as one woman recalled: 'I
just stood rhere and waited until they were over; the prayers meant nothing to me'- to acute
discomfort. Miriam, whose Jewish background was not religious, participated
enthusiastically. Conformity was what was expected and she confomred-
I now am very grateful [for the opportunity to take part in prayers and
religious instructionl in lots of ways. I learned how to sing hymns,
which is very important in an Anglican2O country. You have to be able
to do that and I learnt at school. I know the Lords prayer because it
was said every day at our secular sute school. It was taken totally for
granted that there was no other religion, no other way of living, no
other culnues.
Walter, who was from a religious Jewish home, attended prayers and felt
uncomfortable but to withdraw from them did not seem a valid option. 'The nrrmber of
Jewish children at my school was so small and I wouldn't have wanted to stay out and bc
different'. By contrast, Hannah, also from a religious home, was unconcerned. 'Thc local
priest and minister were all friendly with my father and told him: "The girls can come; I
won't teach them any of the New Testament, only the Old".
Anthony, who attended the divinity classes at his college, felt uncomfortable but hid
these feelings successfully. The divinity teacher described Anrhony's classroom
performance in his school report as 'benevolent but detached'.
l9Dakin, Education in New Zealand, page 23.2otris is of course a.personal view- and a Wellingron one and is held, probably quite
widely, with some justification. Religion in New 7*alandis discussed in Cliapter 2.
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Some children felt unsure what to do - whether to stay or leave. They were very
anxious to do 'right' but did not know what was appropriate and there was often no clear
guidance from parents who were themselves ambivalent
Renate eventually resolved the conflict by deciding that anending prayers did not
'stop her being Jewish' but her first encounter with religious instruction at her primary
school was a distressing experience.
Once, a man came to school and he didn't have a collar on and he was
half way through his lesson when I suddenly realized he was a minister
and perhaps I shouldn't be in the classroom. I worried: 'what if
somebody noticed I was there when I wasn't supposed to be?' The
teacher hadn't said 'go out' but I wasn't sure whether I should be in
the classroom or not. The minisrer talked about pathways and
pathfinders at first, but when he talked about Jesus Christ I was surc I
was in the room when I shouldn't be. I sat there thinking: 'if I ger out
and walk out ir will be terrible and if I sir here maybe somebody will
see mE and that will be worse'.
At secondary school, George was also unsure what was appropriate when placed in
the uncomfortable situation of needing to decide rapidly about attending prayeni.
On my first day at college they said: 'Jewish boys can go outside' and I
had to make a split second decision, was I Jewish or wasn't I? Or
should I just please my mother? [George's mother wanted him to
identify as Jewish] That's where, I think, a lot of the nauma arose.
My nanral instinct was to ury to blend in and be one of the crowd. But
I made the decision, stood up, went out and the die was cast. Even
though I didn't like it, I was determined to stick with it and henceforth
always stayed outside. It was a strange thing to do. I chose for some
reason or other to identify myself as being different from the orhers, as
completely alien.
At primary school, children who did not attend religious instruction had to remain
'outside' - sometimes alone, sometimes with one or two other children. Julia recalled that
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at her school there was one other Jewish girl who'used to get quite a hard time from the
others because she couldn't come to religious instnrction. She was quite isolated'.
A more usual difficulty was that there was nothing to do while the other children
were receiving their religious instruction. As Brian Barrett recalled: 'At Karori West
School there was one Jewish student in that position. There was nothing else set for him to
do other than just sit in the corridor and read a book. In those days there werc no spare
rooms, libraries, computer looms'.
Peter, whose non-attendance was not due to his Jewish religion but to his parents'
objection to religious instnrction of any kind, was confined to a small room with nro other
children - a Jewish gul and a boy from a Christian Scientist family. 'We had nothing to do.
We were supposed to just sit there and be good. So we played up of course. I was
separated from the others and ended up sitting outside the Headmastet's office for the rest
of the year'.
At secondary school, the ordeal of being 'outside' was at least shared with a group.
Ernie: 'We stuck together, those of us who were d.ifferent. At college, they had hymns
every morning, and as we Jewish boys lined up, the teachers walked past us. "Boys, pull
your socks up", someone would call out. They looked at us as they went past and then we
filed in when the hymns finished'.
Mary was comfonable with leaving assembly during prayers. At her school (as at
other state schools), the Catholic girls left together with the Jewish girls, enabting Mary tg
feel part of t'wo groups. Tom, however, disliked the experience in spite of the group
solidarity: 'Again we were being singled out. Everybody knew who the Jews of the
college were'.
For most of the children, the Christian observances at New Zealand primary and
secondary schools did not pose serious problems. Nonetheless, their effect was to
reinforce the children's perception of estrangement from rhe majority. For children from
non-religious homes, this perception was a vague and d^ifficult to nail down sense of
difference related to the possession of a foreign-Jewish background. For children from
religious homes, the situation was probably more clear-cut. Jewish children were a group
apart because they practised a different religion from othEr New Zealanders.
In addition to withdrawing from religious instruction and bible readings, Jewish
children from the more observant families stood out in a number of other ways that the
non-religious children did not. They had days off for Jewish festivals and took special
food, for example, matzoh (unleavened bread) to school during Passover. The
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experiences of these children as well as the rcactions of their classmates varied. Hannah at
a private Presbyterian girls' school in Wellington found that'everyone, was ,fascinated,by
her being Jewish' The matzoft she took to school to share wirh class mates was rcgarded
by them as a special treat. Hannah's attitude to being Jewish was, at this stage of her life,
that'it was like freckles; you couldn't get away from it, so you had to make something
positive of it'.
John's experience was different. He was anxious 'not to seem to be differcnt, and
remembers that he was not too keen to take matzolr to school. 'The kids would say,
"what's that funny flat bread?" And give you a funny rook. ',what have you got there?,,
said in a mutter' The kids took a very negative view of the fact that this was different fr,om
what they ate'.
Jenny recalled 'playing down' being rewish. on the occasions when her
Jewishness was exposed to public scrutiny at school, she felt very uncomfortable.
It did make us different. we missed days of school for the Jewish
festivals. The other girls would question me, ,why are you eating
differcnt foods: why are you missing school?'I often felt embarrassed
and wished I didn't have to explain. I found being Jewish hard to
explain. There was no glib little s€nrence to srrm up everything that
Judaism was.
Yet, Jenny felt obrigated to uy to provide a prop€r explanation.
I didn't want them to have the wrong idea [about JudaismJ. The other
girls often asked very basic questions which were hard to answer such
as, 'why don't you believe in Jesus?' There is no one smafi answer
which conveys everything. I didn't want them left thinking that we
were just pagans or in some way deprived by the fact that we were not
christians. I also found it embarrassing if any of the teachers asked
me in front of the class, 'what is the Jewish viewpoint on such and
such?' This happened from time to dme. I also hated it when teachers
said things implying that if you weren,t a Christian, you were
definitely less good, that you wouldn't have the same high moral
standards as christians. The adjective, 'christian', was used quite
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widely to mean good and kind. I think as a Jewish person one is very
sensitive to the use of words like that.
For much of the time, Jenny was the only Jewish person in her class and felt she
had to be a spokesperson for Jews.
They talked about the Crucifixion and it was implied that Jews rather
than the Romans had cnrcified christ. That was uncomfortabre. Some
teachers handled it much less sensitively than others. I think in the
minds of many people, the Jews were lurnped together with the Turks
and infidels and people of a lesser rerigion. I rcally felt I had to give a
good account of the Jewish viewpoint and correct false impressions
and popular misconceptions.
some in the study preferred at school to avoid disclosure of the fact that they were
Jewish' was the main reason for this the ordeal of public exposure that Jenny and others
found so uncomfortable and the general prcssures to conform? Or was there also overt and-
Semitism?
Detailed research about anti-semitism in New Zealand schools has not been carried
out by the writer' Preliminary investigation suggests that there were only occasional
instances of it' In the years 1947 and, 1948, the stnrggle to establish the Jewish starc(which involved a carnpaign against the British in palesdne) provided a focus for a certain
emount of anti-Jewish feeling.2l The New zealand Judean Bulletin expressed concern
about evidence of anti-semirism in Auckrand schools in r94g.
congregants who are p:fents of children attending Auckland's schools
have recently produced evidence of definite and-Jewish bias in lessons
given on Palestine, and in definition of 'Jewish, characteristics. The
following appeared in a pamphlet issued to the pupils of a girls,
school, designed to show the damage done by generalization. ,,,Jews,,:
avaricious, unscrupurous in money matters, fawning and hypocritical,
2lThe New zealand revuish chronicleclosely monitored anti-Semitism in the New z,ealand
::TTYI: 
-Many 
aryc-les and columni *.16 *rin"n aiicossing parti"ular incidents as wetlas me mstances of anti_Semitic reporting in the prJJi.
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racial and religious fanadcs'. This example could only leave on rhe
mind of the child a very unfortunate impression, and lead to definite
mischief- 'Typical' photos of the races also did not improve matters.
A social studies lesson grven on parestine to boys at King,s school
was so distoned that when the notes on it were seen by one of the
parents he immediatery wrote in protest to the Headmaster. The reply
was that 'it depended on who read it' whether it could be considered
biassed or not!22
Those interviewed in this study spoke of occasional incidents of anti-Semitism
among teachers as well as pupils, but most stressed how infrequent such incidents were
and that to fight back provided a quick and effective remedy if the offender was a fellow
pupil' As Ernie recalled: 'r was very proud of being Jewish and very sensitive about being
teased Anybody who kidded me, I responded. Sometimes I got bashed as a result,.
John remembered only one incident, a fight, involving antisemitism, in all his
years at secondary school. Anthony spoke of 'odd sparks of anti-Semidsm, to which he
responded swiftly. 'one day, at college, a chap called me a ,,bloody Jew,, and I nealy
knocked his block off.
Michael's experience was similar:
At secondary school, there were a series of smail incidents that gave
me a sense of difference and drove home the fact that I wasn,t the
standard, normal New Zearander. For example, one day a boy turned
round and swore at me something about being Jewish. I,m rather a
passive person in the sense of using physical force, but I simply took
to him and beat him up with the full support of the class. He became
rhe outcast because of what he had said.
Anti-semitic teachers were more difficult to deal with. Tom,s experience was
unpleasant.
22New zealand Jud,ean Builetin, vol. g, no. 3, July-August 194g, page2.
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This was during the end of rhe period of the British mandate over
Palestine- A particular teacher would d,iscuss world affairs from time
to time, referring to the siruation in the Middle East. He would have
me our in front of the class nying to explain why rhe siruation was the
way it was, why the Jews ought to have that piece of land. That was
extremely difficult for me. I think the children picked this up too.
some were supportive of me in a passive sort of way, but some were
openly aggressive.
It was not only this particular teacher that made Tom feel different at school. He
recalled a Sreat deal of conflict between himself and other children and had few friends. To
what extent can this be attributed. to the fact of his lewishness? It is d.ifficult ro nail down
which of the difficulties children had at school were related to being Jewish and which
were related to their personalities or to other factors arising from their immigrant/refugce
backgrounds' A n.mber of interviewees conrmented that most of the timc New Zealanden
did not think of them as Jews. Being Jewish at school was often 'irrelevant,. The positive
side of this was that the prevalence of anti-semitism was low. The negative side, however,
was that there were matters of significance to Jewish children which meant nothing to
anybody else at school. This heightened the sense that some of the children had of being
different' As Anthony observed: 'r was aware that there was a private life of mine that r
couldn't share with the other children. It was symbotized by the Jewish festivals that I
celebrated. Jewishness was the thing I did at home,.
Being Jewish in New Tnaland,schools had clearly not been a positive experience for
many of the children in this study. For some of them, it had been an ordeal. This
discussion has raised two related questions. Firsrly, was being Jewish significantly more
uncomfortable than being a Presbyterian ar, for example, an Anglican school? shirley
smith' a prominent wellington lawyer, has spoken of feeling 'a loner, an outsider, an odd
one out' as one of a small group of hesbyterians at Anglican Nga Tawa college in the mid
1930s'23 Secondly, did children with a religious Jewish background feel a greater sense
of estrangement and discomfon than othen or were they more comfortable in their minority
situation?
23National Radio, 'Directions,, January 19g9.
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The answer to the first question relates to matters discussed in earlier chapten. It is
the association of Jewishness with persecution that made being Jewish at school more
problemadcal and more uncomfortable than being a Presbyterian at an Anglican school.
Secondly, there is little to distinguish the recollections about beirrg Jewish at school of
children with a religious background from those with a non-religious one in terms of the
extent of the discomfort and sense of alienation they had experienced. The former
background made children more visibly Jewish, sometimes making life difficult for the
children' on the other hand, the latter background probably resulted in greater
bewilderment for children who were, perhaps, more likely to be uncertain about the
meaning and implications of having a Jewish background in a Christian sociery.
The war, being German or of other enemy alien nationality, and having a foreign
and a Jewish background, significandy affected the lives of the children at school. The
remainder of this chapter looks at some specific school experiences. The themes which
predominate are, as in the earlier sections, the pressures and urges to conform and the
children's efforts to fit in and make sense of the world of schoor.
Clothes
Many children had vivid memories of enduring acute misery and humiliation becausc they
were dressed by theirparents d'ifferently from New Zealand children. The European-born,
whose parents had little time to adjust to New 7*alandbefore send.ing their children to
school, were the most likely to suffer in this regard.
George's first New Zealand school experience was at a small settlement outside
Wanganui.
on the first day I went to schoor, I wore reather pantrets that German
children [often] wear. They are very sensible gear as they are almost
indestnrctible- you can even slide round rocks in them. They are
ornately patterned. I wore these pantlets to school and all the children
laughed ar me. I couldn't und.ersrand it. I felt humiliated and
embarrassed- I think I got New Zealandpants pretty quickly.
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Jonathon's first days at school were also made 'traumatic' by a similar type of leather
pandets.
There was a fair amount of teasing because my parents didn,t cotton
onto the fact that New Zealanders dress differently. They did. insist on
sending me ro school in a lot of oudits that were no doubt quite
anonymous in Germany, but rather stood out here, such as the velvety
leather oufits that were popular in Bavaria- They had a bib and braces.
To really top the outfit of you needed a Tyrolean hat comprete with
feather.
(Jonathon possessed such a hat with feather but did not wear it to school.)
There were some fairly rough young rads at schoor in those days who
didn't think this was suitable sort of gear to be seen in. I remember I
got picked on a bit and some of the school bulies took to me a few
times. I fought back and it settled down. Many years rater,I learned
that my mother used to fo'ow me anxiously to school, marcilg s*,
ont I got as far as the school at least without getting ino rouble.
There were some rypical outfits for girls too which marked out their wearers as
clearly foreign' Lisa: 'My socks were higher than other children's and I had to wear a little
Austrian dirndl '' Although she felt uncomfortable about looking d.ifferent, Lisa loved thelittle dirndls her mother made: 'She made them with litrle frilly aprons and cute little
square necks and linle puffed sleeves'. Lisa recalled with particular fondness a red
embroidered vest from Hungary that she asked her morher to copy in blue when she
outgrew the red one.
However, by no means were all refugee girls dresse d in dirndts. Miriam,s mother,
for example, liked clothes to look 'simple' but her daughter's taste, influenced by current
school fashion, was different. she and Miriam had a number of discussions on the
subject. 'Admiring an embroidered dress, Miriam would say, ,,f know, Mum, you don,t
like it, but its lovely". Our tastes were d.ifferent,.
It is likely that such differences in taste arose from the children,s keen desire to look
like everybody else' This was not easy to achieve. Marei was dressed in elegant clothes
which looked like she had stepped our of paris Vogue.
t3t
We had little navy blue coats which were double breasted with little
morher of pearl buttons. we also had white wooly spats and strange
little laced up boots. The worst thing we had, and I seem to have had
these for years, were underwear called 'combinadons,. It was like
putting on a one piece bathing suit. when we used to go swimming at
school, the other linle girls would take off their panties under their
skirts and put on their togs and then take off their tops. But I had these
horrible combinations on, so I had to take everything off before I could
put on my rogs. I was horribly embarrassed.
Pan of the problem, Marei remembered, was that it took such a long time to grow out of
the strange clothes that had been brought to New z*arand:'and that our mother was so
good at making them last longef.
Mothers who had 'alien' tastes were also incapable of making or buying new
clothes that looked like everyone else's. Renate: 'If it was sandshoes, for examFle, for
sure my mother bought sandshoes which were different from what other mothers bought -
even though there couldn't have been that many d.ifferent sandshoes that were available tobuy" Renate very much wanted a gym frock when she was a young school girl becausc
this is what her friends were wearing. But there was no point in asking her mother about it
because she would have a go at making one, ,but it would not be quite right,.
Many further exa:nples of childlen's concerns about their 'wrong, clothes could begiven' Generally they were dressed with more formaliry than New zealandchildren. It is
important to state too that while some parents insisted on leatherpanB others aftempted to
acquire more 'acceptable' clothing for their children. However, on the whole, mosr parents
were far too involved in their own struggles to be concerned about whether a child was
dressed like everybody else. As Renate commented, 'r came home with good school
reports. That was sufficient for my mother to conclude that I was o.K,.
For many older children, the obligatory school uniform was a great relief.
However' some parents could not afford to buy their children a uniform and attempted to
make the blouses, gYrl frocks and to knit the cardigans. usually these home-made items
looked differenr from the shop-boughr ones.
of course, foreign children were not the only ones ro face the teasing or the hostility
of their peers for looking different. sir Peter Elworthy, for example, wriring in Through
the Inoking Glass of his school days at Timanr and waimataitai schools vividly describes
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his particular struggles. on one occasion trouble arose because sir peter,s mother insisted
on braces with which to hold up her sons, trousers.
The fashion was .o wear a belt, so we secretly procured a belt each and
wore both belt and braces. I made every effon to hide the brraces under
layers of clorhing and. can recall nearly fainting from heat because of
this deception. But I was discovered, with cries of derision and much
blasphemy. My adrenalin still pumps as I recall the agony of that
momenr- This deparn'e from custom resulted in a siege being laid for
my brothers and I as we entered the school one morning. Battles were
waged round the sneets and in local garages, and.I remember sneaking
home for the day while the fury subsided-24
Physical peculiarities or any form of weakness could also be the excuse to make the
life of a classmate, whether foreign or not, a misery. The most upsening aqpect of school
for writer' David McGill, was other children making fun of his ears which stuck out. ,Dad
said I should be happy with what the Lord provided, but I wasn't because the other kids
never stopped making fun of them'.25 Kevin heland, who was still at age thirteen ,a tiny
boy" describes in Through the laoking Glass how he suffered for this disability in the
'Takapuna gang wars'.26 Also, in Michael King,s one of the Boys?,hc recounts with
much gusto 'the sysrem of bulying' that ruIed his Auckland school2T
what' if anything, is special about the taunts that refugee children werc subject to?
was it worse for a refugee child to be made ro wear leather pantlets and to be teased for
doing so than for a New zeatandchild from a hard-up family to wear pants madc from his
mother's discarded tweed skin? certainly, that New zearand,boy forty years later still
recalls the embarrassment of having to wear such pants.2g
It may be argued, as one interviewee did, that there is no difference in the two
situations described if the comparison is confined to isolated instances. The difference
?1 sit Peter Elworthy, 'A Balanced Diet,, Gifkins, Through the Looking Grass,page 17.j:y.qtt! rhe Kid.ftom Matata,p.g" is.
115:Y"l"l*9, I; ,il Pilii iid; rhrough the Looking Gtass, page 23.z/Kevin Ireland.'one ofthe Bohemians', Mic-hael King ed., Qrle^o!ine'aoys?: crnngingytr: :{ " : c u t i n ity i n N e i Z; ;l;;[ ;;.^kil;ib;],'iff , s 4 _ss .;#il:tfflrT$"ril"* of this at a victoria universirytr-weuington, History Departnrent
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becomes apparent' however, when one considers that the taunts suffered by some refugee
children about their appearance were repeated in many other areas of their lives. The New
7n'aland boy may have looked odd wearing tweed pants, but thar was about the only way in
which that boy was odd. He was not also odd in the food he ate, in the language he spoke,
in the accent with which he spoke, in the shape of the bedclothes his mother hung out on
the line' and in everything, in fact, that he d.id. It is the extent to which the person,s life is
affected that makes the d'ifference. Being teased for being foreign or for having red hair
emounts to the same thing provided a child is not teased or feels he might be teased for
almost everything he or she does.29
The desperation and the despair conveyed in these observations needs to be
balanced by a reiteration of points emphasized earlier regarding the diversity of the
experiences of those interviewed. A number of children fined in at school with relatively
little difficulty' They were accepte.d by their peers, or teased only a little, in spite of their
different clothes or behaviour or other characteristics. A few children remained outsiders,
but were unconcerned about this. However, for the children who did not fit in, in spite of
their strenuous efforts to do so, the sense of being part of a persecuted minority probably
also contributed to the saengh of their feelings about looking different, about being teased
for doing so and about being accepted generally.
School Lunches
As the clothes the children wore' so too the lunch they took to school each day was an
easily identifiable difference between them and New Zealand children. However, whether
a child was at school in the forties and fifties or in the sixties made an enonnous difference
to the attitudes encountered.
Anecdotes from the earlier period abound with incidents which show that New
zealand children were aghast at the sight of foreign children deviating from the diet that
was customary for New Zealanders. The foreign children's usual response was
embarassment and a keen desire to conform. In particular, the rye bread, specially baked
by their mothers, was a source of acute discomfort for a number of the children in this
study' one woman recalled New Zealand children stamping on her lunch, presumably
2hnis discussion follows very closery comments made by Lucie.
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because of the wrong colour of the bread contained in it: 'We were the German kids with
the black bread! How we longed for white brread!', was a common recollection.
vivienne was 'very self-conscious' about the lunch she took to school. ,I had this
dark' brown bread which no one else had. Looking at my lunch, the children would say,
"yuk' what's that?" It was the same for Ernie. The children would watch him eat with
looks of 'what the hell is this guy eating!, on their faces.
The colourof the bread was not the only thing wrong with the lunches theirmothers
prepared for them. Lisa's sandwiches were
greaq big door-stops, while Kiwi sandwiches were skinny things.
The kids would say nasty things about my thick sandwiches. I used to
beg my mother to buy meat pies to pack in my school lunch but to no
avail. This didn't mean that I didn't like the things she cooked; its jusr
that I was easily intimidated. when you are a kid and not such a
confident one, these sorts of things matter.
Anne' who also did not appreciate the brown bread made by her mother,improvised her own solution to the problem of taking a lunch that ,looked different and
was an enormous source of embarrassment'. She ate the filting in the sandwiches and
stored the bread in a cupboard. Anne has a memory of this subterfuge going on fo,r years.
'I just stored away what I didn't eat and this meant that I wasn't lying to my mother when I
said I hadn't thrown my lunch away,.
It was somewhat d'ifferent for children at school in the sixties and early sevendes.
By this time' the gulf between the foreign and New zealand, worlds had narrowed.
Howard' during the later period, used to go to school with salami and wurst sandwiches
and nade them with other children for peanut butter or marmite ones. The children were
fascinated by his d'ifferent lunch and wanted to try the new foods. It is possible to
speculate that the children of the refugees were the vanguard of the subsequent food
revolution in New Zealand,.3O
As the clothes worn at school, a foreign-looking lunch taken to school each day was
a problem for many of the children who were struggling, in that rigrdly conformist world,
_Australia, in Karl Bitunan, ed.,Wenkart Foundation, Leictrardt.
3oRenatu Yates .4g., this observarion with regard to
{1raus_s to Maritda: utennisi ti-n'iit)aua, igj-slgssiNew South Wales l9gg, p^sii,ai:'""'
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to shed the visible signs of a d.ifferent background. Children,s recollections show the
stategies adopted to meet both the requirements of parents regarding appropriate clothes
and diet as well as the expectations of their New Zealand peers. The picture conveyed is of
children' adrift benveen the different worlds, manouvering uneasily benveen them.
Teasing And Bullying
children' stnrggling to fit in and to be accepted were devasated by the instances of teasing
and bullying they sometimes encountered: 'It is this feeling of total vulnerability, when
there isn't a spot that isn't open to attack, which cuts all ground from beneath you feet
You feel you are completely defenceless and completely impotent,, rccalled Lucie.
Name calling - 'bloody German Jew', or'Hungarian rat' and others in a similu.
vein - seemed to be more often directed at boys than at girls. Boys werc also more often
the target of physical violence. Brothers and sisters at the same school could have quite
different experiences- Mary at her school, for example, found that everyone meated her
most kindly' Before the arrival of Mary and her brother, the headmaster had mtked to thepupils' 'He told them all about our terrible sad lives and that we were ',poor orphans,, and
said that they were to be very nice to us and look after us and so on,. But this directive
provided no protecdon for Mary's brother, aged eight when he started at the school, who
was rapidly involved in strife and fights in response to the baiting he encountered- one can
only speculate about the reasons why (apan from her gender) Mary was more readily
accepted than her brother. Manv:
Possibly he was more d.ifferent than I was; possibly he was less good
at assimilating, but I think the main reason might have been that he
reacted (by getting angry and upset) to the teasing. It was a vicious
circle because once he had starred to be teased, he would react and they
would tease him more.
By the time George started at a wellington school, he could. speak English and no
longer wol€ 'strange'clothes. Yet his desire to blend in was not achieved. His troubles
began soon after starting at rhe school:
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A boy started beating me up and for some reason the rest of the class
joined in as well. A pack instinct came our. often, I had trouble
getting home. I used to have ro run ro get away from them. I don,t
know why they picked on me. The teachers must have been aware of
what was going on and did norhing about il
George stayed about two years at that school until the family moved again.
I was really upser to leave the school in spite of the beatings. The devil
you know is always berrer even if your life is pretty miserable. I
remember meeting those kids a year after I had left and I still quaked
with fear and was ready to run away. But I feared moving to become
again the centre of attention in a new school with new faces.
Girls who were not accepted at school faced a different rype of sinration vivienne
was not chased and beaten up, her fate was to become very isolated. No one would tatk toher. The other girrs would just sit about, gossip with each other and ,gang up, against
Vivienne.
I was very much picked on ar school. I had no means of defend.ing
myself. I just accepted it thinking I must have deserved it. I was very
actively picked on but it wasn't because I was Jewish, although, I
think, the kids obviously picked up that I was something d.iffercnt. I
remember a girl pointing at me and saying: "Ha ha, vivienne is Roman
catholic, vivienne is Roman catholic". since I didn,t know what a
Roman cathoric was but I was aware that it must be something
undesirable, I believed that I really must be one.
This incident is reminiscent of Max Frisch's play Andorra, although in rhat play the
protagonist Andri, who has become an outcast because of anti-semitism, ironically rurns
out to be not Jewish at all.
Andri: Ever since I have been able to hear, people have told me I,m
differenr, and I watched. to see if what they said was true. And it is
I
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true, Farher: I am different. people told me my kind have a certain
way of moving, and I looked at myself in the mirror almost every
evening. They are righu I do move like this and like this. I can't herp
it. And I watched ro see if it was true that I was always thinking of
money' when the Andorrans watch me and thinlq now he's thinking of
money; and they were right again: I am always thinking of money. Its
Eue' And I have no guts, I've tried, its no use: I have no guts, only
fear' And people told me that my kind are cowards, I watched out for
this too ...31
A number of interviewees recalled instances of religious bigotry directed against
Catholics.
At school, no one ever thought you were Jewish. The bias that existed
quite strongly was anti-catholic. I remember the catholic children
going down hill to their school in the opposite direction in their
uniforms. euite often you would hear children singing anti_cathoric
songs. But I don't think anyone at primary schoor had the faintest
notion that I was Jewish.
Anti-catholic bias had repercussions for least one of the children in this snrdy
whose background was par:t-Jewish although her upbringing was a catholic one. Lucie
went first to her local convent primary school and then to a catholic girls, school in
wellington' The convent school had positive features, the main one being the closeness
benveen the pupils and staff, making it like 'a little family'. However, being part of the
catholic school system also had negative aspecrs, especially for a child who had already
experienced discrimination.
It was an environment where you were constantly subject to the pubric
schoolboys' harassment on your way to school and on your way home
- as a catholic. This is somerhing which I felt more (than the orher
children) partry because this was one more layer of persecution laid on
3lMax Frisch, Andorra,translared by Michael Bullock, Eyre Methuen, 1964, page 61.
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top of other layers. I felt it more rhan various friends I walked back
and forward with- They would simply yel abuse back, or, when we
had stones thrown at us, they would pick up some stones from the
road and hurl them back. This was something I couldn't do. I rhink if
you have more and more experience of this, rather than developing a
thick skin, you feer it more. on my way home from school in
Bratislava, I got set upon by local boys as a Jew and was knocked
around physicalry much more so than by rhe public school boys here,
but I thought that New Zealand children ought to know better.32
A common thread in the experiences of boys and girls at school was that teasing
was somehow connected to other children's perception of them as vulnerable. They could
become vulnerable by showing their feelings and not maintaining the customary ,stiff upper
lip' or by expressing opinions very strongly and failing to be sufficiently non-committal.
However, probably the most serious infringement of children,s code of behaviour was
made by refugee children who came to be regarded by their peers as ,prigs, or,goody-
goodies'.
David and Anne were both picked on at school. Anne remembers her primary
school days, until she was in about standard two, as ,sheer he['.
I never knew when I was going to be ganged up against. part of thc
reason for this was that they sensed that here was a weak link that they
could pick on. Also we were different. we looked different, we had
slight accents, and we didn't belong to any of their churches.
David atributes their difficulties at school to the additional fact that 'we must have been
right horrible proper prigs or thought of as such because of these Eemendously high
standards that our parents were expecdng of us,.
32lucie's explanadon regarding her expectation that New Zealand children ,ought to knowbetrer' is as ?oilows: 'r ;ip;;Ed NJn*;'z.ur.noaildr;;,-having been brought up in an
,,'j:Xtllt,'^T*,j:*:**1.*:ti:,y.f"^4s.irid,'ro . ir,; procraimed principles of theirelders and be tolerant. 
. 
rhei' i;iil;-r;;TJ"-rJ-,,1"r.'il1:J:;;:iilTt#r:Tttr#ff#persecution because the latter were only tifit;ilo Giil*" aiiliii,JprinJiprrr,.
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Being too absorbed in the parental or adult way of looking at things is probably
what is implied in priggishness. Such an outcome is not surprising in the small, close,
stressed families that a number of the children of refugees were growing up in. Vivienne:
Children who are over-dominated by their parents will be gody-
goodies and will see the world from their parenrs' perspective. Pan of
being a child is resisting that to some degree. Being a goody-good
might have been part of the reason why I was picked on
An incident recalled by Ernie provides funher illustration. On rhis occasion, he
succumbed to peer pressure to do something naughty.
Mr Bonda was a Dutch teacher who used ro ger a helluva lot of lip from
the kids in my standard four class because he was a foreigner. I was
about the only one in the class who really liked hinr. one day the kids
said to me,'take this rubber band and flick it at Mr Bonda,. They got
me to do it because I was the goody-boy who didn't misbehavc
because I had been told not to. so I flicked the rubber band at Mr
Bonda. He turned round and said, 'who was it?' The kids all said it
was me. so Mr Bonda took me outside into the corridor. I can
remember this like yesterday. And he took a strap out of his desk and
said to me, 'Ernie, look, I like you. You're one of my favourites in the
class', or words to that effect. 'But I've got to show that what you djd
was wrong and I want you to play along with this. Im going to give
you the strap, but I'm not going to give you the strap'. Then he rook
the strap out and struck his knee four times. And all the kids inside the
classroom were listening - one, two, three - aw! I went back in the
classroom trying not to smile. He had belted himself to protect me.
He identified with me and I with him.
The pattern of an almost surreptitious solidarity benreen foreign teachers and rheir foreign
pupils which is revealed occasionally connasts with the examples of lack of solidarity
between different refugee children at the same school. According to a number of
interviewees, children who were themselves stnrggling to fit in tried to distance themselves
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from the tribulations of other children, perhaps less adept at assimilating or more recent
newcomeris, whom they regarded as even more visibly foreign than themselves.
What distinguishes those children who were teased and bullied at school from those
who were not? Girls tended to be better treated, but by no means always. The way
children responded to the teasing could also make a difference. Therc also seems to have
been a connection between the children's abiliry or inability to free themselves sufficiently
from the demands and values of the refugee world of their parents and their success or
failure at coping wittr the pressures of school.
'S nivellin g Bookworms' 3 3
It is evident that a process of careful negotiation benveen the rules and expectations of
different words was required of the children. This is particularty obvious in rclation to
scholastic achievement. Refugee children were characterized by a strong motivation to
succeed at school. However, in the New Zealand school enviroment they encountered
deep suspicion of such endeavour and a strong dislike of cleverness. It necds to be
stressed" however, that New Zealandchildren who were clever and interested in books ard
intellectual pursuits of various kinds encountered similar attitudes. For example, Maurice
Gee writing of his school days in Through the l-ooking G/ass recalled:
racing through our readers - Milly Molly Mandy, thatched cottages,
English lanes, none of it the least bit stftmge - and being first on to
Book Two, Book Three, Book Four. I was pleased with myself and
very excited - but there was a sourness in Miss wolf [Maurice Gee's
teacherl as she gave me each new book. I rhink she did not like
cleverness. (Though perhaps I made too much of being first.;34
It also needs stating that it was not only in New Zealand that intelligent children,
foreign or local, encountered a certain amounr of disapproval. There are many examples to
illustrate this, such as the experiences of Judirh Kerr, described in a partly autobiographical
trilogy. Judith Kerr is the daughter of Alfred Kerr, a distinguished German dramatic criric,
:] prqepithet is drawn from Kevin keland's recollecrions of his boyhood in Ireland, 'One
g{ th" Bohemians', King, ed., One of the Boys?, page 95.
r+Maurice Gee, 'creek and Kitchen', Gifkins, Through the Inoking Glass,page 88.
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poet and essayist. She escaped as a child from Nazi Germany with her parents and
brother, and eventually settled with her family in England. Her three books,When Hitler
Stole Pink Rabbit, The Other Way Round and A Small Person Far Away, tell the
migration story of a young girl, Anna, whose escape from Nazi Germany mirrors the
author's. In many ways the experiences of Anna/Judith Kerr parallel those of rcfugee
children in New Zealand. Anna's school experiences, and particularly the attitudes she
encounters regarding intellectual achievement, are relevant herc. When the unhappy years
of school ale finally behind her, she looks back and remembers:
'Clevet', they had called her at the Metcalfe Boarding School for Girls.
'That clever little refugee girl'. She had not realized at first that it was
derogatory. Nobody much had liked her at Miss Metcalfe's. 'At least
I've finished with all that', she thoughr'.35
For women and girls, to be clever was even more problematic than for boys and
men with intellecrual inclinations. Articles inThe New ZealandWoman's Weekly convey
a linle of the flavour of the attitudes prevailing in the 1950s and early 1960s. For example,
considerable debate in the magazine focused on the marriage prospects of intelligent
women. Were women afraid to be left on the shelf because they were intelligent? A survey
revealed that some were afraid and some were not. Further discussion looked at how
women could use their intelligence 'subtly' in order to remain non-thrcatening to men.36
An examination of articles in magazines and newspapers in the 1960s reveals a similar
social climate. One article, for example, posed the question: 'The Brainy Wife: Does she
make or brreak a marriage?'37
Parental values concerning education and intellectual achievemcnt had a major
impact on the children's own achievements and on their attitudes. This impact was
sometimes positive and sometimes negative. Current research reveals the stress imposed
on children by too much pressure to succeed. Chinese students in New Zealand, for
example, have been shown to be suffering in this regard.38 There were also among the
35Judith Ken,The OtherWoy Round.. London 1975, page 10.
19fn" New Zealand Woman;s Weekg,S October, tq3g, pages 4-5.
l7_ftew Zealand Womon's Weekly,5 April, 1965, page li.
lSC.hung Q!ri--Ying,'Chinese Studenis - Model Students: A Myth or Reality?',New
Settlers and Multiciltural Educationlssues, vol., 5, no. 1, 1988, Department of Education,
Wellington, pages 17- 1 8.
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children in this study those who felt they were 'ground into the dust'39 by their parents'
expectations. An often repeated 'Jewish' joke goes: 'What is a Jewish drop-out? Answen
someone without a PhD'.
Even those Jewish immigrant children who were brought up in an orphanage were
very successful at school. Chaim (not his real na:ne) was born in Poland n Lgn and cane
to New ZeaJandin 1938 at the age of eleven, as part of a group of trrelve children brrought
to New Zealand by Max and Annie Deckston. He grew up in a home for Jewish children
established in Wellington by the Deckstons, who had also broughr to New 7*alandin 1935
another group of trvelve children from Poland. Qfteim rccalled'the tremendous discipline'
in the home (known subsequently as the Deckston Home) affecting all aspects of life, but
especially study: 'We would get up at five in the morning and... get the house clean and do
orx dwennizg [prayers] and we would also do our homework'.
Poet Alistair Campbell, writing of his 'drab existence' at a Presbyterian orphanage
in the mid 1930s, commented that "'homies" or "orphies" were not in those days expected
to excel at school and they seldom did'.40 The Campbell children were an exception.
However, among the Deckston children, it was failure and not success that was
exceptional. The children went to Rintoul Street School in Newtown, and accord.ing !o a
report in the New Zealand Radio Record very rapidly began 'showing a scholastic pnowess
that makes them the criteria in their school'. T\e Recordprovides funher 4srails:
Isaac went through four primers in one year. Eileen completed frve
standards in three and a half years and Shirley shifted from standard
four to standard six in one yffir. And most of the rest of the first soup
have some academic honour to make them proud. In fact, the child
who hasn't done better than the one standard in the required time is the
unusual one. The second group that came over a little more than two
years ago has continued to keep to the lnstitute's [Deckston Home's]
high standard of learning. They speak English now with practically no
accent and the first group regards its narive tongue as the foreign
one.41
39one of the interviewees described the effects of parental expectations thus.
40etistair Campbell, Island to Island,Christchurci t984, page 90.
+tNewZealand Radio Record,26 May 1939, pages l-2.
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The parents of the children in this study were usually most anxious to ensure their
children's success. 'You can take away a person's possessions, or even his country, but
you cannot take away his education'was the prevailing maxim. Ernie recalled'a very high
emphasis on us kids doing well'.
our academic success was a great source of pride to them. My
curriculum vitae was very easy to put together for right from the
plunket book and the frst lock of hair, the school reports, the cut-outs
from newspapers about achievements and successes, they are all
assembled in our separate folders. They wanted us to be successful in
order to be able to counter any prejudice with economic independence.
My parents realized that if you have a ,weakness' because of your
cultural background, you can compensate with your record of hard
work and educational achievemenr
Peter and Annette too received'a very powerful message'from their father about
the value of education. Annette: 'The message was that you can't do without a proper
education, which meant a tertiary education. The other part of the message was that unless
you achieve the best, it is not quite good enough'. Peter: 'Father's way of thinking was
that achievement in the intellectual arena was of most value. Other forms of achievement
were largely ignored. Leisure pursuits were not encouraged. The emphasis was on study
with as much time as possible devoted to it'.
Peter found this approach oppressive and he would 5s6stimes go to his room and
pretend to work. But for many others in the srudy, there was no conflict between their
parents' wishes and their own inclinations. Jonathon:
I certainly got every encouragement from my parents to study hard and
they would have taken it for granted thar if possible I would get a
terriary education and go into a professional career. But my parents
encouraged me rather than pushed me. I was basically a self-snner.
George also received every encouragement from his mother to succeed, and this
added to his own strong sense that education had the porential to liberate the ind.ividual
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from the constraints imposed by the past and by one's background. With the
encouragement of one particular teacher, by the sixth form at college George was doing
very well scholastically and this achievement was very important for him. 'It was during
secondary school days that I decided I am an individual with a brain and that I should cr€ate
my own life, form my own ideas and then I would not feel that I was any longer a prisoner
of the past',
Valuing education was not merely about obtaining adequatc qualifications. As Jane
recalled:
There was tremendous emphasis on knowledge, on seeking knowledge
and on being informed [in the refugee cornmunity]. I was brought up
in an environment in which you didn't actually talk about something
unless you were well inforrred. My father was a broadly educated
person, an avid reader and he valued the exchange of ideas. He
enjoyed energetic arguments about a whole range of topics.
How did children who were also very interested in the exchange of ideas and in
books fare at school? For some, the pressure to confonn meant that knowledge and
interests had to be hidden from other children and from teachers. Michael, for example,
was interested in and farniliar with the plays of Shakespeare while still at primary school,
but this was not something which he felt could be revealed to his peers or to his teachers.
Marei recalled making a conscious decision to be as different from her brother as she could:
'He was solitary, academic, buried in a world of books. I wanted to be different from him
- to be one of the crowd'.
Being one of the crowd meant doing less well at school work in order to fit in bcner
with other children. Lucie learned to 'oDerate on two levels'.
You had to make sure you didn't get better marks than anyone else;
you made deliberate mistakes to be one with your friends, but in your
private life you read a lot, you did well in your exams and you wished
to go ro university.
White specific areas of precocity could be hidden and under-achievemenr was an
option, some children in this study still remained outsiders because they either could not or
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did not wish to disguise their real interests. John: 'The music we listened to on the radio,
the things my father talked about, the kind of books I read, these were way out of kilter
with what the majority of my classmates read, thought about, talked about and were taught
at school'.
Perhaps as a substirute for social contact wittr other children, John read a great deal
as a child:
As a rcsult I used words that the other kids had never heard of. When
I used words containing many syllables in fronr of those kids, they
would say,'wha[ did you do? Swallow a dictionary?'The experience
of having it bearen out of you by the other children stopped you from
showing it to the teachers. You didn't wanr to put your hand up all the
time.
Lucie's comments reveal the special attraction of books to children already isolated
from peers by other differences.
You concsntrate on books because you are less happy in the
playground. Because you read a lot, you become more isolated
because New Zealand children didn't like those who do well
academically, especially those who are already despised for their
difference. So the immigrant child spends even more time with books
because books don't swear at you, bite back at you, make you feel out
of place or say 'you're funny'. It is a world you can uurange yourself,
unlike the social world which you are not in control of. Books are a
safe world. It is books which keep you sane.
Robert (not his real name), born in Budapest in 1934, came to New Zealand with
his parents and brother in 1948. He was fourteen years old. Fitting inro school was
especially diffi.cult for teenagers and older children, particularly those with the traumatic
years of the war behind them. Robert was astonished by his first sighr of a New 7*,atand
secondary school: It consisted of '... a brick building with ivy on it and one football field
after another, totalling about eleven football fields'. It seemed ro Robert like the sort of
school you read about in English schoolboy stories.
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His time at the school was not a happy one. When he first started, he spoke
virrually no English. It took him about a year to pick up enough English'to get by'.
In my second year, I was put in the 'B' stream which I considered
inappropriate for my abilities. The kids were really quite mean ro me
and I wanted ro get out of that class. I found the children very
immature. Having lived through the war, we were physically
immanu'e (I was very small), but I think intellectually and emotionally
we were much more mature. I didn't fit into that class and in order to
get out of the 'B' stream I worked so hard that I topped all my classes
except in English. The school made a big thing of this. It was
specially mentioned at end of year assembly, especially as the dux of
thc school was chinese and the runner-up Indian. My winning all the
prizes in the fourth form got undue publicity. I felt very uncomfortable
about it and never again tried that hard. I just 'got by' in my funre
years at school.
Many yerus after he had left school, Robert wrote a story (published in the New
Zealand Listener )42 which expressed some of his feelings about being a foreign child. at
school. A number of the themes concerning the plight of children who are different and
'bookish' are depicted in it. The story is about a boy, peter, who is a 'stranger,, an
outsider, a loner who sits alone at school, reading. His peers seem to him like 'silly little
children'. His private names for two of these children are Mouse and Rat. One day,
somebody knocks the book Peter is reading out of his hand. Peter bends down to pick it
up and sees a foot trarrrple on it.
The foot kicked it, someone picked it up and tossed it to someone else.
The book was thrown about, passed like a football with its pages
flopping. Red hot anger flooded through Peter. He could see ir now,
it was the Rat who had started rhis, who had knocked the book out of
his hand, uampled on it and thrown it to the Mouse. The Mouse and
the Rat tossed it backwards and forwards. Now there were othen all
42S. Cegledy,'The Fight', New Zealand Listener, 2l June 1968, page 10.
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screaming ... Peter was mad, mad and helpless. He tried to chase his
book, but it was hurled from one to the other. He could never catch up
with it. At last in his unbridled rage he forgot everything. He only
saw the broad grin of the Mouse. He took after him. He chased him
with all his strength but the Mouse was nimble on his feet and Peter
was no runner. He ran with his clumsy flat feet, panting, blind with
fury while the Mouse dodged all over the place. Then one final burst
and Peter ran straight inro him. The Mouse hit him and he hit back.
He tried to hit hard but his fists kept missing the mark
Eventually, Peter almost gets the better of Mouse, but then Rat intervenes to help Mouse.
Both get'stuck into' Peter who is kicked and punched mercilessly until the interyention of
yet another boy. Pete/s private name for this third boy is King: "'King" because he was a
Maori and he had a name that sounded much like King'. King helps Perer to his feet and
Peter'slinks off. His thoughrs are bitter and angry ones.
He sat on his own all afternoon. He didn't talk to anybody. The
others were talking about him; they were discussing the fight. He
knew, but he didn't care. They could say what they liked. The whole
school could gang up on him. Their mocking, their laughter was like
the braying of asses. He preferred open hostility to condescension.
The way some of them befriended him - 'poor little lost boy, rhe poor
stranger'. It was worse than the baiting of the Rat and the Mouse. At
least he could hit back, give vent to his hatred ... but the patronizing
condescension of some of the others he found humiliaring and he was
helpless in face of this humilinlien.
What could he do? Tell them that he had lived more in five years
than they would in nventy? Tell them that he was a grown man while
they were still chasing each orher round like children?... He had his
consolation. He could prove his superiority. He could outstrip them
in his school work with hardly any effort ... They hated him because
he was better than they and he hated them because they did not
understand. They did not understand what loneliness was. There was
a time when he had had friends, with whose help he could have taken
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the whole school on, friends with whose help he would have punished
the Rat and the Mouse and all the others who jeered. But those friends
were far away. Here he was on his own, completely on his own.
King later finds Peter's book and returns it to him. He talks to peter as though he
understands what it means to be an outsider. King is from the East Coast and, as the only
Maori in the class, 'used to hate it here too'. The story concludes with King and peter
bicycling off home togerher.
Neither of them said much. There was something about the King he
liked, something thatreminded him of friends he had left behind. Thev
parted. 'See you', said the King. 'See you'.
Parental values concerning education and the children's own strong desire to
achieve scholastic success and to pursue interests out of line with peer values conflicted
with children's wish to conform and to fit in. There were different ways of dealing with
this conflict. Some children rejected the values of their family; others chose to ignore the
expectations of their peers. Most cornmon, perhaps, was the attempt to 'operate on two
levels', referred to by Lucie. By this means, with the aid of diverse strategies and
deceptions, children tied to meet the expectations of their d.ifferent worlds.
Older Children
A number of others in this study were, like Robert, no longer children when they stafted
secondary schooling in New Zealand., yet had to try to adjust to this new world. Eva was
fourteen when she arrived in New Znaland,from Italy (originally from Germany, the family
migrated to Italy to escape the Nazis) and began to attend . Girls' High School in
Christchurch.
I chose Girls' High because they had jusr changed from black
stockings to brown stockings and. I thought thar would be less
unbearable than black stockings. I just couldn't see myself in black
stockings.
There were rwo other refugee girls there at the time. At first it
was a bit difficult because the girls were terribly curious about where
we had come from. They treated us as though we had come from the
moon. They seemed to have hardly heard of Europe, asking if there
are cats and dogs in Europe, for example, and other questions which
seemed really silly.
And then they wanted me ro go and stay with them for
weekends. I was terrified of finding myself in a completely strange
family for a weekend without knowing exactly what they were saying
and without knowing how to behave. So I refused all their invitations
and they thought I was'stuck up'. I know the other guls at the school
looked on me as an oddity and I didn't wanr to be an oddity. I tried to
become'normal'.
Although much of her year at college is a blur in Eva's memory, a few details about that
time have remained. In history class, she was surprised to be taught about the black hole
of Calcutta: 'such a disgrace would never have been admitted in Germany or Italy where
history was white-washed in favour of the homeland'.43 But she was also astonished by
her English teacher whon when asked by a girl in the class who Petrarch was, said: 'a
Greek philosopher'. Mostly during her time at college, Eva understood linle of what wcnt
on and'fining in' was a problem. Like Robert, she felt more rnahre than her classmates.
In New Taaland, the girls of fourteen or fifteen were children. Girls of
that age alg children, I realize that now, but at the time it stmck me ns
odd because in Italy I had been Signorina Eva and neated quite
differently, as a young adult. I suppose my experiences through these
political times had forced me to mature in some ways more rapidly than
a child growing up in New 7*aland would have had the opportunity to
do. So that really doesn't say anyrhing against New Zealand schools;
it just meant that I didn't fit in.
43There are of course_ dtgrees of ethnocentricity in the presentarion of history. Yvonne du
Fresne's Plma.yal of New Zealand schools in the thirties, from a secoid generation
immigrant Danish viewpoint, shows the domination of British values, heroes and glorious
victories in the curriculum. See for example,'Armistice Day' nThe Bearfrom thE North:
Tales of a New Zealand Childhood, Londbn 1989, pages 9Z-gB.
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Eva stayed only one year at college in New Zealand, leaving ro conrinue her
education at night school. Being treated like the child she was not and her discornfon wittr
rules and regulations, which stifled even the smallesr expressions of individo"lity, are her
clearest memories of her time at school.
I think the uniform and the rules about what we were and were not
allowed to do seemed to overshadow most other things. I found it
extraordinary that we were not allowed to leave the school grounds
without gloves and hat on and not only did we have to wear a haL but
it had to have its brim rurned down. when I nrrned mine up because I
didn't think it suited me to wear it tumed down,I was reprimanded for
disobeying school rules.
Agnes (not her real name) was born in Budapest in 1932. She came to New
Zealand with her aunt and grandmother in 1948 at the age of sixteen, to join members of
her family who had managed to escape from Hungary before the war. Her parents and
many other relatives had not survived Nazi persecution.
Agnes found ttre girls and teachers at her Wellington college kind and helpful She
never tried to share with them anything of her war experiences because 'that is not
something you can share with people who haven't been through it They were all very nice
and kind but I have never found anybody who could come very close because of a total
difference in our ways of thinking and in our backgrounds'.
Agnes's main concem at school was to resume her intemrpted education and to
succeed in a foreign language.
I arived in New zealand on 15 November 1948 and I sat schoor
certificate on 15 November 1949. I sat in six subjects and I passed in
all subjects barring English in which t got a toral of thiny percenr.
There was quite a lot of discussion at the school because the
Headmistress would not consider that someone who had not passed
school certificate in English could possibly go onto the sixth form.
However, somehow she was advised that I could have a provisional
pass and I was allowed into the sixth form and was accredited
University Entrance.
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For Mary, 'the high point' of her New Zealand schooling was obtaining a national
scholarship at the end of her upper sixrh form year.
This was in part due to one of the language teachers, who was a
Gennan refugee herself. she was a tremendous task-master, a real
slave driver to everybody. Every so often she made the point that she
drove me panicularly hard because of my background. I resented this
terribly. once when I may have said something cheeky, she did say to
me: 'you and I have to stick together', and I thought: 'I don't want to
have to stick together with you ever'. I really hated the suggesrion that
she was expecting different things from me because of the connection
between us.
It is interesting to note that Mary's reacrion to her foreign teacher is in contrast with the
earlier example of solidarity between a foreign teacher and his foreign pupil. Clearly, no
fimr conclusions are possible about these relationships.
Aged eleven when she arrived in New Zealand, Mary was snll young enough to
have a good chance of fitting into the New Zealand school system. She found that the
uniform helped in her task of 'working at being like everybody else'. At times, she found
it difficult not to regard a difference in background as a deficiency in herself. There werc
so many things that she did not know and which others took for granted. Mary, like a
number of other refugee children, also had a different perspective and morc manuity than
New Zealand peers of a similar age. She overcame these barriers to relationships by
becoming friends with the'more serious children in her class'.
Older children, as those who were younger when they reached New Zealand and
the New Zealand-born, tried to adapt and to fit in. However, the older the childrcn were,
the more likely they were, after their initial attempts to become rapidly 'normal' had failed,
to choose to resign themselves to the impossibility of becoming like everybody else.
Interviewees' recollections highlight, above all, the enormous value placed on scholastic
achievement and on making up for lost rime by older children whose education had been
intemrpted by the war.
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Sport
Children of refugees, striving to belong and to fit in, soon understood that the route to
acceptance and recognition at school was often through achievement in sport (especially the
right spon). This was particularly so for boys, but girls too were affected.
The creme de la creme of sports was, of course, rugby with cricket following
closely behind. Sir John Marshall, writing in (Through the Iaoking Glass ) of his
secondary school days which wer€ 'so normal that it would be tedious to write about them
at any length' had this to say about the activities and achievements of those years:
I played cricket for the fust eleven and rugby for the first fifteen. I got
a medal, long since lost, for the half mile at the school sports. I swam
and played tennis. I was a sergeant in the school cades. I passed the
matriculatior exami natio n . --44
Sir John was academically successful too, but that meant nothing without the sponing
success.
According to Jack Shallcrass, although by the late 1940s and early 1950s rugby
was not compulsory in schools generally, it was still the game to play. At Wellington
College, in the late 1930s, in a school of 600 pupils, there were about wenty-five fully
active rugby teams. It was possible to play hockey, but soccer was strictly forbidden. The
school was even able to prevent boys who wished to play soccer in the week-end for
outside clubs fiom doing so. The justification was that the school had the first call on their
services for winter games. Shallcrass recalled rhe Deputy-Headmaster warning pupils:
"'keep away from soccer players; show me a soccer player and I'll show you a rogue!" He
would say this and mean it!'
Michael played soccer at first (by the late 1950s, soccer was permitted), but soon
found that
if you are one of the school's fat boys, rugby is really the only way to
establish your idenriry. I rrained in my sixth form year to get into rhe
top weight-graded team and to rhe surprise of everybody did. Sport
44sit John Marshall, 'All in the Making', Gifkins, Through the Looking Glass,page g0.
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was the way to social acceptability and ro being not just the smart guy
at school.
Tom gave three reasons why sport wils important. The first was to gain peer acceptance,
the second was to become strong and self-reliant and rhe third was to prove to himself that
he was as'capable as the next person'.
It is interesting to note that children of New Zealanders who were the target of
hostility during the war years because they were conscientious observors or pacifists,
chose also to try to overcome prejudice by excelling in sport. 'I had to ptay football very
hard', the son of A. C. Barrington, the well-known pacifist, recalled..4S
In general, the team sports played in New Zealand schools were never as highly
regarded in refugee families as intellectual, musical or other kinds of achievement. If there
was interest in sport, it was likely to be in gymnastics, tennis, fencing, mountaineering and
occasionally soccer, which was the main football played in Europe. Unlike many New
Zealand parents who would enthusiastically encourage and cheer on their childrcn's
sporting efforts, most refugee parents were uncomprehending, indifferent or even shocked
by the sight of their children spending all those hours running up and down muddy fields.
These attitudes applied especially to rugby. Michael's mother:
Both the boys played rugby and I was horrified by how they looked
when they came home. And the worry! will they come home in one
piece? Very often they didn't. They had to havestlches on their lips
and elsewhere. I just suffered the rugby and the cricket, but didn't go
and watch. These immigrant children had to prove that they are as
good as the others.
Many in the study recalled receiving very little support or understanding from
puents for sporting pursuits. The values of school were clearly at odds with the values of
home. Tom believes he was even looked on as a kind of 'black sheep' in the Jewish
community for the type of sports he engaged in. These were rugby, running, shooting and
tramping. 'They were very unusual activities for a boy like me and my parents, who
45Taylor, The Home Front, page 207 .
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would have preferred me to achieve scholastic success, had some trouble explaining it to
their friends'.
George too found that the values of school (concerning sport) received little support
at home. He played rugby and really enjoyed the social prestige his prowess at the game
brought him. 'I was the star of my medium grade team and we seemed to win all our
garnes'. His parents did not come to watch the games; nor did George wish them to.
I would have been embarrassed by their foreignness if they had come.
AIso they would have said how silly the game was. Other people's
parents came along but they were almost coaching. Mine wouldn't
have understood the game. If my mother had come, she would have
been frightened when I was uckled.
The otherproblem George faced was that his palens saw money spent on spoft as a
'frivolous expenditure'. For this reason he was unable to take up cricket or athlctics
seriously.
I was very fast and had a very good side-step. (These skills were
acquired running away from the bullies at school.) But I never kept up
the running in the off-season. My parents would never have seen the
point of buying me running shoes and doing all the things to ger me
started.
Jonathon's parents tried very hard to adapt to New Zealand and were very
successful in many ways but'they never assimilated to rugby':
I vividly remember they came to watch me play once and it was too
much for them. It was very probably too much for me also. They
never came again. I dare say they would have watched me more often
if I had encouraged them. It was on rhat sort of occasion that the fact
that my parents were different certainly showed.
Some people in the snrdy recalled
between what rheir families regarded as
Jenny, for example, observed:
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having been very troubled by this difference
important and what New Zealanders valued.
I felt that my home background and my parents'values were not what
my peer group stressed I would have given anything for my mum and
dad to have taken me to a rugby march because that's where everybody
else went on a Saturday afternoon. Girls went with their brothers and
their fathers to the big tests whereas my parents thought that spon was
not cultured. They would have spent the money to take me to a
symphony orchestra concert, but not to a rugby match.
Some parents did take steps to bridge the gulf between the differcnt worlds, usually
for their children's sake. Howard, for example, did attend sporting events with his father,
but this, he believes, was not out of genuine interest on his father's part.
My father was not sports-minded. Music and intellectuat pursuits were
what really interested him. He did get inrerested in rugby in a
superficial way and tried to follow what was happening. I rhink he did
this because he saw it as a very Kiwi thing to do. He was also keen
for us kids to do lots of sport, again because he wanted us to do all the
things that Kiwi kids do.
Whatever the attitude of their piuents, for those refugee children who had the
aptitude, excelling at sport did lead to a degee of acceptance and on occasions'honour and
glory'. As Walter, who at first played hockey ('a very second rate thing to do')
commented, it was running which was his 'salvafion'. 'f was a good middle distance
runner and the only time I felt a sense of prestige in all my childhood years was the year I
held the school record for a middle distance event'.
This discussion of attitudes to sport among refugees and their children highlights
three themes discussed earlier. First, children's need to find a place in the monocultural,
conformist world of school is apparent. Second, interviewees' accounts portray the ptight
of children located in rwo worlds that were in significant ways ignorant about each other
and utterly alien to each other. One of the consequences of this was that iflwhen children
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experienced difficulties at school, parents could not help resolve these. Children usually
had to stnrggle unsupported by their families and in some cases in opposition to their
families, to make their way in the New Zealand world. The rhird theme, related to the
second, concerns the costs of assimilation. Tom's situation provides an illustration. For
Tom, who became a'black sheep' in the eyes of his family as a result of his skills in
rugby, running, shooting and tramping, the result of success in the New Zealand world of
sport was failure to meet the expectarions of the refugee/Jewish worlds.
Rebels and loners
The theme of conformity has predominated in this discussion of school experiences. Most
of the children needed to prove themselves New Zealanders. They had to create for
themselves a sense of belonging. They did this by adopting broad, local accents and by
making efforts to look and behave as much as possible like their peers. Puning aside other
interests - classical music, reading - to play sport, and coming home from games with
bloodied lips to their aghast and incomprehending parents was one way of proving that
they were not outsiders but New Zealanders. By lining up outside Athletic Park to watch
the All Blacks play and by proudly reciting the names of every All Black in the tearn" they
showed they belonged in the country which was so strange for their parents but no longer
so for them.
The values that refugee children were confomring to were the subject of an editorial
by Jean Wishan in the New ZealandWoman's Weekly in 1956:
... unfortunately, in New Zealand there is a tendency to link the
intellectual with the eccentric. A person who seeks after knowledge
long past the age of compulsory education is liable to be considered an
oddity. And if he actually enjoys going to concerts of serious music,
attending exhibitions of art, or going to adult education lectures, he
runs the risk of being labelled a pretentious highbrow. New Zealand is
not alone in this spiritual poverty. It is a trait of all new countries. The
hard life of the pioneer developed physical powers rather than
imagination and creative instincts.
Just prior to the war a couple emigrated to this counury from
Central Europe. They brought with them a long uadition of cultue
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and, particularly, a love of music. Their son, born here, has inherited
this love of music, and from an early age has loved to go wirh his
mother to concerts. But now at the age of twelve, his New 7*aland
upbringing is beginning to show, for when the National Orchestra was
last around, and his mother suggested taking him, his reply was: 'ld
like to go, Mum, but whar would the fellers say if they found out?'
While ir is most desirable that the child's physical welfarc be
looked after, that he should be encouraged to play team g,unes and take
part in sport generally, it seems deplorable that his spiritual
development" which would sund him in good stead until the end of his
life, is thus discouraged by popular opinion.46
Conformiry to popular opinion was not, however, the whole story. Whilc some
children played rugby, others played chess or the violin: activities which clearly defrned
them as outsiders at most state secondary schools. Some protested about aspects of school
life - by their secondary school years, some children of refugees felt secune enough to
break the rules and to object to those they believed were unjust or inappropriate.
Alhough they felt more secure, a number of children never came to feel they
belonged. They remained loners at school. Forming friendships remained difficulr Of
course, there were also many who made close friends. For those who did experience
difficulty with social relationships, it is likely rhar a combination of personal and culnrral
leasons were responsible. George made the following conrments:
At one stage, when I was in the fifth or sixth form, someone made a
friendly overture and suggested we go the races togerher. I just didn't
know how to cope with it and I said, 'no, I have to go home to study'.
At this stage, I think, I was scared of forming close relationships. I
don't know if that was related to being a refugee - perhaps the trauma
of frequent moves and being always different had rhis effect. But it
may have just been my personality. I just didn't have the knack of
socializing; I didn't have the things to ralk abour
46New ZealandWoman's Weekly,editorial, 3l May 1956
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What patterns emerge from ttris examination of the experience of being a foreigner,
a child of refugees, a Jewish child in the schools of the late thirties, forries, fi:fties and
sixties? It is evident that until the children were able to absorb the cultural and behavioural
patterns of the majority, they were to some extent marginalized. Whether termed'Huns'or
'Nazis' or the equally derogatory 'goody-goods', 'swots', 'intellectuals' or'cissies', they
were clearly outsiders. Private differences were exposed to public scrutiny at school.
What they ate for lunch could be known by all. How children spoke, what they wore, how
they behaved, what their parents were like, were similarly therc for everyone to see.
Clearly, there were diverse ways of grappling with the ordeat of being different and
with the pressures to assimilate in a monocultural society. Some of the discomfort or the
suffering of the interviewees was in their own minds. It was enough to be aware that they
or theirparents were not completely accepted in a srange country, or to believe that they or
their parents were seen by others as different, for them to feel insecure and unhappy - even
without any open manifestations of rejection or unfiendliness from New Zealanders.
However, a number of the children also experienced the lack of acknowledgement, or
worst of all, the 'putting down' of difference that occurred in New 7*atand schoots. They
had to contend with aniudes that equated being differcnt with being deficient.
Did having a Jewish background as well as a refugee/foreign one make a
difference? During the war years, the school world reflected aspects of the crueller adult
world outside. At this time, some children were confronted by the irony inherent in being
despised as Jews and as Germans. In the post-war years, the effects and consequences of
being Jewish are difficult to distinguish from those related to having a foreign/refugee
background. However, instances of anti-Semirism did occasionally occur at school. The
impact of even infrequent, generalized anti-Semitism on the post-Holocaust generation was
probably relatively severe.
The implications for children at school of orher consequences of a Jewish refugee
background are also difficult to assess. A past of persecution and the severing of roos that
was its consequence probably affected the strength and nature of the children's reaction to
teasing and bullying that was unrelated to their fewishnesss. How did children look back
on a past of persecution? The mixture of defiance and shame about their background and
the embarrassment and desperation about being different shown by some of the children at
school was probably linked to the complexiries inherenr in doing so.
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Having described a number of the difficulties faced by the children at school, it is
nevertheless important to emphasize that, in spite of negative experiences, many of the
children did adjust relatively well at school. In the eyes of their teachers, this was certainly
the case. A study of this kind cannot measure scholastic and sporting achievement or
success in social relationships. Nonetheless, on the basis of the teachers' evaluation,
interviewees' own recollections and interviewees' subsequent careers (see notes about this
at the end of the snrdy), it is possible to arrive at the conclusion that in tenns of exterior
indices of success or failure, the adaptation of these children was successful. They did
well in examinations, competed competently in sports teams, made friends and
enterprisingly adopted divene snategies and accommodations to deal with the conflicting
demands and expectations of the refugee and New Zealand worlds. However, because the
need to fit in and to resolve conflict can itself create stress and because successful
assimil4iien can involve cultural losses, in terms of the children's own perceptions and in
their own estimation, they sometimes experienced real difficulties and a sense of failure.
CHATT|ER 5
ADOLESCENCE: THE GAP WIDENS
'Come and have tea on Sanuday' is the casual invitation which Anna, the protagonist in
Judith Kerr's autobiographical novel The Other Way Round receives from a young man
she likes very much.
She was thrown at once into confusion. Girls didn't go alone to men's
houses ... did they? On the orher hand, why not? She looked at him,
carelessly perched on one of the stools in the art-room. He seemed
quite unconcerned, as though he had suggested something very
ordinary.
'All right', she said with a curious sense of excitement, and he wrote
down the address for her on a piece of paper. Then he added the
telephone number. 'In case you change your mind', he said
In case she changed her mind? Did that mean it wasn't so ordinary after
all? Oh, she thought, I wish we'd always stayed in one country, then
Mama would have been able to tell me what people do and what they
don't do and then I'd know.l
At adolescence, new issues, concerns and conflicts joined those of the earlier years.2 It
was often at adolescence that the effects of migration on the second generation were most
strongly felt and the different worlds, explored in earlier chapters, came into sharpest
conllict.
This chapter deals with only some of the major issues that preoccupied refugee
adolescents. Sexuality, for example, is beyond the scope of this study. Furthermorc, the
discussion of the situation of those interviewees who, in part because of their very success
at assimilating, experienced the tensions between the New Zealand and refugee worlds
most sharply, is, unfortunately, limited by gaps in the information available from
lKerr, The Other Way Round. page 190.
2A general d.iscussion about tnjmaior issues of adolescence and an introduction to the
literanrre about adolescence in New Zealand may be found in Jane and James Ritchie, ?fie
Dangerous Age, Sydney 1984.
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interviews. lnformation drawing on the wrirEr's own experiences is used to supplemement
the interview material to a limited extent.
Strains and Stresses
At adolescence, relationships with parents became more problematic than before.
Generational conflicts are a well-known, though perhaps over-emphasized, phenomenon
of adolescent-parent relationships.3 Bot for refugee children and children of rcfugees, the
'generation gap' was widened by a cultural gap and by the special circumstances of forced
migration and the destnrction of their parents' former lives.
The upheavals of migration meant that in many cases, their parens' authority had
become undermined. Marion Berghahn, in her study of three generations of German-
Jewish refugees in England, made the following observations about the relationship
benveen the generations:
Because of the difficult circumstances most refugees found themselves
in, they were deprived of the traditional parental role of offering
protection and guidance to their children; and this at a time at which
their children urgently needed their parents' assistance - abovc all
emotionally.4
In part, it was language which was the problem (this is the subject of rhe next
chapter). Another difficulty was that in New 7*aLand and in England, after the initial
period of setdement, the traditional parental role was no longer strengthened by outside
pressures as it had been in Central and Eastern Europe. Persecution had made families
inward looking in Europe. The ethos in small, close families that'nothing else matters as
long as we are together' was not appropriate in the new, assimilationist country (where
instances of anti-Semitism were infrequent), and became suffocating for adolescents
striving to become independent and establish a separate identity. As one young refugee in
3Jane and James Ritchie,Gro wing up in New zealand, Auckland 1978, pages 76-78.
4Berghahn 
, German-lewish Refugeis in Englan^d,page 134.
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Berghahn's study put it: 'In Germany our parents were our one and only source of
strength'. But in Britain:
... their scale of values and their social behaviour are no longer
automatically adopted by us, for much of it is, or at fust sight seems to
be, a source of weakness rather than strength in the new environment.
Those of us who were lucky enough to come here with our parents
find that the answer to many of our daily problems are no longer found
at home, but in our English surroundings.
As Berghahn observes, one can easily imagine the friction which must have resulted within
families from such a situation.S
The generation gap was also exacerbated by children coming to view parents as part
of a world they no longer really remembered, if they had ever known it at all. Judith Kerr
inThe Other Way Round conveys Anna's separateness from this adult world of former
refugees:
'whatever happened to him?' asked Mama, and they quickly slid into
the kind of conversation which Anna had heard ar every meeting of
grown-ups since she had left Berlin at the age of nine. It was an
endless listing of relatives, friends and acquaintances who had been
part of the old life in Germany and who were now strewn all over the
world. some had done well for themselves, some had been caught by
the Nazis, and most of them were struggling to survive.
Anna had either never known or forgotten nearry all these people, and
the conversation meant little to her. Her eyes wandered round the
room.5a
Anna looks outside, beyond the confines of her parents' world. The adults, on the other
hand, cannot help looking inwards. As discussed in Chapters 2 and,3, first generation
refugees, whether they talked incessantly of the past or tried to live their lives as though the
calamities of the past had not happened, existed to some exrent in a limbo world, neither
)ibid., page 135.)o Kerr, The Other Way Round, page 1,47
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fully detached from the past nor enthely located in the present. They lived in New
kaland, yet they did not entirely do so.
Such semi-detachment from the real world was not possible for the second
generation. As discussed in the last chapter, the school was the locus for the closest
contacts with the new society and one where conformity was expected. Children, for
whom assimilation (at least superficially) was seemingly rapid, had problems with bcing
forced by parents back into the Central or Eastern European identity they were trying to
discard in order to fit in with their peers. The children in such farrrilies were torn benveen
their desire to be dutiful offspring and their need to develop the trappings of individuality
(from their parents) in order to conform with thet New Zealand peers and belong in the
new country. Some examples of this conflict were revealed in the discussion of school
experiences in Chapter 4: Michael spoke of coming home after playing rugby, injurcd but
proud, to honified and incomprehending parents; Jonathon recalled his parents'inability to
'assimilate to rugby'. This affected to some extent Jonathon's own whole-hearted
enjoyment of the sport. Tom and George remembered finding peer acceptance through
sporl but failing by that means !o meet parental and community expectations. A diary kept
by the writer contains evidence to support the notion of a widening gap at adolescence
benveen the different worlds of fint and second generation refugees, and of the conflict
between the wish to discard the refugee world in order to belong in New 7*alandand the
pressures to meet family expectations.
However, in a number of respects, refugee adolescents faced the sarne p'roblems as
New Zealand teenagers, although with extra dimensions added to them. Lucie recalled:
When we arrived in New Tx,aland I was just nine. There were a couple
of years ofjust urying to adjust and no sooner had one got over the
worst of that, then one hit the teenage years and got the problems of
adolescence coming on top of the problems of cultural adjustment. I
think the one problem exacerbates the other.
ln Lucie's view, the problems particular to adolescence were rrurny:
The tensions between what your friends wanted to do and what your
parents were prepared to allow, the problems of girls adjusting to the
company of boys in a society where separation of the sexes was much
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more accentuated than in the background where I came from, and the
usual sort of problems where rhe generation gap manifests itself.
As during childhood, the smallness of the family made the situation worse.
I had no brothers or sisters whose advice or company might have been
helpful, or grandparents, uncles, aunts who tend to take a more
Ienient/doting attirude than parents do. I had none of thaL so I felt all
the more emotionally exposed. Also, I think adolescence is made more
difficult because parents who are immigrants and refugees are under
very much greater tension. They, therefore, become morc restrictive in
attitudcs to children. They are more anxious; therefore they are morc
inclined to clamp down and say, 'no, you musn't do this or that'.
They are parrly afraid of the usual things and panly afraid of the
unknown- They have the feeling, 'we musn't do the wrong thing in
this society'. And you get a much heavier hand exerted on you and
you feel that there is no one to ftrn to, nobody to say, 'don't worry
about this'.
Lucie did try to rebel, but 'didn't get very far'. she 'gave in', perhaps 'too quickly',
because of her own ambivalence and uncertainty about where she wished to belong.
I felt very torn benreen the one mdition I ried to become part of here
and the other [her mother's]. It was a funny thing - the position where
on the one hand you feel your mother clamps down on the things you
want to do on the spur of the moment and prevents you doing the
things your friends ask you to do, and on the orher hand, feeling in
your heart of hearts that this [the New Zealand tradition] is a trad.ition
that you don't entirely want to become pan of.
Some adolescents did cut themselves adrift from the old, sometimes without truly
feeling part of the new. They could persuade themselves rhat they were indeed like
everyone else because they liked the same films, the same books and because they danced
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to the same nlnes as other members of their generation.6 Others adopted their parents'
values and traditions, to varying degrees. For example, David's father was 'dead set'
against the New Zealand world of rugby and drinking. David adopted his father's values
as his own, although it meant that he did not enjoy the later years at secondary school and
years at university where such activities were very much the way of life. 'It seemed stupid
to do the things that the others did - like going to the pub and drinking yourself ronen. I
thought, that's not very sensible. I'm going to feel bloody awful. So I never went
through that phase'. AIso, as discussed in the last chapter, some refugee adolescents
continued to pursue the intellecnral and musical interests esteemed in the refugee worl{ in
spite of the strong pressures from New Zealand peers to adopt different values and
interests.
That some of the people in this study were ambivalent about the'new nadition'and
did not feel part of New 7:-alandteenage culrure, can to some extent be attributed to the fact
that a number of younger refugees and the children of refugees had been deprived of their
youth. Forced by circumstances to grow up too quickly, the usual concerns and activities
of their New Zealand peers did not greatly appeal to them. They struck Jenny, for
example, as rather insignificanl
They went to their churches and Bible classes and to dances. I went
occasionally to some Jewish dances [dances organized by the Jewish
communityl, but if possible I avoided them or missed out on them.
Boy friends, girl friends, break-ups - all seemed rather rivial. The facr
that the European war sinration was very immediate for us made a
difference to many things. I felr that I was a lot more mature than the
other girls [Jewish or non-Jewish girls who did not have a refugee
backgroundl and thar I had experienced a lot more of human tragedy,
even at second-hand. I felt that they had, in many cases, such safe,
sheltered, cosy lives.
Having my aunr living with us and seeing what the war had
done to her, the stories that we heard, the things that we knew about
(the death of uncles and aunts in the concentration camps), the different
6The protagonist in Bernard Mathias, The Caretakers, London 1988, Penguin edition,
translated by Freeman G. Henry, page 166, expresses these thoughts which also aptly
describe those of a goup of interviewees in this study.
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people that we mixed with, all those things gave me, I felt, a lot of
extra maturity. I thought it made me a deeper, less trivial, more
sensitive person as a teenager.
The other girls would spend hours deciding whether a blue
cardigan would be better than a pink one or moaning about the fact that
they had to baby-sit for a younger brother or sister instead of being
able to do something that they would rather do. Sometimes this would
be quite irksome when things were much more difficult for me at
home. I often had to stay home to look after a mentally unstable aunt
and it wasn't fun in a way baby-sitring for a younger sibling could be.
It was frightening.
I had to handle situations that normally you wouldn't expect a
teenager to handle. But I compartmentalized this. There was that side
to me, but a lot of the rime I chose to keep it separate or not to let it
show. There were times when it suited me to be trivial - to keep my
thoughts and my conversation at the same level as the other girls.
Finding common ground with New Zealandteenagers was also difficult for Robert,
who was fourteen when he arrived in New Zealand. In many ways, his experiences were
similar to those of first generarion refugees.
For a couple of years I really grieved for the friends I had left behind.
I felt very lonely and very alienated in my first few years in New
zealand. At the age of fourreen, I was dabbting in philosophy and all
sorts of things like that which had no meaning for my New Zealand
contemporaries. I had had a very eventful life up to the age of fourteen
and I was trlnng to grapple with the meaning of life.
Nobody that Robert encountered at his school was interested in serious reading, or if they
wer€, they were certainly not interested in talking about books. In any case, the books that
had'mattered'to Robert in Hungary were totally unknown in New ZeaJand. The hardest
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adjustnent he faced was the necessity to accept that with emigration 'whole chunks of your
life had become totally meaningless'.7
It was the same with music. He could not talk to anybody about, for example,
gypsy music -'yet hearing gypsy music brings back a whole world, but it is a world I
couldn't share with anybody'. When he tried socializing with New Taalandteenagers, the
difficulties werc enormous.
I kept saying the wrong things. People didn't know what I r6,n5 tnlking
about. When I took girls out, really I had nothing to say to them. I
would go to parties and I had no conversation because the things that
meant something to me meant absolutely nothing to the people there.
Unlike others in the study who remembered their adolescenr years as a time when they
were'desperate' to conform, being different was not an issue for Roben, who acccpted
that he was unable to'fit in' no matter how hard he aied.
George's adolescence was also a lonely rime. His experience of social 'failure' was
similar to Robert's but was accentuated by his perception of belonging nowhere which
stemmed from his part-Jewish background. Relationships with girls were difficult.
I looked European and girls weren't attracted to me. They went for the
rugby league type: crew-cuts, ectomorph facial feaures, thick-as-two.
planks type of look. I definitely didn't look like the typical New
Tx;alander and I also behaved differently.
George also recalled that his uncertainty about the 'rules' of social intercourse was a
problem. He remained isolated from New Zealand contemporaries.
I didn't have the things to talk about. I learned (eventually) what the
things were that (other people) talked abour, but it didn't come
naturally. And, if anyrhing, when I picked on a subject, I tended to
over-react, to over-boast. I didn't develop any decent social skills until
TRobert is referring here to Genie Gilbert's conrments in Beaglehole, A Small Price to
loy,P?59 48. _His own experience of intellectual isolation was very similar to rhardescribed by Genie Gilbert, who was sixteen when she arrived in New T;ualand.
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later in life, but I don't know whether ro pur this down ro my refugee
background or not. I think coming from a mixed background where I
felt strange in both communities at a religious and cultural level and
was unable to form ties or to feel I belonged in either camp [was in pan
responsiblel.
Renate too spoke of a strong sense of being on the 'outer' of teenage life. This
derived in part from her awareness that social life for her classmates revolved round
chtuch-based activities such as Bible class panies, which she did not attend. A number of
the interviewees also mentioned that exclusion from the social life of their peen arising out
of their own non-affiliation to one of the Christian denominations was an obvious
differcnce benreen themselves and other New Zealand teenagers.
What of Jewishness at adolescence? For some in the study, their teenage years
coincided with their fust personal encounter with anti-Semitism. Katherine was rebuffed
by a boyfriend when he found out that she was Jewish.
A friend told me: 'He has found out that you are Jewish and doesn't
want to take you out any more'. I felt as though I had been kicked in
the stomach. It was a physical pain. I was shocked, hurt and very
frightened. My father's expectation that anorher Hitler could at any
timc appear and influence New Zealanders seemed very real.
Katherine's reaction to that particular incident was defiance. She began wearing the
biggest Magen David she could find.
For other children, it was at adolescence that feelings of shame and the desire to
disguise their Jewishness were most acute. The exneme manifestation of this was the
feeling that looking Jewish was ugly. 'I wanted to look blonde, have a nose that went up
at the end and have blue eyes', recalled one interviewee. However, those who wished to
change their appearance were not necessarily aware then that it was their lewish appearance
that they wanted to alter. They were conscious more of a desire to look like everybody
else, rather than a wish not to look Jewish.
At around the age of eleven or twelve, when all her friends were going to their
Christian Sunday schools, Julia became interested in becoming baptised and confirmed.
This was a combination of an urge toward spirituality, the desire for conformity and the
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wish to be part of a community. But not Iong afterwards the episode ended because she
found it was the wrong community. It was not religious beliefs that she was searching for
but connections to a group whom she could regard as herpeople and a sense of belonging.
The strains and stresses at adolescence for many of the people in the study were
acute. Relationships with parents and with peers were sometimes seriously affected- In
particular, the accounts of interviewees reveal the need for belonging, the tensions arising
out of arnbivalencc about their rcfugee/immigranVJewish and New Zealandidentities, and
the attempts made to come to terms with mixed feelings, confusion and uncertainty ahut
the values operating in different worlds.
Not Knowing the Rules
As previously referred to, interviewees' difficulties in social relationships derived in pan
from their not knowing how to behave appropriately in different situations and not being
able to turn to parents for guidance - because they knew even less than their children about
the culture and customs of New 7*alandsociety. Inadvertently transgressing social nonns,
however minor, that everyone else knew about except them, was a traumatic experience fgr
some. Eva rccalled that while staying with their New Zealand sponsors,S ,lr" family got up
in the morning, leaving their beds unmade.
It was only a long time afterwards that we realized what a tenible thing
that was to do. Since then I have had an absolute obsession about
making my own bed. I would never go to a hotel or a motel and leave
my bed unmade. I make my bed no maner where I am and I am sure it
dates back to the feeling of shame I felt when I realized that we should
have made our beds.
Lucie remembered many instances of adverse reactions from people because
evidently she had done the'wrong' thing in a social siruation. But the problem for her was
never knowing what it was exactly that she had done wrong: 'There are things that other
fsopg.ryfugees were sponsored by an individual or an organization. Sponsors guaranteed
the initial support of the newcomers.
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people so take for granted that they never think to tell you. So you never find out what ir is
that you do not know. In so many ways, I am sure, one has caused offence because one
did not know and one still does not know'.
Lucie attributed some of her difficulties in social relationships, ils did George, to
her mixed background: 'one didn't have a single cultural background to rcrreat to. You had
two which meant that in a sense you had neithey'. For Lucie, a sense that there was 'a
brick wall between herself and other people' began in her childhood and became
accentuated at adolescence. It was a wall she battled against for years because she thought
'it could be done; that the wall could be broken down'. She used to believe that'it was just
a question of not knowing the right level to strike with this group or that'. However, these
difficulties, the sense of being 'in the wrorg', of persistently 'putting her foot in it' and the
feeling that yet again she had said or done something that was inappropriate or offensive,
persisted.
Annette and her brother Peter, children of a mixed ma:iriage too, also spoke of
confusion over how to behave. They both formed a strong impression that other people
had certain ways of socializing - for example with neighbours, in pubs, at weddings - that
they did not know about. Eventually, they learned to copy the customs of New
Zealanders, but the perception that their behaviour was just shallow imitation rather than
the 'real Kiwi way' persisted. Annette and Peter's difficulty, as of others from a similar
background, was to find ways of connecting appropriarely with the world outsidc the
family.
Renate's childhood was marked by all the things, little and small, that neirher she
nor her family knew about or understood but which is familiar to and taken for granted by
New Zealand childrcn:
The other kids had bank books and on a certain day each week, the
children brought 3d or whatever to bank. And we (my sister and I)
didn't have bank books and we kept going home and explaining, but
Mum didn't know what they were, so we never had thern And I really
wanted a bank book!
There were other things like that which our parents didn't
understand and how could they? You could buy your lunch at school.
Monday was the day for that. If you took the right money ro school,
you could have fish and chips or a pie. The teachers took rhe order in
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the morning and at lunchtime someone came with the lunches in a box.
I didn't understand for a long time where those hot lunches came from
and how you could get them. One day I went home and said I really
wanted to have fish and chips like everybody else. 'No problem', said
Mum. 'Opa [grandfather] will bring them'. And Opa brought me
chips that Mum made herself and he, poor man, waited for me at the
school gate with them.
But it was terrible because they were not right. Yet, how could
I say they were nor right? My parents could not understand why they
were not right and neither could I. I didn't know how it [the system of
getting lunchesl worked. I had described ir to Mum exactly - the chips
wrapped in paper and so on. It was rcally sad, for I knew that there
was something quite bad about opa having to come down to school
with the chips and then they weren't right anyhow. It took years
before I worked out why the chips wetren't right
Not knowing how systems worked, how the rules operated persisted into Renate's
teenage years. She remained ignorant about many aspects of New 7*alandlife longer than
other children, and attributes this to being a child of refugees, of outsiders. 'I would. go
home with something I didn't tnow and I didn't have anyone at home who knew what it
meant, or what it was. At the time I felt I was the only person who had this
[predicament]'. The overwhelming feeling was one of 'not being quite "in" on how life
operated'.
In a review of Anita Brookner's novel Latecomers, Chris Else provides an
explanation of the book's title which is perrinent to this discussion. He writes that the nro
former refugee protagonists, Hartmann and Fibich 'are latecomers, like people who miss
the beginning of the movie and have to work doubly hard to catch up, understand and
assimilate themselves into the meanings which other people take so much for granted.9
This is an apt observation about the consequences of d.islocation. It also accurately
describes the experience of alienation of a number of people in this snrdy who struggled,
during their childhood and adolescence, to understand and integrate the nuances of the
culture and by no means always succeeded in doing so.
9Evening Post, L7 December 1988, page 29.
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What, if anything, is distinctive about the problems and concerns of the people in
this study at adolescence? The fear of peer rejection, for example, 'of being outside,
shunned and cold-shouldered', is a strong fear of many teenagers whatever their
backgrouna.l0 R number of the other issues so far d.iscussed in this chapter - identity
problems, alienation and generational conflicts - are also often associated with adolescence
generally. What, in fact, were the 'extra dimensions' of refugee adolescence referrcd to
earlier by Lucie?
As a result of gaps in the material, il is difficult to do more than speculate about
possible answers to this question. Probably, feelings of alienation, identity problems and
the need to conform to the peer group were stronger among refugee adolescents than
among New Zealanders because of the formers' previous experiences of uprooting and
stnrggles to find acceptance. It is possible that refugee parents were more inclined to bc
protective or over-protective because of their uncertainty about what was appropriate in the
new society. Perhaps parents who were refugees were more inclined than New Tnaland,
parents to 'clamp down' on teenagers because their authority had been undennined by
migration and by language barriers and because they were generally under greater stress as
a result of their earlier traumatic experiences. It is likely too rhat the relationship berween
refugee parents and their teenaged children was made more difficult by the lack of an
extended family to assist and to provide supporr.
The most important'extra dimension' of refugee adolescence, however, is probably
related to family tensions caused by the second generation's rapid assimilation to the New
7*alandworld. Although fust generation refugees wanted their children to assimilate and
belong in New 7.e'aland, the costs of assimilation in terms of family relationships were
sometimes heavy. At best, there could be considerable misunderstanding benveen parents
and teenagers; at worst, a widening gap and severe estrangement between fust generation
refugees and their teenaged offspring.
1OJack Shallcrass's (1968) study of the fears, hopes and values of New Zealand sixth
formers revealed the pow_er of rhe need to conform to the peer group at mid adolescence.
This study formed pan of a student survey about attirudeitowids ihe future referred to in
H. ornauer, H. wiberg A. Sicinski, J. Gaitung els.,lmages of the world in the year
2000 : A c omparative T e n N ation study, New York tgl 6i pages 1 86-2 I 6.
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Connecting
For some of the interviewees, the Jewish youth group Habonim provided the solution to
thet difficulties: conflict with their parents, their need for some kind of culturaVethnic
identification, their desire for an antidote to ambivalence, shame or insecurity associated
with Jewishness, and their wish for a social life outside the Christian frarnework of Bible
class dances and church socials attended by their peers. Attending Habonim eased, to
some extent" the tension between different worlds, because those who went to Habonim
could at the same time regard themselves as good Jews and as good New Zealanders.
Habonim, which means'the builders'in Hebrew, was (and is) a Zionist group for
Jewish young people. Its New Zealandorigins date back to 1946.\t Habonim'5 6ys aims
at that dme were, in fact, conflicting ones. The first was to provide Jewish education for
young people who would conrinue to live in New Zealandand the second was to prepare
young people for Aliyah (senlement in Israel or literally'going up to the land).
The aims of Habonim were set out in its constitution in 1948 and did not change
substantially throughout the 1950s and 1960s.12 Mort importantly, the purposc of the
youth goup was (and is) to try to counter the assimilative forces of New Tnalandsociety
on Jewish young people. The main challenge rcgarding Jewish youth, in the eyes of the
established Jewish community, was'arousing an active interest to participate in panicularly
Jewish activity' and'attracting Jewish youth to a Jewish goup in competition with many
other outside activities'. I 3
A varied progam was organized by Habonim leaders, who were mainly teenagers
themselves, to attract young people. Most important were the annual surnmer camps held
in different parts of the country. Reports of rhe activities at these camps featured regularly
in the New Zealand Jewish Chronicle. The highlight of a camp in the mid 1960s was a
visit to the Maori community at Mourea near Rotorua. After the greetings, the dinner and
the songs and dances
llNew Zealand Jewish Chronicle,September 1946, contains a report of Habonim's
besinnine.
12;fne 
.Llms and Ideals in New Zealand Habonim', New Zealand lewish Chronicle,20
September 1965, pagel3.
L)New Zealand Jewish Chronicle, 19 March 1962, page ll.
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the two groups mingled freely and informally, talking, singing and
dancing till the early hours of the morning. After sleeping the night in
Ihe whare, the chaverfrn [colleagues] departed with new insight and
understanding of the Maori people and its ancient culnre. It is to be
hoped that this friendly interchange between the two groups, each
sriving to maintain its own heritage, will be the fint of many.14
An interesting characteristic of Habonim camps was that they were for boys and
girls and were almost entirely run by the young people themselves, with only a token
emount of adult supervision. An unusual amount of contact between boys and girls (in
comparison with what was customary for New Zealand teenagers at that time) was
certainly a feature of these camps.l5 Why the permissiveness? It may be that the
Continental European background of the parenrs of the adolescents anending the camps
contributed to a different attitude. The parents (perhaps unlike many New Zealand parents
at that time) were more prepared to accept that their male and female children could
socialize with each other without sexually'misbehaving'. Lucie's earlier comment about
the separation of the sexes being more accentuated in New Tx;alandthan in Czechoslovakia
is relevant here.
Additionally, a number of the interviewees anributed their parents' liberal anitudes
to the expectation by both parents and children that the prime focus of Habonim was to
provide a Jewish education. This expectation was, apparently, accompanied by the
assumption that the adolescents would be self-disciplined, mature and possess values
different from their non-Jewish peers. However, the connection between a Jewish
education, and self-discipline and maturity in sexual behaviour is by no means clear to the
writer. The subject warrants further investigation.
For the people in this study who attended. Habonim in their teenage years, the
experience was significant in a number of ways. Perhaps most important was in fosaring
a pride in being Jewish. Walter attributed to the influence of the Jewish peer gtoup he met
in Habonim a strengthening of his Jewish consciousness. 'It was very much a turning
l4'Horas and Hakas', New zealand, Jewish chronicle,l8 January lg64,page 5. There
are two further reports of such visits.
I)There were other sexually_mixed camps in the forties, fifties and sixties but they were
run by adults for children. More investigation is needed in this area.
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point in my personal identity. I overcame the shame, fears, hiding, disguising of my
Jewishness which is how I remember my childhood yean'.
The annual Habonim summer camp became the 'focal point' of Walter's year.
Others interviewed also spoke with immense enthusiasm of this event and of Habonim
generally. For Anthony, Habonim was one of the 'real joys' of his childhood-
I loved it. I really did- I made a lot of very good friends, a number of
them with a similar background to mine. They were my role models.
When I was boarding at College, I would go on Sundays to the
Jewish social club [where Habonimmeerings were held]. There would
be discussion groups where we would earnestly talk of Aliyah and
sing songs of Zion. I would wear my blue shirt [the uniforrr] and
learn the skills of self-defence.
The opportunity, at Habonim, to make friends with whom there was common
ground and who included members of the opposite sex, was stressed by most of the
interviewees. The appeal of Habonirn to the more intellectual children is evident too.
Michael, who rcmem&ts Habonira as having been the'centre'of his life, found'ideas that
were exciting' there.
Habonim also provided thc chance to be independent (of family) anA to Dve an
outdoor life over the summer. For Ernie, the youth group meant a combination of all these
things:
Habonim was a liberation. It meant a wonderfrrl oppornrnity to make
friends, develop leadenhip skills, the oppornrnity to lead an outdoor
life, to see different parts of New zealand, and the chance to learn
about my national and religious origins.
These sorrments, especially the view of Habonim as an experience of liberation and an
outdoor life, need to be rcgarded in the light of characterisrics of refugee families discussed
in earlier chapters.
Habonim did not appeal to everyone. John went along only once. 'That was
enough for me. I had enough'. John found the open display of nationaV religious/ethnic
consciousness embarrassing. 'I got a prickly sensation behind the eyes when I saw them
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singing and dancing in a circle. I understand now what they were uiying to do and the
pride they took in the new state, but I couldn't relate to that then'.
George had a similar reaction.
'I went along to Habonim quite often. We used to do Israeli dancing
outside the Jewish club where it could be observed by some of my
classmates who belonged to the youth club [Christian] next door.
Again I was being identified with an alien group. I couldn't run away
and hide and I couldn't express the fact that I was emba:rassed by
being Jewish and differenr, bur ar the same rime I couldn't enjoy the
dances. If I had felt entirely at home being Jewish, it would not have
been embarrassing.
George's sense of being at home in neither world, the Jewish or the non-Jewish,
made his situation more problematic. He wenr ro Habonim at his mothet's bidding, after
being forbidden to attend Scouts. But he did not go to Habonim merely to please his
mother. He does recall that as an adolescent, he was searching for an identity - which was
possibly a Jewish one - but could not entirely overcome his ambivalence about Judaism.
George recalled also wishing to play cricket, but giving this up because the time when the
game was played conflicted with a Jewish religious class he also wanted to anend. He
finally avoided the conflict by panicipating in neither.
About half of the interviewees did not go to Habonim. Among this group were the
children of refugees who were either Christians or did not identify at all with Jurtaism or
with any religion. Others had parens who did have some kind of Jewish identification but
did not want their children to attend Habonim because to do so would give Jewishness too
much emphasis in their lives. Some of these children found a social life of sorts in the
church-affiliated $oups to which their classmates belonged. A few chose to belong to no
organized group, others had this option forced on them by their parents' ambivalence about
or opposition to their joining either a Jewish group or a Christian one. As discussed
earlier, for these interviewees, social isolation made for a lonely adolescence.
What was adolescence like for refugee children and children of refugees? Although
Habonim provided a solution for some interviewees, adolescence was clearly a time of
tension between different worlds for many of the people in this study. There were various
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ways of reacting to this. One possibility was to oppose the family to some extent. Mary's
teenage rebellion was to remain a practising Catholic; Julia's was to turn to Judaism.
Another option was to compartmentalize the different worlds, while another was to opt out
of the conflict. This was the choice George made on the occasion when he decided neither
to play cricket nor to attend a class in Jewish religion.
The other matter that sometimes came to a head at adolescence was the second
generation's difficulties with the unwrinen and unarticulated conventions of everyday life.
A number of interviewees spoke of their uncertainties about how to behave in and connect
with the world outside the family.
The feeling of alienation which such uncertainty occasioned may be linked to the
perception of belonging nowhere and of being without roots, which also stnrck some
people particularly strongly at adolescence. This too is probably closely associated with
the effects of emigration and of the consequent dislocation. Renate's sense of 'not being in
on how life operated' was shared by a number of interviewees. The accounts of those in
the study who for one reason or another did not attend or did not fit into the Jewish youth
group convey the impression of teenagers adrift bet'ween different worlds.
Berghahn came to similar conclusions in her study. In her view, the main
difference benreen first and second generation emigrants (emigrants who were children
when they migrated) was that the latte/s lives:
had been disrupted at a particularly sensitive stage of their
development" namely when they were srill struggling with the problem
of growing up and forming an identity. The older generation were at
an advantage in this respect: they were forced to reave after their
formative years; that is, after they had built a solid psychological,
cultural and social base.
Berghahn writes of a degree of emotional security provided for the first generation by
contacts with other refugees from Germany, which helped to create an Ersatz
(replacement) of some sort for the losr home.
In contrast, the younger ones lacked their parents' attachment to
German culture. What is more, they had left Germany at an age at
which circles of friends and acquaintances were not yet firmly
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established. They had to start from scratch building up friendship
networks in Britain. Not surprisingly, quite a few among the
respondents said they had difficulties establishing close relationships
with otherpeople or to make friends in general. They found it difFrcult
to ht in anylvhers.16
In patt, it was the failure to form close ties at adolescence which led some young
people to look to a future outside New Zealand. George, for example, from his teenage
years onwards, planned to leave New Zealand 'to become part of a wider cosmopolitan
world'. As a teenager, Lisa too already knew that she would probably be leaving New
Tx,aland and that she would not be coming baclc While for some who planned to leave, the
attraction was a wider, more cosmopolitan, Continental European world outside New
Zealand, for the former Habonimni,ts, going on Aliyah to Israel became the main goal in
life. The decisions made about their lives and the views rhey fomred as adults about their
religious and national identities are the subject of the final chapter.
Therc is considerable continuity between the issues explored in earlier chapters and
those examined in this one. It is evident that the pressures and urges to conforrn,
generational conflicts, the effects of dislocation and the costs of assimilation were
panicularly strong during the teenage years. As in previous chapters, wo gcneral points
need stressing. First, the diversity of recollections is striking. For example, the
experiences of those interviewees who attended Habonim were very differcnt from those
who had little or no contact with other Jewish young people. Conflict, rebellion,
alienation, isolation and insecurity were by no means constant or general. Such behaviour
and states of mind were an aspect of the refugee adolescent experience, but were not the
whole story. Second, the adaptability and resilience of refugee adolescents and their
families requires emphasis. Although at adolescence the gap widened - between fhst and
second generation refugees and between the Jewish-refugee and New Zealand worlds -
conflicts were sometimes resolved and accommodations and compromises a:rived at.
l6Berghah n, German-Jewish Refugees in England, pages 133-134.
CHAPTER 6
LANGUAGE: TO RENOUNCE OR TO REMEMBER
Philosopher and literary critic George Steiner, wdres in l-anguage and Silence of 'the
eruption of barbarism in modern Europe', the mass murder of the Jews and the destnrction
under Nazism and Stalinism of the 'particular genius of Central European humanism. Not
only did those events shape his own life, but they also had a profound effect on the
German language.
-.. the German language was not innocent of the horrors of Nazism. It
is not merely that a Hitler, a Goebbels, and a Himmler happened to
speak German. Nazism found in the language precisely what it needed
to give voice to its savagery. Hitler heard inside his native tongue the
latent hysteria, the confusion, the quality of hypnotic trance ... He
sensed in German another music than that of Goethe, Heine and Mann;
a rasping cadence, half nebulous jargon, half obscenity. And instead
of turning away in nauseated disbelief, the German people gave
massive echo to the man's bellowing. It bellowed back out of a million
throats and smashed down boots ... A language in which one can write
a Horst wessel Lied is ready to give hell a native rongue. (How
should the word spritzen r€cover a sane meaning after having signified
to millions the'spurting'of Jewish blood from knife poins?)
And that is what happened under the Reich. Not silence or
evasion, but an immense outpouring of precise, serviceable words. It
was one of the peculiar horrors of the Nazi era that all that happened
was recorded, catalogued, chronicled, set down; that words were
committed to saying things no human mouth should ever have said and
no paper made by man should ever have been inscribed with. It is
nauseating and nearly unbearable to recall what was done and spoken,
but one must. In the Gestapo cellars, stenographers took down
carefully the noises of fear and agony wrenched, burned or beaten out
of the human voice. The tortures and experiments carried out on live
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human beings at Belsen and Matthausen were exactly recordcd- The
regulations governing the number of blows to be meted out on the
flogging blocks at Dachau were ser down in writing. When Polish
rabbis were compelled to shovel out open latrines with their hands and
mouths, there were German officers there to record the fact, to
photograph it and to label the phorographs. When the S.S. elite guards
separated mothers from children at the entftulce to the death camps,
they did not proceed in silence. They proclaimed the imminent horrors
in loud jeers: 'Hetda, heida, juchheisassa, Scheissjuden in den
Schornstein!' ... The unspeakable being said, over and over, for
twelve years. The unthinkable being written down, indexed, filed for
reference ... A language being used to run hell, getting the habits of
hell into its synux ... Gradually, words lost their original meaning and
acquired nightmarish definitions. Jude, Pole, Russe came to mean
two-legged lice, putrid vennin which good Aryans must squash, as a
party manual said, 'like roaches on a dirry wall'. 'Final solution',
endgultige Losung, came to signify the death of six million human
beings in gas o.,rens.l
George Steiner goes on to elaborate funher on the 'infection' and thc 'pollution' of the
Gerrnan language with 'bestialities' and with 'falsehoods'. His comments have bcen
Presented here in some detail by way of background to the discussion which follows - a
discussion which is not confined to language but ranges sufficiently widely to include
some of the connections between language, cuhure and identiry. Specifically, this chapter
focuses on the languages used in refugee families, on 'forgetting' German and other first
languages, on why this happened, and on learning English.
lceorge Steiner, 'The Hollow Miracle', Language and Silence: Essays on Language,
Literarure and the Inhwnan, New York 1967, pages 99-100.
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Attitudes
Like Steiner, many frst generation refugees in rhis study were unable to reconcile the
breakdown in civilized behaviour and the abuse of language under the Nazi epoch with the
best in German culture, a culture many had identified with completely. The language of
Hitler was also the language of a beloved literature. The language which had been 'used to
run hell' was also their own mother tongue. A partial or a total rejection of things German
(and to a lesser extent also of Czech, Hungarian and Polish culnre because these nations
had approved and cooperated in the Nazi persecution of Jews) implied the renunciation of
their own fomrer identities. The ambivalent and complicated aninrdes to thc past in gcneral
and to German language and culture in particular, determined, to some extent, how the
refugee families settled in the new country used language.
Anthony, like many others in this study, grew up speaking and writing English.
Gemtan was not the language of the household, in part because his mother was English,
but also because his father was reluctant to teach Anthony German and was probably also
too busy to do so. Anthony:
The German language remained the language of the books in the hall
and in the front room, and of the family history, locked up. It was
something remote and something denied and became a symbol of a
particulady nasty set of people and a particularly nasty set of
memories.
It is not particularly surprising that a household with only one refugee parent who
was'urying to put the past behind him' should become English speaking. Eva's family
situation was quite different, yet the same language shift took place because attitudes to
German language and culture were similar. Eva:
When we [mother, brother and ! first arrived, we spoke German
because that was the only language I knew properly. But within two
or three months we stopped speaking German at home. We had New
7*aland boarders and this meant that at dinner we had to speak English
and on the street we couldn't speak German because it was the enemy
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language. So we stopped speaking German very, very quickly in New
7*aland and we have never spoken German amongst ourselves since.
In a minority of refugee families, attitudes werc different. Marei recalled summer
holidays at Raumati (on the Kapiti Coast near Wellington) during which she with her
mother and brother read aloud together the plays of Lessing and Schiller. Her mother
would not deny her love of Gerrnan literature and wished to pass it on to her children
In the household of Paul Oestreicher,2 who was born in Meiningen, Germany in
1931, and emigrated to New Zealand with his parents in 1939 at the age of seven, German
culture was also not renounced.
what marked out my parents from most German-Jewish refugees in
New Zealand was their refusal to deny their roots in German culnre.
They refused to be anti-German because of what the Nazis had done.
My father's attitude was that we are all sinners: 'God knows what I
might have been if I hadn't been a Jew'. So I was brought up in a
household which held the view that Nazism is evil, but all countries are
capable of evil. Germans are no worse than others. I was never
brought up in an anti-German framework. German curnue wzrs very
much part of our home. I never spoke anything bur German ro my
parents. They insisted on this, partly for my sake so I wouldn't forget
the language, but they also wanted to keep it up for their own sake.
They felt happier talking German. My parents conformed to the point
of not talking German in public. I was taught as a child, 'when we go
out, we speak English because people will frnd it offensive if we
don't'. But I felt like a German child during those war and post-war
years.
It is interesting to note that both Paul Oestreicher and Marei werc brought up in fanilies
that had renounced the Jewish religion. It is possible that this had some bearing on their
attitudes, making it more possible and necessary to separate abhonence for the Reich from
Gerrran culture generally.
2lnterviewed in Beaglehole, A Small price to pay,page 61.
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Some parents continued o speak German, Polish, Czech or Hungarian to each
other, but spoke English to the children. Other households, despite the inadequacies of the
parents' English, became entirely English speaking in a relatively short time. A ntrmber of
reasons, additional to the attitudes that the fust generation had about Gerrran, Czech,
Hungarian and Polish language and culture, account for this. In wartime, Getman or
indeed any foreign language which might be mistaken for Gerrnan, could not bc spoken in
public without arousing suspicion or hostility.3 Furthermore, linguistic diversity
continued to be unaccoptable in the largely monocultural New Zealand of the late 1940s and
1950s. Foreigners of whatever background 'yabbering away' publicly in their own
languages, were likely to encounter, if not outright antagonism, at least embarrassing
curiosity. A child of Yugoslav immigrants, for exanple, recollected her father being spat
on in Wellington streets during the 1940s for speaking his own tanguage.4 Refugees
spoke broken English in public places and those who could not speak English at all soon
decided that remaining silent was their safest option.
Refugees were aware of strong pressues from the community - from their
sponsors, from employers, from government officials and from New Zealand Jews - to
familiarize themselves with English. Furthermore, no encouragement was given, for
example by the schoolso to maintain frst languages in refugee families. As one refugee
who laterregretted that herchildren learned so little German conrmented: 'My husband and
I spoke German to each ottrer, but the children never picked it up really; the times in which
we lived were completely against it'.
The parents' own wishes, in fact, were often in accord with the assimilationist
pressures around them. Many wanted to integrate as quickly as possible themselves; even
more, they wanted their children to become New Zealanders rapidly. Relinquishing or
never facilitating the acquisition of German or the other languages seemed a small price to
pay at the time to achieve these objectives. Annette considered that her fathe/s very strong
desire to assimilate determined the choice of English as the family language. Annene's
New Zealand mother was able to speak German, but her parenrs spoke that language rc
each other mainly when they did not wish their children to understand the conversation.
3Beaglehole, A Small Price to Pay,page 58.
+Miranda Jakich, 'Th.e Yugoslav Language in New Zealand', Walter Hirsh ed, Livtng
Languag^es: Bilingwlism and Communiil^anguages inNew Zealand,, Auckland 198i,
page 123.
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As well xs 6rking no effort to help their children retain or acquire the parents'
original language, many parents even went to some lengths to prevent children learning it.
Katherine:
My father didn't want us to speak anyrhing but English in the house.
Our parents only spoke other languages - Czech or German - when
they did not want us to understand. They spoke to each other in
Gerrran until they realized we were picking it up and then they started
speaking Czech.
Some parents were unsure about the best course of action regarding language.
They worried that if they spoke English at home, their children would pick up their own
wrong accent. They believed children should hear English spoken by English people and
German by Germans. Others disagreed. 'Better the wont English than the best German',
was a not uncornmon attihrde.
There were also parents who believed that discouraging first languagcs was the best
means of ensuring that their children learned proper English and did well at school. This,
in fact, was the 'policy' at the Deckston Home for Jewish children. It seems that the
children at the home were strongly discouraged by rheir guardians and other staff from
speaking Yiddish in order to ensure the adequacy of their English and their scholastic
success.5
Such anitudes were in line with the educational thinking of the day regarding how
children of a different culture could best be helped to fit into school and their new country
as quickly as possible. The views of educationalists about the schooling of immigrant
children in Australia during those years were clearly stated in 1951 in an article by a
headmaster of a primary school at a migrant holding centre. The headmaster wrote:
The child musr leirn to think in English from the srarr ... English is to
be the basis of all instrucrion. It is rhe avenue to mutual understanding.
It is the key to the success of the whole immigrarion project ... English
Slnterview with Ida P.ayes, 25 August 1988; tape and transcript in possession of the writer.
Yiddish was the usual first language of Polish Jews.
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must be spoken to the pupils and by them, all day and everyday, in
every activity, in school and out of it.6
It is likely that similar views were held in New Tnaland. They certainly were in
relation to Maori education.T In early 1930, T.B. Strong, the Director of Education,
'could see no reason for the Maori retaining the use of his own language, believing that the
narural abandonment of the native tongue involves no loss on the Maori'.8 This commonly
held view was accompanied by the belief that the 'road to success for Maori children was
to master the English language'.9
Although from 1930, there was some attempt to modify this policy of assimilation
by introducing selected aspects of Maori culture to the school curriculum, the actual effects
on Maori language of this change of policy are unclear and are a matter of debate by writers
on this subjecll0 It is evident that even if the changes in policy were nor entirely
'rhetorical in nature',l1 Maori nonetheless remained in a position of utter inferiority in
relation to English.
This was cenainly the place of other non-English languages in schools and in
society generally. It is no surprise, therefore, ro find that in the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s,
school teachers tended to advise foreign parents that speaking English ar home to their
chilfuen was in their children's best interest.12
Often, first generation refugees themselves saw no purpose in their children
retaining another language. To some extent, this was related to the fact that for many of
them exchanging their fonner languages for English meant a widening of horizons and the
oppornrnity to overcome limitations by becoming part of a larger cultural group. As one of
the Czech refugees interviewed in A Small Price to Pay observed: 'To me, coming to New
6Jean I. Martin,'Child Migrant Education in the Fifties and Sixties' inThe Mipranr
Presence: Awtralian Responses,Ig4T-77, Studies in Society 2, Sydney lg7{,pages 85-6.
1t y. Barrington,T.-!.irlglehrole, Maori Schools in a Changtng Soitery: An HistoricalReview, Wellington 1974, Foreword and pages 204-205.
6ibid., page 205.
9John C. Moorfield,.Tmplications for Schools of Research Findings in Bilingual
Education', Hirsh ed., Living languages, page 32.
l9t+" lanlngtgn, 'The Maori Sclhoo"ls: Fresh Perspectives', Roger Openshaw, DavidMcKenzie eds., Reirxerpreting the 
_Educational Pasti Essays in tti n*iory oJ ir* ZealandEducation, Educational Research Series no. 6?, wellington rggT,pages ios-rgo.llibid., page 169.
]ij{rt,, 'Lhe tugo.slav Langulge p New Zealand', Hirsh ed,., Living Languages, page119. 
.Regardilg^fq similar situation in Ausraria, see Martin,'child Mi?'ra;iE;uiati<in inthe Fifties and Sixries',The Migrant presence,page 96.
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7*alandwas getting rid of the ghetto mentality of just belonging to a small goup "' Think
of the number of people who speak English! ... The cultural variety of these people is
enormous in comparison with those who speak Czech'.l3 Jane remembered her father
saying that there was no poinr in learning czech because it was only spoken in
Czechoslovakia. When a Czech refugee who held different views attempted to tcach that
language to the child,ren of other refugees in the 1940s, the conversation class she
established ar the Wellington Czech Club continued for only a few weeks. 'One by one
people dropped out. The parents had no interest in it. Everybody wanted their children to
get on and become New Zealanders'.l4
The dilemmas and complexities influencing the choices made by first generation
refugees regarding what was to be and what was not to be the family language or
languages are evident. Attitudes to the past, attitudes to linguistic diversity among New
Zealanders encountered by refugees and the hopes and aspirations of refugees for their
children growing up in the new country all influenced the decisions they made. These
decisions ranged from (in a few cases) encouraging the acquisition or maintanance of
German and other languages to discouraging this entirely. Many parents had mixed
feelings about these matters. The consequences of their uncertainty, their ambivalence and
in some cases indifference are discussed in the following section.
'Forgetting' First Languages
What did the children do regarding language? What happened at school? How did they
respond to the diverse atritudes of their parents? Very often children did not learn Gemran,
Czech, Hungarian or Polish at home and if they did, these languages were rapidly
l3lnterview with Gertie Gilbert, 30 October 1984, tape and transcript in possession of the
writer.
l4Lotte Steiner, in Beaglehole, A Small Price to Pay,pag9.60. The writer has not
dis-covered any classes t-eaching Hungarian to childrbrrand is not aware of any German
classes avaiia5le for primary sdhool age children until the late 1970s. German was
available in some seiondzury schools i-n the 1930s. This stopped during the war, butC"t-- t"u"tring in sotne s'econdary schools was resumed in tlfe post-warperiod. The
lack of children'i language classes tb facilitate the retention of Central and Eastern
euiop.* languages ionLasts with the efforts of some other groups in rhis direction - for
"i*":rpf-, 
tn" fiOi" communiry set up Gujaryti language cl_lsses for children in Auckland
*aW.iii"gton in the 1950s (Shanri Patei,'GularaE anA HinAi in New Zealand, Hirsh
eA., Living Languages, pages 151-153).
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abandoned by them when they started school. Increasingly, they began to speak to each
other and to their parents only in English.15 tris seemed to happen whatever the wishes
of the parents, although it probably happened more quickly in those families where a
decision to change to English was made.16 What happened in Tom's family was fairly
rypical. His parents spoke Gerrran to each other and to Tom, but Tom refused to speak
German because he did not want to be different from anyone else. In a home in which
obedience was expected in all other areas of daily living, Tom's parents did not insist that
Tom and his brother speak in German. Being ambivalent, they were preparcd to go along
with the abandonment of the language by the next generation.
The urge to be like their peers was the main motive driving the behaviour of many
of the children. After six months in New Zealand,, Lucie, who was eight when she
arrived, refused to speak German. Alttrough her parents were upset, she was not deterred:
'I was determined to completely forget German'. The reason for this was her wish to
speak English without the accent that those who continued to speak German at home
seemed to her to retain. In fact, Lucie did not entirely succeed in forgetting her first
language. Although, she speaks only a [ttle German, her comprehension of the language,
oral and written, was retained.
Sonny, aged ten, after a short stay in England, already adopted English on the boat
on the way to New Zealand. Her parents, not wanting their daughter to forget German
entirely, encouraged her to keep a diary (in German) on the boat. Sonny disliked this
activity very much and threw the diary away.lT Subsequently, in New Zealand, she
wanted to be a'New Zealand child' as far as possible. 'My parents continued to speak
German to us, but my sister and I spoke English'.
The New Zealand-born show a similar pattern. Michael grew up speaking English
and Gerrnan with equal fluency. It was not until he went to school that he realized just
how 'odd' this was and that German was not the 'flavour of the month'. Then he dropped
the German rapidly and developed a broad New Zealand accenL
l5snrdies of some other immigrant goups in New Tnaland,show a similar pattern. See forgxaqlle' Alberdina P_. M. Kr&t 'Ttre Uie of Languagg in a Three Ceneraiion G;rrp ;f --pqtch t glg3tts.in New Ze_aland', Universiry of-eulnand M.A. thesis in finguisrits,-
lebruary 1977; Jakich,'The Yugoslav Languige in New T-ealand,,Hirsh ,a, inng-'Languages, pages tl7 -124.tllhis is suggested in Kr_oefs thesis,'The Use of Language in a Three Generation Group
of Dutch Immigrants in New Zealand,,page 70.
-uln New Zealand, at her-parcnts.' suggestion, she began another diary - also in Gemtan.However, she 'doubts its hbnesty' as an accurate recoid of her early impreiiions.
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Helen too spoke German fluently as a pre-school child. When she went to school,
she abandoned it quickly because 'no one else at school spoke a foreign language'.
Helen's parents continued to speak to each other and to Helen in German, but once she had
started school, despite her parents' protests (they did not want her to forget German), she
answered them in English. 'I wanted to become as the other children her€'.
Walter recalled that his knowledge of Cerman was 'a dim, dark, secret in his
childhood years'. Lisa has similar memories:
When I was growing up, I never wanted to speak German. I never
wanted to let any kids hear me speak German. I was trying to be a
New Zealander. We [refugee children] all spoke English. We were
showing in that way that we were different from our paren$.
George too wanted to distance himself from his parents. He could remember how
it felt to walk down the street'with parents yabbering away in Polish'. He would cross the
street to avoid being with them. While George's mother's first language was Yiddish, his
parents spoke Polish to each other and George had also learned some German during his
years at the displaced persons' camp in Germany. In New 7*aland, he 'succeeded' in
quickly'forgetting'all three languages. 'My mother encouraged me to speak Potsh, but I
refused. I didn't want to have anything to do with it'.
There were exceptions to the panern of rapid abandonment of first languages. By
the late fifties and sixties, knowing another language at school, though still rather strange
and lacking a stamp of validity, was no longer something to be ashamed of. The younger
respondents in this study were more likely to consider being multi-lingual alnost a positive
attribute. The distance from the war years and a changing New Zealand environment
brought about by successive waves of immigrants contributed to the new attitudes.
The presence of grandparents in a small number of the families seemed also to make
a difference to first language retention and/or acquisition.lS fn Renate's household, for
example, four grandparents ensured that the dominant family language continued to be
German. The children were encouraged to speak both English and German and continued
to do so throughout their school years and as adults.
l8getghaLn, German-Jew[sh Refugees in England, page 240, notes that some of her
respondents cornmented that their grandmothen did noialways accept their role as cultural
transmitters and sometimes resented beins considered the 'German !"ranny'.
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Jenny, until the age of four, was brought up knowing not a word of Hungarian'
Her parents spoke and read to the children only in English. But when Jenny's
grandmother, aunt and cousin arived from Hungary in 1948, the household was suddenly
mnsfomled into a Hungarian-speaking one.19 Jenny begur to learn Hungarian'
I asked every time there was a word I did not understand and I kept
asking. I was very keen to learn because I didn't want to be excluded
from the conversations. My mother sat for hours with her mother
asking questions and I was determined to listen and to understand. I
became very fond of my gnndmother and wanted to speak 39 her. She
was very patient and very tolerant and when I struggled to say
something, she would help me. And she wasn't busy. She spent a lot
of time just sitting - either mending or folding washing. She was a
very loving, safe, wann and constantly available haven to me as a
growing child.
By contrast, Jenny's younger sister did not want to learn Hungarian or the German which
Jenny also picked up by listening, as she frequently did, to her grandmother talking to her
German-speakin g visitors.
My sister did not want to be involved. She wanted her world20 to
remain uncomplicated, I suppose. She made no effort. When
Hungarian was being spoken she just shut off. It did not concern her-
If anyone wanted to cornmunicate with her, they would talk to her in
English. So she could only speak to my grandmother with hugs and
kisses.
It is difficult to generalize about language shift and language maintenance. There
was much variation between families and even among siblings in the same family.
However, more often than not, first languages were either never adequately learned or
l9The transformation was nor just a linguistic one. Other aspects of domestic life also
became more Hungarian.
20fne'world'referred to in the quotation implies something broader than the linguistic
world.
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were not retained by the younger refugee children or by the New Zealand-born children of
refugees. Why was this the case? The linguistic behaviour of frst and second generation
refugees has to be considered in the light of parterns and processes discussed in earlier
chapters - the lingering effects of persecution and rejection by their fonner countries and
the pressures and urges to fit into the new country.
Did interviewees, as adults, regret the loss of the languages in question? Many did
not, a few did. Anthony spoke of the fact that his motivation to learn German has
remained very limited in spite of his interest in his father's family's history, an intercst that
he cannot pursue without a better knowledge of German than he possesses. Annette, on
the other hand, considers it'a pity' that her parenrs did not 'insist' that she speak German.
Jane, to some extent, also shares these feeiings. She spoke of her visit to Czechoslovakia
as an adult which was a 'hollow experience' in part because of her ignorance of the
language.
The loss of first languages in childhood was not necessarily pennanent. For lenny,
Iearning Hungarian at the age of four was a relatively easy matter; a small number of othen
struggled when much older to relearn from books the languages they regretted never
having leamed properly or having forgotten so easily as children.
The interest shown, for example in the German language, by a few of the second
generation once past childhood, does not reflect a deep interest in or commitment to
GErman culture or Gennan ethnicity, such as one may find among other minorities -
Samoans, for example.2l However, given the ambivalence of their parents, as well as
themselves, about German culture, this is not at all surprising.
Learning English
Very few of the people in this study could recall problems with English. This is not at all
unexpected in the New Zealand-born and in those who arrived as young children. Marei,
for example, who was three when she arrived, cannot remember learning to speak English.
'I just remember doing what everyone else did'. Other children who were under the age of
around eight, the writer included, have similar recollections. The comments of a seven
2lThere is a considerable literature dealing with ttris subject. See for example, M. T.
Kerslake, D. Kerslake,'Fa'a samoa', Hirsh ed,., Living Languages, pages 143-149.
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year old in a study of Dutch immigrants sums up the experience of learning Engiish for
many young children: 'I know I couldn't speak a word of English when we came but
somehow I don't remember ever not being able to speak ig'.22
Only Lisa" who was eighteen months old when she arrived in New Zealand and
Tom, who was two and a half, mentioned experiencing difficulties. Lisa: 'I didn't go to
any kind of pre-school, nor had I socialized with many New Zealand children, so when I
started school I didn't have a good command of English'. Lisa remembered'minding'that
her English was 'not that good'. She felt uncomfortable and shy about expressing herself.
Because of these difficulties, she ended up a year behind her peers at primary school and
attributed ttris to the fact that, at this stage, her parents spoke very little English. Tom too
felt at a disadvantage because of his English, which rcmained his worst subject throughout
his schooldays. In his view, these difficulties may be attributed to the fact that German
was spoken at his home and his piuents could nor help him with English.
Unlike today, schools in the thirries, forties and fifties made few provisions for
children for whom English was a second language. Accord.ing to commenutor Graham
Kennedy in a paper grving a historical view of English teaching in New T*;aland,over one
hundred and fifry yfirs, 'benign neglect characterizes thc teaching of English to minorities.
Children were usually left to learn by the "sink or swim", also termed "submersion"
method'.23 Sometimes, teachers regarded children of non-English speaking origln as one
type of slow learner and dealt with them accordtngty.Z4 Certainly, schools were often
without the resources that were required to cater for the needs of immigrants who did not
speak Englis6.25 The experiences of children who learned English in such circumstances
has been little documented in New Zealand. Kennedy included a personal rccollection in
his paper. This was an anecdote concerning the likely 'agony' of a Dutch boy, wearing
?? Xryt, 'The Use of Language in a Three Generation Group of Dutch Immigrants inNew Zealand', page 115.
"9t"lt* Kennedy,'English Language Teaching in New Zealand: Where we have been
and where w_e might be going', paper delivered aithe Firsr National Conference on
SoTPunltylanguaggland English as a Second Language, 31 August-3 September 1988,Wcllington College of Educarion.
zaThis was the writer's experience at Te Aro School, Wellington, in the late 1950s. At
this school, Hungarian refugee children, rhe deaf and others ieceived 'remedial' instruction
tosether.
zJThi-s qas 
.cg.4g_n_ly the case in Australia, despite the large numbers of migrant children;
see Martin,'Child Migrant Education in the fifries and Sixties',The Migrint Presence,
pages 90-91. More research is needed on the situation in New zealan{
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lace-up boos and strange clothes'mobbed' by Kennedy and others during a lunch b'reak at
school. 'All the boy could say when mobbed by us kids was, "I no speak English"'.26
The older the children, the more effon required to learn English. This effort has
sometimes been under-estimated, the assumption being that children learn new languages
so easily. Judith Kerr in When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit, describes vividly both the
exertion required and the triumph when the language is finally mastered. Annas brother,
Max, determined and desperate to look and speak like everyone else at school, renmts
home each day'white and tired' from his struggles. For Anna, when one day she finds
herself saying a sentence perfectly in the new language:
It was like a miracle. She could not believe that it would last. It was
as though she had suddenly found that she could fly, and she expected
each momenr to crash to the ground again. with her heart beating
faster than usual she went into the classroom - but her new talent
Persisted.2T
The fust yetu at school was generally the hardest. Jonathon remembers that at the
age of seven, when he could speak and understand a little English but could not read or
write it at all, he was'in terrot' because the teacher announced that the children had o writc
about a fairy tale or a story, such as Atice inWonderland,.
This was something every New Zealand child would know about but
about which I knew nothing. I didn't have the faintest idea of what
was involved or what the teacher was talking about. It weighed on me
that sooner or later I was going to have to sit down and write this story
when I knew jolly well I couldn't.
Mary, aged eleven when she arrived, had to really'work' at leaming English. She
too sometimes came up against all those things that most New Zealand children knew about
but she did not. The teacher in the incident which follows was apparently quite oblivious
of possible cultural differences between Mary and the other students. Mary:
26Kennedy,'English Language Teaching in New T*aland'.
ztKen,When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit, page 154.
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I can remember, for instance, coming across the word, bush-lawyer.
The teacher cast her eye around and said: 'Who can tell me the meaning
of bush-lawyer?' And she picked on me. I said,'I don't know'. I had
absolutely no idea whar bush-lawyer was. She said, 'Have a guess;
think about what a lawyer does'. Well, of course, a number of people
in my family having been lawyers, in my scale of values, a lawyer was
high. A lawyer was a person who spoke out and who was intelligent
and so on. So,I thought that perhaps a bush-lawyer was a bird, a bird
that made intelligent noises. It did not occur to me to think of the
grasping side of lawyers. That was a sort of embarrassing moment in
the classroom. I didn't like being shown up. There may have been
others in the class who did not know rhe answer, but I felt that (my
lack of knowledge) was due ro my background and that there was a
deficiency there.28
Children with inadequate English and knowledge of the culture sometimes found
that this was equated with scholastic backwardness. Such children werc pliaced in streams
inappropriate to their abilities. Children who were put in classes below their age level
experienced social difficulties. A nine year old in the Dutch study, who was put back nvo
classes, felt that the consequence of having had to learn a new language was that he was
never able to'catch up'.29
Although the New Zealandeducation system did little to assist children with non-
English speaking backgrounds to learn English, it is clear that most of the people in this
study were not seriously affected or for long disadvantaged by this lack of provision. The
ease with which even older children acquired a good command of English in a relatively
short time is striking. Doubtless, the attitudes in refugee families regarding scholastic
achievement in general and the value of the English language in particular assisted them in
this process.
28A bush-lawyer is a clinging plant which grows in the New Zealand bush.
zYKroef, 
'The Use of Language in a Three Generation Group of Dutch knmigrants', page
7t4.
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Barriers
The fact that children rapidly adopted English as their primary, and sometimes only
language, while adults took much longer to acquire adequate English and some never did
so, had consequences for farrily relationships.
The parents' authority, already undermined by the upheavals of emigration, was
probably further impaired by language problems. An article in a refugee newspaper in
England discussed the question of whether one should speak German or English with
one's childnen, and warned against talking in broken English malred by a foreign acccnu
Tmagine you explain something to a child, or want to admonish it, and
suddenly you ger stuck and start looking for the right word or you
make a mistake which your child might correct. How easily can
linguistic uncertainty be mistaken for facrual uncenainry!3O
While some children helped their parents by acting as their interpreters and
mediaton in the English world, others arrogantly corectcd their parents' bad English or
made fun of them either openly or behind their backs. All such situations, the negative as
well as the positive, undermined the status of the parents and upset the usual relationship
benreen children and parents.
Lucie gave some examples. In her view, the children's role of helping with their
parents' English was sometimes'pushed too far'.
on the quite spurious argument that'you leam this at school', parents
would pressure one not only to write lettsrs but also negotiate directly
with tradesmen and governmenr officials, which was highly
embarrassing, and of course very difficult because children do not have
the technical background necessary for this. one felt very exposed.
According to Lucie, making fun of their parents' poor English provided children with a
means of 'getting their own back' on parents who made such excessive demands. Their
3oBerghah n, German-J ewi s h Refug e es in E ng land,pages 134- 135.
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mockery demonstrated to their parents that they did not always 'know best', even in the
very ordinary things, and therefore had no right to be so heavy-handed.
The relationship between parents and children was further eroded when children
refused to speak German, Czech, Hungarian or Polish or to admit that they understood
these languages. When children were quite obviously ashamed of thet parents' b'roken
English on foreign accent, the gap widened even more.
However, a more lasting and therefore more serious problem, was the lack of a
shared terminology for deeper and more personal discussions. As one refugee parent
observed: 'I found this a definite hurdle; the fact that I had to bring up children in a
different language and that I couldn't express myself the way that I would have wanted to.
It was a barrier'.
Some of the difficulties of bringing up children in a forcign language were explored
in the study (already referred to several times) of the use of language by a group of Durch
immigrants in New 7*aland,.3l Respondents in the study noted that conversatibns bet'*,een
parents and children about sex, religion or any topics of a more penonal and emotional
kind, faced more than usual obstacles because of the lack of a truly common language.
Judith Kerr, in A Small Person Far Away, highlights the predicament of a father
and daughter without a shared language.
During his last years, when her Gemran had faded and papas English
remained inadequate, they had made a joke ofddressing each other
formally in French. 'Qu'en pensez-vous, mon pere?' ... The different
Ianguages and the different countries ...
Without a language in common, many rypes of communication, for example about
concepts and ideas, were impossible or very limited. Tom recalled the difficulties of
discussing books with his father:
My father had quite a library of German literature. Very occasionally,
when he was an old man, he read German poetry to me. He enjoyed
doing this. I enjoyed the fact that he was enjoying reading to me more
]-1 ftgef,-'fn9 Use of Langg4ge in a Three Generation Group of Dutch Immigrants inNew Zealand', pages 77,I27:
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than the actual poetry itself. My knowledge of German wasn'r really
enough ro get the best out of it. [Yet] I think he liked to read it to
himself and to share it with me a little bir
It has been widely obsewed that as the first generation ages, the Engtish that the old,
people struggled to acquire over the years somerimes declines. The knowledge of their
mother tongue has also faded in the fifty years since emigration. Yet, the fint generation
revert more and more to these fust languages. So, in the end, the roles are reversed No
longer do parents talk to children in poor or inadequate English; it is now the children's
turn, with their infantile German vocabulary, their broken, outdated Czech, or their odd"
ungrammatical Hungarian to try to talk to the parents. Fornrnately, while speaking in the
half-forgotten languages is difficult for the second generation, comprehension is usually
easier. The barriers are not insurmountable. Tho obliteration of the languages of the past
is not total. A kind of conversation benreen former refugees and their children is still
possible.
The lack of a common first language sometimes resulted in complex barriers
between parents and children. On the basis of this stud.y, however, it is not possible to
arrive at firm conclusions about these. The subject wurants further investigation. palents
and children werc affected in different and complicated ways which changed over time, and
it is likely that the consequences in terms of personal relationships have been enduring.
An examination of the use of language in refugee families reveals that English
rapidly became dominant in most of them. Why did this happen? Why have many of the
second generation as adults only an inadequate command of the Central and Eastern
European languages of the frst generation? These developments are not difficult to explain.
The successful efforts made by first generation refugees to acquire adequate English, the
ease with which second generation refugees learned English, the assimilationist attitudes
prevailing in New Zealand, the fact that the refugees from Hitler who settled in New
Zealand were a small group without a common language, the legacy of the past and the
resulting ambivalence about, in particular, German language and culture, &Dd, above all,
the adaptability of the refugees and the desire of both parents and children to belong in
New Zealand: all rhese factors had a part to play.
The problems of intergenerational communication discussed in this chaprer are not
the only lasting consequences of the predominance of English in refugee families and of the
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failure of second generation refugees to retain or acquire the Central and Eastern European
languages in question. In order to fit into the New Tnaland world, many of the people in
this study renounced the diverse and rich linguistic world of their early years. They were
successfully assimilated into the English speaking world. But, as discussed in earlier
chapters, there was a price to pay for assimilation. Robert, who has in fact retained
fluency in his first language partly because of his age at arrival in New T:r;aland, spoke of
this, observing that he becomes 'a different person' when he speaks Hungarian. He
becomes more vivacious, blunter and assumes a number of other characteristics that he
does not possess when he speaks English. The real loss of not knowing Hungarian or
Czech or German or Polish is the impossibility without a fluent knowledge of the language
concerned of becoming this 'different person'. In other words, because language is the
core component of cultue, the loss goes beyond the linguistic and encompasses nnny
aspects of personal and ethnic identity.
Being in a sense robbed32 of their languages and of their ethnic identity is one of
the long-term effects on the second generation of the dislocation associated with a rcfugee
background and with the Holocaust This legacy is ttre subject of the last two chaprcn.
32some children of refugees have described the loss of their language in these terms, for
example, Anne Ranasinghe in an address at the reopening of a synagogue in Essen,
9.ry*.y, thatrvas burnt down by the Nazis in November 1938, reported in the NewZealand fewish Chronicle, June 1989, page l.
CHAPTER 7
FACING THE PAST
A conversation which takes place in Anita Brookne/s Latecomers between thc protagonists
Fibich and tlartmann demonsuates two very different attitudes to the traumatic experiences
of the past. The men have been friends and business associates over the fifty years since
they first arrived as refugee children in Britain. Fibich can remember little about the past
and would like to know more in order that he 'might know that he had a beginning'. He
tells Harmann that he would like to revisit Berlin.
Harunann looked grave. 'Back to Berlin? Are you mad?'
'I feel', said Fibich with difficulty, 'like a survivor. As if I arrived
where I am by accident. After a shipwreck, or some sort of disaster
that blacked out my memory. As if I will never catch up until I find out
what went before'.
Harffiann sighed. 'You are not a survivor. You are a latecomer, like
me ... You had a bad start. Why go back to rhe beginning? One thing
is certain: you can't start again'.
'Do you never look back?' asked Fibich.
'Not if I can help it', said Hartmann. 'I remember Munich, oddly
enough. That is, I remember it in flashes. It looks beautiful to me, a
beautiful city. But I have never been back, and I will never go back'.
Fibich smiled. 'What is your secret?' he asked.
'The present is my secret. Living in the present. My daughter. And
please God ttre children she will have. And onr success [in business].
Does that mean nothing to you? Isn't that a battle we won, however
late we came?'l
Facing the Holocaust - the traumatic past of the interviewees and their parcnts, the
losses, gnefs, humiliations and the guilt associated with what happened in Europe during
lBrookner, Latecomers, pages 145-146.
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the Nazi epoch, and reflecting on the influences of such a history on their life in New
Tx,aland- is the subject of this chapter.
Berghahn in German-Jewish Refugees in England noted among nearly all her
younger respondents (the British-born children of refugees) a 'detachment' from the
history of Nazi Gennany. Tending to set the Nazi period into the general context of world
history, the Holocaust was regarded by them as 'a thing of the past, as distant history
which does not mean much', or as events which happened as a result of 'special
circumstances'.2 Such attitudes, though they existed, were uncommon in this study.
Perhaps the detachment that Berghahn observed was, at least in some cases, a self-
protective device adopted by her respondents, not tnre detachment. Certainly, the pasl
whether overtly or covertly, appears very much part of the lives of most of those
interviewed in this study. It is probably very much part of the lives of the posr-war
generation of Jewish origin wherever they have settled, and especially so of those who
werc children during the Nazi period
What emerges from this and most related studies (see the Introduction for
discussion of current research on children of Holocaust survivors) is a picture of people
deeply preoccupied with what happened in 'the war' (as the events of the Holocaust are
often euphemistically called), beneath the surface of their busy lives. Very often, the
culnrral transmission benveen the generations has been negligible and assimilation has been
considerable (this is discussed in the next chapter), but invariably strong attitudes
concerning'the war' have been passed on. The common element in the experience of the
people in this study is that directly or indirectly they are sunrivors of the Nazis' anempt to
exterminate Jews. Sometimes, the more indirect and distant the experience, the greater is
the urge to probe its meaning and implications. George Steiner, who was eleven when he
reached the safety of the United States, wrote in rhe essay in which he describes himself by
its title'A Kind of Survivol:
Due to my fathey's foresighr (he had shown ir when leaving vienna in
1924),I came ro America in January lg4},during the phony war. We
left France, where I was born and brought up, in safety. So I
happened not to be there when the names were called out. I did not
stand in the public square with the other children, those I had grown up
2Berghahn 
, German-lewish Refugees in England,pages Z3g-23g.
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with. Or see my father and mother disappear when the trains were torn
open. But in another sense I am a sunivor, and not intact. If I am
often out of touch with my own generarion, if that which haunts me
and controls my habits of feeling strikes many of those I should be
intimate and working with in my present world as remotely sinister and
artificial, it is because the black mystery of what happened in Europe is
to me indivisible from my own identity. Precisely because I was not
there, because an accident of good forune stnrck my name from the
ro[.3
How was this'black mystery'dealt with by the families in which thc children in
this study grew up? What were their attihrdes to Germany and the Cemrans? Which of the
parents'other anitudes to the past influenced their children? Were parents and childrren able
to talk to each other about the past? The enormous diversity of experiences and responses
to these questions needs stressing. Attitudes also changed over time. It usually became
easier to face the past the further it receded, but in some families past and present wsre
always inextricably linked.
Talking about the Past
In many families, the difficulties in talking about the past were enonnous. Sometimes the
sunrivors, whether adults or children, did not telk about their experiences bccause they
perceived, sometimes rightly and sometimes mistakenly, that other people did not really
want to listen.4 Mary, when she arrived in New 7*alandto join her grandpar€nts, had the
impression that she was encouraged to talk as little as possible about her wartime
experiences. She is uncenain now whether she would have liked to have the oppornrnity
to talk more then and whether the enforced partial silence was a good thing <n a bad one.
My grandparents asked questions to a limited extenr, but they didn't
want to probe. They didn't want to reawaken too many memories. I
3Steiner, 'A kind of Survivot', in Language and Silence,page 140.
4some fuJt g..l.ftion interviewees in Berghahn's srudy lield this view; Berghahn,
German-Jewish Refugees in England, pagJZ:S.
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think we were encouraged to push it all under. They deliberately tried
to spare us going over events of the war. Possibly some of it was lost
through not being told and perhaps we in our minds glossed over the
most unpleasant parts of our experiences. My brother can rcmember
different things from what I remember. In later years, we have tried to
compare notes. He can remember some things, I can remember others.
But we have had far too much else to do than to go over those early
days again. Even when we went back to Hungary it didn't happen.
In Hungary, Mary visited one of the women, Eva, with whom she was closely associated
during the war after her mother's deportation but'when I talked to Eva" she said very little.
We talked very little about those very old times. They were taken for granted berween us'.
While this kind of understanding was possible bet'ween people who had been
through similar experiences, there was a strong need'to bear witness' to the others, to
those who had not themselves experienced the Nazi atrocities at fhst hand. However,
some doubted that the people they came in contact with were interested, while others
believed it unlikely that those who were not there would ever undentand
The barriers to talking freely about the past, as well as the compulsion to do so,
were especially powerful between the generations. Many parents were very reticent about
the painful experiences they or relatives had undergone.S Some were primarity protecting
themselves by remaining silent. They wanted to forget the past and resented the young
who were interested,'stirring up' what was in their view best forgonen.
The reticence of other adults was motivated in part by reasons similar to those of
Mary's grandparents. To some extent, remaining silent arose out of a wish to protect
children. Hannah: 'Relatives perished, but we children, didn't know. They told us so
little about what was happening. It was a huge rrauma for them which they hid from us.
They protected us all and took it on themselves'.
Not only were many parents silent about rhe past, but children often did not ask
questions. They interpreted their parents' silence, sometimes correctly, sometimes
incorrectly, as a wish to forget and to pur the past behind rhem. Tom found that probing
for details, for example about what had happened to certain relatives, caused his parents
)Parental reticence about the Holocaust is discussed by Berghahn, German-Jewish
Refugee.! i'n England, pages 235-236. Some of the issues hlghlighted by her respondens
are similar to the ones raised in this studv.
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gnef. It was only from books and by talking to people other than his parents that Tom
acquired the information he wanted:
The missing people in rhe family were not discussed when I was a
child. When I asked about them rhey eirher said they didn't know or
they would change the subject. I didn't push it. It was clearly an area
that was taboo. My parents were also very reluctant to discuss what
was happening in Europe. They certainly wouldn't discuss it when I
was young and in later years it was very difficult, especially for my
mother, to talk about such situations. The happier and lighter side of
the past was talked about from time to time, but I could never ask
questions such as, 'why did you leave it so late to leave Germany' or
press them for details of what really happened to their families. Therc
are still things which I would like to know about (but have no way
now of finding our) because they are part of my past.
There was also very closed communication in Vivienne's family about such
matters. Although she was aware that her grandparents had died in one of the
concentration camps, she did not know until a few years ago that they had died in
Auschwitz. Julia too knew only a few very basic facts. 'My mother was a liberal, for
example about sex, unlike the mothers of my peers. The taboo subject for her was nor s€x,
but Judaism and the Holocausl She never talked about her experiences. One of the prices
of that was that I never felt I had ttre right to ask'.6
Parents were not necessarily successfully protecting children by their reticence.
Peter and Annette were aware of their father's past and present sufferings but without
really understanding their cause. Annette: 'My father used to have the most appalling
nighunares. I could never understand why. It was never talked about'. As a child, peter
6The Canadian study by \4-onor.r Weinfeld and John Sigal,'Knowledge of the HolocaustAmong Adult children of Survivors', canad,ian EthniE siudies, Lg, i, 19g6, pages 6j-76,
discusses issues concerning communication with parents about rhe Hoiocausi ind ttre
9"St": of.knowledge and information-seeJcing ab6ut the Holocaust by a random sample ofJew^ish adult.offspqg of Holocaust survivors and a control goup. the authors arriire at
no f,rrm conclusions but note some differences between the UEtravlour and attitudes of the
children of survivors and the controls. Given rhe small numben in the New Zealand
study, such comparisons between children of survivors and others was not possible.
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slept on the other side of the wall from his fathe/s room and can rcmember him talking and
shouting in Gemran in his sleep.
He didn't talk abour ir [his experiences in Dachau] very much. My
grandmother used to talk a lot more about the Holocaust than he did.
She had to leave her mother behind and her mother was killed. My
grandmother used n keep pictures of war criminals after they had been
hung. She had pictures of the Nuremberg trials from Life magazne.
Father returned to Dachau on a recent trip and after that he spoke a lot
more about his experiences there.
Anthony's father too tried to protect Anthony by remaining silent, but it was a
strategy that failed.
Very little would have been needed to be said for me to recognize all
the horrors. The realiry was that I knew what had happened, about all
the destruction and why his life was such a mess because of it He
wanted to pur it behind him and he did his best, but there was always
that cloud ... It was almost impossible ro tark to Dad about it, but I
would read avidly books about Hitler and the war and Dad was always
very unhappy about this. I can'r blame him. I guess he didn't want
me to have the feeling I still feel. one knew implicitly about the
horrors and rhis fknowledge] has shaped my life.
Anthony's father shared only fragments, just the odd anecdote, about the past. On one
occasion when Anthony tried to press him for more information, he did not like it.
Anthony felt'mean'. It was clear to him that his questions were hurting his father. He did
not try again.
David and Anne were discouraged from asking questions about their father's
background and the troubles he went through. Ir was only in the very last years of his life
that he opened up a little about the past. When David and Anne were young children, rheir
father became ill and lost most of his hair. The illness was associated wirh receiving the
news of his family killed in Europe, including the death of his morher in the gas chanbers.
Neither their father's illness nor its cause was discussed with rhe children. Anne recalled
2U
that it only really came out when she and David were adults. David believes that'it would
have been better for a few things to come out into the open a lot earlier than they did- In
some ways children are able to absorb things and cope with things bener if the information
is made available in a matter of fact kind of way'.
A number of interviewees attributed their parents' inability to communicate about
the past to strong feelings of guilt and shamc. Much has been written about sunrivor guilt.
Certainly, in many cases it was guilt about the past which made thinking and ulking about
it so painful for both parents and children. Karen Gershon, who migrated as a child from
Germany to England, has written many poems about the Holocaust. One of her poems,'I
was not There' expresses the profound grief and guilt of the survivor.
The morning they set our from homc
I was not therc to comfort them
the dawn was innocent with snow
in mockery - it is not tnre
the dawn was neutral was immune
their shadows rhreaded it too soon
they were relieved that it had come
I was not there to comfort them
One told me that my father spent
a day in prison long ago
he did not tell me that he went
what difference does it make now
when he set out when he came home
I was not there to comfort him
and now I have no means to know
of what I was kept ignorant
Both my parents died in camps
I was not there to comfon them
I was not there they were alone
my mind refuses to conceive
the life the death they must have known
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I must atone because I live
I could not have saved them from death
the ground is neutral underneath
Every child must leave its home
time gathers life impanially
I could have spared them nothing since
I was too young - it is not tnre
they might have lived to succour me
and none shall say in my defence
had I been there to comfort them
it would have made no differenceT
Jane and her father did not discuss the war years. The sole surviving member of
her father's family, a great aunt who reached New Zealand in L948, was the focus for
some discussion about the war. She told amusing anecdotes about her experiences in the
concentration camp.
Neither my father nor my great aunt talked [to me] about their
experiences. My great aunt, who had lost her husband and all the rest
of her family, felt that it was so imponant that she make the best of
what she had in New Zealand. She didn't look backwards.
In Katherine's family, there were two conflicting anitudes to the past:
I was getting two messages during my growing up years - the'always
remember' message and the 'start from now' message. I can't
remember anybody ever discussing this but I do remember people
being very different in the way they approached things. If anybody
ever asked my father where he came from (as they did because he had a
very broad accent), he would say 'New Zealand'. As far as he was
concerned, his life started again when he came to New Zealand. He
TKaren Gershon, Selected, Poems,London 1966, page l l.
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didn't want to talk abour what had happened to him before the war.
What I know about him I know from other people, not from him. He
just didn't want ro talk about ir. Two of my aunts (who survived the
war in Europe) were the total opposite. It was always: 'you must
remember, you must never forget'.
As an adult, Katherine has tended to follow thar injunction to'always rcmembe/.
Before her mother's death, she began to explore aspects of the past with her mother by
looking at old family papers together.
I didn't even know what the papers were about and I thought it terrible
that the family's history could be lost. so we started to go through
them. There were among the papers Red Cross lettersS from my
mothers parcnts that I wanted to have translated. But she did not want
this done. It was too painful for her even after all those years. These
are the letters from her parents before they went into the camps. They
are her last contact with them. I think she never got over her own
sense of guilt that she had survived and they didn't. Towards the end
of her life she talked about this. I suppose she felt she ought never to
have left without them. I rhink she, like so many people, suffered
from this enormous sense of needing an explanation for why she
survived. My aunt had this totally clear. she survived so that she
could always remember and remind people so that they too would
never forget.
Katherine's parents are now both dead and some of the family history has died with
them. Although the parents of a number of the interviewees were more prepared to talk
about the past as the ye,us passed and their children grew up, for a number of the people in
8Red Cross leners were the only means of communication with relatives in German-
occupied Furole. These brief messages stopped when people were taken to concentration
cirmps. Utrytty the last contact that refugees-in New Zealaurrd had with relatives in Europe
was a Red Cross message.
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this study death intervened before the righr time for tatking ever eventuated. Jane regrets
that her father died before more of the past could be discussed.9
Cathy, born in New Zealand in 1946 to a New 7*aland mother and a father who
was a refugee from Austria, has similar regrets. She has no memories of her father ever
talking about his background. Nor did Cathy ask him questions, in part because her own
interest in such things came only after her father's death. He died at a relatively young age
(fifty-six) when Cathy was only seventeen. The linle that Carhy does know about her
background has been pieced together from the small amount of inforrration provided by an
aunt, Lotte, who came to New Zealand in 1962 from Kenya (where she had immigrated
before the war to escape Hitler). Cathy recalled rhat l.orte had a big suircase under her bed,
but Cathy and her sister and mother were never allowed to look inside it. When L,oae died
in 1983, Cathy went through the suitcase and wished that Lone had shared while she was
still alive all the interesting photos and relics of the past that it contained- Why she had not
done so has always puzzled Cathy. The pervasive impression conveyed by Cathy is of the
sadness associated with having so few links to the past. What is left are remnants and
fragments: the few words of a German song her father sang to her in the bath, odd pieces
of furniture and ornaments her father had made and rat-chewed papers belonging to him
(including his school reports from the age of six), written in a language Cathy cannot read
and which she rescued from total destruction in the nick of time.
Helen's father was also generally very 'closed' about the past. However, Helen
recalled one exceptional incident. One day while helping to clear out a kitchen cupboard,
he accidentally hit his head. To Helen's astonishment, he started crying. Later he
explained that he had once been hit on the head by the Nazis and tossed over a fence.
Like fane and Cathy, Helen believes that one day she might have been able to talk
to her father about the past. She too was prevented from doing so by his sudden death.
As a child and teenager she was not panicularly interested. She used to think: 'Here is our
country. What does it matter about a place thousands of miles away?' Did her father not
talk about his background, she wonders now, because he did not wish to do so or because
he was aware of Helen's lack of interest?
9Itis i-portant-to acknowledge that such regrets are nor confined to children of theHolocausr Perhaps the diffeience, in somelases, is in deprh, degree or levei of guitt.
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Regarding the more horrific aspects of their parents' experiences, being told only a
little suited some children. This was nor because of detachment or lack of interest on their
part but the wish to prctect themselves from realities too unpleasant to face. Jonathon:
Some of the relatives certainly met their ends in concentration camps,
one committed suicide and I suspect that when the Russians invaded
East Prussia those who were srill alive then probably had some bad
experiences. I don't think my parents talked about it much in my
hearing. I don't know much of rtre details. I didn't ask a great deal. I
knew as much as I wanted to know.
However, it was exactly the details that others wanted, those crucial details which
were so often missing from their parents' accounts. They recalled being told about their
parents' niurow escape from death, but some how could not grasp, absorb and in the end
remember what they had been told. The difficulty of absorbing such stories is in part to do
with the incredible world of horror that is portrayed in them, but is also a reflection of the
way parents tried to talk about the Holocaust to their children What Euny parcnts tried to
do was to talk in generalides, avoiding making explicit or individualizing the particularly
gruesome details of their own experiences or those of their friends and relatives. But
rvithout knowing the specifics, without the birthdates, names, occupations, personalities
and some detail about the deaths of these men, women and children, it was difficult for the
second generation to conceive of them as real people who used to be part of their large,
sprawling fasrilies.
Howard's father tried to speak to his children about the Holocaust:
He wanted us to fully appreciate the horrendous nature of it. But he
wouldn't talk much about specific areas relaring to him and his family.
I know very little about his early years because it is not an area he has
talked about a great deal. He wanted ro talk in generalities. what I
wanted was specifics about our family, not generalizations about the
Holocaust I felt I could go to the history books for that.
2W
Howard, who was born in 1958, is the youngest person in this study. In part because of
his age, but also because of his father's unwillingness to provide the details he was
interested in, his view of the Holocaust was to a large extent a historical one.
We were awiue of it as we were of any major piece of history of our
time but we saw it in the sort of tenns you do when you learn about it
at school, very much as a New Tsalandkid would see it
Howard $ew up thinking of himself as a New T.ealander. When he read about Hitleds
persecution of Jews, he did not make the connection between this hisorical event and his
father's background or his own part-Jewish one. This anitude, which approximates the
detachment of Berghahn's respondents, referred to earlier, was very difficult for his father
to deal with.
My father couldn't quite grasp that we couldn't feel it to the same
extent that he did. over the years he has seemed to be very obsessed
with the subject. His reading was and is almost all books that are to do
with the Holocaust and that period. He has talked about a geat guilt
that he has felt all these years. He feels gullty because he survived so
easily and so many others didn't.
Howard's father wanted his children to be as fascinated and as concerned about these
events as he was himself. He wanted Howard to read the books that he was reading: 'but I
had my own books that I wanted to read'. This conflict led, not surprisingly, ro some
family arguments. one occurred when Howard was about fifteen yean old.
I remember there was a series on television called'The Horocaust'.10
I saw some of it. It was graphic and balanced. My father was very
excited to be able to watch this program - to fill in gaps, to immerse
himself in this background of his and he wanted me ro be there
watching it and talong it in with him. on one occasion, I didn't want
l0nis was shown on New 7*aland television in June 1979, New Zealand Ltstener, 16
June 1979.
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to be there. I remember telling him that I felt a much greater tie with or
sensc of awareness of Maori culture because I grew up as a Ncw
Zealander side by side with Maori, who were the main minoriry race
that I was aware of. I very rarely came into contact with lewish
children (or those wirh a refugee background like mine). My father
was very upset when he heard this. There was a big block benreen me
as a New Zealander and my father as a non-New Zealander. I rhink he
wanted us to be good Kiwi kids just as he wanted to be a good Kiwi
bloke but at the same time he wanted us to hold this great awareness of
the Holocaust and its place in history. I can see now that it is possible
to do both, but at the time it was very easy just to be a Kiwi kid-
Primo Levi (himself a survivor of Auschwitz) voiced in The Drowned and the
Sarcd (his last book before his death in 1988) fears shared by many of the first generation
refugees in this study (but not borne out by the comments of second generation
interviewees) that the experiences of survivors of the Holocaust would become 'ever more
extraneous as the years pass'.
For the young people of the 1950s and 1960s these were events
connected with their fathers: they were spoken about in the family;
memories of them still preserved the freshness of things seen. For the
young people of the 1980s, they are matrers associatcd with their
grandfathers: distant, blurred, 'historical' ... For us to speak with the
young becomes ever more difficult. we see it as a duty and, at the
same time, as a risk: the risk of appearing anachronistic, of not being
listened to.l I
Up till now the discussion has focused on the difficulties of communicating about
loss, suffering, guilt. However, not all familes found it equally hard. In part, this is
because some people had more losses to face than others. [n one family where the majority
of close members had survived, there were no problems with talking about the past,
l lPrimo Levi,The Drowned and the Saved,New york 1986, pages 198-199.
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though there were attempts to shield children from particularly honifying books about Nazi
war criminals.
Some families were able to look back with a degree of equanimity and without
overtones of guilt. In one family, for example, the experience of emigration - 'the escape,
the arrival, the miracle of it all' - was recounted often to the children, the stories
accompanied by picrures in the photo album. At bed time, prayers were said for all the
absent relatives.
John remembered being told stories of hiding and of escaping from the Gesupo. In
one story, he, a child of three, was the hero because he saved his fathe/s life. On various
occasions in the late 1930s, John's father had to 'disappear' in order to avoid arest by the
Gestapo. On the occasion when John saved his father's life, the family were travelling by
train and the Gestapo entered the carriage they were sitting in. His father hid behind the
door and his mother laid John down on the sear. When the Gestapo looked into their
comparment, they saw only a mother and a sleeping child and searched no further.
In other families, talking about the past was not an issue because the past was so
closely and explicitly interwoven with the present. In Ernie's family, the anniversaries of
relatives who had died were commemorated. Prayers were said and candles were lit in
their memory. Miriam can remember a great deal of talking about concentration carnps in
her family. During the post-war years, letters would arrive bringing news of deaths.
Later, a few relatives who had survived the camps joined the family in New 7*aland-
Jenny's famity was also reunited in the posr-war period with relatives who had
survived. Sometimes the presence of survivors in a household encouraged a greater degree
of openness. Certainly, the past was talked about in rhe family often, though not
excessively, Jenny believes: 'Mum talked about anything we asked. She was glad to talk.
She got very upset and she cried. Sometimes that made us not ask because we didn't want
to get her upset'.
There were also children who did feel that the past was talked about excessively in
their families.12 They would have preferred to read about these evenrs instead of hearing
about them first hand from their parents. The stories some children were told 'were too
much to bear'. The worst ones were about the separation of parents and children. Hearing
the details was excruciating but they did not know how to block out what they were being
l2]N-q, a day.went past for me when the war wasn't brought up', commented GeraldFriedlander, interviewed by Marcia Russell in 'Refugees-children', New Zealand
Listener,16 June 1979, page 14.
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told. A young man in one of the American studies of the children of survivors had this to
say:
I couldn't cover my euus or turn away my face or even still the turmoil
the words created in me. when my mother talked, her words crune at
me in wave after wave of pain and rage. It was as though her voice
and face, driven by energies rhar did not belong to everyday were
disembodied and filled all the air around me. I would have pushed
them away with a huge physical thrust of my arms, to make a cool,
quiet space for myself. But I couldn't. I sat immobile. Not until I
was well into High School did I tell my mother that I couldn't listen
any more, and, then, not seeing the pain I had suppressed, she accused
me of not caring about her and left the room.13
Occasions when the burdens of the past were inflicted on the next generation in so
extreme a fashion were rare among the refugee families in this study. Much mol€ common
were parents who were either reticent about the past or those who combined a degree of
openness with silence about particularly horrific aspects of it. The behaviour of first
generation refugees in this regard provides further example of the stnength and resilience of
refugee families highlighted in earlier chapters. Parents, scarred by the events of the past
as they inevitably were to some extent, struggled, nonetheless, to sreate a secur€ world for
their children and, above all, tried to shield them from learning too much of human
depravity.
For some children, however, too great a silence was as much a burden as too much
information. Most were awitre, without a great deal needing to be said, that the past was
overwhelmingly painful for their parents. Their responses to this pain ranged from
apparent detachment to considerable involvement. Many children tended to be as protective
of their parents as their parents were of them. They avoided asking questions about the
Holocaust. A mutual avoidance of painful discussion had unfortunate consequences. [n
some families, the Holocaust experience became something to hide, as one would a
shameful family secrel
l3Mostysser, 'The Weight of the Past', Steinitz ed., Living After the Holocaust,page 5.
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Legacies
In some families there was an extra closeness, which may or may not have been
accompanied by relatively open communicarion about the pasq but which was perhaps
connected to a strong feeling of all being survivors together. Annette's recollection is of
values in the family which reflected that merely being alive was something to be thankful
for.
There was the feeling that there is nothing so terrible that can happen
that there isn't a solution for it. After all dying is so much worse than
anything else. I always felt very special as a child. I was the fuftre.
We children were precious andquite indulged
While children as tangible evidence of one's survival were regarded as incredibly
precious in most of the families, the value system that Annette believed operated in her
family was by no means as general. Although it may have been expected that close
encounters with suffering and death would have guaranteed for parents a clear sense of
what was imponant in life and what was not, this did not necessarily happen. The young
man in the American study, referred to earlier, observed that in his family the exact
opposite occurred:
Appearances clogged our life space.
amounts of emotional energy on
jewelry; on my and my sister's
complexions, and weights - things
measure them by.14
My parents expended inordinate
furniture, dinnerware, crystal,
clothing, make-up, hair-styles,
that other people could see and
A sometimes excessive urge toward material security ro compensate for the many losses
suffered by refugees, referred to in earlier chapters, funher illustrates that life and death
experiences did not necessarily lead survivors to conduct the rest of their lives on a heroic
plane different from other mortals.
l4ibid., page 13.
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The panicular closeness in the family could also have a negative side, in the form of
varying degrees of distnrst and dislike of the world outside rhe family. Children were
aware of such attitudes, whether or not they were made explicit. Not surprisingly,
Germany and Germans were the most usual focus of bitterness, anger and suspicion.
Gemran goods were boycoued by refugees and other Jews for many years after the war.
When individuals failed to observe this unwritten rule, there were private and public
expressions of strong disapproval. For example, a letter in the New Zealand fewish
Chronicle in 1954 ran:
Deep concern has been felt by members of the community because
German goods are being bought in the shops by Jews and because
many Jews are imponing and selling Gerrran goods to the retailers. It
is felt that Jews have no right to forget or forgive the atrocities that
were perpetrated against them by the Germans and which resulted in
six million brethren losing their lives. Ir is really deplorable that the
practice of buying Gerrnan goods needs to be brought to the attention
of any right-thinking Jews.15
The following year, this transgression was brought even closer to home because it
happened at the annual picnic of the Wellington Jewish social club. Another corrcslnndent
wrote:
I would like to use your journal to menrion quietly a matter which is
upsetting me today. I was yesterday wirh my family at the Jewish
picnic. There my daughter has received a lirtle toy which was given
out at the picnic. My worry is that this clockwork toy is made in
Germany. It says so on the container. up till now I have been
avoiding having German goods in my home. I do not like to take away
from the child rhe toy, of course. I rhink it best, if Jewish people, but
specially Jewish congregation bodies, do not patronize German
lSN ew Zealand, Jewis h C hro nicle, August I 954, page I 9.
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manufacturers unnecessarily. Also I myself avoid giving to Jewish
couples, wedding presents from the sarne counu'y.16
Katherine remembered that her parents were very definite about not having German
products in the house. Nor would her father socialize with Germans. As a member of the
New Zealand Football Association, it was his job to look after visiting soccer teams.
When the German soccer team came to New 7*aland"he refused to have a pafiy fon them at
his house as he did for other visiting soccer rearns. Katherine:
The day the team arrived, the officials came to the house to meet with
my father. He met them at the door and pur his hand out and said in
German: 'How do you do. My name is Rose [not his real name]; I
was born Rosenheim [not his real name]; I am a Jew'. He threw it in
their faces! That was rhe fust time I realized that my father felt
threatened, threatened because they were Germans.
What was the impact on the children of such aninrdes? Without a geat deal needing
to be said" some acquired strongly negative attitudes towards Germans. These attitudes
have sometimes lasted well beyond childhood Anthony even now finds it'bloody hard to
think about what the Germans did'. Eva has retained over the years the dislike of anything
German that she brought with her to New Zealand,, bur can now be quite friendly towards
individual Germans'who are quite nice people sometimes'.
While, as has been mentioned, some of the second generation have tried to avoid
knowing too much about the past (even documentaries and films can be too painful to
watch), others as adults have reacted by immersing themselves in it. John's main response
has been a strong urge to try to understand how the Holocaust could have happened-
A lot of my reading is about the 1930s and 1940s and world war
Two. I am fascinated by the subject. I am perpetually rereading the
same facts. when I buy new books, you can rely on the fact that there
will be something in the latest bundle of books about that time.
l6New Zealand, Jewish Chronicle, February 1955, page 17.
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Among the questions John grapples with concern rhe puzzle of his father not realizing
sooner that the'writing was on the wall'.
Of all the things that my father told me about those days, this is the one
that haunts me the most. One of my father's customers at Ford's
[where he worked] was a diplomat ar rhe British Embassy, a fellow
named, Sir George Ogilvie-Forbes. As I remember the story, he knew
my father was Jewish and he came to him one day in 1938 and said,
'Schlesinger, it is time to go. You have got to get out of here'. And
my father said,'why?' He often used to tell that story and I used to rie
awake at night - because I had read the books, I knew the history - I
simply could not understand how an intelligent, cultured, civilized
human being could ask such a damned fool question.
There are a number of other questions which baffle the second generation. These
concern resistance to the Nazis, rebellion and escape from their oppressors. As Primo l.evi
observed, the questions are'formulated with ever increasing persistence, and with an evcr
less hidden accent of accusation'.17
Renate was aware of how utterly surprised her parents were by what happened in
Germany. They, in fact, did see the way events were heading and left Germany in 1935.
'Even though they saw it coming, they couldn't properly believe it'. Renate believes too
that they werc never able to come to tenns with the betrayal by theirprofessional colleagues
and others. It is this sense of utter betrayal by people among whom they felt they tnrly
belonged which panly explains the attitude of mistrust hetd by many refugees, even in the
relative security of New Zealand. These attitudes were communicated to their children
either explicitly or implicitly. Not only could Germans, Austrians and other Continental
Europeans (who may have been Nazi supporters) not be trusted, neither could New
Zealanders. It was a mind-set which cautioned that: 'we were thrown out of our country
before, be careful, it can happen again'. Such anxieties were fuelled by anti-Semitic and
anti-foreigner attitudes encountered by refugees in New Zealand,especially, but not only,
during the war years.
17 Levi, Tle Drowned and the Saved,page 150.
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In an article in the New Zealand Listener, based on her interviews with six
Holocaust survivors, journalist Helen Paske wrote that the people she had spoken to felt
generally safe in New Zealand but some fears remained. Usually these fears were on
behalf of the next generarion. 'They desperately do not want their children to be
d.ifferent'.18 On" of the sunrivors interviewed admitted to feeling permanently anxious
about her children and revealed that this feeling'shadows' her life.19
The anxieties of the first generation wel€ sometimes translated into warnings for the
second. John: 'What wils conveyed was the idea that we Jews should try to be as invisible
as possible when we are living in someone else's country. I was infected by this anitude
too. I still am to some extent'.
Katherine was given this type of warning. At fust, her father was opposed to her
joining a Zionist yourh group because this meant open identifi,cation as a Jew. But later, he
was no longer opposed to her participation in the group and in fact bccame acrively
involved in support of Israel. The explanation for this change in attitude that hc offered
Katherine was: 'Israel must always exist. There must always be somewhere that Jewish
people can go freely and belong, because anti-semitism will always exist'. Evidently his
purpose had not changed. What was driving him was the need to protect his daughter,
whether by assimilation or by Zonism.
The message that Renate received from her father was also a warning. 'You have
to trusr people, but just be a bit careful; just watch it because you will always be a bit
different. We always trusted everybody and in the end we couldn't trust anybody'.
Renate was influenced by, but could not entirely accept the advice her father gave
her:
He and I evenrually worked as doctors together. Most days we talked
about the patients and other matters. We went to Medical Association
meetings together. As we drove home he would say:'Well, you see'
these are the same people who wouldn't let me in lto become a member
of the Medical Association during the war yearsl. And then they
invited me to be President. No, thank you very much. You can't in
lSHelen Paske, 'Life after Holocaust' , New Zealand Listener,16 June 1979, page 12.
t9ibid., page 15.
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one lifetime say, no, we won't have you, and then twenty Or thirty
years later want me to be President'.
My father also taught me something which, I think, is quite
wrong, which is why I don't do it. He told me: 'Don't speak out'
Don't say what you think. If you are the first to speak out at meetings,
you do not know if you are out of line with everybody else. Go with
the flow'.
And he didn't speak out ever, although he was a very good
speaker generally. At the point of speaking out, he always felt the
distnrst which warned: 'they might be quick enough to say again,
"Jews out"'. That is really sad. It means that someone who is
intelligent isn't questioning something that everyone agrees with. Ive
noticed that sometimes if you are the fust to say: 'No, I don't see that
this is right', ten others in the room will follow and say: 'No, I don't
either'.
I em a New Zealand graduate and if I do not speak out here, in
New Zealand, where am I going to speak out? So I do. And as I
speak, particularly if the subject is controversial and I cannot tell if
others will agree or not, sometimes I hear my father over my shoulder
saying: 'Be careful'.
The attempts of first generation refugees to shield their offspring from exposure ir.t
the family ro the lingering effects of the past were not entirely successful. The uansmisson
of a particular world view was inevitable and the children's lives have to some extent been
shaped by damaging knowledge. A degree of insecurity, a sense of anxiety, a perceived
need for a certain amount of invisibility in 'someone else's country' were some of the
lasting consequences of persecution and dislocation for the next generation.
The legacies of rhe past were various. Those considered in this section include the
increased closeness, the excessive concem with material security and the mistnrst of the
outside world of some refugee families. However, the most significant legacy, perhaps, in
tenns of the themes explored in earlier chaprcrs, is the way that memories of the Holocaust,
wherher talked about or not, sharpened the tension between the different worlds of second
generation refugees. While burying the past helped some children to assimilate, as adults,
a number of interviewees have attitudes to the Nazi past that are derived, to some extent,
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from their assimilation. The efforts of John and others, for example, to try to understand
the Holocaust, may be regarded as a way of overcoming the earlier burial and distancing
from the past which were the consequences of assimilation.
Connecting Past and Present
Eva:
I have recently seen some letters which I wrote when I fust cilme to
New Zealand. I read those letters and they were just like reading the
letters of a strange person. I could not identify with the writer of those
letters at all. Firstly, this is because I wrote in Gerrran and I just do
not identify with the German language any more. Secondly, the letters
sound so strange. I just have no memory of being like the penon who
could write such letters. The letters read as though they were written
by a stranger because there was no continuiry between what I am now
and what I was then. There musl have been some sort of cut-off point
which left me feeling that what I had been before was totally strange.
Eva was fourteen when she arived in New Zealand. Most of the people in this study,
whatever their age on arrival and including the New Zealand-born, remarked on a similar
sense of d.iscontinuity which war, migration and also assimilation had brought to their
lives. Child refugees experienced severed roots, those born in the new country spoke of
difficulty making connections between their own lives and the grim world of their parents'
memories.
A major theme in Judith Kerr's trilogy about the experiences of the young refugee
Anna, is the search for wholeness and continuity in disrupted lives. The book is filled with
the tension between the half remembered and the half suppressed memories of Anna,
struggling with her new life yet trying to connect with the'small person she once was'.
One day, she hears on rhe news that a part of the neighbourhood (the Grunewald ) where
she and her family used to live has been set on fire by bombing. Something'stirs' in Anna:
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The Grunewald was a wood near their old home. Long ago, when she
and Max were small in the past which she never thought about, they
had toboganned there in the winter. Their sledges had made tracks in
the snow and it had smelled of cold air and pine needles. In the
sunmer they had played in the patchy light under the trees, their feet
had sunk deep into the sand at the edge of the lake - and hadn't there
once been a picnic ...? She couldn't remember.
But that was all before.
The Grunewald that was burnt was not the one she had played in. It
was a place where Jewish children were not allowed, where Nazis
clicked heels and saluted and probably hid behind Eees ready to club
people down. They had guns and fierce dogs and swastikas and if
anyone got in their way they beat them up and set the dogs on them and
sent them to concentration camps where they would be starved and
tornued and killed
But that is nothing to do with me now, thought Anna- I belong here in
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Paradoxically, many of the people in this study were simultaneously awarre of being
bound by the past (as we have seen in earlier chapters and in earlier sections of this
chapter) as well as feeling they were without tangible connections with it. Visiting Europe
was one way of trying to connect with the past. What did those who embarked on such
journeys expect to find? Karen Gershon writes:
I did not want to feel at home
of what importance was the town
my family were driven from
how could I still have thought it mine
I have four chil&en why should I
expend my love on stones and trees
of what significance were these
to have such power over me
20Keo, The OtherWay Round,, pages 247-248.
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As stones and trees absorb the weather
so these had stored my childhood days
and from a million surfaces
gave back my father and my mother
my presence there was dialogue
how could I have refused to answer
when my own crippled childhood broke
from sreets and hillsides like a dancer2l
Anita Brookner, in Latecomers, writes that'a hunger for absent knowledge'had
coloured Fibich's life. It was 'a longing, a yearning, not for those losses to be made good
- that, he knew, could nor come about - but to be assuaged by fact, by circumstantial detail,
by a history, by & geography'.
He longed to know whu his life had been before he could remember it
He longed to walk a foreign street and be recognized. He imagined it"
the star:t of wonder on an elderly person's face. Is it you, Fibich's
boy? You used to play with my children. That was what he longed
for. That, and the suddenly restored familiarity of the foreign street'
that cafe, that theatre, that park.22
The experiences of those who went on rcturn visis were very diverse. Mary:
We went back to Hungary in 1969 with four children and a baby. We
were there for two weeks and stayed with one of the women, Eva,
who had been with us in the war. My brother met us there too. I was
surprised [by my reaction]. I went back to Hungary expecting to feel
sentimental and had expected that what homesickness I had felt would
develop into an'ah, home!' feeling. But I didn't feel like that at all. It
was just a strange place. This was possibly because of having a baby
2lGershon,'The Town', Selected Poems, page 175.
22Brookner, Latecomers, page 147 .
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who was four months old whose needs came above sightseeing or
anything else. But we did go sightseeing and we visited places like the
house we used to live in. It looked very war-torn and grey and drab,
not much different from what I remembered. I felt nothing, no
emotion. Possibly there was not much emodon left from looking after
the baby and the other children and meeting Eva and the others. But
even apart from that, the place didn't evoke the emotion that I expected.
I just felt Hungary was a foreign country in which I just happened to
understand the language.
For the New Zealand-born, and especiatly for those without familiarity with the
languages and cultures of the countries where their parents used to live, such visits were
even more bereft of any sense of homecoming. This is one of the costs of assimilation.
Miriam had a good time in Prague and in the Tatra Mountains'which are superb', but
concluded that for her Czechoslovakia was a foreign country. She found'no connection
with it whatsoever. There are no relatives in Czechoslovakia; there is nothing'.
Jane has no reladves left in Czechoslovakia either. She found the trip to
Czechoslovah a a disnrbing experience.
Because of my father's descriptions and photos, I was familiar with fte
environment - with bridges and squares - but it was strange not to be
able to communicate, while having a name which is distinctly Czech. I
do really regret that I wasn't able to visit Czechoslovakia with my
father. That would have been very important to establish some linkage
with these places.
By con6ast, Annette and Peter who visited Austria in the comPany of their father,
found more meaning in the journey. Annette: 'Being there in the flesh, you could see how
much the culture had been implanted into your family'. Both Annene and Peter found it
interesting to see the places where their father and grandparents had grown up, but both
also felt a sense of unease in being among Ausnians.
Others, particularly those who visited Germany, spoke of a similar discomfort. It
is significant that even those in the study who seemed most distanced from the past and
most assimilated to New Zealand spoke of becoming aware of strong feelings about what
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the Nazis had done in the course of their travels in Europe or when encountering visiting
Germans in New Zealand. This is in contrast with the majority of rhe respondents in
Berghahn's study, especially the younger ones, who, while feeling a'little odd' towards
Germany, enjoyed travelling through that country, or living there temporarily,
'unpelturhd by the ghosts of the past'.23 Lisa was relieved to leave Germany and Austria
after her visit in L962. 'It felt oppressive in those countries. It seemed as though the air
was fresher in Denmark'. Hannah, while visiting Germany, could not help wondering
what the people she encountered had been doing during the war. 'I did meet one wornan
who apologized for everything all the rime, which was dreadful, quite &eadftil'.
When Sonny first went back to Germany in 1972, arriving in mid-winter in
Munich, she thought,'my God, what am I doing here?' She wanted to turn right round and
come back.
I felt very uneasy. I spoke German well enough. No one said,
'where do'you come from?' I visited some of my sisters'
contemporaries who were not Nazis and it was wonderful meeting
them again. I went back to Karlsruhe (where we used to live). our
house was not there. It was bombed. I have got no relatives there -
they died in the camps or were dispersed. [The suruivors have not
chosen to resume their life in Germany after the war and live in
different parts of the world.l
On a subsequent trip, Sonny felt less uncomfortable. However, it is quite clear to her that
she could not live in Germany again.
For some interviewees, the unease with being'back', especially in Austria, was
connected with an awareness that the wrongs that had been committed had not been righted
and that many of the wrongdoers had gone unpunished. As George Steiner observed: 'On
the court benches sit some of the judges who meted out Hirler's blood laws. On many
professorial chairs sit scholars who were f,usr promoted when their Jewish or socialist
teachers had been done to death'.24 Only in West Germany has there been some anempr to
reinstate property confiscated from Jews and to pay adequate compensation. One man in
23gerghah n, German-Jewtsh Refugees in England, page 237.
z+steiner, 
'The Hollow Miracle',in Language and silence,page l0g.
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this study spoke ruefully of the experience of returning to the Austrian village from which
his family was ousted to see the family farm with its'sloping meadows going down to the
Danube' now owned by someone else. And of course, for the other losses - for sufferings
and for the dead and dispersed relatives - how can the survivors ever be compensated?
When Eva returned, involuntarily, to Germany, she did not'let on' that she came
from there or that she could speak German. 'I was driven through Germany by an uncle
and I submitted to it because I didn't want to be difficult and say,"no, I'm not going to set
foot in Germany"'. However, returning to Italy was a very differcnt experience.
For the first time I let myself feel my attachment ro Italy which must
have been formed without my realizing it in those years between the
ages of nine and thirteen when I lived rhere. I suppose they are very
formative years and the fact that I had cut them off so completely on
leaving Italy probably made them reappear in a much srronger form.
Nowadays, I arn quite surprised at the strengrh of my feeling for Italy.
Agnes has sometimes felt very much at home while travelling in certain parts of
Europe. She has found herself in places with ways of life which have 'conjured up,
memories of her childhood before the war. But she does not want to go back again to
Hungary for'it is a different world there now'. Jonathon, toon when he went back to
Germany for the first time as an adult, discovered an affiniry for that country, but it was
not with its way of life or with its people, but with the fondly remembered landscape of his
childhood.
Not all were willing to make such journeys back. For John, flnng over Germany
on his way to Israel was sufficient
I looked out the windows of the plane and saw rhe country of my binh.
Day was just breaking. we were head.ing eastwards. I could see hills,
villages, cows. It was a very odd feeling - creepy, disorienting - nor
necessarily because it was Germany, but because it was the counbry of
my binh which I could nor remember and here was I, in air-
conditioned comfort,looking down on it.
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But John has chosen not to visit Germany. His parents had avoided doing so and he is not
sure that he would have the 'courage' himself. To explain this, he tdked of his reluctance,
on one occasion, to go on board a visiting Gerrran ship that his children wanted to visic
John could not overcome his aversion to'the youg, blonde gods on sentry' and did not
board the ship.
Renate has also avoided the trip baclc
Our parents were very worried about people going back to Berlin and
always said, no, they would never go back; you should never go back;
who knows what might happen. I would say to myself, that is
ridiculous, that can't be right. After I qualified, I worked in England
for four years. I travelled in France and Swiuerland and elsewhere in
Europe, but I didn't go to Germany. Two years ago, I went back to
England again and I went to Israel, but I didn't go to Germany. And
when I am in Europe, I really get the creeps when I hear somebody
next to me speaking in German.
The reasons preventing others from returning are various, but generally there is a
srong disinclination to go back only to be a tourist like any other. This is Fibich's
disnessing experience in Latecomers.ZS A number of interviewees considered there was
no point in going back to places which had in some cases been virmally razed to the ground
and from wherc the relatives or other familiarpeople were missing.
However, those second generation refugees who do have some relatives left in
Europe or elsewhere, consider that establishing or renewing family connections is very
important. Ernie, with his wife and three children, went around the world in order to do
this.
Other people have flash cars and beach houses. I put everything I
could into this trip. We did a tour in such a way that we established
our roots and the names of people in the family leners and in the family
conversations became real people. We looked up family all over the
world and now we write to each other.
25Brookner, Latecomers, page 223.
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What kind of connections can be established, across continents, between the
scattered remnants of families? As Jane observed, 'you grasp at straws'. On her way to
Europe, she visited third cousins (her only surviving relatives on her fathet's side) living in
Mexico. They had left Czechoslovakia in 1968.
In spite of formidable language barriers, Cathy has tried to make and maintain links
with her relatives (also on her father's side) around the world. But as the elderly people
she has met become ill and die, Cathy sees with sadness the faint connections she has made
fading out again.
Howard was'very much an ordinary tourist' in Germany, but he did visit an uncle
and aunt of his father living in an old peoples' home. The wo had emigrated to Chile
during the Nazi era but had subsequently returned to Germany. 'He was blind; she was
sick. They both died not long after my visit. He remembered with great fondness my
father as a little boy at his wedding and a few things like that. It was all very snange and
very hard for me to see myself as part of all rhat'.
Discovering remaining family is also very important for Vivienne. She has nor yer
travelled the world to meer thern, but would like ro do so very much.
About eighteen months ago, there was a gathering of my reratives in a
hotel in Zurich. I arranged a conference cafl and got us all hooked up
together, including my daughter in Auckland and my son in Dunedin.
It was very interesting. I talked to people I did not even know about
and others I had heard about. I have never met any of them. I have a
cousin in Lexington, u.s.A., who apparently really looks quite like
me.
The search for family connections ruptured by war and migration has led many to
Israel. It is in Israel that Chaim's links with his family were most unexpectedly
reestablished. After Chaim reached New Zealand as a young boy in the late 1930s, he
received only two letters from his family. He heard after the war that his mother, father
and sister had been killed. However, a few years ago he found out that he had uncles and
aunts living in Israel. Meeting them again after fifry years has been an 'interesting'
experience.
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It was my son who found them in Israel. He rang one night and said,
'I want you to speak to your aunt'. And then a lady gets on the phone
and in beautiful learned English she says: 'I'm Thea; I'm yotu aunt, for
sure. And there is also Judith here who is your aunt and there is also
Rachiel here who is your uncle and Gimpel in America who is your
uncle'.
When I went to Israel to meet them, I found out rhat my
grandfartrer took his family to Israel in r932,except for my father who
was already married with two children.
It is quite fascinating to have a new-found family. I constantly
think of them. But when you have lived alone for fifty yeius, you
cannot just pick up [the pieces]. [But] there is now a drawing closer,
slowly but suely, from both sides.
When Julia (who is in some ways particularly removed and disconnected from her
background by an upbringing that had above all emphasized forgening) visited Israel, she
went to Yad' Vashetn, a museum concerned primarily with the history of the Holocaust.
She went to the museum to find out where her relatives came from and where they had
died. She now plans to visit the concentration camps where they died. 'I feel I need to do
this. It has to do with their going through hell and the least I can do is cope with thc pain
of acknowledging thar'.
What is conveyed, again and again, in the accounts of children of refugees, is
distance from the past, the urge to connect with it and the need to 
-ake sense of it George
Steiner writes rn l-angwge and Silence:
In the Warsaw Ghetto a child wrote in its d.iary: 'I am hungry, I am
cold; when I grow up I want to be a Gennan, and then I shall no longer
be hungry, and no longer cold'. And now I want to write that sentence
again: 'I am hungry, I am cold; when I grow up I want to be a
German, and then I shall no longer be hungry, and no longer cold'.
And say it many times over, in prayer for the child, in prayer for
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myself. Because when that sentence was written I was fed, beyond
my need, and slept warm, and was silent.26
What is also present in the accounts of those who are not just children of refugees
but refugees themselves is sadness about the past. There is the sadness of grasping at
straws in search for roots and lost families, there is the sadness of visiting countries with
which the connection has been all but totally obliterated and there is the sadness of the
sense of 'what might have been if only'. This mood is most often revealed in recollections
of rcturning to the half-forgotten places of childhood and is described most poignantly by
Judith Kerr's Anna in a number of sequences in the trilogy already refened to several
times. For example, of Anna's return as an adult to Berlin, Judith Kerr writes:
she did not remember the streers, only the feel of them. she and Ma:r,
walking home after dark, playing a game of jumping on each others'
shadows as they slid and lept between one srreet lamp and the next.
Herself thinking, this is the best game we've ever played. we,ll play it
always, always, always.27
The secure world of childhood disnrpted, ended. Once powerful parents helpless
to protect children. The loss of the sense of belonging. The feeling of being excluded.
The lasting effects of persecution, of dislocation, of discontinuity and the costs of
assimilation have been explored in this section. The earlier chapters concerned with
childhood' school and adolescence focused on children and young adults stnrggling to find
a sense of belonging in the new country, trying to fit in, battling to put aside the past.
What has been examined here is facing that past, reconnecting with the losses of that past.
What did the Holocaust mean for second generation refugee children and
adolescents? What was it like to face a past of persecution and uprooting? How did
interviewees reconnect with that past? The answers to these questions are complex and in
attempting to answer them this chapter has raised more questions than it has answered. An
immense diversity in the attitudes and in the experiences of the interviewees is revealed.
265teiner, 'Postscript' 
, in Language and Silence,page l6g.
ztKerr, A Small Person Far Away, page 5l'.
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For many, the Holocaust was an ever present and inescapable fact of their growing up
years. Others came to a more gradual realization that the war that everyone talked about
was also a war particularly against Jews. Others still heard the stories about Jews and
Hitler and the war, but did so without idenrifying with the Jewish victims.
Connections with the past were severed by persecution, war and migration, but also
by the need to bury the Holocaust in order to assimilate. Visiting Europe was one way of
reconnecting. For some interviewees, such visits simply brought home the enormity of ttre
losses that had taken place. Others, overcome by a strong sense of unease in Germany or
Austria, also became aware that despite the earlier burial and despite feeling in many ways
as New Zealanders, they were still bound in significant ways by the past. The cultural
losses of assimilation were revealed too as interviewees, travelling in Europe, searched in
vain for links and connections with the places they or their parents had once fled. For the
people in this study, facing the past meant facing the Holocaust, but also the costs
assimilation.
Are there patterns evident in the ways that the second generation faced the past?
There is little, in terms of their background, to distinguish those interviewees who
appeared very bound up with the past from those who seemed more detached from it.
There is nothing to indicate a simple connection berween, for example, the degree of
traumatic experiences suffered by the parents, their later adaptation in New Zealandand the
attitudes and responses of the next generation. Parents were haunted in different ways by
the past and the fears, anxieties and hopes that they had on behalf of their children were
expressed in diverse ways. 'Forget the past', 'always remember the past' - second
generation refugees had to integrate both injunctions. The lives of children were shaped by
the ways they responded to the explicit and implicit atritudes encountered in their families
as well as by the variety of other influences (some of which were d.iscussed in earlier
chapters) which determined what it was like ro grow up in New Zealand, for those who
were refugee children or the children of refugees from Hitler.
For the interviewees as adults, attitudes to, degree of interest in and preoccupation
with the past still varies, but there are certain common concerns and assumptions arising
out of a shared heritage of war and persecution. These are discussed in the last chapter.
Mchael:
Julia:
Jenny:
CHAPTER 8
AMBIGUITIES OF ASSIMILATION:
THE SECOND GENERATION AS ADULTS
People have always assumed, although I have lived in New Zealand all
my life, that I am not quite a New Zealander. This is perhaps because I
have a slightly different accent and I probably talk about different
things, but it is mysterious, this perception, because I don't think of
myself as anything other than a New 7*alandet
As I am not a Maori, or obviously of a minority race, I am not a target
for racism in the way I would be if I had a brown skin. I have a
different problem. This is that I am identified as part of the majority
which I do not feel part of at all. There is now increasing sensitiviry
towards those obviously from another cultnral group. But if you are
not obviously from another cultural Soup, then there is an expectation
that you will be like the majority. One of the reasons why I wear the
Star of David is to affirm the difference. I am a Jewish person of
Polish, German, Portuguese, Spanish extraction. I do not feel I
belong to the majority culture. I was born here. I feel an attachment to
New Zealand and a sense of familiarity, yet I do not feel I belong here.
Now as an adult, I feel completely assimilated, completely a New
Zealander. I feel an affinity with Hungarian culture, but New Zealand
is my counqy. I am proud of New Zealand; I am comfortable in New
Zeatand; I do not want to ieave New Zealand. Nonetheless, however
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well I have assimilated, and however well accepted I am by friends and
neighbours, I know that if there was a wave of anti-semitism, if a
bomb was dropped on a synagogue or if there was some other peril
against Jews, very few of my non-Jewish friends would stand up and
be counted. If it was a case of Jews against non-Jews, they would not
put themselves at risk. All the friends who are quite overwhelmingly
kind and helpful if I need help with illness or sorrow or for any of the
acceptable situations, would not necessarily want to be lined up with
me.
As these very different statements suggest, the sense of their own identiry held by
the people in this snrdy is very diverse. Chapters 2 to7 explored some aspects of the lives
of refugee children and adolescents as they moved between the refugee worlds of home
and the New Zealand worlds of school and neighbourhood. Over these worlds loomed a
past of persecution and uprooting. The pressrues and urges of second generation refugees
to assimilate and their relative success in doing so have been emphasized, as have the
various ways that many of the children and adolescents remained distinctive and to some
extent outsiders in spite of their sometimes fervent efforts to fit in and be accepted. A new
set of questions are raised by the transition of interviewees to adulthood, especially
regarding their Jewish identity and their ethnic distinctiveness. This chaprer explorcs these
and other questions. In particular, it is concerned with ethnic identifrcation, cultural
transmission and assimilation.
Jewish Identity
Since the Enlightenment, Jewishness has been defined in widely different ways. For the
people in this study, the Jewish identity of rheir adult years had a variety of changing
meanings. For a few, following Jewish religious traditions was or became important; for
others, the historical and cultural aspects of Judaism predominated. Many regarded Israel
as a special place. A number considered that it was some elusive, indefinable element that
made them Jews. Whiie there were interviewees who were very preoccupied with their
Jewishness, however defined, others regarded it as a remote, distant part of their
background.
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Ev4 for example, belongs in the larter category:
I don't feel Jewish - my so-called Jewishness was brought home to me
by Hitler. we had not been broughr up in the Jewish religion but
rather in a broad humanists tradition. Also, owing to my (widowed)
mother's remarkable foresight and courag€, ffiy brother and I were
removed from Germany within two months of Hirler coming to power.
our only relative who perished under Hitler was my grandfather, and^
even he is alleged to have died in hospitar. we were rhus saved from
the great personal nagedies which served to unite many people in
Judaism even withour being religious. I do not look at people as
belonging to a particular race or religion - I think of them as
individuals. Nevertheless, when asked, I always say I am Jewish as I
wouldn'r wanr ro be thought of being ashamed of it.
As during their childhood and adolescence, occasional incidents of anti-semitism
were encountered by many of the interviewees in their adult years. Those rcspondents
who were aware of their Jewishness as only a remote part of their background, sometimes
had it abruptly brought to their attention on leaving New Zealand. In Europe, especially,
they becanre aware that their Jewish names and appearance werc noticed and sometimes
occasioned negative conrments.
In New Zealand,, many considered that Jewishness was less likely to be noticed.
Jews had a choice: to reveal or not to reveal their background. David: 'In my working
career, I sometimes hear snide comments about Jews. But it isn't very prevalent'. Anne
has heard such comments too. 'I think, well, should I tell them ['m a Jew?' She has
tended not to tell: 'I think, let sleeping dogs lie. But perhaps that is the easy way out.
Renate has adopted a different approach. She usually tries to forestall any possible
anti-Semitic remarks.
If I meet new people, I am quick to make a comment about my origins,
mainly to save rhem some embarrassment. It is easier. It saves people
being hurtful. Socially, it can be mosr unpleasant if someone drops
some dreadful comment or disparaging remark.
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Ernie has met anti-Semitism in his teaching career.
I would sometimes hear kids using the word'Jew' as a verb as in 'you
jewed me'. Then some kids would say, 'sh, sh, he is (within
earshor)'. And the other kid would say, 'so what?' I did also get some
baiting at the college I was teaching at. There was a period when I got
some anti-semitic flak from some nasties who went through the
school. 'Jew boy' and 'pork chops' were favoured jibes. And bottles
thrown at my house and malicious phone calls with an anti-semitic
streak.
In view of such incidents, however rare, it is not surprising that some interviewees have
come to feel secure only in assimilation.
By contrast, a number of other interviewees who had been ashamed and furtive
about their Jewishness as children, generally felt secure enough to assert their Jewishness
as adults. By late teens, Walter had overcome the negative image of lewishness of his
childhood and was able to become openly Jewish and active in the Jewish community.
John was able to express his Jewishness, even to the extent of wearing in public a sweat
shirt with a Magen David on it. His confidence was confirmed by his experience of
running for political office and encountering little direct anti-Semitism in the process. As
an adult, Jenny was able to feel proud of being Jewish in a way she could not as a
teenager. She now feels a bond with Jewish people even when she has little else in
conunon with them in terms of interests or values apart from Jewishness.
Some interviewees had reclaimed as adults the Jewishness that was absent in their
families when they were children. Katherine observed that Jewishness 'came through
strongly' in her in spite of her parents' attempts to underplay this side of her background.
Julia made similar comments: 'I am not prepared to hide who I am'. David, who has felt'a
lot easier' about saying he was a Jew in 'recent years' because of support he has had from
his non-Jewish wife, decided a few years ago to have Hebrew lessons: 'I think I should
have learned Hebrew as a child. I would like to have learned more about the Jewish
religion as a child. I now regret that I don't know more about it'.
A study carried out in the United States investigated the following question:
'because their parents were confronted by the threat of dearh and of cultural dissolution,
would survivor children express a concern for ethnic survival through an enhanced
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sensitiviry to culture and ancesbry?' (Culture in the study is defined as concepts, habits and
institutions of the Jewish people.) Children of concentration camp survivors (high stress
group) were compared in their responses with children who had at least one parent who
had resided in Europe until at least 1935 (low stress goup). The laner goup included
people whose parents had lost relatives during the war but had not theurselves been in
concentration camps, although some had spent the war in hiding or in other precarious
situations. The conclusions of the study are rhat both groups of second generation
respondents showed a heightened sensitivity to culrure and ancestry and to the importance
of ethnic survival. The children of concentration camp survivors showed this rcaction
more vehemently than the other group. However, the responses differed. more in degree
than in kind.1
The background of interviewees in the present srudy closely approximates that of
the 'low stress group' of the United States' study. However, the aninrdes of the people in
the New Zealand study were more mixed, though quite evidently many of rhem did feel
more 'Jewish' because of the events in the Nazi epoch. (Some of the implications of this
are discussed in the next section.) Jenny, for example, has chosen a lifestyle more
observant of Jewish religious traditions than she used to have as a child. This decision
was to a large exrcnt based on a feeling of debt to those who had died in the Holocausr
All those people were persecuted, punished, and losr their lives just for
being Jewish. we have the freedom ro take up our Jewish option
without any fear. It seemed very cowardly and tame not to exercise my
right and privilege to live a full Jewish life.
As an adult, Ernie has retained the strong Jewish identiry he had as a child. For
him, Jewishness definitely includes a religious affiliation. Ernie works very hard for the
Jewish community, which he considers has a very uncertain future because so many
members have either left Judaism or New 7*,alandor both, and there are few newcomerr to
make up for the depa.rtures.
lDavid Heller,-'Themes of Culture and Ancestry among Children of Concentration CampSurvivors', in Psychiatry,vol.45, August l9ti2, page-s 247-260.
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I feel quite ang'y towards people I have known who have left the faith.
Sometimes I feel despondent and want to toss it all in myself. lm one
of the few leaders still left here and I am constantly asked to do my bit.
I am forry-four years old now; I want to have a bit more relaxation.
I've done my share. But I feel a dury to my own conrmunity, which is
dying. You can be a Jew even if there are only three others in the
community. You can retain your Jewishness as Jews did in the
concentration camps. You can still be a Jew in Pahiatua if the gut
feeling is there.
Chaim is one of those who has'left the faith'. However, this does not mean that he
no longer feels Jewish.
When you are born Jewish, you are Jewish from within and a pan of
you will always remain Jewish. The influence of those first eleven
years is everlasting. [These were the years of Chaim's childhood in
Poland.l The music, the chanting, the synagogue, the communal
baths. Walking down the street on a Friday night, smelling the cholent
[traditional Sabbattr meaU. Your mother blessing the Sabbath candles;
the b€autiful clothes you put on for the Sabbath; the type of thinking
that is ingrained in a Jewish young man in a place where everybody he
knows is a Jew. When you go to another country, those first years
will never be lost. You will love the Jewish type of food and music.
You will look at a Jewish girl and think, 'that's a nice looking girl'.
You will have a feel for Jewish jokes, ways, attitudes. I have moved
away from the traditions of Judaism, but I will always be Jewish.
A number of people spoke of feeling Jewish without being able to explain what
their Jewishness consisted of. Sonny: 'I don't know why I call myself a Jew. I am not
religious. I can't approve of everything they do in Israel at the moment, yet, if you asked
me, I would say, "I am Jewish"'. Sonny's idenrification is definitely connected with the
'German thing'. Katherine spoke of being 'bound' by her Jewishness. She too attempted
to define the type of Jew she was: 'how can you be Jewish if you are not religious? It is
very hard to explain. For me, it is an inner sense of identity. It has nothing to do with
whether I choose to atrend synagogue each week or observe the details of the [Jewish]
Laws'.
The perception of Judaism as other than a religion meant that even those who had
been brought up as Christians continued to feel in some ways Jewish. The Jewish part of
her background was considered 'quite important' by, for example, Marei. Marei, who
abandoned her Catholicism as soon as she started university, recalled the'powerful'
experience of playing Anne Frank in 'The Diary of Anne Frank' for Unity Theatre in
Wellington, which required her to do a considerable amount of background reading.
Playing 'Anne Frank' was for her far more than just a 'part'.
Although Mary has retained her Catholicism, she has similal feelings about her
Jewish background. Regarding Israel, she commented:
It is a special place. When we got some compensation money from the
Germans, we bought some trees in Israel in my parents' name. I have
the feeling that Israel is a place that has something to do with ry
people. And I would like to go there to see the trees.
The Jewish identification of a number of the interviewees was emphatically secular.
Peter spoke of liking the associarion with the intellectual and artistic success Jews have
had. Jane has a particular interest in the works of Jewish writers: 'There is a str,ength and
vitalify in the Jewish cultural heritage'.
Vivienne identifies with the tradition of the'non-Jewish Jew'.2 She is particularly
attracted by the rationalist, internationalist, independent, humanitarian outlook of eminent
'Jews' such as Spinoza, Marx, Freud and many others who, from a marginal, outsider's
perspective, provide a particularly insightful analysis of society.
When I wrote my thesis (for a Masters in Sociology) I dedicated it in
part to my parents who have bequeathed to me a valuable cultural
uadition - that of the non-Jewish Jew. This is someone who has
rejected Judaism as such but who had something to offer from his/her
Jewish background which enabled him/her to make a special kind of
contribution.
2This is the title of an essay by Isaac Deutcher. See Bibliography for details.
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Peter Gay, who discusses this norion in his biography of Freud (Freud: A Life for
O4r Time), observes that Freud was 'doubly alienated'. He was'a stranger to the faith of
his fathers' but was also obliged to work amidst the'powerful anti-Semitic elements'in
Austria. According to Gay, Freud saw himself as a marginal man, 'a godless Jew' and
thought that this position gave him'an inestimable advantage'. He quotes from a letter
Freud wrote in 1926:
... I owe only to my Jewish nature the two characteristics that had
become indispensable on my difficult life's way. Because I was a
Jew, I found myself free from many prejudices which limited others in
the employment of their intellects, and as a Jew I was prepared to go
into opposition.3
It is significant thar a number of people in the study spoke with some pride of the
Jewish background they had wished to hide as children. Having sought security in
assimilation during their childhood, they have become secure enough as adults to identi$
as Jews and openly express their Jewishness. What, in fact, distinguishes those
interviewees who as adults have to some extent embraced Judaism, whether as secular or
as religious Jews, from rhose who are unable or unwilling to identify with any aspect of
the Jewish world? A complex mixture of interrrelated influences are in evidence. Whether
or not interviewees had directly encountered anti-Semitism in New Zealand is probably
significant, although in unpredictable ways. Practices and attitudes in families were quite
clearly a strong influence, but in complicated ways. Interviewees' accounts suggest that
second generation refugees did or did not adopt certain practices and attitudes regarding
Judaism sometimes in spite of and at other times because of what their families did or did
not do. Also, ahhough memories of the Holocaust have affected the way adult offspring of
refugees and refugee children view themselves as Jews, it is not possible to make simple
connections between, for example, a family's attitude to the past or degree of loss and
suffering during the Holocaust and the subsequent attiudes of second generation refugees
regarding Jewishness. Although a number in the study were aware of feeling more Jewish
because of events in the Nazi period and there is probably some connection between 'the
3Peter Gay, Freu.d: A Life for Our Time, L,ondon 1988, page 603.
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threat of death and of cultural dissolution ... and a concern for ethnic survival ...', some
interviewees chose to nrn away from Judaism in part because of their family's experiences
of persecution. Additionally, it is difficult to find patterns in the behaviour of those in the
study with strong Jewish identification. These interviewees have tended to express their
Jewishness in varied and unpredictable ways. For example, some have chosen to continue
or expand the religious observances of their childhood, while others have renounced
religious traditions and belief in God altogether.
Victims or Survivors
'We must show the world we ar€ not victims but sunrivors', urged Dr Edith Eger, the key
note speaker at the Fortieth Holocaust commemoration held in Wellington.4
If the 'spirit of defiance'S which pressed Freud to proclaim his lewishness in nmes of
troubles is one aspecr of Jewish identity, the identity of Jews as victims and/or sunrivors of
persecution and the impact of such a history on the lewish identiry of the post-Holocaust
generation interviewed in this study, is another. Both aspects, including ttre crucial role of
Israel, are examined in this section.
The following joke appeared in the 'Humour Album' of the New Zealand lewish
Chronicle in October 1952.
A Jew was drowning in a river. He cried for help and nro Nazis came
nrnning up. When they saw it was a Jew, they said: 'Let the Jew
drown' and began walking away.
When the drowning man saw this, he began shouting with all
his might,'Down with Hitler! Down with the Germans!
Hearing these words, the Nazis jumped in, pulled the man out,
and arrested him.6
As shown in earlier chapters, a feeling of loss, a sense of guilt, some insecuriry,
suffering, pain, alienation - were all elements closely associated by respondents with a
4New Zealand Jewish Chronicle,June-July 1985, page 5.
5cuy, Freud: A Lifefor ourTtme,page 604.
6New Zealand Jewish Chronfcie, Octob er 1952, page 23.
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Jewish identity. A number of the United States and Canadian studies of children of
refugees and children of Holocaust survivors have focused on showing the'scars' left by
such a background.T As an interviewee in one of these studies said: 'I feel very Jewish
because of what happened to my parents, but I don't do anything Jewish, I'm not
religious, its just a feeling I have'.8 Jewishness, perceived as a bond among the
persecuted, is a pervasive theme in second generation literanrre.
The young men and women whose parents lived in Hitler's hell do
more than just remember - they feel the pain. When they see their
mothet's or farhe/s arrn reach across the kitchen table for the bowl of
sugar and a tattooed number of Auschwitz or Buchenwald passes
before their eyes, they feel the pain. And they recognize at these
momenrs, a cornmon bond with all children of survivors. Being born
into a family whose grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins were all
slaughtered is to be born with scars that do not heal.9
Some people in this study spoke of feeling that they were themselves indirectly
suwivors, while others mentioned the consequences of having a self-image formed by a
history of persecution. Julia commented on the effecs of belonging to a people that have
been under threar repeatedly throughout history. Renate acknowledged that she had
internalized, to some extent, her father's injunction to 'be careful' because your colleagues
cannot always be counted on to stand by you. Anthony made observations concerning his
'defensive reaction' to being a child of a Gerrran-Jewish refugee. From his school days
on, he developed a strategy of 'knowing his enemy'.
However, children of sunrivors and children of refugees in New Zealand were far
less likely to develop corrmon bonds with each other than children of refugees were in the
United States or Canada. It was, in fact, very easy to glow up meeting very few people
with a similar background. This is what happened to Howard, among others. Even if he
did meet someone wirh a similar backgtound, the war was not something that was talked
TFor e*a-ple, Marilyn I. Ludzki writes in these terms in 'Children of Survivors', f*uish
Spectator, vol. 42, no. 3, FalL 1977, page 43.
8 BeUa Sawan, Eva Fogelman, 'Psychological Issues in the Lives of Children of
Holocaust Survivors: The Childrei as Adults', Steinitz, ed., Living After the Holocaust,
page 155.
vludzki,'Children of Survivors', page 41.
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about. In the United States and Canada in the 1970s, organizations were formed for
children of Holocaust survivors which helped to bring the issue of the Holocaust into the
open and to eliminate the isolation which so many children of survivors had felt in their
youth even in those countries with considerable populations of refugees from Hitler.
Recently, Howard was told by an American Jew he had met about these second generation
groups.
For the first time it occu:red to me that therc must be a lot of people out
there with the same background as me and that in actual fact we had a
common thread that shaped us - this particular event in our paxents'
history. I have now started to get very interested in this history.
The notion of being shaped by a common thread of persecution, and the
determination to be not victims but survivors, is particularly pertinent when attitudes to
Israel are looked at. Regardless of the extent of parental communication with children
about the Holocaust, virtually all the second generation received messages about the
importance of Israel.l0 Ties with Israel were also strengthened by the fact that many
families had relatives who had settled there.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the Jewish youth group Habonim was also responsible
for fostering an allegiance to a Jewish homeland. The youthful leaders of Habonimwerc
merely reflecting attitudes prevalent in the established Jewish community. A subject
analysis of the New Zealand Jewish Chronicle in the late 1940s, during the fifties and the
sixties reveals borh the commiunent to Israel's existence and the strong links benreen Israel
and New Zealand Jews. There were many repons, not only of the struggle to establish the
state of Israel and of its military, social, economic and political life over the yeats, but of
the comings and goings between the two countries. Many New Zealand youth left during
those years ro settle in Israel.l1 The Chronicle reported on their life in Israel. A special
thnis is also the finding of a number of the United Sutes studies, for example, Robert
Krell, 'Holocaust Families: the Survivors and their Children', Comprehensive Psychiatry,
vol. 20, no. 6, November/December 1979, page 566.
1llt is difficult to find accurare figures to quantify this migration. The pictureis
complicated by the fact that depaning youth sometimes settled in other parts of the world
befoie immigraring to Israel. Others *ent to Israel but did not settle there perm?{ently.
Although anecdotal evidence suggests a considerable migration of New Zealand Jewish
yourh to Israel in the period of this study, a 1974 national youth group survey refened to
by R.M. Jaffe in,'Social Conflicts andChanges in the Auckland Jewish Communiry',
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section of the magazine was, in fact, devoted entirely to news about New Zealanders in
Israel.
Therc was also a great deal of space in the Chronicle concerned with fund raising
for Israel. Although rhis activiry tended to be a substinrte for actually going to the country,
it nonetheless reinforced the idea in young people of the importance of supporting Israel
either by immigration or by sending money to suppon those who had gone.
Trials of former Nazis, stories about Jewish sufferings in the afterrrath of the
Holocaust and reports of incidents of anti-Semitism in various parts of the world" including
New Zealand, filled up the spaces which remained in the magazine which were not taken
up by local social concerns such as weddings, binhs and so on. AII in all, the picttue
depicted in the Chronicle was a grim one. It would have reinforced the notion in young
peoples' minds of a community of victims and survivors, of a cornmunity of the
persecuted.12
Except that therc was Israel. As George Steiner observes: "There is not a Jew in thc
world who does not hold his head higher ... because Israel exists'.
The status of the Jew everywhere has altered a little, the image he
carries of himself has a new straighmess of back, because Israel has
shown that Jews can handle modern weapons, that they can fly jets,
and turn desert into orchard. When he is pelted in Argentina, or
mocked in Kiev, the Jewish child knows that there is a corner of the
earth where he is master, where the gun is his. If Israel were to be
destroyed, no Jew would escape unscathed. The shock of failure, the
Univenity of Auckland M. A. thesis in Sociology, t976, page 31, found that of the
ninety-three persons aged between nineteen and twenty-three who had been members of
the youth group, thirty-three percent of those surveyed had assimilated (no community
contact); thirty-five percent still identified with the Jewish communiry in New T.raland|'
twenty-one percent were overseas (not Israel); eleven percent were living in Israel.
However, these findings do nor relate to young people who had not been members of the
youth goup (the assimilation figures would probably be higher for those who had not been
members of the youth group and the numbers living in Israel would probabJy be lower),
they do not show the numbbrs among those surveyed who were children of reflgees and
they do not reveal how permanently the people surveyed were located in New 7*aland,
Israel or elsewhere.
l2There were also a few reports of a kind not already mentioned: the Coronation and the
Waterfront strike of 1951. This latter event held up the shipment of matzos and other
supplies needed by New ZealandJews for Passoveq New Zealand Jewish Chronicle, Aprtl
1951, page2.
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need and harrying of those seeking refuge, would reach out to
implicate even the most indifferent, the most anti-Zionisr13
Tom was one of those Jewish young people, referred to earlier, who left New
Zealandpennanently for Israel. He left at the age of twenty-two, convinced that he could
never belong in New Zealand.
I decided when I was about twelve or thirteen that I was going to go to
Israel because I saw that counury as a refuge, as a place where Jews
would have a home, a place without anti-Semitism. Israel is my only
home. I come to New Zealand now only to visit my family. The only
links I have left with New Zealand apart from the family are the very
pleasant memories of times I have spent in the mountains and in the
bush. I still remember those, and for many years had books of
photographs of the places I had been to in the South Island, in the
Tararuas, in the Ruahines. When I come back for a visit, I maintain
some sort of contact with some of the people who I used to go
climbing and shooting with. But I haven't been back to the New
Tnaland bush since I left in 1959.
The notion of Israel as a place of refuge was also very important for those who did
not, in fact, decide to settle there. George, who immigrated to Australia, desctibes himself
as a critical Zonist:
If you understand what happened in the Holocaust, Zionism becomes
very important, very logical. When I was a child, my mother talked a
great deal to me about the Holocaust. It was all too much to
understand. I had no family in New Zealand because they were all
dead or scattered around the world. When all this sank in gradually
over the years, naturally Zionism appealed. It offered a place where
Jews could be safe. But I did not seriously think of going to live in
Israel.
13 Steiner, 'A kind of Survivor', page 143.
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John also did not seriously think of settling in Israel. Nor does he think a place like
New Zealand could ever become a country to run away from. 'But, like every other Jew, I
know Israel is there if I need it'.
The notion of Israel as a place of refuge in case the world in which Jews were
living collapsed again, was very pervasive. This insecurity about Jewish life in the
Diaspora is the'core' of the message that Primo Levi wished, in the last book before his
death, to leave for the next generation:
... we have collectively witnessed a fundamental, unexpected event,
fundamental precisely because unexpected, not foreseen by anyone. It
took place in the teeth of all forecasts; it happened in Europe;
incredibly, it happened that an entire civilized people, just issued from
the fervid cultural flowering of Weimar, followed a buffoon whose
figure today inspires laughter, and yet Adolf Hitler was obeyed and his
praises were sung right up to the catastrophe. It happened, therefore it
can happen again: this is the core of what we have to say.
It can happen, and it can happen everywhere.l4
Some believed'it' could even happen in New 7a,aland. Sometimes, Yomg people
tried to convice their elders that it was not possible for a Jew to live outside Israel. A
correspondent, signing himself as 'a young Jew', wrote in 1966 to the Chronicle
describing his reaction to an earlier rcport of anti-Semitic incidents that had taken place:
All this brings home to us one fact that things aren't so cosy for Jews
even in comfortable, easy, affluent New Zealand ... Perhaps New
Zealanders will be forced to leave New Zealand (God's own country)
and go to Israel (our own country) as is occurring to other Jewries in
the world.
It may be worthwhile for all of us to think about this. Perhaps
it is better to leave now before anything occurs ... The Germans,
14 Le,ri, The Drowned and the Saved, page 199.
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Austrians, Poles and Czechs all said: 'Impossible, it can't happen to
us'. And it did.15
Anthony made the following comments:
I have often thought that Israel is equal to New Zealand zui my own
country. Should the roof fall in here on my life,I would go and live in
Israel. The only reason I have not had that thought the last ten years is
because I have been so successful in coping with being just an ordinary
New Zealand person, with a lovely New Zealand wife and a great New
Zealand home and a great set of principles about life here. But if an
anti-Semitic world were to fall on me, I would go and live in Israel.
This is what I think I would do, but whether now in my forties, I could
emotionally and practically do it, I don't know.
I am a fairly nationalistic New Zealander and a nationalistic
Israeli. Israel has my emotional support, though also my strong
political criticism for its behaviour. But it is my home, although I have
never been there. It is a home I don't need because I contribute to and
panicipate in this sociery and I do so with a vengeance.
Those interviewees who had strong ties to Israel did not consider that an allegiance
to that.country was in any way incompatible with being a New Zealander. Ernie has
always wanted to live in Israel, but was prevented from doing so by the need to suy in
New Zealand to look after his elderly parents.
I feel very easy and at home in Israel when I go on visits. I have a
very strong bi-national identity and there is no conflict at all. I have a
very strong Kiwi identity. New Zealand is part of me, yet I could
leave tomorrow. I have a feeling that one day , when I retire, and our
children are in Israel, my wife and I could very well go there too.
l5Ne* Zealand Jewish Chronicle,4 July 1966, page 12.
u5
Katherine also has a strong sense of Israel being where she belongs, yet at the sarne
time, she also feels that she is a New Zealander. The problem for some is that while they
are perfectly comfortable with their dual allegiance, other people have difficulties with it.
Katherine has sometimes been aware that there are New Zealanders who regard her as less
of a Kiwi because of her anachment to Israel.
In the 1960s, when Israel was a country that attracted left-wing support, Michael
found that university was a place where he could feel integrated as a New Zealander and
yet be strongly Jewish and a supporter of Israel. In the 1970s, when accused by former
hime Minister Norman Kirk at a Labour Party conference that he was mor€ pro-Israel than
a New Zealander had a right to be, the response of the conference audience was to boo
Norman Kirk - who later apologized to Michael for making such an allegation. In recent
years, however, as Israel has increasingly bcen the target of left-wing protest, Michael has
occasionally been anacked for his pro-Israeli views by those who consider these
incompatible with active Labour Party membership. He has also been criticized by New
ZeaJand lews for questioning the rightness of Israeli policies. But he himself cannot
conceive of any conflict between being a New Zealurder and a supponer of Israel. As
others, Michael regards Israel as a refuge - just in case:
I think I would be almost under any circumstances a supporter of the
right of Israel to exist, and for the need for a Jewish state to exist. I
think it does provide a critical safeguard for people around the world
where anti-Semitism has by no means ceased and where the historical
pressures against Jews continue. They are by no means the only
scapegoats, but they are certainly a potential target.
Many Jewish young adults in New Zealand and elsewhere were aware of a
srrengthening of their Jewish identity and of their bond with Israel when Israel was
perceived as being threatened during the events of the Six Day War.16 According to the
New Zealand JewishChronicle, twenty-nine young people in New Zealand between the
ages of eighteen and twenty-six 'responded to lsrael's call to the Diaspora to provide an
lFfnis was also the finding of Jaffe,'Social Conflicts and Changes in the Auckland
Jewish Communiry', page 30. In Jaffe's view, the war provided the Zionist movement
with a'new, vibrant impetus'.
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effective force of non-combatant volunteers'. Twenty of the twenty-nine were or had been
active members of Habonim. Among them were children of refugees from Hitler.l7
The war broke our in the first few days of June. By June 10, the first group of
New Zealand volunteers were already on their way to Israel.lS the Chronicle wrote:
We are very proud of these young people who left their comfort and
security at short notice to take the place of those mobilized in the
Anned Forces and essential occupations in Israel. The members were
a good cross-section of our young folk and included two nurses, a
radiographer, two teachen, an electrician, a toolmaker, a watchmaker,
a honiculturalist and many univenity students.
The notion of dual identity was stressed in the article. These people were going to Israel as
Jewish New Zealanders:l9 'We are sure that they [the volunteers] will be a real help to
Israel and represent New Zeataadwell'.20
Michael and Katherine were among the volunteers. Katherine has recollections of
the huge crowd of Jewish people, singing Evenu Shalom Aleichem ('We bring you peace';
a Hebrew song of arrival and farewell) at the airport to farewell her group. The memories
of those involved and the pages of the Chronicle reveal a community mobilized -
emotionally and practically. Headlines of 'Wellington responds to Emergency' and
'Emergency CaIl' appeared. A leaflet circulated within the Jewish community by
community members ran:
Nasser has sworn to exterminate the people of Israel. We pledge
ourselves that this will not be so! His success would be the destruction
of two thousand years of dreaming, and twenty years of reality. It is
indeed possible that we would be unable to rebuild again, and once
more we would walk with our heads bent, our pride gone, our safety
17 N e* Zealand J ewis h C hro nic le, 26 June I 967, page 1.
l8Ahhough the fighting had ended, the volunteers were needed for non-combatant duties.
l9There were also at least two non-Jewish New Zealanders in the group of volunteers.
Thev were Dartners of the Jewish volunteers.
20ir* ZeiUna Jewtsh Chronicle,26 June 1967,page l.
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and that of our children perhaps in jeopardy because every country in
which a Jew lives has a common border with Israel.
Wars ate won by courage and money! The people of Israel have
the courage and it is our bounden duty to supply their economic needs.
The Israelis are offering their lives. What have you got to
offer?
This is not only an appeal to your emotions. It is an appeal to
your intelligence - an appeal for survival.2l
Sonny recalled going down to the local Post Office, drawing out all her child
allowance for the month and giving it to Israel: 'This was a totally irrational act, but I
would do the same again. For me, the existence of Israel is essential. I am totally against
Israel's present government but absolutely believe in Israel's right to exist'.
For other young people, the Yom Kippur War produced the sarne effect as the Six
Day War.22 A respondent in one of the United States studies commented:
... the Yom Kippur War was pivotal for me. The'67 war had been
short; Israel had gone in and come out on top. In 1973, the war was
protracted and the outcome uncertain. I saw Israel as small and
vulnerable, surrounded by enemies, and quickly deserted by Europe,
as in previous wars against Jews. The death toll was mounting, and I
felt as though my relatives were dyrng.
The passion of my response shocked me. I was amazed by the
completeness of my emotional involvement. My general outlook and
political opinions notwithstanding,I didn't give a shit about the shades
of grey, about the ethics of Zionism, American imperialism in the
Middle East, or the problems of the Palestinians. I cared about
ZLNew Zealand Jewish Chronicle,12 June 1967, page 1. In other par:ts of the world,
reactions and responses were similar. For example, the Six Day War is described as a
'watershed in Auitralian Jewish life' by Suzanne D. Rutland, Edge of tlte Diaspora: Two
Centuries af Jewish Settlement in Australia, Sydney 1988, page 358.
22}neinterviewee considered thar the Yom Kippur War did not have the same impact in
New Zealand as the Six Day War. It is possible that by the time of the Yom Kippur War,
New Zealand Jews felt more assured of Israel's ability to survive. Regarding Australian
reactions, Rutland in Edge of the Diaspora, page 360 observes, 'Perhaps ... there was a
slightly lower level of feeling and sense of urgency than in 1967'.
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survival, the life and death of my people, and of myself. To me, the
war was a war of survival, nothing short of that.23
The passionate attachment to Israel of some second generation refugees is
connected with the rejection of a Jewish identity of passivity in the face of adversity. A
number of respondents alluded to this, despite the guilt associated with being critical of
their parents and others who had escaped death against all odds. Ernie, for example,
rejected strongly the identity of victim: 'If I had been in Europe, I would have fought like
hell. I wouldn't have been a passive Jew who walked into the concentration c?mP'.
Questions about the past - such as, why did you not escape, why did you not rebel, why
did you not avoid capture, why did you not leave sooner - put to survivors of the
Holocaust by succeeding generations, are inextricably connected with their notions of their
own Jewish identity. The determination to be not victims, but sun'ivors, is a key
component of this identiry and was manifested in diverse ways.
A Canadian study of socio/political attitudes of adult children of survivors and
others is relevant here as a point of reference. In that study the attirudes of the respondents
to issues concerning 'the largely undeserved image of passivity by Jews' and to questions
regarding the defence of the state of Israel are examined. The writers conclude that those
more affected by the Holocaust, that is the children of survivors, are morc likely to be in
favour of stronger measures in support of Israel in the face of any perceived threat to that
counu'Y.24
A further point about the connection between Israel and Jewish identity is relevant
here. The place of Israel in the lives of the interviewees as aduls parallels to a certain extent
the role that Habonim played in the lives of Jewish teenagers. Both (the Jewish youth
movement and the adult's support of Israel) provide a solution to conflicts about Jewish
identity and to tension between different worlds, and are a means of reconciling
Jewishness with assimilation.
Finally, on the subject of Israel, it needs to be pointed out that there were a few
exceptions and dissenting voices among the interviewees in this (the New Zealand) study.
There were those who stressed that Israel was not for them in any sense a special place,
23Mostysser, 'The Weight of the Past', Steinitz ed., Living After the Holocaust, pages 16-
t7.
24Weittfeld, Sigal, 'Effects of the Holocaust on Selected Socio-Political Anitudes of Adult
Children of Survivors',The Canadian Revtew of Sociology and Anthropology,23,3,
August 1986, page 379.
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and others whose polirical and social philosophies are anti-nationalistic and therefore anti-
Zonist. Vivienne made this point strongly:
I would feel quite uncomfortable going to Israel. I feel very unhappy
with its politics. I don't think Zionism is the way to deal with anti-
Semitism. The way to deal with it is by affirming Iewish identity
wherever we are. We have the right to be at home where we are born.
In Vivienne's view, Zonism does not address the fundamental issue of Jewish life
in the Diaspora. Other'dissenting voices' in the study observed that Jewishness for them
was not connected with Zionism.25 However, there is linte in terms of their background
or in terms of the kinds of experiences they had growing up in New Zealand to distinguish
the small number of interviewees who for one reason or other did not regard Israel as a
special and necessary place for Jews from those who did so. It is evident that, whether by
affirming the rights of Jews in the Diaspora or by affirming the right and necessity for
Israel to exist, all interviewees were in different ways reacting to a history of persecution
by asserting the right to Jewish survival.
SociallPolitical Values
Is the Central or Eastern European Jewish refugee background linked to other (than those
just discussed concerning Jewish survival) commonly held sociaVpolitical values? Anthony
posed some ctucial questions regarding the significance of such a heritage: 'The riddle in
my mind is does the German-Jewish background of persecution contribute to a sense of the
[wider] public good; does it lead to an identification of the ones at the bonom of the heap or
is it only to do with self-preservation and advancement?'
The Canadian study,26 referred to earlier, which investigated the socio-political
anitudes of adult children of Holocaust survivors and compared their attitudes with those of
children of immigrants and children of native-born Canadians, has some relevance to this
question. Attitudes to civil liberties for dissenting views, tolerance for minorities and
25some Orthodox Jews are opposed to Zionism on religious grounds, but no one in this
studv obiected to the State of Israel for such reasons.
26Weinieta, Sigal, 'Effects of rhe Holocaust on Selected Socio-Political Attitudes of Adult
Children of Survivors' , The Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology,23:3,
August 1986, pages 363-379.
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views on immigrarion policy are examined in this Canadian study. The writers
hypothesized that the respondents more affected by the Holocaust through the expericnces
of rheir parents would be more committed to principles of democracy and civil liberties,
would be more tolerant of minorities, would be more sensitive to injustices against
minorities, including Jews, and would be more likely advocates of militant action to
oppose those injustices. 'Our theory is that previous victims might have more compassion
for other victims, and that victims (or descendants of victims) might undertake actions
which would prevent a repetition of such episodes of victimization'. The writers do also
admit the possibility of an alternative, though less likely, hypothesis which is that'those
more affected by the Holocaust ... might turn inward and become less concerned for the
civil libenies of other groups'.
The tentative results of the study indicate that there is a relationship between 'a
historical event experienced by one generation and the politicaVsocial attirudes manifested
by the adult children of that generation born after the event'. Although the results can be
interpreted in various ways, the writen conclude that'children of survivors are morc likely
to claim to bc affected by their parents' experiences during World War Two, to be more
knowledgeable about those events and to have attitudes affected in hypothesized directions'
(that is, in the directions offered in the first, not the second hypothesis).
Children of survivors, as they are defined in the Canadian study, more or less
approximate the children of refugees of the New Zealand study. What observations did the
New Zealand interviewees make about the connections between their background and their
current social/political attitudes? A number spoke in general terrns of the enriching
dimension provided by a culnrally diverse background. Mention was made (although very
tentatively by some) of the possession of a broader vision and a more questioning
perspective than their contemporaries. Others were more specific, drawing a link (with
hesitation at times) between their background and a concern with the plight of other
minority groups and with under-privileged people generally. An empathy with and an
interest in people who are different was atrributed by some to their refugee background.
Renate (who became a medical practitioner) spoke of a 'bond of sympathy with Sri Lankan
doctors', a number of whom have been coming to New Zealand as refugees in recent
years. Ernie's clrrrent job in the teaching profession, which he finds 'very fulfilling',
involves working with newly-arrived immigrants and refugees.
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I can relate well to people who have gone through what my parents
have gone through. This is evident even in the way I speak. Many
newcomers have said to me,'you speak more slowly than Kiwis. you
don't mumble and swallow your words'. A woman from Korea told
me that there were only two people she could understand in New
Tx;Llarlrd and one of them was me.
A number in the study felt strongly about human rights issues in New T*aland.
One interviewee drew parallels between 'the blood-stained economy' of Austria which
profited from the expulsion and killing of the Jews, and Pakeha New Zealanders profiting
from the colonization of New 7-ealand and the status of Maori as second class citizens in
their own land. Yet, compared to Austria, in his view New Zealand,was an'innocent'
country, and there was hope that through the work of rhe Waitangi Tribunal, the wrongs
done to Maori people could be remedied.
Miriam considered that hearing and reading about the concennation camps certainly
formed the basis of much of her political thinking in relation to racism, inequality and
probably sexism as well. Miriam, along with some of the other intenriewees, has chosen
to be an active, outspoken fighter about social issues of various kinds. Accord"ing to
Michael, the two motives, Jewish self-preservation and the struggle for social justice,
offered as alternatives by Anthony at the beginning of this discussion, were, in fact, in
harmony. He has been active in movements which promote social justice because in his
view, 'Jews have only prospered in just societies which don't look for scapegoats'.
Anthony, who is New Zealand-born, commented that he was entirely comfortable
with assuming a socially responsible/polirically active role: 'the second generation do not
have the constraints that the first had. I haven't just come from a country that is at war
with this country. I don't have those disadvantages. I've got it really good here. It is very
easy to be public spirited'.
By connasq for Sonny, aged eleven when she arrived in New ZeaLand, social
activism is not quite so easy. As an adult, she has wanrcd to fit in and to belong just as she
had done as a child. AIso, she somerimes feels afraid. but:
In spite of the fear, I speak out. I feel you cannot keep silent when
there is a wrong. My own experience and memory and whar I have
been told about living in Germany has formed my auitudes about
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speaking out against wrong. You can't let the fear stop you speaking
out.
The occasional lack of a 'common denominator' perceived by Sonny bet'ween herself and
some New Zealanders (not her close New Zealand friends) is, she believes, related to
atritudes derived from her backgound.
Although on the whole I react like a New Zealander, there are certain
assumptions that my generation with a refugee background would
make. We have similar reactions, particularly in political situations.
The similarity Sonny is speaking of has been highlighted for her particularly over human
rights issues of various kinds. When human rights are threatened even in a small way in
New Zealand, she is reminded of similar developments in Germany and in such situations
she becomes afraid. The erosion of human rights under the Nazis wiui a gradual process.
It is this memory of fear that New 7*aLand acquaintances cannot share.
I say to them that what is proposed is just like what happened in
Germany. They reply that they understand my reaction but do not
share it. Their attitude is'why worry?', while I feel strongly that if
you accourmodate the wrongs, if you don't say 'no' and act now, it
will be too late.
A number of others in the study also expressed strong social commitment. John
spoke of being sufficiently 'agitated' about New Zealand and where it was heading to
become politically involved. Eva expressed with vehemence the views which drove her
involvement in a number of causes concerned with social justice and the environmenL
Although we could be better than we are, New Znaland is still a lot
better than most other countries for ordinary people. I think we are
foolish for not making New Zealand the paradise it could be.
Such sentiments are shared, of course, by many New Zealanders. However, for
rhe people in this study, there was sometimes an additional notion involved. A socially-
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committed outlook appeared, to an extent, to be a legacy of their parents' gratitude for
sancruary in New Zealand. The desire to work hard to make New Zealand'the paradise it
could be' was sometimes expressed in terms of this being an obligation owed particularly
by children of refugees. Jane: 'I think, there is a continuation of this feeling of 'sen ing'
New Zealand and the wish to contribute something to New 7*aland.
However, some respondents suongly disclaimed any suggestion that a refugee
background was linked to their curent concerns and ideas about social and political issues.
Eva: 'My basic value system derives from my mother's cosmopolitan/socialisVpacifist
outlook on life and my leaning towards the social sciences stem from her'.
Jonathon doubted that his background affected his attitude about social issues:
I wouldn't claim that refugees have a stronger adherence to concepts of
justice or minority rights. It would be tempting to say, 'yes', but I
don't think there is any foundation for it really. I imagine my
background is some help in understanding the position of people from
minority groups or refugee situations (Jonathon is in thc legal
profession), but I doubt it plays any significant part. One becomes
used to putting aside any personal involvement, although it is helpful
from time to time to reach understanding of a panicular situation or a
particular person's point of view to have had a particular background.
So I have got that advantage, but might lack something another person
has. Everyone comes from a different background
Anthony was uncertain what could be attributed to his background and what could
not. Although he did consider that his work with Pacif,rc Island migrants drew on his
background, he was cautious about making explicit connections. He had some difficulty
considering his own desire to fight'tenaciously' as being related to his background when
the facts about the past showed (although there were exceptions) that the refugees from
Hitler'had run like scared hens from the persecutors'. On the whole, Anthony concluded,
he owed much to the environment he encountered at university in the 1960s, and above all
to people like John Rangihau, Jack Shallcrass, Michael Noonan, Steve Whitehouse and
others.
One further point regarding social and political values and their connection to a
refugee background needs to be made. This concerns the ambivalent attitude of some of
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the respondents to certain labels in the political arena. Compared to their New Zealand
peers, they are more likely to be wary of simple identification of issues in terms of 'leff or
'right'. For example, Jane's views about communism were influenced by the mixed
anitudes of her generally left-wing father about the post-war fate of Czechoslovakia-
Michael's comments provide further illustration. Although actively involved in the
protest movement at university against New Zealand's involvement in the Vietnnm war, in
some ways his views and behaviour were different from his fellow protestors. For
example, Michael's refusal to 'confuse injustices of utterly different levels' could be
attributed to his background. 'I never believed it was legitimate to call out "Sieg Heil" to
members of the National Party [iust] because I didn't agrce with their policy in Viemam'.
Attitudes to such labels and to the use of words generally show a small, though
significant difference in perspective that some of the children of refugees from Hitler have
from their contemporaries. A child of an Auschwiu survivor in Marcia Russell's article on
refu gees' children commented:
If someone says to me, 'this is horrible', I think, well, as far as they
are concerned, that may be the case, they have nothing more savage to
relate it to. But I feel people devalue words like tragedy and miracle.
These words to me have a meaning.2T
The participation of interviewees in New Zealand life is informed in divenc ways
by their past experiences. However, this study did comprise a large proportion of socially
and politically committed individuals. (Perhaps this can be regarded as an example of
constructive assimilation.) A significant number of interviewees shared the perception that
threats to human rights, whether from the right or the left, have to be dealt with promptly
before it is 'too late'. The connection between such concerns and a background of flight
from Nazi persecution seems very likely, whether or not it was seen in this light by
individual interviewees. However, the generality of these characteristics in the population
of second generation refugees as a whole will need to be determined in a different study.
The complexiries and diverse manifestations of Jewish identiry in second generation
refugees have been examined in the first part of this chapter. The questions raised
27Ne* Zealand. Listener,16 June lg7g, page 15.
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regard,ing the sense in which the interviewees as adults have remained Jewish still are
complex ones. As children and as adolescents, their Jewishness, however manifested,
was a significant component of their distinctiveness. This has remained true for the
majority of the adults. However, it is also evident that in some cases only a very fragile
thread from rhe past still binds interviewees to their Jewish background. What does this
thread consist of? The question is best answered by George Steiner who wrote nearly
twenty years ago that when he listened to his children breathing in the stillness of his
house, he would grow afraid: 'That has not changed. I am utterly rying to teach my
children the sense of vulnerability ... and keep them in training for survival'.28
'Not Quite New Zealanders'
Culturat Transmission and Assimilation
A distinction, though not a clear one, may be made between external and internal
assimilation. External assimilation is concerned with behaviour regarding food language,
lifestyle, social contacts, outlook and attitudes. Internal assimilation refers to
psychological identification and perception. Both aspects of ethnicity are considered in the
following discussion.
Earlier chapters have dealt with interviewees' attempts to negotiate berween the
different expectations of the refugeedewish and New Zealand worlds and their stnrggles to
fit in with and find acceptance in the New Zealand world. Although these efforts were
often relatively successful, the effort to assimilate, whether successful or not, brought
doubts, new problems and costs.
The costs of assimilation become apparent when the following question is
considered: apan from a Jewish refugee background of widely differing significance to the
individuals concerned and perhaps also some shared attitudes arising from this, what
distinguishes the people in this study from others of the same generation and socio-
economic background? This is a complicated question to answer and interviewees gropeC
to define in tangible tenns what had usually been during their childhood and adolescence
28otto Friedrich, 'Teaching the Grammar of Hell', review of The Portage to San
Christobal of A. H. by George Steiner, Time,29 March 1982, page 68.
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and continued to be during their adult years an innate sense of d.ifference perceived with
varying strength and clarity. Their answers to this question reveal both the persistence of
'psychological' ethnic identification with the Continental European/refugee background
(even when'external' assimilation to the New Zealand world is very prevalent) and the
cultural losses of assimilation.
It must be pointed out fust of all that for a few of the respondents, such as Helen
(the only interviewee with a wholly Christian background), even a perception of difference
was missing. The cultural transmission in her family was negligible. Helen, as zln adult,
speaks only a little Gemran and until recently, has had little social contact with anyone of a
similar background to her own (although a number of her friends have an immigrant
background, they are not the children of Continental European refugees). She is unaware
of any significant ways in which her background has made her different from a'typical'
New Zealander. A love of Central European cooking remains a legacy of her childhood,
but Helen has not inherited recipes. If she wishes now to make apple strudel, she turns to
Alison Holst, as do other New Zealanders.
In families with only one refugee pilrent, cultural transmission also tended to be
very diluted. Cathy's childhood was 'almost' an ordinary New Zealand one. Only
fragments of her father's culture were passed to her - she has memories (but no recipes) of
potato pouffles (mashed potato in choux pastry), porato salad, Viennese cabbage and
kohlrabi, which she still grows every year. Her father married into an established New
Zealand family and it was her mother's family of numerous brothers and sisters who
predominated in Cathy's life. If the opponunity now alises, Cathy is pleased to admit to
being half-Viennese, but such occasions must be rare as there are few outward indications
of Cathy's pan-foreign origins.
The same can be said of Jane: only her name reveals her background. Jane's
refugee father ma:ried a New Zealander and, as for Cathy, it was her mother's large,
closely-knit family which was probably the decisive influence in her life. However,
although specific instances of culn:ral ransmission were almost non-existent or are d.ifficult
to nail down, Jane, as discussed in earlier chapters, grew up with and has retained some
sense of belonging to a minority culrural goup.
This perception is easier to explain in Annette's case. Although Annette's
background is also only part-refugee, the presence of her grandmother introduced Austrian
culture into family life in a way that was absent in orher similar households. However, it
was still a very fragmentary inroduction. Annette heard German conversation often, ate
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Austrian food and experienced some different customs such as pinching of small children's
cheeks by adults as a sign of affection.
Howard, with a part-refugee background, considered himself by and large
'untouched' by the immigrant pan of ir He acquired merely a very superficial appreciation
of Centrai European culture. He considered that this was because his fathen
... tried very hard to fit into the New Zealand way. I think he
desperately wanted to adapt, to assimilate, to be a New Zealander. He
didn't go out of his way to steer us towards European things, except
for music, which was his special love, but unrequited due to his lost
teenage years.
As discussed in earlier chapters, the pressures and urges of first and second
generarion refugees to assimilate were very strong and some families showed great skill
and adaptability at fitting in with their new surroundings. Some New Zealand-born
children of refugees adapted to the culture of their parents' adopted country so completely
that, as Howard commented, 'you don't know their origins unless they tell you'. Very
often even that last indication of background, the foreign name, was lost through marriage
or by deed poll. Indeed, for some women, marriage provided a welcome release from
names which had caused embarrassment or unhappiness in childhood.
Language is usually regarded as cenral to culture and identity, reflecting and
influencing the way we think, see, feel about ourselves and relate to othen. The fate of
German and the other languages of the people in this study was discussed in Chapter 6.
The legacy of an appalling past, the resulting ambivalence towards German language and
culrure, and the assimilationist tendencies in New Zealand society meant that many of the
second generation acquired or have retained only a broken, inadequate knowledge of the
language.
However, although clearly assimilated in significant ways, a number of
interviewees nonetheless found particular characteristics - outlook, interests and attitudes -
deriving from their Continental European background, which they considered
distinguished rhem from other New Zealanders. The strictness and regimentation of some
interviewees' lives during their childhood was discussed in Chapter 3. Jonathon,
searching for remnants of his foreign background in his adult self, was aware of traits
which derived, he believed, ftom this regimented, typically German upbringing.
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I guess all Germans at heart have a gteater sense of regimentation than
New Zealanders, a greater orderliness, perhaps a greater sense of the
importance of attention to detail and to thoroughness. I think I lack the
more relaxed and gung-ho attirude that New Zealanders have.
Others spoke of the negative side of such traits and attributed a rigidity in their
personalities to their upbringing. A positive feature mentioned by some was a fostering of
interest in classical music, literature and the arts generally. As discussed in Chapters 4 and
5, the children's need to pursue interests that would enable them to frt in with their New
TsaJandpeers sometimes conflicted with their parents' expectation that they attend concerts
or read certain books, for example. Such conflicts were a suessful feature of their
childhood and adolescence. For the adults, however, an appreciation of classical music
and the arts has remained, perhaps, one of the most important legacies of a Continental
European background. Jonathon:
I think it has been an advantage to be brought up in a home which had
its roots in a European culture. Now I say snaight away that there
must have been thousands of New Zealand homes where a child would
have been brought up with a similar advantage. My parents had a great
love of the classics; they had grown up in a society where it was taken
for granted that you had a higher education and that the music you
listened to was classical music. It is a difficult thing to say without
sounding pretentious or immodest. I feel that perhaps a little bit of
European culture rubbed off on me. It has influenced my tastes and
lifestyle now.
Mary is also aware that her rastes have been similarty affected by her background.
However, while her commitment to Kultur is strong, her lifestyle does not always reflect
her values and beliefs. For example, while she would like to go to concerts, she does not
make the same effort to attend that her grandparents had made in spite of their poverry and
daily routine of very hard work during their early years in New Zealand. In comparison
with the frst generation, her energy for classical music, literarure and the arts is diluted by
numerous other interests.
E9
Shared cultural interests of a similar kind have kept Sonny in touch with a small
group of former refugees (although she stressed that such interests are not exclusive to her
refugee friends - her New Zealand friends have them too): 'They lthe former refugees]
belong to the sorts of things I belong to - chamber music, orchesna. We share an interest
in paintings'. However, the common gtound she feels she has with such fiends is
broader than this. It includes also a different taste, perhaps in furniture or in fbod.
Some of the strengrhs of refugee families - adaptability, energy and determination to
succeed were discussed in eadier chapters. As adults, a few interviewees identified in
themselves such characteristics as strength, energy and ambition - and considered that they
owed them, perhaps, to the example of their parents who had survived and succeeded in
life in spite of persecution, war and emigration. Renate, for examplc, attributed to her
background 'her ton of energy' and her many interests. Publisher, writer and former
srudent leader Alister Taylor knew a number of children of refugees who were at university
in the 1960s. In an article n Ciry Magazine two decades on he wrote of their 'thirst for
culture' and'drive for success'. He saw them as a'major force' at university: 'thc cultural
clubs were sprinkled with Jewish names, the end of year results often topped by them.29
Michael King too wrote in his book Being Pakeha of 'the disproportionate level of
involvement of Jewish students' in culrural clubs at universiry.30
Some interviewees attributed an enjoyment of discussion and debate to their
Continental European origins. George:'What I derive from my background is that I am
excited by concepts and I like to convince others of my point of view. I like to mix with
people I can talk and argue with, exchange ideas with. This is very important to me'.
The difficulties with peer relarionships that some interviewees had during their
childhood and teenage years did not always lessen or disappear as the years passed. Peter
offered the illustration that he often felt an outsider at New Zealanders' social gatherings.
For him, as for George, having a good time meant the opportunity for lively debate. For
29Atister Taylor, 'Peace, Power and Politics: Wellington in the Sixties', Ctry Magazine,
Spring 1987, page 53.
30King, Being Pakeha, pages 67-68. The writer examined a random sample of two
Victoria University of Wellington student publications, Salient and Spike, from the fifties
and sixties and did find that some Cennal and Eastern European students appeared to be
prominent in srudent joumalism, in student politics, in music and in f91-9ing. Others wrote
ieviews, poenry and articles on a variety of subjects. However, it is difficult to come to
firm conclusions about the extent of their involvement from such an incomplete
investigation.
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example, at a Party, he would like to sit and discuss polirics, but his New Zealand friends
tended to say: 'hey, don't talk about that; we are here to have a good time'.
Not unexpectedly, those interviewees who had met congenial New Zealanders at
teachers' training colleges, at universities, at work and elsewhere, made very d.ifferent
comments. Michael, for example, described himself as a 'happy New Zealandet' because
of his'remarkable luck'in his New Zealand friends:
I have in Wellington an enormously rich sociaVcultural life. Nearly atl
of the New Zealanders I know are strongly internarionally oriented; it
has been possible for them to ravel at reasonably frequent intervals.
They are all world conscious, rather than simply narrowly New
Tnaland oriented-
The gap that other interviewees perceived between Continental Europeans and New
Zealanders was not so much in interests or outlook as in styles of communication. John
described his impression of becoming 'more alive and intellectually sharpet' when
socializing with Continental Europeans.
Put me at a dinner table with Europeans, and I am a different kind of
person from the one I am when I am with New Zealanders. There is
no doubt about thar A different set of brain cells come into operation -
I'm more excited and I'm livelier. when I am among New Zealanders,
I can merge and seem to be like a New zearander, but then in the
company of people from Europe, I reveft to something that is buried
inside.
These impressions were echoed by many others in the srudy who also spoke of their
transformation into livelier, more animated, freer persons, more able to'be themselves' in
the company of people with a Continental European background. For those interviewees
whose German, Hungarian, Czech or Polish was fluent enough, just speaking in these
languages usually brought about the change into more vivacious and exciuble people.
Marei spoke of the way Continenhl Europeans shared feelings, reflected on life and
expressed themselves 'passionately'. Julia described the type of lively debate - outspoken,
people talking over each other - which strikes her as particularly 'European', but which is
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not acceptable among the New Zealanders she has met. Very ofterr in her interactions with
New Zealanders, Julia has found that she has to 'check' herself and 'tone down' her
personality in order to conform.
Sonny too feels that with New Zealanders she has to keep herself in check'. She
often feels guilty of intemrpting' when she joins in the conversation before the last
speaker has finished. She is also more emotional than New Zealanders - she cries, gets
angry and is more physicalty demonstrarive than her New 7*aland acquaintances, who are
sometimes embarrassed by her openness and spontaneity.
Hannah has also had to learn how to 'hold back and 'not to jump in too quickly' in
order to 'manage life in New Zealand and to be 'acceptable' to others. In her view, the
necessity to 'tone down' applies not only in social reladonships but to other forms of self-
expression - for exarnple to the style of clothes or amount of jewelry worn.
The findings of this study concerning assimilation and culnrral retention are very
mixed. Berghahn's findings are somewhat clearer. She found among her respondents a
'tacit acceptance of the Central European heritage' and concluded that elements of German-
Jewish ethnicity had survived. In Berghahn's view, ttre children of refugees had integrarcd
these surviving elements with aspects of the majority culture to forge a new ethnicity.
Some of the characteristics of Gerrran-Jewish ettrniciry identified in her book are similar to
those in this study: 'a high regard for the work ethic, for conscientiousness, perfectionism,
perseverance and strong urge for Kultur'. Such characteristics, she goes on to argue, are
of course not unique, that is not completely different from other cultures:
Rather it is the frequency and evaluation of these elements, their
normative force and position within the total set of values and the
combination of these various traits which distinguishes German-Jewish
culture from other culrures. It might be helpful in this context to think
in terms of clusters of cultural traits ...31
The small groups of Cenral and Eastern European refugees in New Zealand were
much more exposed to the pressures of conformity and assimilation than were similar
communities in England, in the United States or in Canada, where they formed much
larger groups. Earlier chapters have discussed the responses of children and adolescents to
3lBerghahn, German-Jewish Refugees in England, pages 251-252.
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being different in the very monocultural society that New 7*,alandwas between the 1930s
and the 1960s, and their stnrggles to frnd ways of ftting in and being accepted. The mixed
and uncertain attitudes of first generation refugees regarding the benefits of cultural
maintenance as opposed to assimilation, the chil&en's need for belonging and the
prevailing social climate of hostility to cultural differences all helped to ensure that culnral
transmission in families and the retention of cultural traits by the second generation as
adults would be limited. In terms of objective, external criteria of ethnicity, only a v€ry
diluted version is evident in New Zealand. However, in temts of the consciousness of the
respondents themselves of being in some ways still Continental Europeans, the findings of
the two studies coincide.
Belonging
In A Small Person Far Away, Judith Kerr describes Anna's thoughts on her return 'home'
to Britain after a visit to Germany, the country she fled with her parents as a young child.
They dived through the cloud, and below it was raining. Everywhere
was wet, and there was mud on the airport floors from the passengers
feet.
'U.K. passports to the right, others to the left'. She went
through the gate on the right with morc than the usual feeling of having
conned someone, but the man smiled at her as though she belonged.
. 
'Not very nice weather to come home to', he said.32
Having almost lost, or having acquired only a meagre, superficial awareness of
their Continental European cultural heritage, did interviewees consider that they had instead
gained a firm place in the New Ta,aland world? Did the people in this snrdy feel at homc, as
adults, in the country in which they were born or where they spent most of their formative
years? Did they feel they belonged in New 7*aland? The following section returns to the
notion of marginality (a characteristic often attributed in the literature to children of
immigrants) which was inrroduced in earlier chapters. Marginality is also regarded in some
32Ken, A Smatt Person Far Away,page 189.
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Jewish otriting as the very essence of the Jewish experience of life in the Diaspora since the
Enlightenment.33
Alrhough Tom formed strong links with the New Zealand landscape - particularly
with the mountains, rivers and bush (see earlier quotation), in other ways his connections
with New Ts,alandremained insubstantial. In Tom's view, one of the main problems of
children of immigrants is that
they do not identify with, nor are they fully accepted in the country
which their parents have adopted on their behalf. Yet if they go back to
their previous counury, they can't settle there either because it is so
different from what they are used to. So they are at home nowhere.
They are in limbo. It is only the children of the children of immigrants,
the third generation, who will finally be accepted and feel pan of the
counbry they are living in. My generation do not belong. We were not
permitted to feel we belonged. Some may have tried very hard to
belong, but we do not belong or feel that we do. I at least have Israel.
Other children of immigrants do not have that.
This discussion is primarily concerned with those who do not'have Israel', with
those who chose to live in New Zealand. However, the comments of those who grew up
in New 7*aland, but as adults migrated to the United States, Australia or elsewhere are also
included. Very diverse views were expressed.
Those who permanently left New Zealand had a variety of reasons for doing so. A
number depaned for the same sorts of reasons that other New Zealanders leave: that is, in
search of the opportunities and experiences unavailable in New Zealand. They intended o
return to New 7*,aland one day. However, their studies or their careers or a variety of
personal reasons led them in different directions.
Others left and did not intend to return. For those interviewees, New Zealand had
not become home in sufficiently signihcant ways during their childhood and adolescence.
As one woman commented, 'when I left New T.rualand for overseas, I never thought of or
spoke of New Zealanders as "we" but always as "they"'.
33so*e of this literature is referred to in note 2,Chapter 2.
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Lisa settled in the United States. When she left New Zealand she was'pretty sure'
that she was not coming back. Lisa attributed this certainty in pan to her inability to feel
like'a hundred Percent New Zealander'. But she also connected it to an awiueness that her
family reached New Zealand by chance, not choice. Hence, she was grateful to New
7*aland for being the only counfy to give her family a permit and for providing her with a
good education, but at the same time felt she had no roots here.
Now I am an American citizen and I feel very American. I have
become more American than I ever was a New Zealander. It was
easier to become an American because Americans are all from such
hotch-potch places. New Zealand was just a British counrry when I
was growing up.
George usually tries to avoid the subject of his nationality, but inevitably sometimes
he has to reply to the question 'where do you come from?'
I usually say that it is very compricated, but if the questioner
perseveres, I elaborate: 'I was born in poland, educated in Austria,
brought up in New Zealand, worked in England and now live in
Australia'. People get a glazed look.
George left New 7*aland as a young adult, seeking brroader horizons and oppornrnities.
In those days, the concept of internadonalism appealed to him. As a matter of conviction,
he did not wish to identify with any one counbry. More recenrly, he has thought more
about the meaning of roots and has come to value being part of and contributing to the
community in which he is living. Ausraiia, where George has now lived almost as long as
he did in New Tnaland, is'sorl of home. Is New zealand.also home?
I enjoy coming back. I enjoy meeting old friends and acquaintances. I
used to have absolute disdain for college old boys' associations. But
now I imagine I would enjoy making contact and seeing how time has
changed people. so I would like to come back to that. what are roots
really? A place with famiiiar people 
...
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What of the majority of the people in this study who have remained in New
7-ealand? How do they regard their identiry in this country? A number spoke of still feeling
that sense of difference rhat had dominated their growing up years. In spite of the near
absence of cultural traits clearly distinguishing them from New Zealanders, they have
remained, in their own estimation as well as in the eyes of New Zealanders, almost, but not
quite, New Zealanden. Jonathon:
I guess it is a tendency for refugees to finish up without a complete
sense of homeland in either place. I think this is certainly so in my
case. While I regard myself as a New 7*alandet and am completely
assimilated here, it is not quite the same as being born here. But on the
other hand,I am sure I wouldn't feel comfortable living in Gemtany.
To a certain extent home remains where you lived your childhood
years.
Hannah:
Do I feel like a New Zealander? No. I still feel, to some extent,like a
stranger here, which is really weird as I married a New Zealander and I
have lived here for fifty-three years. I sometimes think about what it
would have been like if I had grown up in Berlin. I am happy living in
New Zealand but I do not feel like a New 7'ealandet because I think
differently and my background is different. Yet in Germany,I felt like
a New Zealander - like a New Zealand visitor who happened to
understand German.
Agnes:
The strange thing is that when you leave a country and grow up in
another one, you lose the identity of the place where you come from
and even though you try to become integrated into the new country,
you never fully succeed. I certainly would love to have lost my accent'
which I never managed to do. The first thing people ask is, 'where do
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you come from?' That would be one of the most annoying questions
people could askme!
So you are a person in no man's land. No matter how hard you
try, you ztre not a Kiwi. But in Hungary, you do not feel Hungarian.
Eva'supposes' New T,ealand is home because:
... here I feel corrfortable and have friends, a home and family, and
yet, somehow there is this very strong attachment to Italy. When I am
in Italy or when I hear anything about Italy, the people and the scenery
and the architecture and the art really strike a chord in me. Yet, I do
not feel at home in Italy when I am there despite the strong emotional
bond.
Also, I have a foreign accent which I have not been able to get
rid of, yet English is the only language I speak with any kind of
facility. My Italian is far from perfect and my German is very limited.
If I meet someone new, sometimes I might be asked where I come
from. I usually say Wellington. Although my foreign accent does not
worry me that much, I tend not to get up at large public meetings to
speak because of it. I also tend not to let myself in for speaking on
radio programmes for fear of being labelled a Russian spy or
something like that. But in many ways I do feel I belong in New
7*alandbecause I am very much involved in politics and in grass roots
movements of various kinds. Yet, unlike my son who feels himself to
be a Pacific Islander, I feel myself to be a European.
A variety of things - foreign accents, being questioned about their foreign names,
being asked, 'where do you come from?' - occasionally reminded respondents both that
they are 'not quite New Zealanders' and that they remain a'bit different' in the eyes of
New Zealanders. For Mary, it was the mention of the war which brought an awareness
that her experience was different from other New Zealanders'. Generally though, Mary
sees herself as a Jewistr/Carholic New 7*alander. Her identity as a Hungarian is virrually
non-existent: 'I was a refugee when I came, but I am very much a New Zealander now'.
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However, you did not need to have a foreign name or a slightly unusual accent to
seem somehow not entirely a New Zealander. There are also some other difficult to define,
subtle ways in which some New Zealand-born children of refugees, in spite of striving to
belong, have remained outsidersn to some extent. Strangers to a culture are forced, if they
wish to become part of the mainstream, to learn cultural nuances by imitation.
Consequently, their social behaviour may retain a curiously mechanical quality. It looks as
though they are playing a part. One of the respondents in Berghahn's s$dy spoke of this
expticitly. 'I have a hell of a lot of Englishness in me, but I am not English. I play the
Englishman somerimes ...'34
Renate can sometimes almost forget thar she is the child of refugees - it is not
something she thinks about most of the time - until again someone reminds her: 'You
become aware that you nearly are "one of us", a real New Zealander. In many ways you
are, but you are not quite'. To illustrate, Renate recounted an incident which took place at
a meeting she was attending with colleagues. During the course of a discussion on a
controversial subject, she spoke out firmly, thereby puning herself 'out on a limb':
Later on, when we stood up to go, the most senior of my colleagues
present said: 'somebody had to speak out. I am glad it was you,
Renate, because any of the rest of us New Zealanders would have
found it very difficulC. I was absolutely floored. I thought: he doesn't
cven think I am a New Zealander! He is someone I have worked with
for the last thirty years and he thinks I can actually stand up and say
something because I am not local. He mean[ 'it is good that you spoke
out because you are not one of us, really, though you look a bit like
one of us'. I found the whole thing totally beyond me.
Despite this incident and its implications, Renate was 'utterly stunned by that remark',
because generally she does feel'at home' in New Zealand. For Renate, belonging in New
Zealandmeans that finally as an adult she is as familiar with the cultr.re as anyone else.
34Berghah n, G erman-I ew is h Refug e e s i n E ng land, page 244.
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I don't have to ask anymore what anything means. I know what Anzac
Day is. I know what all those weird rhings are that I didn't use to
know. I even know about Masonic Lodges.
Renate also feels she belongs because, having lived in New Zealand nearly all her life,
what happens is that'wherever you go you know somebody. Having been educated here
gives you a nerwork of friends, acquaintances and colleagues'. Yet at times, her fatheds
warning, 'be careful, they might not stand by you', intnrdes. The betrayal by their friends
and colleagues was something Renate's parents never came to tenns with. Her fathet's
message qualifies Renate's sense of belonging in New 7*aland. If it came to the crunch,
would her colleagues stand by her?
Others also spoke of having a sense of belonging derived from familiarity with
New Zealand culture and of an 'at home' feeling based on having established social
ner'works. Jane lived for some years in England and renrrned to New Zealandwith a firm
conviction that she belonged in New Zealand: 'although there are all these undercurrents in
my background, New Zealandis home because it is where I was brought up, and where I
understand the nuances of the culture'.
Robert's cornments echoed those of Renate. 'In all sorts of ways, yes, I belong
here. I can walk down Lambton Quay [one of central Wellington's main streetsl or go to a
concert and I know half the people there'. However, this is as far as it goes for Roben.
The sense of alienation he had as a teenager has not disappeared. He has adjusted to New
Zealand, but that is all. As a Holocaust survivor, he came to New Zealand, with a very
strong sense of his own identity.
You could have pur my parents down in any place, and probably me as
well, no matter how inhospitable, and we could survive. we have our
own set of values and feel pretty comfortable being who we are and
what we are. we came here with no roots and didn't want to grow
roots. I could pack up tomorrow and go away
Anne too believes she could'live anywhere'. Similar comments were made by a
number of interviewees, echoing the words of the respondent in the article about refugees'
children in the New Zealand Listener:
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There are things about me I know come from the war. I've got no
roots. I have no strong feelings about anywhere - that goes for a house
and belongings as well. They're only things and so what? If you have
to run, you can't take any of that with you.35
A similar pattern was revealed in Berghahn's study. Her respondents spoke of a
lack of roots in Britain. Although England was regarded as home, rffiy had feelings of
being there only 'by accident' and that they would not mind leaving for another counu'y.36
The notion of being in New 7*aland only by accident was also referrci to earlier by Lisa o
explain her deparnue from a country where she never really cirme to feel she belonged-
A deliberate, almost proud assumption of the identity of the outsider was thc path
chosen by some. As one man commented:
I belong here in New Zealand in a sense. I like to be here. I feel morc
positive about New Zealand than any other country. However, at an
early age, I reached the conclusion that someone with my kind of
background had to be an outsider and that my energy should be
directed to doing my own thing rather than trying to belong.
Annette has ended up almost enjoying 'feeling slightly odd' and 'not fining in
quite'. The impressions she had as a child of being 'unconnected, ungrounded and
unanchored' have persisted. Additionally, Annette is still groping for those elusive social
certainties that her monocultural New Zealand peers appear to take for granted.
Every decision I have had to make has been one I have had to create
myself as opposed to using a particular formula which comes from a
particular culnrral group. I found and still find this very difficult. For
instance, I still don't know the most effective way of marking such
events as birth, ma:riage, death.
?SUr* Zealand Listener,16 June 1979, page 14.
36Berghahn 
, German-fewish Refugees in England,pages 243-244.
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Vivienne spoke of a 'chronic discomfort' with being in New 7-ealand,, despite
having grown up here, working here and being politically involved here. At some level,
she considers herself very much not a New 7*alander. Vivienne described strong feelings
of 'belonging nowhere'.
Since childhood, Lucie has had a similar perception. Her life has been shaped by a
sense of herself as an outsider in almost every respect.
connary ro common belief which is that these things ger befter as you
get older, they get worse. Somehow the older I got, the more I came
to the feeling that after all I didn't want to become part of this [New
Zealandl tradirion. I felt I did not belong, and the longer I tried" the
more I realized I wasn't going to become part of it.
Even among the kindest and friendliest New Zealanders, Lucie has encountered barriers
which could not be overcome. The slow realization that nothing is ever really going to
change has been 'devastating' and'demoralizing'. What Lucie has not been able to come
to tenns with is that:
..- your problems stay with you; that adjustments you have tried to
make pretty well all your life are never going to be completed; that no
matter how hard you qy certain things are never going to work out.
In the experience of trying to become a New T*alander,I must
admit that I have failed. years ago, I was prepared to go on battling.
Nowadays, I am not prepared to do so.
The social, cultural and religious differences in the backgrounds of her parents
increased Lucie's feelings of alienation.
I am not able to say: 'o.K., I'll toss in this business of becoming a
New Zealander, retreat into my own four walls and go back to being a
European, for what sort of a European am I? The differences between
my father's background and my mother's were just too great. I'm
neither the one or the other. The optimist would say: oh, aren't you
lucky, you've got a whole series of traditions to pick from, to use, to
nr
be a par:t of, to draw on. In some ways, that is correct. But it is the
negative aspects that have affected me more powerfully.
Although rootlessness, alienation and the sense of belonging nowhere were
frequently spoken of, other views were also expressed. Helen, for example, has never felt
an outsider.
New Zealand is my home. I Iove this country. I had a good look
round the rest of the world and loved the architecture, history, cultures,
but I was happy to ger back to New Zealand again.
John too commented positively: 'Yes, I do feel like a New Zealander. I certainly
don't feel like a stranger or an outsider'. Like Robert, John is happy in the knowledgc that
when he walks twenty metres down Lambton Quay, he will meet someone he knows.
'This is my pond here and I swim around with the other fish and I an pretr! comfortable
with them'.
Sometimes a New Zealand identity was confirmed or consolidated by travel. This
was so for Sonny:
After returning to New zearand from my second trip overseas to
Europe and Israel, I identified strongly with New zealandand decided
I wanted to be politically active to Ery ro make New Zealand the way I
think ir ought to be.
A number of others made similar comments. Miriam:
Being overseas made me feel that it is extremely impormnt that we fight
for the land, for the environment of New zealand. we have to
preserve it because once it is gone, and a lot of it is already gone, it is
gone for good. Those attitudes were confirmed by what I saw
overseas - unswimmable rivers and so on. To me, New Zealand is a
counrry worth fighring for.
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Marriage to New Zealanders also sometimes helped to foster a sense of belonging.
In A Small Person Far Away, Anna's ambivalence about belonging (described in the
passage at the beginning of this section) is eased by the sight of her British husband,
Richard who has come to meet her plane.
... beyond the panition she could see Richard.
He was looking past her ar a group of people just coming in,
and for a moment she watched him as though he were a stranger. A
slight, dark-haired man, carelessly dressed wirh a quick, intelligent
face. English. well - more Irish really. Bur not a refugee. He looked
alone and unencumbered. He's lived here all his life, she thought
He's never spoken anything but English. papa died years before I
even met him. she suddenly felt weighed down with past words and
places and people. could she really belong with anyone so
unburdened?
The customs officer made white chalk marks on her suitcase,
and at the sarrre moment Richard turned and saw her.
'Anna'.
she grabbed her case and ran towards him. As she reached. him, she
saw that he looked tired and worried. she dropped the case and fell
into his anns.
'Darling', she said.
He said, 'Thank God you are back'.
For the first time since she had left him, she felt all of one piece. There
were no more doubts. This was where she belonged. she was
home.37
In Tom's view, some of the children of refugees tried unsuccessfully to resolve the
problem of rootlessness by marrying New Zealanders. 'This is possibly what I was trying
to do when I married my fust wife, but it doesn't work. Marriage is difficult enough as it
is; when people come from different culrural backgrounds, it is all the harder'.
37 Kerr, A Smatt Person Far Away,page 190.
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Some of the first generation refugees (interviewed in A Srnall Price to Pay ) spokc
of marriages which had taken place not for'self-enhancing' reasons but rather, perhaps, to
recreate a sense of belonging to a family.38 Ma:riage choices made by refugees who were
in their teens when they arrived in New Zealand were similarly sometimes 'survival
decisions'. Eva:
I think at the age of twenty when I got engaged, it was just another bid
to belong and to get the security I had lacked throughout my childhood-
This was not a very good reason for getting married and was in part
responsible for the failure of the marriage.
I think what attracted me to him (my husband) in the first place
was the fact that he was so happy-go-lucky and carefree, which was
something so foreign to me with my background; and he probably
didn't realize the insecuriry of my previous life and the effect which it
had had on my personality and developmenl So, as the years went
by, I suppose we just didn't really understand each other's needs
because our backgrounds had been so different
The marriage choices of the more observant Jews in the study were influenced by
additional factors. Marrying 'out' of the Jewish faith had been an issue either for them
personally or because their parents had disapproved. Intermarriage has always been
controversial for religious Jews because it has been widely felt that the transmission of
Jewish traditions in rhe family was integral to the sunrival of Judaism. Since the Holocaust
and the decimation of Jewry, the preservation of Judaism has been regarded as particularly
crucial. This has implications not only for marrying 'out' but for the rearing of children.
There is also a degree of wariness regarding intemrarniage that is shared by
retigious and non-retigious Jews and arises from a belief that anti-Semitic feelings will
surface at times of marital tension and that differences in cultural tradition and religious
beliefs will be points of stress in intermarriages. Vivienne's mother, for exarnple, before
Vivienne's marriage to a Non-Jewish New Zealander issued the warning: 'One day he will
throw it in your face, about being Jewish!'
38For example, Ilse Macaskill's comment in Beaglehole, A Small Price to Pay, page 125.
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Only a minority of the people in the study spoke of their marriages. No attempt will
be made, thereforc, to generalize from the few commens made. Some found partners with
similar backgrounds to rhemselves, others did not do so. It is not possible to make
sensible observations about the connection between interviewees' assimilation and choices
made about marriage partners or about the relationship betrreen marriage failure or success
and cultural differences in the background of the partners. Where marriages broke down,
there were usually a number of causes additional to culnual differences which could have
been responsible. Sometimes, differences in background appeared to enhance the
happiness of partners in already happy marriages.
The responses of interviewees to questions relating to belonging in New Zealand
were as diverse as their responses to other issues raised in this study. As before, there is
little to distinguish those interviewees who felt strongly that they have remained in some
ways outsiders in New Zealand from those who considered that on the whole they
belonged in that country. There is considerable continuity between childhood and
adolescent perceptions of alienation and marginality and adult perceptions. The need to
integpte a Jewish identity with other identities was a complicating factor for most of the
interviewees as children, adolescents and as adults. It is probably no coincidence that
Helen (wirh a Christian background) is one of a small group of interviewees who was
aware of linle or no feelings of alienation and marginality.
However, it is important not to overstate the extent of the alienation and marginality
experienced by interviewees as adults. The majority of people in the study, in fact, spoke
as much of their sense of belonging in New Zealand based on familiarity with the culture
and on the possession of established social networks as of alienation and marginality. But
they qualified their statements about belonging with comments that conveyed their
awareness that in some intangible and difficult to nail down ways they have remained'not
quite', not'real' New Zealanders.
The Third Generation
Julia is aware of a connection between her sense of obligation to have children and feelings
of loss related to the deaths in Nazi Europe of many of her relatives. Jenny married a man
wirh a similar background to her own. Their children have had a strongly Jewish
upbringing
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As I got older, I definitely felt that I had a duty to reproduce and bring
up children who knew what it meant to be Jewish, who knew what had
happened in the past and who would carry on the traditions that people
had died for. I always wanted a big family, but I also had a
sentimenral attachment to the fact that six million had died and I had
produced six children, one for each million that died' It is silly but it is
something that goes through my mind.
I felt a strong obligation to let the children know not only about
the traditions of Judaism, but about the sufferinS, the wrongs, the anti-
SemitisuU the terrible things that other people had gone through ... The
children's bed-time stories have often been stories of the war, of the
Holocaust. These were not comfortable, easy, they-lived-happily-
ever-after stories. Sometimes as we read to them, we would all sit
crying about the things that had happened - children who had tried to
join the Par:tisans and been killed. We grieved together with our
children. We have felt that our children should be aware of the reality.
Jewish history is full of tragedy. Our children have grown up with
that, along with the nursery rhymes and the stories of the princess
marrying the prince and riding off on a white horse.
Jenny herself did not have an observant (religious) upbringing. By giving her
children both a religious education and one which is very focused on recent Jewish history,
she aimed to give'the Holocaust meaning, to ensure that the suffering was not in vain ...'
Another important reason for giving the children a Jewish identity was
to ensure that if there was at any time an anti-Semitic wave or
persecution of Jews, my children would be strong in their Judaism;
they would be'punished'for something that was part of them. One of
the worst injustices, it seemed to me, happened to the people who were
carted off to concentration camps and hadn't realized they were Jewish,
or hadn't felt or identified with being Jewish at all. They were
receiving the same fate as other Jews; they were losing everything for
something which hadn't given them anything.
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Such views were echoed by a number in rhe study. Although interviewees
diverged on the extent of the Jewish education they had decided to provide for their
children (and some wished to give a Jewish culturalhistorical education, not a Jewish
religious education), most concured in acknowledging the importance of their children
knowing about and having some understanding of their Jewish heritage. This was
regarded as importanr particularly in the light of the occasional incidents of anti-Semitism
the children had already been exposed to.
Some interviewees spoke of the problems of transmitting a Jewish identity to the
next generation in a country such as New Zealand, with a small Jewish population and
srrong assimilationist tendencies. This was particularly problematic for those who wished
to inculcate in their children a secular rather than a religious Jewish identity.
Those without Jewish partners spoke of the difficulties of teaching their children
about Jewishness. Parents whose own upbringlng had failed to provide a sufficient
grounding in Jewish history and traditions mentioned similar difficulties. Miriam
ackowledged that she simply did not know enough herself to pass on knowledge of
Judaism to her children. 'I would like my children to know more about Judaism than they
do, but I don't know the traditions very well and I haven't made an effort'.
Eva's attitudes are different from many in the study. Her views are closer to thosc
of the first generation, which is not unexpected given her age on arrival in New 7*aland.
She did not talk very much to her son about the famity history or about his Jewish
background. 'It just doesn't enter into my scheme of things. We talk about politics,
economics, tramping and things like that'. She had thought that he was hardly aware of
his Jewish background until one day:
... he really surprised me by telling me that there were three Jews in his
class. I asked who they were and he mentioned the nalnes of two other
boys and then said that one was himself. Well, I suppose he must
have known that I was Jewish and that he was half-Jewish, but I
hadn't realized that he thought about it. I had never expected him to
feel Jewish. I had never talked about Jewishness.
The lack of emphasis given by Eva to background and family history is unusual
among the interviewees in this study. A number of others were enorrnously interested in
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just those things.39 Apart from wishing to ensure their children knew something of
Judaism and expressions of concern about assimilation from a few interviewees, this was
the other significant thread in the second generation's aspirations and hopes regarding the
third. It focused on roots, family connections, the sense of belonging to a wider group
than the nuclear family. Fibich, in Latecomeru cannot'bear' to see his son's solitariness.
He wanted to give him roots, a family, an inheritance, more than he
had ever wanted such things for himself. He wanted for his son to be
a man among men, and not simply the terrified creature he knew
himself to be.40
The attempt to uncover the past for his son's sake provides the motive for Fibich's return
journey to Germany. As a result of that trip, Fibich is able to leave his son a 'memoit',
which contains his son's 'history' and as much of Fibich's as he can remember.4l
Berghahn cites the case of a second generation refugee Peter, whose interest in the
history of his family was triggered off when he frst went to Germany to look at the district
where a large part of his family had come from. He visited the houses and the cemeteries
and decided to establish the family tree.
He has worked at it ever since and has been able to trace the family
back for twenty generations to the fifteenth century ... His excitement
over and enthusiasm for his discoveries was quite infectious and it was
easy to feel what it means to him to see himself and his family so
firmly rooted in history.
Peter justified his preoccupation with ancestry with the colnment, 'Since I have so few
family, I have created a family for mysef .42
Determinedly setting about creating a substitute family is what a number of the
interviewees did in various ways. Some accepted the losses and gave up with some
39ffris interest is world-wide. In Tel Aviv, a computerized collection of famity trees is
helping Jews around the world trace their roots and locate family members who have
survived the Holocaust; Evening Post,Zl April 1989.
40Brookner, Latecomers, page 200.
41ibid., page 247.
42Berghah n, German-Jewish Refugees tn England, page 242.
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sadness on rheir Cenral or Eastern European Jewish heriuge. Hitler had destroyed those
roots by destroying their families. The huge gap was filled by focusing on their children's
other roots - on their New Zealand heritage. Having a family, and in some cases a large
farrrily, was another way of urying to fitl the gap. Mary who decided to have six children
commented,'I like the feel of having a lot of my people around me'.
As discussed in Chapter 7, finding scattered family around the world was also a
solution for some. Cathy made contact with remnants of her family on her fathet's side
and gathered information to pass onto her children to ensure that they have a sense of their
European heritage which Cathy herself received only an inkling of.
Ernie took his children around the world to meet dispersed family and to look at
places that had been significant to members of the family who had died
I am very keen for my children to experience their heritage. We drove
through Germany and I talked to the children, pointing out the
affluence, the technology. And I said to them,'you know where we
are, don't you?' I pointed out that we were near Dachau. I said to the
children,'remember this country'.
Is the third generation interested in such matters? Is it easier for the second
generation to talk to the third about the past than it was for the fust to talk to the second?
Are the third generation entirely New Zealanders? What do they owe to their background?
A comprehensive study of the third generation is required to answer such questions. The
brief comments which follow are based on the observations of second generation parcnts
and reflect the preoccupations and aspirations of the commentators rather than convey the
character of the third generation.
Very diverse views were expressed. Regarding talking about the past, Mary found
that although she did nor mind talking, her children did not ask questions. This is not
surprising in view of the fact that, unlike most of the other interviewees, Mary directly
experienced the horrors of the war:
When the children were a bit older, I found that they had deliberately
not asked questions about my parents and the war because what I did
tell them was told in such a way that they felt that it was upsetting me
to talk about it. I remember finding one of my daughters in tears one
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day. She was five or six at the time. I asked her, 'what is the matter?'
And she said, 'I am so sorry about your mothe/.
Some second generation saw the third as owing virnrally nothing to their foreign or
Jewish background. The process of assimilation seemed to be complete. Others obsenred
only the very slightest remnants of a Central or Eastern European-Jewish background.
Some regarded the children as frmly anchored in New Zealand whilst others expected that
they would one day wish to emigrate. As Robert commented: 'The amazing thing is that
my children feel no roots here either'.
Regarding interest in and awareness of their background, there was also great
diversity. Some children appeared to show linle interest, while others have travelled to
Europe in search of information. Some have visited the concentration camps; others have
searched through records in Europe and in Israel. Some children appear almost
obsessively interested in the Holocaust while for others it has remained a remote aspect of
their background. Some children have turned to Orthodox Judaism, while others have no
or little connection with the Jewish religion. Some intend to emigrate to Israel, others have
no links with that country.
Parental attitudes regarding the Holocaust, Judaism, Israel, a Continental European
background and New Zealand have clearly influenced the third generation in complex
ways. Further research is needed, however, before valid observations can be made about
the ambiguities of assimilation in the children of the children of refugees.
Returning, in conclusion, to the second generation - to refugee children and
children of refugees - glven their evident diversity, is it possible to make sensible general
corrments about them in their adult lives? Do significant shared characteristics remain? Is
there a bond between the adult offspring of refugees? Many interviewees werc hesiunt and
cautious about claiming that their tastes, perceptions and attitudes were in any way
common to other chil&en of refugees. Cenainly, some are aware of shared problems. But
as one interviewee pointed out, 'having common problems doesn't always create a
common bond. Sometimes they repel'. She feels uncomfortable with other children of
refugees partly because they display some of her own problems.
Those who are aware of a common bond between themselves and other children of
refugees had difficuhy defining its characteristics. Others emphasized that whatever they
shared with other children of refugees (interests for example), they shared also with their
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New Zealand friends. There appeared to be little, apart perhaps from certain attinrdes about
politics and sociery, that was exclusively related to a common background.
What were these anitudes? This too is difficult to state with any precision. The
most striking characteristic of many of the interviewees was their lack of adherence to
dogma, whether of the 'right' or the 'left', and their reluctance to identify issues in terms of
'right' or 'left' of the political spectrum if this meant misrepresentation by
oversimplification. That is not to say that interviewees lacked convictions, but their
convictions tended to be less simple and less dogmatic than those of their New Zealand
peers.
The ambiguous and contradictory feelings, the reservations and qualifications about
religion, cultural heritage and ethnic identity expressed by many second generation
refugees is also striking. Most remarkable of all is that their successful integration into
New Zealand society in terms of work (many are skilled workers or professionals and a
number of interviewees had held or were holding political office) and their relarively high
socio-economic position not withstanding, a number of second generation refugees
showed mixed feelings and a degree of uncertainty about their place in New Z*a1and.
While some among them feel firmly rooted in that country, others are very much awarp of
being marginal people.
There was no simple progression from Continental European refugee child to New
Zealand adult with a Continental European, Jewish background. The 'ambiguities of
assimilation' of the title of this chapter refer, therefore, to the complex, changing and
ambivalent percepdons of interviewees about their Continental European background, their
Jewishness and their identity as New Zealand.ers. These ambiguities are particularly
apparent in the situation of those people in the study who have renounced most aspecs of
Judaism yet continue to identify strongly as Jewish, in those who are almost
indistinguishable from other New Zealanders yet feel that they are in some ways
Continental Europeans still, and in those who have moved away from their Continental
European heritage (sometimes also their Jewish heritage) and struggled to fit into the New
zealand world only to become not'quite', not'real'New Zealanders.
The theme of 'belonging nowhere', especially for those who have lost or almost
lost not only their Continental European but also their Jewish heritage and identiry, has
dominated this discussion of refugee children and children of refugees as adults. For a
few, nowhere is quite a pleasant place to belong to. For others, it is the losses inherent in
this condition which remain paramount.
CONCLUSION
'We made our children outsiders merely by being ourselves
foreign'.
'We will be srrangers all our lives bur for the children it is
differenq they are completely New Zealanders'.
'The second generation have gained something both ways - they
feel at home in New T*arandand yet we did give them something
extra'.
'We also gave them trouble by being different'.
Some of the fears, doubts and hopes expressed by first generation refugees from Hitler
about their children are reflected in the above statements.l This study, which has
€xamingd selected aspects of the life of second generation refugees, is a continuation of the
writer's account n A Small Price to Pay of the early years of refugees from Hitler in New
Zealand. It has focused on those who were children when they arrived in New Tnaland,
and on the New Zealand-born children of refugees. (Both groups are termed second
generation in the study.) The experience of growing up in New Tnaland.with a different
culnrral background, in families trying to rebuild shanered lives and. come to tenns wittr ttre
losses of the past has been examined. What conclusions, if any, can be arrived at?
Firstly, the findings of this study contradict a common assumption that children
usually adjust without difficulty to the stresses of migration and of being refugees, and are
transformed with ease into indistinguishable members of the host population. Some
interviewees did make the transition relatively easily, but others could not do so.
Secondly, this invesrigation of the lives of second generation refugees has shown
that there are important differences between the migration experiences of adults and
children, and between the flrst and the second generation. The adults who comprised the
Ftygg the o-bservations of four first generation refugees interviewed in Beaglehole, AS::t{l:!:::ZPay, but the above comm-ents are nor incluaea in that Uoor<; tapei."ordttgt
of the interviews are in possession of the writer.
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fust generation, having survived and escaped against all odds from Nazi Europe and
having succeeded through luck, contacs and money in obnining enury to New Zealand,,
were faced primarily with a struggle to make all the major and minor adjustments necessary
to live in a strange counbry. worn down by persecution and homelessness, grateful above
all for sanctuary in New Zealand, they tried (with varying success) to put aside the
calamities of the pasr in order to make a new rife in New Zealand-
The second generation, by contrast, took the notion of New 7*alandas sancuary
almost entirely for granted. No longer grateful merely for having a country, they were
preoccupied with other matters. These have been explored in this study. The second
generation grew up with a foot in several worlds - the refugee, the Jewish and the New
Zealand worlds. These were explored in Chapter 2. The efforts of children and
adolescents to move between different worlds and adjust and fit into the New Zealand
world were examined in Chapters 3,4 and 5. A few interviewees felt enriched by the
resulting culrural diversity, while others felt odd and were confused by their situation. For
a number of people in the study, the implication of being located between d.ifferent worlds
was a feeling of being outsiders in all of them. A sense of marginality and alienation
arising out of such perceptions has been one of the themes of this study.
Linked with the sense of being out of place was uncertainty about how to behave in
and connect with the world outside the family. A number of the interviewees found
themselves unable to integrate adequately the social norrns of either the New Z*atand,world
or the refugee/Jewish one. For some, such uncertainties have persisted. As adults,
although they eventually learned to imitate the behaviour taken for granted by other New
Zealanders, a slight but pervasive discomfort regarding their bona fide status as New
Zealanders has remained. As discussed in Chapter 8, being a New Zealander has, to an
extent, become a role that is assumed rather than a futly integrated aspect of their identity.
It is panly in this sense that some interviewees have remained'not quite New Zealanders'
in their own eyes and sometimes also in the estimation of the'real'New Zealanders.
Another issue which affected the second generarion differently from the first was
the connection between past and present. For the parents, the effects of dislocation were
more straightforward. Their formative years having been spenr in Europe, they either
looked back to their earlier lives or decided ro ry not ro look back. By contrast, the
Conrinental European world for the second generation was for the most part an imaginary
world filtered through the recollections, behaviours and attitudes of their families. They
observed as children the adults' love-hate relarionship with their former countries. They
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saw their parents yearning for the people and landscapes of their youth, but came to
understand that these feelings were inseparable from the harsh reality that the beloved
countries (especially in the case of Germany and Austria) were the lands of murderers.
What children of refugees had to come to tenns wirh in respecr of the past conrras$
strongly with the experiences of other immigrant grcups as portrayed in the literature. In
Amelia Batistich's autobiographical novel, Sing vila in the Mountains,Z for example,
Dalmatia is a secure and comforting dream for the prougonist Stella, who is finding her
immediate New Zealand world puzding and conrad.ictory. There was no such comfort or
security to be derived from rhe pasr for children of refugees.3
'Forget the past'; 'always remember the past'; 'New Zealand is a wonderful
country'; 'New Zealand is lacking' - the second generation were given contrad.ictory and
ambiguous messages by the first. None*reless, whatever the attitudes encountered in their
families, they needed somehow to integrate this background with their idendty as New
Zealanders. The need to do so was sharpened by the d.iscontinuity and the severing of
roots brought about by persecution, war and migration.
Relating to such a past, to a Jewish background and above all to a history of
persecution culminating in the Holocaust, werc crucial issues for many second generation
refugees. Historical memory is central to group identity. Some of the shared assumptions
arising out of belonging to a 'community' of the persecured were looked at in Chapter 8,
and Chapter 7 focused particularly on how perspectives of the past were transmitted in
rcfugee families. An anecdote related by one of the interviewees serves as an illustration of
the anirudes prevalent in such a'community'. 'My father used to be very bitter about the
past- He used not to buy anything German for many years. One day he finally bought
some German shoes and said that this was o. K. because you walk on them'.
The diverse ways that attitudes to the past, however they were expressed, affected
the reladonship between parents and their children have been examined in this study. This
relationship, never simple, developed additional complexities in small, enclosed, stressed
refugee families. Guilt and resentments arising out of earlier losses were sometimes very
strong in these families. The unfocused, irrational sense of responsibility for events
beyond their control that some of the children developed in relarion to their parents is
referred to by one of the characters in Judith Kerr's A Small Person Far Away. On one
2Amelia Badsdch, Sing Vila in the Mountains, Auckland 19g7.
1Y-Sg, Schwass's review of the novel is relevant to this d^iscussion; Margot Schwass,
'Dalmatia in Dargaville', New zealand Listener,20 February l9gg, p'.ge 09. -
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occasion, in response to Anna's guilt and anxiety in the face of her mother's post-war
suuggles to cope with the effects of the past, a friend of Anna's mother says to the young
woman: 'Anyway, what can you do about us? Make the Nazis not have happened? you
going to put us all back in lg3}?'4
The relationship between the generations was also complicated and sometimes
undermined by language barriers. These were discussed in Chapter 6. The inabitty of
parents and children in some of the families to communicate, not only about the Holocaust
but about anything other than mundane household matters, inflicted pain and created
burdens. The lack of a common language with which to express ideas and unusual
experiences was combined with the fact that the knowledge of immigrant parenn was
largely irrelevant in the new counury, or at least considered so by their children. This
meant that parents could not help the next generation in their struggles with getting on in
the New Tnaland world. As discussed in Chapter 5, these patterns became panicularly
marked during adolescence, giving rise to a uniquely painful kind of generation gap.
The themes of this study - the need of children and adolescents to belong, of
refugees to put down new roots, the relationship benreen parcnts and children, the
experience of being Jewish in a Christian counhry, rhe self-image and self-perceptions of
marginal people with a background of persecution - have been considered in relation to a
particular location, New Zealand. Three points need to be stressed about this. Fint, as
described in Chapter 2, the pressures to assimilare were very strong in New Tnatand and.
the impact of these pressures was increased by the smallness of the refugee communities
affected. Second, New Zealand was not a perfect haven for the refugees and their
children. They encountered a counuy intolerant and suspicious of cultural differences.
Such attitudes were particularly prevalent in the thirties, forties and fifties but continued
also into the sixties and early seventies. However, the third point which needs emphasis is
that New Zealand was also a country in which the children of Jewish refugees grew up
almost free from anri-semitism.
For many, parents and children, the assimilationist pressures in New Zealand were
in line with their own inclinations. The first generarion were usually disinclined to
perpetuate their Central or Eastern European languages or other aspects of their former way
of life. They wanted the differences between themselves and New Zealanders to become
as invisible as possible. Parents were modvared by the wish to ensure their children
4 Kerr, A Smatt Person Far Away,pages 179-1g0.
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belonged in New Zealand in a way they themselves could never do, as well as by
insecurity arising out of their earlier experiences in Hitler's Europe. Assimilation, they
believed, would best ensure their children's safety.
How assimilated have second generation refugees in this study in fact become?
How well adapted and adjusted are they to life in New Zealand? What kind of New
Zealanders are they? These questions were examined in Chapter 8. It is evident that most
second generation refugees have become assimilated to the extent that they are almost
invisible as a distinct minority goup. In terms of their occupations and the extent of their
panicipation in New Zealand's political, economic and cultural institutions, it is clear that
they are in no sense marginal people located outside the mainstream of New Zealand life.
However, in their own estimation, some have remained to an extent outsiders.
There were costs associated with assimilation, whether successful or not, and these
have also been considered in this study. For some of the second generarion, as for the
firsg the privilege of living in a country which gave them refuge and in which the incid.ence
of anti-Semitism was low was o small price to pay for the loss of a cultural idenrity that had
brought mainly pain and suffering. Others, however, have regrets as adults. They mourn
the Jewish childhood they did not have and the knowledge of Jewish religion or culture
they did not acquire. They expressed sorrow at the loss of the languages, the customs, the
recipes, and other symbols of a different way of life. They struggled to find, sometimes
entirely without success, visible manifestations in their curent attitudes and way of lifc of
that different background which had so embarrassed them as children. What has rcmained
of it, for the most Parf is an internal, invisible, intangible perception of differcnce.
For the people in this study, what is of paramount significance: the gains or the
losses inherent in the second generation immigranVrefugee experience? How have they
been affected by them as adults? Although gains exist, the scars of rhe pasr have nor
entirely healed. A sense of loss, often buried, pervades the lives of the adults. A reviewer
of a recent book by immigrant writer, V. S. Naipaul, wrote that 'anger animates'much of
his work - 'the anger of the displaced and dispossessed'.S To a certain extent, anger of the
same kind, sometimes mild, sometimes strong, smoulders in the recollecrions of the people
in this study. It is, however, anger that is mixed wirh a greater sadness.
s^Eu,e-ning Post,4 February 1989, Eric Brenstrum reviewing The Enigma of Arcival, by V.
S. Naipaul.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTESI
The European-born
Chaim (not his real name)
Chaim groPes for clear memories of his Polish childhood, but although the details continue
to elude him, he has a strong sense that those years have remained part of him. Cenain
memories are particularly ingrained: the music, the gestures of the people and the smells of
the food: 'I was in someone's home for dinner in Israel a few years ago. When I tasted
some jellied marrow and nvo or three other foods that I have never had in New Zealand,
tears came into my eyes because this was what my mother used to make'.
Chaim was born n 1927 in a small village on the border of Poland and Russia- His
mother's family was very religious - his maternal grandfather was a rabbi - but his
mothers brothers became sEong communists. Pervasive anti-Semitism made his life
difficult as a young school boy. Towards the end of the 1930s, it became even harder for
Jewish people in Poland. Chaim: 'Then, in 1938, a mosr unusual thing happened- A man,
a Jew, came from New Zealand looking for children to bring out to his country. He had
brought out twelve children in 1935. In 1938, he brought out another group of children
and I was one of them'.
The New Zealander was looking for orphans but because one of the boys who was
supposed to go was not able to do so, Chaim was offered his place. 'My mother said, ,'I
want you to go. This is an opportunity". She saw the situation in Poland. I remember
kneeling down before my grandfather and him placing his hands on my hea4 blessing me.
Then I was on the boat with eleven or twelve other children. I was ten years old, ahnost
eleven'.
In New Zealand, Chaim, along with the other children from Poland, grew up in a
home for Jewish children established by Annie and Max Deckston, a couple who came to
New Zealand from Lithuania in 1897. The home was in Newtown, Wellington. The
Deckstons had intended to arrange for the immigradon of more children but New Zealand s
restrictive policies prevented this.
lThree interviewees preferred not to be included in these notes.
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Chaim received only two letters from his family once he was in New Zealand.
'Then the war came and I never heard from my family again. My mother, my father and
my sister were killed during the war'.
At the age of fifteen, Chaim left school, left the Deckston Home and became
apprenticed as a toolmaker. Marriage and children came later and a change of profession
from tradesman to businessman.
Eva
Eva was born in Chemniu, Germany in 1925. She came ro New Zealandwith her mother
and brother at the age of fourteen.
When Hitler came to power, the family left Germany and settled in Florence. 'We
rented a beautiful villa, probably from the eleventh or rwelfrh century and my mother
started taking in paying guests - singers, artists, poets, writers. It really was a most
interesting life for everybody. I went to a German speaking school. There were Nazis at
that school, but I wasn't singled out as a Jew. The headmaster was very good and
certainly not anti-S emitic.
When in 1939 the family was told that they had to leave Iraly in six months because
they were Jews, Eva can remember no feeling about the situation at all. 'I just accepted the
fact. I must have suppressed all my feelings about it because when we came to New
Zealand in 1940, I never gave Italy another thought. I stopped taking any interest in the
war or in anything that went on overseas. Yet years later I began to feel a great nostalgia
for Italy and things Italian which has never left since it first welled up in me. This
happened only when I allowed myself to feel after my retiremenl Until then I had been roo
busy to feel anything much'.
In New Zealand, Eva completed her schooling (in Christchurch), went to
universiry, trained as a librarian and later as a social worker. She has one adult son.
George
George was born at Przemysl, in Poland, in 1944 during the German occupation. His
father had a Greek Orthodox background, his mother an Orthodox Jewish one. 'My father
saved my mother from deportation to concentrarion camp and is essentially responsible for
her and a number of other Jews being alive today,.
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George's earliest memories are of Vienna where his parents fled before the
Russians' advance. He was then two to three years old. He has later memories of the
displaced persons' camp in Austria where the family lived for three years. He remembers
going to the local school outside the camp: 'If you are brought up in a refugee camp, that is
all you know. You don't know you are a refugee, you don't know the meaning of the
word. You think living in a camp is the mosr nomral thing in the world'.
His parents, however, were desperate to leave the camp and emigrate. Finally,
New Zealand accepted the family in 1952. George was eight years old when they arrived.
His New 7*aiandlife began ar yet another camp - the refugee camp ar pahianra
Although as a child he hated moving from one place to another, George became a
dentist in part because that was a career that ensured mobiliry. In his early nventies, he left
New Zealand permanently. Currently, George lives with his wife and children in
Australia.
Hannah and Renate
Hannah and Renate's parents came to New Tx,aland,in 1935 with thet rwo little children.
Hannah was born in Berlin in 1932: Renate in 1934. Their fathey's family was originalty
from an area known as the Polish corridor, while their mother was a fifth generation
Berliner. Both parents were doctors.
By 1934, their father was frequently treating people who had been beaten up by the
Gestapo - homosexuals, Jews and socialists. Although the rest of the family still hoped in
1935 that Hitler was a passing phase, Hannah and Renate's parents disagreed and decided
to leave Germany. They were very relieved to be able to come to New ZeaJand,. Arriving
with ten dollars in their pockets, they settled in a small rural community near Wellington.
In the thirties and forties, there was little understanding in that community of what it
was that Jewish refugees had been escaping from. Hannah: 'In 1940 when paris fell, the
commander of the nearby anny cilmp, who was one of my father's patients, came to him
and said: "Congratulations! paris has fallen"'.
Their father's struggle to earn a living and at the same time requalify in medicine
was the family's major preoccupation during their early years in New Zealand. However,
as a child, Hannah was not aware of the difficulties her parents were facing regarding
language, the need to make ends meet and the certain amount of anti-foreigner prejud.ice in
the small community where her father established his practice. Hannah: 'They enjoyed
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what they could of their life in New Zealand. They were nor discouraged by the bigotry
and prejudice they somerimes encountered and evennrally won people over. My father
worked hard for that community and was the best docror you could imagine. Most people
appreciated him eventually. If you have a child who is very sick, and rhe doctor comes up
with the right diagnosis, which he did, you don't care where he comes from,.
Hannah trained as a physiotherapist and is curently in private practice. She is
maried rc a New Zealand journalist and has four adult children. Renate is in the medical
profession. She has t'wo adult children.
John
John was born in 1935 in Berlin. His parents were originally from nvo small towns in
Westphalia, which, in relation to their size, had considerable Jewish populations. In the
early 1930s, John's parents moved to Berlin where his father worked as a service manager
in a motor car company and his mother was a housewife. In John's view, his parents were
typical Gennan Jews, sensing no conflict between simultaneously being patriotic Germans
and practising Jews.
By the time John was born, a good deal of thc anti-semitic legislation in Germany
was in place. He has no memory of those years in Berlin during which the situation of
Jews rapidly deteriorated. His fust recollection, in 1939, is of the heaving of the Tasman
sea as the family crossed over from sydney to wellington on the Awatea.
In Wellington, John's father worked in the motor trade, eventually becoming self-
employed. John's impression is that his parents truly tried to become fully-fledged New
Zealanders, as a duty to be discharged in exchange for the safety New Zealand extended to
them.
John has had a varied career, mainly in business. He has also been active in
politics. Currently he is a self-employed businessman and parr-time student. He has rwo
adult children.
Jonathon (not his real name)
Jonathon was seven when he came to New ZeaIand. with his parents in 1938 from
Konigsberg, Germany. His father, a lawyer, had a Jewish background. His mother was
not Jewish.
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In Wellington, Jonathon's father, like other refugee lawyers, had a stnrggle to
become established. As it was not possible to requalify in his former profession, he did
labouring work during the war years. Eventually he made a good career in the public
service. Jonathon's mother ran a cottage industry from home, baking rye bread. Jonathon
remembers that 'the house was forever full of the smell of rye bread and of ycast rising'.
Before he left Germany, Jonathon had been to school for about a year and a half. 'I
was in a mixed school, not a special one for Jews. Anti-semitism bewildered me. We had
never been a Jewish family and I didn't feel any parricular Jewishness. It surprised me
when people did occasionaily call me "Jew" in the pejorative way that was becoming
fashionable in Germany then. I can remember one incident specifically. It is still quite
vivid in my mind. A large group of children at school were having a snowball fight and
they were all pelting me with snowballs. A whole lot of children sat on me. Then, an
adult came and picked me up and dragged me away, bur nor in any sort of good samaritan
way. He swore at me and said something about "blasted Jew" or words to that effect'.
Jonathon recalls liking New Zealand from'quite early on'. 'There were things I
missed, certainly: ice-skating and toboganning. But, by and large, New Zealand suited
me. I liked the outdoors as a child and I still do. I liked it that in New 7*alandas a small
child you could go out into the street to play'. In Konigsberg, the family had lived several
floors up in an apartmenc a small child could not just simply go outside to play as children
could in New Zealand.
Looking back, Jonathon's predominant memory is of the ease with which he
assimilated. He attributes this in pan to the fact that his parents d.id not mix exclusively
with other refugees. 'Because it was a mixed marriage and my father was not a practising
Jew, they weren't part of a tight-knit refugee circle. Perhaps that helped me to assimilate
easily. I think that this was a good thing. There was never any quesrion of going back, so
assimilation was really the objective'.
Jonathon has pursued a career in law. He has three children.
Lisa
Lisa was born in Trieste in 1938 to an Austrian morher and Hungarian father. The family
left Italy in 1939 on the last ship departing from Genoa and arrived in Wellington three
days before the outbreak of war.
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Lisa's parents had a hard time adjusting to New Zealand- Her father, an engineer,
had considerable language and employment d^ifficulties. Lisa remembers her childhood as
a difficult one. As a teenager, she was already saving up for her'trip to the rest of the
world'.
Lisa grew up in Wellington. She rained as a teacher at Wellington Teachers
Training College (which was a very positive experience), and soon after graduating from
Victoria University she left New Zealand. She has lived in Europe, Africa and the United
States. At the time of interview, she had returned. to New Tnaland,for the frst time in six
years to visit her remaining family in that country.
Curently, Lisa lives with her husband and children in the United States. She is a
teacher and also works in the field of insurance.
Lucie
Lucie was nine years old in 1940 when she arrived in New Zealand with her parents.
Before emigrating, the farrrily had lived in Bratislavan Czechoslovakia, where her father
had been technical director of an oil refinery.
'The background that I come from was a very mixed one. My fathers family were
Viennese Jews and were extremely well off. My mother is not Jewish. Her background is
lower middle-class to upper working-class from sumperk, a small town in
Czechoslovakia'.
Lucie recalls even as a small child feeling that she did not belong clearly to either
her mother's or her father's side. Migration to New Zealand reinforced her perception of
belonging nowhere. 'This is something that anyone who comes from a mixed mariage
knows and understands but it is accentuated if you then find yourself transported into a
third environment where there are additional difficulries of language, social custom, of just
about everything, including encountering a certain amount of prejudice. Then you find that
you haven't got a single cultural background to retreat to and to feel comfortable in'.
Lucie completed her education in New Zealand, (in Wellington) and established a
career as a historian and university teacher.
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Marci
Marei was born in 1935 in Cologne, where her farher, originally from Berlin, was a
magistrate. Her mother, also a Berliner, was an actress. Marei's mother was of Jewish
origin (although converted to Catholicism); her father was not. Nonetheless, because he
was married to a woman with a Jewish background, he was'relieved'of his position soon
afrer Hitler came to power. Marei's mother's ciueer was also brought to an end by the
advent of the Nazis.
The family encountered many difficulties in getting pennits to come to New
kaland. South America was also considered by them for a while as a possible destination.
Marei remembers that there was talk of finding her mother a job in Brazil as a cook: 'I
always laugh at this because my mother couldn'r even boil an egg'. The family, which
also included Marei's brother and the children's nanny, was sponsored by the New
Zealand Catholic community and eventually received permits ro come to New 7*aland.
They settled in Wellington.
During Marei's childhood, her mothe/s work of giving speech and drama lessons
dominated the lives of the members of the household: 'it meant sining in the dining room at
the back having our tea and that's where my mother's pupils waited too'.
Later, with her 'larger than life personality' and her poetry read.ings, Marei's
mother developed a 'cult' following in New Tsaland. Her father's work oppornrnities
were at first very limited. When he fust arrived, he worked in a woodwork factory and
later at the Rehabilitation League, making anificial arms and limbs for soldiers. After the
war, he joined the National Orchestra, playing the double bass. tn Germany, he had been
part of a small string quartet as a hobby. In New Zealand., he found he was good enough
to play professionally.
Marei recalls that her parents were'immensely grateful' because New Zealand had
opened its doors to them. They felt generally well accepted and came to be treated as
'interesting foreigners' and sometimes almost as'celebrities'.
Marei's predominant impression of her childhood is that, compared to her New
Zealand peers, she was 'incredibly carefully brought up'. Her main difficulty as a child
was not that she had a foreign background but that she lacked the freedom rhat other
children had.
Marei continued her education to tertiary level. Marriage to a New Zealand,writer
and left-wing social activist was a'liberating' experience. Later, after travel and bringing
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up children, she worked as a probation officer for many years. She has recently qualified
as a lawyer.
Mary
Mary was born in Hungary in 1935. In her Wellington home, there is a photo of a young
mother with two young children in her iums. This is the last photo of Mary and her
brother together with their mother. Mary is four years old; her brother is a baby. It is
1939, Budapest, Hungary.
Mary's parents were killed during the war - her mother in a concentration camp, her
father in Kiev, where he was deported as parr of a labour squad of Hungarian Jews. The
two children aged eleven and eight arrived in New Zealand,in L947, among the very first
immigrants permitted to enter New Zealand after the war. They came to live with
grandparents who had reached New Zealand before the outbreak of war.
Mary's parents had decided not to emigrate while ir was srill possible to do so in the
late 1930s. They had hoped that the family would be safe enough in Hungary. In fact, the
situation looked reasonably secure berween 1939 and L942. Hungary during this period
was able to resist the worst of the Nazi policies of Jewish penecution.
Mary has only a few memories of her life when the family was still together. She
recalls a family holiday in the mountains when she was about six and family gatherings at
which there was music performed late into the night. Mary's mother was a violinist; her
father a lawyer. The family was Jewish, but not particularly observant. In 1939 they werre
baptised Catholics. 'It was done in the hope that being officially non-Jewish might avert
problems'.
From 1942, repressive measures against Jews began to be introduced. Baptism
provided no protection. It was at this rime that Mary's father was drafted into a labour
squad and sent to the Soviet Union. By 1944,life for Hungarian Jews was becoming very
difficult. At this time every Jew over the age of seven had to wear a yellow star and Jews
were forced to move into specially designared Jewish houses, marked by yellow stars.
With the German occupation of Hungary, the situation of Hungarian Jews further
deteriorated. The deportations to death camps began in 194{. At this time, in an attempt to
save themselves, families split up, some members going 'underground'. People got false
papers and went to live elsewhere, passing as non-Jews. In such cases, the children were
sometimes placed in Red Cross 'homes' or hidden elsewhere. It was virtually impossible
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to go 'underground' as a family. Mary remembers her mother asking her if she and her
brother would go into a 'home'. 'I said, "no, I'd rather not". Obviously I'd rather not. I
guess my mofter decided that it was more important for us to stay together. [n November
1944 there was a dawn raid. All women under forty in our building had to go down into
the courtyard where they were told: "you're all coming with us. You have ten minutes to
pack". I can remember my mother coming up, taking a few things and saying goodbye.
That is the last we ever saw of her'.
Subsequently, Mary and her bnother were placed for a while in a Red Cross home -
'a ghastly place with insufficient food'. They were eventually removed from therc by a
former housekeeper and friend of the family. For the remainder of the war, while
Budapest was under siege, and until the children's deparrure for New Zealand,,this woman
hid them, fed them, cared for them. 'We were supposedly her illegitimate children. She
organized false papers for us and for dozens of other people'.
When the war ended, the survivors of the deportations started to retum. 'The worst
things were kept from us children. Nobody really told us about concentration camps.
Nobody said what happened there or that people had died. People dying was very seldom
mentioned. This has stayed with me ever since. I never actually mourned my mother
because it was always that she might yet come back. And people did. Other people. It
took years and yean to accept that she was actually dead. My father was "officially" dead
in 1943 - we received a telegram. Yet, later on, I would dream thar they both came back -
my mother and my father, and that the "official" information had been wrong'.
When the war was over, the friend who had cared for Mary and her brother during
the war'moved heaven and eaflh' to :urange for them to join theirremaining family in New
ZeaJand. The children eventually left Hungary late 1946 aboard a military aeroplane. Bad
weather delayed them in Vienna and resulted in their missing the boat for New Zealand
which left from London. This meant a wait of two months in England until the next bat
left. When the children reached Auckland they were mer by their uncle and brought by
train to Wellington. 'Finally we arrived at the house. As we drew up in the taxi, I was
horribly sick. That is my first memory of Wellington. I had been air-sick on the
aeroplane, sea-sick on the ship, and finally car-sick'.
Mary's Hungarian friend, who had hoped one day to join the children in New
Zealand, died of tuberculosis six months after their arrival in their new home. 'She had
ignored her illness while looking after us. Shonly after we left she wenr inro hospital and
did not recover'.
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Mary completed her schooling in New Zealand. On leaving school, she went to
university, became a teacher, brought up six children and has pursued many interests -
political, artistic and academic. Her current job is in the area of social policy research.
Robert (not his real name)
'My early life was very greatly influenced by the wa/. Robert was born in Budapest in
1934. He was ten years old when the Gerurans occupied Hungary. Together with his
brother, grandparents and aunt he survived the Holocaust in the Budapest ghetto after his
parents were taken to concenEation camps. Robert's parens survived the camps and thc
family was reunited after the war. They planned to leave Hungary as soon as they could.
'My father had already wanted to come to New 7*,aLandbefore the war. He could see the
writing on the wall, but he didn't have any of the skills that New Zealand required and was
declined a permit. So we were trapped in Hungary for the duration of the war. After the
war, my paren$ felt they couldn't live among murderers'.
Robert, however, was ambivalent about emigrating to New 7*aland,. As arcsult of
his war experiences, he had become a Zonist and wished to setde in Israel. But this was
not to be. The family came to New Zealand in 1948.
In New Zealand (in Wellington), Robert completed his education. On leaving
school, he went to university and subsequently to teachers training college. In recent
years' he has pursued a business career. He is married to a woman with a similar
background (Central European Jewish) to his own.
Israel for Robert remains a kind of a dream, a dream of a home. 'I am absolutely
convinced that I would feel at home in Israel. It is nice to think that there is a place in the
world where I would be really at home. But if I went there and the dream turned sour, I
would have no dreams left'.
Sonny
Sonny was born in Karlsnrhe, Cermany in 1928. She was eleven years old when in 1939
she came to New Zealand with her parents and sister. Before the rise of Hitler, it had been
a comfortable upper middle-class existence for Sonny and her family. Her farher was an
architect, her mother a housewife. sonny's life was a sheltered one.
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To some extent, this sheltered existence continued even afrer the advent of Hitler: 'I
didn't really suffer very much personally from Nazi persecudon'. What she does
remember very clearly is'how that German propaganda really got to you. When I was a
little girl, I had fairish hair and a little snub nose and I was terribly proud of being a fair-
haired little child [Aryan looking]. I didn't think much about being a Jew. Although my
patemal grandmother was Orthodox and my father was presidentof B'nai B'rith [a lewish
welfare organization], our household was not religious'.
The other clear memory Sonny has retained is of fear. 'When I said I wasn't
personally affected, I meant I wasn't deprived or beaten up by anybody. But you don't
forget fear. There is one incident which happened when I was about five years old. I had
been to play with my cousins. I was put on a tr:rm and I had to go three stops to get home
and the maid or my nanny picked me up. I remember that somebody on the tram started
chatting to me because I was a "cute" little girl. She asked me my name and then said "Can
you say' 'Heil Hitler' nicely?" I replied, "No. My Daddy doesn't say 'Heil Hitle/".
Then the tram driver and this woman had a conversation about me. We lived about ten
minutes walk from the tram stop. By the time we got home, the Gestapo were there. The
other incident I remember happened when I fint starred school in 1933. I was at the local
German school which was walking distance from our house. At this time, German
propaganda such as, "Jews are an inferior race; we must rid ourselves of Jews and pruify
the German race", was being propounded. I was stood out in front of the class and people
were pointing to me as an example. I didn't have the faintest idea of what it was about, but
I remember wetting my pants and running away in sheer terror. Shonly afterwards, the
situation of Jewish children at the school became impossible and I stopped going'.
Sonny subsequently attended a Jewish school until the build.ing was burnt down in
1937 or 1938. In November 1938, during Kristallnacht,her father was taken to Dachau.
The family were fortunately able to arrange the visas for England and New Zealand on
which his release from the camp depended.
For Sonny, those years were a time of great confusion. 'I really wasn't aware of
what was going on. I was afraid of some Cermans, for example the chauffeut's son
upstairs who used to go round in his little brown shirt and obviously pimp on everybody,
and I was afraid of Hitler's fanadcal voice on the rad.io and of Goebbel's voice, screaming.
Although I hadn't a clue what they were talking about, I was affected by the atmosphere of
fear at my parents' house'.
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However, the preparations to leave Germany were exciting for Sonny. 'I wasn't
aware of the terrible splitting up of the family that was occurring. I do remember my poor
grandmother waving goodbye to us at the station. She was farewelling one son who was
going to France with his family, another son who was going to England. and then to New
Zealand and another relative who was going to Brazil. But for me it was an enonnous
adventure and I wasn't aware of the agony until late/.
Before he left Germany, Sonny's father flung the Iron Cross he had been awarded
for sendng his country during the First World War into the Rhine. Ironically, in wartime
New Zealand, he was unable to sewe in the Home Guard because he was an enemy alien.
Although he tried very hard to put the past behind him, he was nor happy in New Zealand.
The long periods of unempioyment he experienced contributed to this. He died just after
the war, at the age of sixty. It was Sonny's mother who was the survivor. She adjusted
more easily to New Tnaland.
As for Sonny, once in New Zealand, she set about becoming a New Zealand child
as quickly as possible. 'I was young enough to adapt very quickly. My sister who was
seventeen had a much more difficult time. I was just at an age when it was easy for me to
accept the way New Zealand kids were. I tried to be like them. I wanted to belong'.
When she finished her schooling (in Wellington), Sonny went to university and
also trained as a teacher. She is married to a New 7*alander and has four adult children.
Tom
Tom was born in Berlin in 1937. His parents were originally from Leigniu, a small town
with a small Jewish community in which everybody knew each other. Tom's mother was
a teacheq his father an engineer. On his mother's side, it had been a fairly traditional
religious home; on his father's, a less observant one.
The family left Germany very late (in 1939) and with great diffrculry. 'The only
counbry that would give us a visa at that time was New Zealand. We arrived here shortly
before the outbreak of wal'.
The family first settled in Palmerston North but after a short time moved to
Wellington where Tom's father had obtained his first job. Later, he established an
engineering practice which became the sole producer of bakelite ar that time. Tom's first
New Zealand memory is of the garage in Tinakori Road where his fathet's business was
based.
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Tom's predominant recollection is of a lonely childhood during which he felt
different and an outsider. He completed his schooling in New 7*,alandto tertiary level and
then left that country permanently. He has worked in England, Australia and Israel, most
recently specializing in the field of computer security. Currently, he lives in Israel. He has
three adult children.
Walter
Walter was two years old when he arrived in New Tnatand,from Gerrnany with his parcnts
and older brother. Having suffered harassment by the Nazis, his parents wanted to get as
far away from Germany as possible. The family settled in a small South Island town
where Walter's father, whose former occupation had been in accountancy, had found a job
in the local woollen mills. Jewish trad.itions were maintained in the family, his father latcr
becoming lay preacher and spiritual leader of the Dunedin Hebrew congregation.
Walter's main recollections of his New Zealand childhood are of life in a small
town where his foreign background and Jewishness were a source of embarrassment and
shame- Being different was easier to cope wirh when the family moved to a bigger city,
Dunedin, after the war.
As an adult, Walter has played an active parr both in the Jewish and in the wider,
public communities. His work has been in education and in the field of minority rights,
ethnic affairs and race relarions. He has three adult children.
The New Zealand-born
Annene and Peter
Annette and Peter's father came to New Zealand in 1940 at the age of twenty. He was
born in Vienna. At the age of eighteen, he had been taken to Dachau by the Gestapo as he
was Jewish and a member of a left-wing $oup. Released after several months because he
had a permit for England, he eventually reached New Zealand with the assistance of a
group of students in Christchurch who became his sponsors.
In Christchurch, he continued his education at Canrerbury University, srudying
chemisrry and mathematics. It was at university that he met his future wife, a New
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7*alarrder. After completing his education and serving in the RNZAF, he becarne a teacher
in technical education. His parents survived the warin Bolivia andjoined him in 1947.
Peter was born in 1946; Annette in 1948. They grew up in Wellington. Their
grandmother, who came to join the family, lived and worked in New Zcaland and
established friendships mainly with other immigrants. This world impacted on the children
and combined with their father's Central European Jewish, though not religious,
background to give them a vaguely defined but nonetheless real, sense of their difference
from New Tr'alandpcers. The death of their New Zealand mother while they were still in
their early teens increased the influence of the European side of their background.
On leaving school, Peter completed a university education; Annette completed hen
while raising a family. Currently, Annette is a computer specialist in the public service and
Peter has a business career in computing.
Anthony
Anthony was bom in 1944 in Pahiatua. His mother is of British origin; his father came to
New Zealand as a refugee from Karlsruhe, Germany in 1937. Before emigration, his
father, from an established legal and political family (his father had been a parliamentarian,
lawyer and editor in the Weimar Republic), had stud.ied law. In New Zealand he bought a
sheep and cattle farm near Pahiatua naming it salem after his old school.
Since the completion of his university education, Anthony has had a career in
publishing, consultancy and journalism. He has worked for governments, international
organizations, businesses and publishers throughout Asia and the Pacific. Anthony is
married to a New 7*alander of kish-Catholic descent.
Cathy
cathy's father, the youngest of eight children, was bom in Eger (Bohemia),
The family larer moved to Vienna where he grew
up.
The family was dispersed around the world by the war. Cathy's father, at the age
of thirty-two, escaped to New Zealand. Many years later, not long before his death, a
sister who had escaped to Kenya joined him. She was rhe only member of his family he
ever saw again.
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Cathy's father had been a cabinet maker before emigration. He continued this
occupation in New Zealand, becoming highly regarded as a skilled craftsman. In the early
years of the war, he married a New Zx,alander.
Cathy was born in 1946 and grew up in Wellington. Her childhood differed little
from that of other New Zealanders. The Central European-Jewish influence was almost
entirely non-existent. This was of no concern to Cathy until some time after her father s
early death when Cathy was seventeen. As an adult, as she travelled and met some of her
father's relatives, Cathy has come to regrer that she did not know her father better. She is
fascinated by the background she grew up knowing little about, and. has put considerable
effort into finding information to fill in the many gaps about that past
Cathy trained as a nurse and is currenrly nursing part-time. She has two children.
Emie
Ernie was born in Wellington in 1943. His two older sisters werc born in Trieste. For
other details, see biographical information provided earlier for Lisa.
Ernie went to university and teachers' training college, and became a secondary
school teacher. Currently, he is a teacher speciatizing in the administration of a wide range
of community-oriented Polytechnic courses. These include the provision of English
courses for new immigrants and refugees. Ernie is also an active member of the fewish
community. He is married to an Ausralian of similar Ausuo-Hungarian background and
has three children.
Helen
Helen was born in Wellington in 1945. Her parents were Sudeten-Deutch refugees from
Aussig, Czechoslovakia who arrived. in New Zealand in 1940. Before emigrating, her
mother had been a tailoress and her father a cabinet maker. He had been an active member
of the Czech Social Democratic party and had worked for rhe anti-Nazi underground. His
father had been a member of the prague parry senate.
In New 7*aland, Helen's father soon found work as a carpenter and cabinet maker.
Later, he taught woodwork and carpenbry for many yea-rs.
Helen's father was very happy in New zealand,. Helen's mother, however,
adjusted with more difficulty. According to Helen, her mother suffered bouts of
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depression and homesickness throughout rhe years of Helen's childhood. She was
inclined to look backwards and wish for her life the way it had been before the war.
On finishing her schooling, Helen went nursing. Later, she did clerical work at the
National Health Statistics Depanmenl Currently Helen assists her husband (an immigrant
from Holland) in his business and cares for their four children.
Howard
Howard was born in 1958. In many ways, Howard could be classified'thirrd generation',
as his father was only fourteen when he left Germany. Howard's father's parents
managed to ilrange for the emigration of their rhree children - one to the United Kingdom,
one to New Zealand and one to Israel - before the outbreak of war, but did not survive
themselves.
Howard's father spent the wiu years in England and came to New 7*aland,after the
war to join his brother. He attended university and training college and became a teacher.
He married a New Zealander, Howard's mother, and worked very hard to make a new life.
When the war was over, Howard's father started to search for information about
his parents. Howard: 'Eventually, he found a woman who had been very friendly with his
mother at the concentration camp at Riga. He learned that his mother had been a very
popular, tireless figure tlere. She had been a real support to a lot of people. One day, her
husband (my grandfather) didn't come back from work detail. After that, she got very sick
and finally decided to let the authorities know how sick she was, though she realized what
the cure was. For my father, the actual date that this happened was quite ironic because it
was the day that he landed at Normandy wirh the Allied Forces'.
The effect on Howard's childhood of his father's German-Jewish background was
in many ways negligible. However, as an adult, Howard has become incteasingly
interested in this background and in the characteristics he shares with other children of
Jewish refugees.
Howard grew up in Auckland and has worked widely as a journalisr.
Jane
Jane's mother is a New Zealander; her father was a refugee. He was born in plzen
(Pilsen), Czechoslovakia into a Jewish, though not religious, family. He completed his
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qualifications as a lawyer n 1937 . His parents hoped that he, their only child, would leave
Czechoslovakia and then they would follow later. He had obtained a visa for New TaaLand,
and arrived in 1938.
In New 7*aland (in Auckland) he found it very difficult to find a suitable job. Janc:
'His entire family were killed in concentration camps with the exception of one aunt who
survived Theresienstadt and she came to New Z;calandin l94g'.
Jane's sister was born in 1944; Jane in 1948. By this time, Jane's father had a
secure job in the public service. What most impressed Jane about her father and aunt as
immigrants was the amount of energy they pur into making rhe besr of their lives in New
Zealand: 'they felt they had to contribute something; rhey felt they owed something to New
Zealand. My father was restless but after he had been back ro Europe, he realized he was
really so lucky to be in New Zealand. After that he would say, "New Zealand is the best
country in the world"'.
Jane grew up in Wellington. She went to university, became a teacher and went to
London- During the years she lived and worked in London, she felt that London was
where she wanted to be. It was a difficult decision to return to New Zealand, but having
made it, and since her return to New Zealand, Jane identifies as a New Zealander more
strongly than before. currently, she is employed in the public service.
Jenny (not herreal name)
Jenny's parents, both from Hungary, reached New Zealand in 1939. As other refugees
who escaped from Europe before the war, they left comfortable well-to-do lives and their
entire families to go to safety on the other side of the world.
Jenny's father was a mechanical engineer whose skills transferred relatively easily
to New Zealand. Her mother was a language teacher. The two d.iffered in their adjusunent
to New Zealand. Her father was very positive about New Zealand, while her mother
found it harder to setrle.
Jenny's brother was born in 1940; Jenny in l9M and two younger sisters during
the post-war years. In 1948, surviving members of the family came from Hungary to join
them. They were Jenny's grandmother, an aunt and an orphaned cousin. Jenny: 'It was
very difficult to get their enury visas. My mother wrote letters to everyone important that
she could think of pleading their case. In the end she wrore a d"irect letter to the wife of
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Walter Nash and made it a very personal, heart-rending appeal. Shortly after that the visas
were posted out'.
Jenny's Wellington childhood was in many ways dominared. by the horrors that had
taken place in Europe. The victims of the Holocaust were not faceless individuals, but
members of her family.
Jenny has had a university education. When this was completed, she trained as a
nurse. Currently she is bringing up six children.
Julia
Julia's mother, a refugee from Germany, came to New Zealand,in 1940. She had tried to
convince others in the family to leave but they were not prepared to, continuing to hope that
the situation would change for the better. In New 7*aland,, Julias morhe/s first job was
as a domestic. She later studied, eventually becoming a psychotherapist. As many other
refugees who were grateful above all to have found a refuge, Julia's mother was
determined to pur the past behind her and make a new life in New Zealand.
Julia was born in 1953 in Wellington. The need to know her roots, to know about
the past and to find a Jewish identity for herself within the New Zealandenvironment and
in the context of a Jewish refugee background. has been of real importance for her.
Although Julia's Jewish identity has been strong, her ability to exprcss this as an integratcd
part of her life continues to be an issue for her as an adult. 'All my life I have had this
notion of only half belonging, although, unlike for my morher, New Zealand ir my
country'.
Julia has had a universiry education. She has worked in a variery of fields,
including photography, public relations and social work. Currently she is working in the
social policy development area. She has one son.
Katherine
Katherine was born in New Zealand in 1946. Her father, who was born in Austria, had
settled in Czechoslovakia. In 1939, he escaped with his brorher to England, hoping to
iurange for the escape of the remainder of the family later. As industrial chemists, he and
his brother obtained temporary permits to come to New Zeatand, to fulfil a connacr ro
recycle oil and grease for the New Zealand Railways. When the two had fulfilled their
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contract, they were told by the govemment that if they wanted pennanent residence in New
Zealand, they should go back to Europe and apply from there. They fought this decision
and were eventually perrnitted to stay in New Zealand.
Katherine's mother, a medical student, escaped to England together with her sister
and the two also made it to New Zealand. In New 7*aLand., Katherine's mother became a
nurse. Katherine's father, with his brother and another refugee, started a factory
manufacturing oil and grease, an enterprise which was one of the fust to be declarred an
essential indusury during the war years. After the war, sunriving relatives joined the family
in New 7*aland-
Katherine's impression of her parcnts is that they involved themselves very much in
New Zealand and its way of life. 'They never complained about New Zealand; they flung
themselves wholeheartedly into being New Zealanders. If anybody asked them about their
origins, they said they were New Zealanders'.
Katherine went to university. Marriage and travel followed. She has combined
motherhood wirh the pursuit of a profession.
Michael
Michael, described by his mother as a ninety-nine percent New T*alander (in conrast 6l his
elder brother and sister who were not New Zealand-born and never came to feel that they
belonged in New Zealand), was born in Wellington in 1944. His parents were active
Zionists in their youth in Vienna and had been certain, many years before the rise of Hitler,
that there was no future for Jews in Austria.
Michael's mother had lived as a child in a working-class district of Vienna and on
her way to school was very often molested by other children throwing stones and calling
names such as 'dirty Jew'or worse. She met her furure husband at a Zionist youth group.
The two did not believe in studying but in learning skills to work with their hands in
Palestine (she became a kindergarden teacher, he a metal worker). They were both in their
early twenties when they left Austria in 1926 for Palestine. Alrhough they were very
happy there, for a mixture of political and personal reasons, they decided to leave that
counury and immigrated to New Zealand in 1940.
Earning a living was at fust difficult for them in New Zealand,. Michael's father
lost two jobs because he was a foreigner and was unemployed for almost a year.
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Eventually, with a partner, he started a small business which developed into a metal
importing company.
Michael completed a university education and has had a business career.
Parenthood, politics and travel have also played a major part in his life.
Miriam (not herreal name)
Miriam's mother, originally from the Sudeten pan of Czechoslovakia, escaped with her
family to Prague when the Germans annexed that area in 1938. In Prague, she worked in a
home for Jewish refugee children whose parents were in concentration camps. A year
later, when the Germans occupied the remainder of Czechoslovakia, the family fled again.
In 1940, at the age of twenty, she came to New 7*aland with her mother. Her brother,
aged fourteen, was sent to England as part of the children's transports (groups of Jewish
children sent to England to escape the Nazi regime) and reached New Zealand thrce years
later. About eighty relatives were left behind in Czechoslovakia, none of whom survived-
Miriam's mother found starting a new life in New Zealand very hard. Her
upbringing, which completely lacked training in practical skills, had not prepared her well
formigration. Everysortof householdchorewasariddle. HerfirstjobinNew Te,aland,
was in a children's home, where she leamed to sweep the floor by secretly watching the
children to see how they did it. After a few years in New Zealand., shc met and married
Miriam's father, also a refugee from Czechosiovakia, who was a former lawyer. The nro
struggled to make a living and raise a family. They both rapidly acquired the practical
skills they had lacked when they first arrived and eventually established successful
businesses.
Miriam was born in Wellington in 1945. She has combined being a mother wirh a
professional career. Her involvement in politics has been extensive.
Vivienne
Vivienne's parents left Prague the day Hirler marched into Czechoslovakia. 'They were
very lucky to get out. They went fi-rst to England, but my morher was sure she d.id not
want to stay in England because Hitler could easily get aqoss the ch#el'. They evennrally
received perrnits to come to New Zealandand arrived with many anxieries about what the
country might be like. Vivienne: 'My mother thought New Zealand was going to be the
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end of the earth [that is, totally removed from the amenities of civilization]. She always
said she was so grateful when she saw trams going up eueen Sneet [Auckland]'.
Vivienne's father, who had been an architect in Czechoslovakia" worked at first in a
factory. Later he became a draughtsman and evenhrally resumed, his career in architcctrre.
Both parents, bur especially Vivienne's father, had grown up in well-to-do familics.
Vivienne considers that hermother felt keenly the loss of an affluent lifestyle, a lifestyle the
family nevEr succeeded in regaining in New T*alilrrd-
Vivienne was born in 1941 and her brother in 1943. She has worked for the trade
union movement and has taught sociology and trade union studies. Her current work is in
the field of equal employment oppornrnities for women and minority groups. She has two
adult children.
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APPENDIX 1a
The main topics covered in the interviews with refugee children and children of refugees
were as follows:
1 Biographical details and selective life history of interviewee and his or her family.
2 Childhood: family characteristics and aspects of family life, including lifestyle and
values, the extended family, religion, language, meals, recreation, social life; family
attitudes to the past, to the Holocausq the family's way of coping with grief, anxiety and
insecurity.
3 School: being different, the experience of being Jewish at school, friendships,
rclationships with teachers, sport, fanily attitudes to education.
4 Adolescence: friendships, youth groups, relationship with parents, talking with parents
about the Holocaust and about the European past.
5 Adult attitudes and perceptions: about the Holocaust, attitudes to Israel, reflections about
cultural and ethnic background, about belonging and feeling at home in New Z*aland,,
visiting Europe, cultural transmission, what is derived from background, attitudes
concerning social justice issues and towards other minority groups.
6 Work history, partners, children.
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APPENDIX lb
The main topics covered in the interviews with rhe five teachers who taught refugee
children and children of refugees in the fonies, fifties and. sixties wer€ as follows:
I Some details about teaching career, focusing on past experiences teaching refugee and
irnmigrant children: where, when, for how long and in what circumstances d.id the teacher
concerned teach these children.
2 The teacher's impressions of refugee/immigrant/Jewish pupils: their appealance,
behaviour, their interaction with other children in class, their interaction with teachen, the
chil&en's behaviour in the playground, attitudes and behaviour of the children's paronts
(where relevant).
3 Philosophy of the school and of the teacher being interviewed regard.ing cultural
differences: treatment of foreign names, treatrnent of other cultural d.ifferences in the
classroom, provisions made at the school for teaching English as a second language,
provisions made by the school for children who withdrew from religious instnrction in
primary schools and from prayers and bible readings at secondary schools.
4 Discussion in the classroom of the Nazi treannent of Jews and the struggle to establish a
Jewish state.
5 Attitudes of New Zealand children towards their culturally different peers: bullying,
teasing, anti-Semitism, the responses of teachers to these behaviours if they occ'rred at
school.
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APPENDIX 2a
Birthplaces of penons born in New Zealand and overseas, exclud.ing those born at sea and
those whose binh places are not specified in thc census, (drawn from the New Zealand
Cewus of Population and, Dwellings, 1966, Departnrent of Statistics, Wellington 1969).
CENSUS NEW ZEALAhID OTHER COMMONWEALTI{ NON.COMMONWEAL'M
COUNTRIES COTJNTRIES
1936
1945
l95l
1956
1961
t966
r,27g,gt7
8I.43 Vo
L,456,067
85.59 7o
1,672,962
86.32 Vo
1,963,344
85.75 Vo
2,074,509
85.97 Vo
2,279,994
85.24 Vo
251,593
16.01 Vo
219,234
L2.83 Vo
234,lgl
12.08 Vo
261,860
12.45 Vo
280,570
11.62 Vo
326,593
12.21 Vo
39,49L
2.5r %
26,379
L.55 Vo
30,651
1.58 Vo
47,362
2.18 Vo
57,876
2.40 Vo
68,215
2.55 7o
3,u
APPENDIX 2b
Total New Zealand Foputration [936f966 (dtawn {iod *lc Nel'r, Zeatrynd Cercw of
Papulation md Dwelhngs, Ig6*,Depanirent of satistiss, wellingon 1969).
1936
1945
[95,1
1956
196r
1966
1,573"810
1,7o2,2p9
1.,939,47,2
2'1'I4NA62
2,4\4,984
7,676,919
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APPENDIX 3
Major religious professions, (drawn from the New Zealand Census of Population and
Dwellings, 1966, vol. 3, Department of Statistics, Wellington 1968).
Religion
Church of
England
Presbyterian
Baptist
Other Christian
Atheist
Agnostic
Hebrew
Hindu
31,519
1.6 Vo
I22,20I
6.3 7o
5,520
0.3 Vo
2,093
O.l Vo
3,661
0.2 Vo
1089
0.L 7o
11,475
7.4 Vo
33,910
1.6 Vo
166,444
7.6 Vo
2,977
0.1 7o
1,748
0.1 To
3,823
0.2 Vo
L,597
0.1Vo
L2,65L
1961
835,434
34.6 Vo
539,459
22.3 Vo
364,099
L5.L Vo
173,939
7.2 Vo
40,996
1.7 9o
190,284
8Vo
3,359
0.1 Vo
2,299
0.1 Vo
4,006
0.2 Vo
2,474
0.1 Vo
17,486
1966
901,701
33.7 Vo
582,976
21.8 Vo
425,290
15.9Vo
186,260
7Vo
46,748
I.7 Vo
225,505
8.3 Vo
5,474
0.2 7o
4,960
0.2 Vo
4,1o4
O.2 Vo
3,599
0.1 Vo
32,790
t926 1951 1956
575,731 726,626 Tg0,ggg
40.9 Vo 37.5 Vo 35.9 7o
33t,369 446,333 4g3,gg4
23.5 Vo 23 Vo 22.3 Vo
Roman Catholic 181,922 2U,SSS 3lO,7Z3
12.9 Vo 13.6 Vo 14.3 Vo
Methodist L25,279 L56,O77 t6l,g23
8.9 Vo 8 Vo
2l,g7g
1.6 Vo
71,338
5.2 Vo
1,079
0.1 Vo
804
0.1 Vo
2,602
0.2 Vo
353
No religion 3,217
SOURCES
The principal source for this study was information gathered from intcrviews with former
children of refugees and refugee children. Information obtained from refugees interviewed
in A Srnall Price to Pay was also a useful source. This oral material was supplemented by
a variety of other sources - both primary and secondary.
The main primary sources used to provide background information about New
Zealand society were newspapers, journals and magazines. Attitudes towards foreigners,
the different worlds of men and women, heroes and heroines, diet and many other aspects
of New Tsaland way of life in the fonies, frfties and sixties are depicted in the pages of, for
example, the New Zealand Listener, New Zealand Woman's Weekly, Parents Centre
Bulletin and the sclwol Jownal of the Deparrnent of Educarion.
Regarding Jewish life in New Zealand, the main primary soruce used was
information gathered in an informal way by the writer over the years from members of her
family, from friends and acquaintances. Additionally, the New Zealand Jewish Cltronicle,
which articulated some of the concerns and preoccupations of New Zealand,Jews during
the years that the people in this study were growing up, was a most useful source. The
Jewish social climate as portrayed in New Zealand's Jewish newspaper is, of course,
particularly relevant to those who participated fully or panially in the Jewish community
and less so to othen who did not.
Among the recurring subjects in the Chronicle are anti-Semitism (in New Zealand
and elsewhere), Israel, the Holocaust, the Jewish education of New Zealand yourh, fears
about the assimilation of New Zealand youth, proposals to prevent assimilation occurring
by improving Jewish education and anxious deliberations about the future of the Jewish
community in view of dwindling numbers due to emigration and assimilation. The
preoccuparions of the Chronicle bnng to mind the notion of 'siege mentality' which was
found by Kwen Fee Lianl (see Review of Literature in Chapter l) to be a characteristic of
Chinese people in New Zealand. The ethos of the Chronicle also shows evidence of the
dual ethnicity discussed in a number of ethnic stud.ies. New Zealand Jews, for the most
part, saw themselves as loyal British subjects, Jewish New Zealanders as well as
supporters of Israel.
The secondary sources used in this study are drawn from diverse bod.ies of
literature. Information about New Zealand society during the period of this study was
lKwen Fee Lian, 'A Study of Identity within the Chinese Community in Wellington'.
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obtained from two main sources - The Oxford History of New Zealand 2and Nancy
Taylor's The Home Front.3 The major work about Jews in New Zealandremains L. M.
Goldman's 1957 book, The History of the Jews in New Zealand but other works
discussed in the Review of Literature were also a useful source of information about
aspects of Jewish life in New Zealand.
Of the many studies of ethniciry, Marion Berghahn's stud/ of three generations of
German-Jewish refugees in England was the most useful. It is diffrcult to single out
particular books or articles from the many stud.ies about children of Holocaust survivors.
However, Helen Epstein's Children of the Holocaust stands out hcause of the particularly
vivid way that the major themes of the literature about children of Holocaust survivors are
conveyed in Epstein's book.
Finally, the contribution made by drama, poetry and novels to the understanding of
the lives of refugees and their children needs mention. In particular, poqns by Pa'l Cehn5
and Karen Gershon,6 Anita Brookner's novelT and Judith Kerr's t ilogy,S provided a
wider context for this srudy.
2ohuer ed., with Williams,Tft e Oxford History of New Zealand,.
3Taylor, The New Zealand. people at War : The Home Front.
4Berghahn 
, Gerrnan-fewbh Refugees in England,.
Scelan, Poems,
6Gershon, Selected, Poems.
TBrookner, Inte comers.
8K"o, When Hitter Srcle Pink Rabbit ; The Other Way Round.: A Srnall person Far Away.
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